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HALF-FULL, HALF-EMPTY? ASIAN AMERICAN
ELECTORAL "PRESENCE" IN 2008
KEITH AOKIt & ROBERT S. CHANGt t
We stand past the cusp of a historic election. For the first time, a
person of color has been elected to the highest office of a majority-white
nation.' For the first time in United States history, an African American
has been elected President.
2
As we look back upon the events that led to this result, it gives us an
opportunity to examine the politics of race. Despite all the talk of Ob-
ama running a post-racial campaign, there was a lot of race in this race.3
Our sense, though, is that race in the race, as remains typical in the Unit-
ed States, was discussed and understood mostly in black and white
terms.4
In the midst of this, how do we talk meaningfully about political
power as it relates to racial group affiliation? And more specifically,
what does it mean to talk about Asian Americans and Asian American
political power?
In some ways, it's odd to talk about group political power. After
all, we might understand the right to vote as being held by qualified indi-
viduals, that political power resides in individuals who exercise this right
as individuals and not as members of a group. 6 These individual exercis-
t Professor of Law, UC Davis King Hall School of Law.
tt Professor of Law and Director, Fred T. Korematsu Center for Law and Equality, Seattle
University School of Law.
1. Shelby Steele, Op-Ed., Obama's Post-Racial Promise, L.A. TaIES, Nov. 5, 2008, at A31.
2. See id.
3. We take the phrase from an event run before the election by UCLA's Critical Race Stu-
dies program called "Race in the Race."
4. For a development of the critique of the black/white racial paradigm in the legal literature,
see Robert S. Chang, Toward an Asian American Legal Scholarship: Critical Race Theory, Post-
Structuralism, and Narrative Space, 81 CAL. L. REV. 1241, 1267 (1993); Neil Gotanda, "Other Non-
Whites" in American Legal History: A Review of Justice at War, 85 COLUM. L. REV. 1186, 1188
(1985) (book review); Juan F. Perea, The Black/White Binary Paradigm of Race: The "Normal
Science" of American Racial Thought, 85 CAL. L. REV. 1213, 1219 (1997).
5. We include Latinas/os as part of the racial discourse despite the formal categorization by
the U.S. Census of Hispanics not as a race but as an ethnicity. See Robert S. Chang & Keith Aoki,
Centering the Immigrant in the Inter/National Imagination, 85 CAL. L. REV. 1395, 1447 (1997). On
Latinas/os and the political process, see STEVEN W. BENDER, ONE NIGHT IN AMERICA: ROBERT
KENNEDY, CESAR CHAVEZ, AND THE DREAM OF DIGNrrY (2008); Steven Bender, Sylvia R. Lazos
Vargas & Keith Aoki, Race and the California Recall: A Top Ten List of Ironies, 16 BERKELEY LA
RAZA L.J. 11, 15-18 (2005); Steven W. Bender & Keith Aoki, Seekin' the Cause: Social Justice
Movements and LatCrit Community, 81 OR. L. REV. 595, 618-24 (2002).
6. But cf Davis v. Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 167 (1986) (Powell, J., dissenting) (suggesting
that the experience of voting cannot be understood solely as an individual act, because "[the concept
of 'representation' necessarily applies to groups: groups of voters elect representatives, individual
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es of power are then aggregated and interpreted through the prism of the
Electoral College to produce a result that is understood to have been rati-
fied by the electorate.7
Given the large number of individuals who hold this power, power
is extremely diffuse, which might help us to understand low voter regis-
tration rates and low voter participation rates-numbers that indicate
high levels of alienation, disenchantment, and disenfranchisement. In the
middle of this, this small/great power is mediated through groups. Group
affiliation is connected to the exercise of preferences. So how then are
we to understand the role that Asian Americans played in this historic
election?8
The 2008 U.S. Presidential Election was not that close, 9 and there-
fore was somewhat inconsistent with presidential elections for the past
two decades-in that the winning candidates in elections since 1988 re-
ceived no more than 51% of the vote. One might justifiably wonder if
these close margins represented racial and ethnic minority opportunities
to press the Democratic and Republican parties on particular issues.10
Some pundits have expressed the opinion that George W. Bush was
elected in 2000 and re-elected in 2004 due to his ability to draw approx-
voters do not"); Lani Guinier, Groups, Representation, and Race-Conscious Districting: A Case of
the Emperor's Clothes, 71 TEX. L. REV. 1589, 1596-1601 (1993); Samuel Issacharoff, Groups and
the Right to Vote, 44 EMORY LJ. 869, 883-84 (1995) ("In turn, the right to cast an effective ballot
implied more than simply the equal weighting of all votes, as per the one-person, one-vote rule. To
be effective, a voter's ballot must stand a meaningful chance of effective aggregation with those of
like-minded voters to claim a just share of electoral results. For this reason, any sophisticated right
to genuinely meaningful electoral participation must be evaluated and measured as a group right,
that of groups of voters seeking the outcomes promised to them through the electoral system.").
7. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 1, cl. 2 (creating the Electoral College where each state receives
a number of votes equal to its number of representatives and senators wherein each state is free to
appoint "in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct .... "); see also JuDITH A. BEsT, THE
CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE? DEBATING THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE 17-30 (1996); ROBERT M.
HARDAWAY, THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE AND THE CONSTITUTION: THE CASE FOR PRESERVING
FEDERALISM 39-65 (1994); NEAL R. PIERCE & LAWRENCE D. LONGLEY, THE PEOPLE'S PRESIDENT:
THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE IN AMERICAN HISTORY AND THE DIRECT VOTE ALTERNATIVE 10-30
(rev. ed. Yale Univ. Press 1981) (1968).
8. Leadership Education for Asian Pacifics, Inc. (LEAP) and Asian Pacific Americans Pub-
lic Policy Institute, THE STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA: TRAJECTORY OF CIVIC AND POLITICAL
ENGAGEMENT: A PUBLIC POLICY REPORT (Paul M. Ong ed. 2008), available at
http://www.leap.org/informmain.html [hereinafter STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA 2008].
9. CNN 2008 Presidential Election Results, http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2008/
results/president/ (last visited Jan. 19, 2009) (53% Obama, 46% McCain); CNN 2008 Presidential
Election Exit Polls, http://www.cnn.comELECTION/20l)8results/pols/#USP00pl (last visited Jan.
19, 2009) (showing a majority of African AmericaniAslan Pacific Americans ("APA"), and Latino/a
votes went for Obama, while a majority of white-v6tes did not).
10. See 80-20 Initiative, http://www.80-20initiative.netl (last visited Jan. 19, 2009) ("80-20 is
a national, nonpartisan, Political Action Committee dedicated to winning equal opportunity and
justice for all Asian Americans through a SWING bloc vote, ideally directing 80% of our communi-
ty's votes and money to the presidential candidate endorsed by the 80-20, who better represents the
interests of all APAs.").
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imately 40% of the Latino/a vote, a claim mirrored by California Gover-
nor Arnold Schwarzenegger's election in 2006.11
Unfortunately, this minority group "leverage" is more myth than re-
ality because the U.S. Presidential Election is actually fifty separate state
elections, Bush v. Gore12 notwithstanding.1 3  In particular, geographic
distribution of Asian Americans seems to inveigh against electoral leve-
rage, which is why we use the term "presence" instead of "power." The
crucial swing states such as Florida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Missouri
do not contain substantial Asian American population centers. Rather,
Asian Americans are concentrated in "blue" states like Hawaii, Califor-
nia,14 and New York.15  Additionally, while Asian Americans as a per-
centage of the voting population are up from 1.6% in 1996 to 2.2% in
2004, this increase does not reflect higher actual voting rates.' 6  Asian
American registration rates are approximately 51%, of which only about
44% actually voted.'
7
11. See Observationalism: Selected Exit Poll Comparisons, 2000-2004-2008,
http://observationalism.com/2008/11/09/selected-exit-poll-comparisons-2000-2004-2008 (last vi-
sited Jan. 16, 2009) (showing Obama drew 67% of the national Latino/a vote).
12. 531 U.S. 98 (2000).
13. See id. at 100, 111 (upholding Bush v. Palm Beach County Canvassing Bd., 531 U.S. 70
(2000) (per curiam)); Karthnick Ramakrishnan, Asian Pacific Americans and the 2008 Presidential
Election, in UCLA ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AND ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN
POLITICAL ALMANAC, 2007-2008 27 (13th ed. 2008) ("[A]s we already know, the presidential elec-
tion is not a national contest but one that is carried out across 50 states."); see also McPherson v.
Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 24-36 (1892) (interpreting art. I1's "independent legislature" doctrine); SAMUEL
ISSACHAROFF, PAMELA S. KARLAN & RICHARD H. PILDES, THE LAW OF DEMOCRACY: LEGAL
STRUCTURE OF THE POLITICAL PROCESS 1042 (rev. 3d ed. 2007) ("Art. II textually commits the
manner of choosing presidential electors to the State legislatures."); Richard H. Pildes, Democracy
and Disorder, 68 U. CHIi. L. REv. 695, 714-15 (2001) (arguing that the Bush v. Gore Court was
motivated by fears that chaos would ensue if democratic institutions were allowed to resolve the
outcome of the 2000 presidential election); David A. Strauss, Bush v. Gore: What Were They Think-
ing?, 68 U. CHI. L. REv. 737, 739 (2001) (arguing that the Supreme Court in Bush v. Gore engaged
in a "kind of morally justified civil disobedience"). Compare Palm Beach County Canvassing Bd. v.
Harris, 772 So. 2d 1220, 1240 (Fla. 2000), vacated, Bush, 531 U.S. 70, (calling for a recount of votes
in particular Florida counties), with Bush, 531 U.S. 70, 78 (vacating the Florida Supreme Court's
decision and stopping the recount).
14. See Andrew L. Aoki, Asian Pacific American Voters, Issues and the 2008 Election, in
UCLA ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AND ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN POLITICAL
ALMANAC, 2007-2008, supra note 13, at 15 ("Asian Pacific Americans are approaching 13 percent
of the population in California, which holds almost a fifth of the electoral votes needed to win the
presidency."); see also THE NEW FACE OF ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICA: NUMBERS, DIVERSITY &
CHANGE IN THE 21ST CENTURY 124 (Eric Lai & Dennis Aguelles eds., 2003) [hereinafter NEW FACE
OF APAMERICA] ("With an APA population of 4,321,585, California, by far, has the largest Asian
population of all 50 states. New York[] .. . follow[s] California as a distant second, and Hawai'i
ranks third .... ).
15. NEW FACE OF APAMERICA, supra note 14, at 132 ("New York has the greatest number of
APAs [in the Northeast] at 1,192,431 ....").
16. Ramakrishnan, supra note 13, at 28 ("[T]he Asian Pacific American share of the voting
population has increased by nearly 50% from 1.6% in 1996 to 2.2% in 2004. Much of this increase
can be attributed to the growing share of Asian Pacific Americans in the adult citizen population
(and not to higher voting numbers).").
17. See Christine Chen, Apathetic and Apolitical? Asian Pacific Americans and the Next Steps
for Building a Political Base, in UCLA ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AND ASIAN
PACIFIC AMERICAN POLITICAL ALMANAC, 2007-2008, supra note 13, at 17 ("In 2004, the Asian
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However, this Asian American demographic clustering is changing,
and states like Washington, New Jersey, Minnesota, and Oregon are
home to increasing centers of Asian American population. 18 States like
North Carolina and Nevada contain Asian American population centers
of more than 100,000.19 Virginia is a state in demographic (and political)
flux, and one could look at the narrow defeat in 2006 of Republican Sen-
ator George Allen by less than 10,000 votes (out of more than two mil-
lion votes cast) as a signal that recent Asian American voters may have
played a pivotal role.2°
Still, the front-loading of the Iowa caucuses and the New Hamp-
shire primary may not serve to spotlight Asian American issues, given
that Iowa is 93% white and New Hampshire has an Asian American
population of approximately 2%.21 While such a change in the election
schedule is not likely, one might wonder what issues might be in the fo-
reground if the nation's first primaries were in states like Hawaii or Cali-
fornia.
Pacific Americans voter registration rate of 51.8%, was the lowest in comparison to Whites, Blacks
and Hispanics and only 44.1% of Asians voted."); see also Ramakrishnan, supra note 13, at 28
("55% of adult Asian Pacific Americans voted in 2004, compared to 55% of Latinos, 72% of blacks
and 74% of whites."); Paul Ong & Megan Emiko Scott, Asian American Civic and Political En-
gagement, in STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA 2008, supra note 8, at 2 ("From 1990 to 2007, the number
of Asian Americans increased from 7.3 million to 13.4 million, and from 2.9% of the total popula-
tion to 4.4%. If we include those who are part Asian American, then the respective figures for 2007
are 15.2 million and 5.0%.").
18. See NEW FACE OF APAMERICA, supra note 14, at 140, 150, 170 (stating that, as of the
2000 Census, New Jersey had 398,404 APAs, Washington had 428,659 APAs, Oregon had 139,282
APAs, and Minnesota had 165,779 APAs).
19. See id. at 153, 155, 176 ("Nevada's APA population more than tripled to 124,116 by
2000. It was the fastest growing Asian Pacific American population in the country.... Nevada, at
current growth rates could jump into the fourth place [for APA population in the West] by 2010,
jumping ahead of Oregon Arizona and Colorado .... North Carolina has 142,727 APAs [as of the
2000 Census].").
20. On George Allen calling a Jim Webb campaign worker "Macaca," see Editorial, George
Allen's America: Whom It Includes and Whom It Doesn't, WASH. POST, Aug. 15, 2006, at Al 2 ("Or
perhaps the idea that bullying your opponent and calling them strange names-Mr. Allen twice
referred to Mr. Sidarth as "Macaca"--is within the bounds of decency on the campaign trail?"). See
also YouTube, George Allen Introduces Macaca (Aug. 11, 2006), http://www.youtube.com/
watchv=r9OzOPMnKwL On Virginia Senator Jim Webb's Vietnamese American wife, see Annie
Gowen, Webb's Wife Steps In to On Stage Role, Denouncing Criticism of Virginia Candidate,
WASH. POST, Nov. 3, 2006, at B05 (describing Jim Webb's wife Hong Le Webb as a "38-year-old
securities lawyer" born in Vietnam). See also NEW FACE OF APAMERICA, supra note 14, at 176
("[As of 2000] 311,424 Asian Pacific Americans call ... Virginia home."); Okiyoshi (Oki) Takeda,
How Asian Pacific Americans are Made to Disappear in U.S. Presidential Politics, in UCLA ASIAN
PACIFIC AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AND ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN POLITICAL ALMANAC, 2007-
2008, supra note 13, at 29 ("Mhe 2006 Virginia race for U.S. Senate ... was decided by less than
10,000 votes out of 2.3 million votes cast.").
21. Old, supra note 20, at 29 ("Iowa and New Hampshire, where the first caucus and primary
in the nation take place, are states in which Asian Pacific Americans constitute less than two percent
of the state population .... Imagine how [that] would ... change if the first primary of the nation
was held in Hawai'i? ... [Wihat if the first primary was held in California? ... We often discuss
the order of presidential primaries in the context of equality among the states, but we should also
note that it is a matter of racial equality to the extent that it decides what issues are taken up by the
candidates.").
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Still, the lower rates of Asian American registration and voter tur-
nout are troubling. Could fallout from the 1996 Golden Temple/DNC
and John Huang fundraising scandals still have an effect of suppressing
Asian American political participation? 22  Or more recently, the 2008
campaign contributions from Norman Hsu to the Hillary Clinton cam-
paign?
2
Could potential Asian American voters pick up signals from politi-
cians that they are more "foreign"? After all, politicians in Southwestern
and Western states have frequently used the Spanish language in their
campaigns,2 but how many politicians use Vietnamese, Tagalog, Hindi,
or Mandarin?
Regarding an Asian American "electorate," the question "is there a
'there' there?" is relevant. For example in the 2004 presidential election,
55% of eligible Asian Americans voted, about the same percentage as
Latina/os.25  By contrast African American voting was 72% of eligible
voters and white voting was 74% of eligible voters.26 However, there
seems to be a trend in Asian American voting of increasing identification
with the Democratic Party. In 1992, 42% of Asian American voters
22. See NEW FACE OF APAMERICA, supra note 14, at 212-13 ("As the 1996 campaign ap-
proached, many politically active APAs had felt that the coming election might mark a watershed for
APA political influence. Instead, however, they found themselves reeling after allegations surfaced
late in the year that the Clinton campaign had accepted illegal contributions from Asian sources. The
key player was John Huang, a Democratic National Committee fundraiser and former Commerce
Department official, who served as a conduit for money from foreign sources forbidden from contri-
buting to U.S. campaigns. Over the next year, the media was filled with stories about Asian contri-
butors and Asian American intermediaries.... Although only a few Asian Americans were in-
volved, reports began to surface that all APAs were being treated with suspicion, [singled] out for
heightened scrutiny and asked if they were citizens.... Perhaps the most infamous portrayal was
the March 24, 1997 National Review cover which featured a caricature of Bill and Hillary Clinton..
. drawn with stereotypical Asian features, implying that Asian connections were antithetical to
American interests."); see also Frank H. Wu & Francey Lim Youngberg, People From China Cross-
ing the River: Asian American Political Empowerment and Foreign Influence, in ASIAN AMERICAN
AND POLIrICs: PERSPECTIVES, EXPERIENCES, PROSPECTS 311-12 (Gordon H. Chang ed., 2001);
Frank H. Wu & May L. Nicholson, "Have You No Decency?" An Analysis of Racial Aspects of
Media Coverage of the John Huang Matter, 7 ASIAN AM. POL'Y J. 1 (1997).
23. See Scott Helman, Hsu raised big money for Clinton supporters: Candidates she courted
benefit, BOSTON GLOBE, Sept. 26, 2007, at IA ("Disgraced fund-raiser Norma Hsu did a lot more
than just pump $875,000 into Hillary Clinton's campaign bank account: He also raised hundreds of
thousands of dollars for local, state, and federal candidates who have endorsed Clinton or whose
support she courted."). But see S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Political Participation and Civic Volun-
teerism, in STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA 2008, supra note 8, at 35 ("Whites are the most likely to give
to political causes and candidates (26%), followed by Blacks (20%), Asian Americans (17%), and
Latinos (10%)).
24. See, e.g., Gregory Rodriguez, The GOP's Hispanic High Hopes: George W. Bush's Sym-
bolic Gestures to the Texas Latino Community Have Gone a Long Way. But Will the Approval Work
in a State Like California?, SALON, Dec. 7, 1999, http://www.salon.connews/feature/1999/
12/07/tejanos ("Bush faces a much more difficult road in California.... Unlike Texas, the Demo-
cratic Party controls the Governor's mansion, both state houses and both U.S. Senate seats .... It is
also a state in which Latinos, galvanized by ethnic scapegoating [by former Republican Governor
Pete Wilson and the passage of Proposition 187], have been registering and voting overwhelmingly
Democrat over the past five years.").
25. Ramakrishnan, supra note 13, at 28.
26. Id.
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identified with the Democrats, whereas in 2004, that number was up to
60%.27 However, this raises the question for Asian American voters: is it
"better" in terms of partisan leverage to be a "swing" rather than a "safe"
voting bloc?
At the very least, there is no "Asian America" waiting to be "dis-
covered," but rather, an "Asian America" must be created through politi-
cal struggle. An Asian American electorate is made, not found.28
So what does the idea that "Asian America" is made, not found, ac-
tually mean? It means that Asian American influence on the level of
national politics may not play a large role in the next few presidential
election cycles. Asian Americans were burned in some high-publicity
campaign financing scandals in 1996 with John Huang and the Clinton-
Gore Campaign and in 2008 with Norman Hsu and Hillary Clinton.29 If
national political influence is not imminent, then where might the action
for Asian Americans be?
Some answers seem to be emerging on the level of local and state
politics in states like California. However, this emergence may not be in
large urban centers like San Francisco, Los Angeles, or San Diego.3 °
Since 2000, Asian American politicians have been having remarkable
success in small- and medium-size Northern California cities such as
Cupertino, Milpitas, Palo Alto, and San Jose in Santa Clara County or
Oakland, Alameda, Fremont, and Union City in Alameda County.31 In
27. Id. ("[T]he Pilot National Asian Pacific American Politics Survey (PNAPAPS) from
2001, indicates high Democratic party identification among those who believe that discrimination is
a problem affecting Asian Pacific Americans as much as other groups in the [U.S.]. This finding,
combined with the findings from AALDEF [Asian American Legal Defense Fund] that the propor-
tion of registered Democrats has increased steadily from 1992 (40% in 1992, 58% in 2000, 58% in
2000, 60% in 2004) means that Asian Pacific Americans will increasingly tip the scales in favor of
Democrat candidates as they slowly grow to account for a larger share of the American electorate.").
28. See ROBERT S. CHANG, DISORIENTED: ASIAN AMERICANS, LAW AND THE NATION-STATE
86-89 (1999). Frank H. Wu makes a similar claim in YELLOW: RACE IN AMERICA BEYOND BLACK
AND WHITE 302-07, 314 (2002). Cf Angela P. Harris, Foreword: The Jurisprudence of Reconstruc-
tion, 82 CAL. L. REV. 741, 784 (1994) ("There are no 'people of color' waiting to be found; we must
give up our romance with racial community.").
29. Arguably both the John Huang and the Golden Temple campaign fundraising scandals
arose in part because certain factions within the Asian American community were seeking to influ-
ence the national Democratic Party prematurely. By prematurely, we mean that, these factions were
seeking influence without having done the necessary coalition and organization building from the
grass-roots up. See L. Ling-Chi Wang, Race, Class, Citizenship and Extraterritoriality: Asian
Pacific Americans and the 1996 Campaign Finance Scandal, 24 AMERASIA J. 1, 1-3, 7, 12 (1998);
see also NEW FACE OF APAMERICA, supra note 14; Wu & Youngberg, supra note 22, at 338-39; Wu
& Nicholson, supra note 22.
30. Although one should note that the November 2008 elections in San Francisco resulted in
the election of three Chinese Americans to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, with David Chiu
being elected President of the Board of Supervisors. Juliana Barbassa, S.F. Leads way as Asians
score political wins, SACRAMENTO BEE, Jan. 19, 2009, at A4.
31. James S. Lai & Kim Geron, When Asian Americans Run: The Suburban and Urban Di-
mensions of Asian American Candidates in California Local Politics, in UCLA ASIAN PACIFIC
AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER AND ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN POLITICAL ALMANAC, 2007-2008
supra note 13, at 31-32 ("The inability to place Asian American elected officials in California state-
wide positions does not necessarily apply at the city level, particularly in small- to medium-sized
570 [Vol. 86.SI
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Southern California, cities like Monterey Park,32 Gardena, Cerritos, and
Arcadia have generated an Asian American political "go-mass. 33
However, these gains in representation in small- and medium-size
cities in California raise the question of "voice"-is there a uniquely
Asian American political voice that is emerging? One of the elements in
Asian American political success at this level seems to be the presence of
strong community-based organizations in these cities.34 There also is a
history of community leadership with the Asian American community
that leads to and supports the construction of durable political networks
(and financial support) within and without the Asian American commun-
ities within these cities. More as a function of size, there is also less
competition for seats, with growing Asian American representation on
elective bodies such as local school boards serving as a stool for climb-
ing the political ladder.35
While the growing number of Asian American elected officials on
the local level is interesting, there still seem to be barriers to Asian
American political incorporation, such as lumpy, uneven levels of devel-
opment of political networks and acculturation exhibited by the contrast
between Japanese Americans in a city such as Gardena and recent for-
suburban and urban cities. Within such cities, Asian Americans have not only been able to be
elected once, but they have been able to achieve sustainability in their representation by electing a
second and third generation of elected officials.").
32. See Robert S. Chang & Keith Aoki, Centering the Immigrant in the Inter/National Imagi-
nation, 85 CAL. L. REv. 1395, 1423-26 (1997); see also TIMOTHY P. FONG, THE FIRST SUBURBAN
CHINATOWN: THE REMAKING OF MONTEREY PARK, CAUFORNIA (1994); Leland T. Saito, Asian
Americans and Latinos in San Gabriel Valley, California: Ethnic Political Cooperation and Redi-
stricting, in 19 AMERASIA J. 55, 55-59 (1993).
33. Lai & Geron, supra note 31, at 34-35:
[I]n a growing number of California cities, particularly in the local context of medium-
and smaller-sized suburban cities, Asian Americans are achieving medium political in-
corporation by demonstrating the ability to attain and sustain descriptive representation in
citywide positions from the city council to the school board, which has allowed them to
influence local policies through key city commission appointments.... [This is] due to
the following factors: the presence of a significant Asian American population base, less
competition for limited seats, the existence of strong community based organization net-
works, a history of strong leadership and ideological unity within the community, and a
strong reliance on cross-racial alliances. Many of these factors... are often missing in
larger cities and make the task of political incorporation for Asian Americans more diffi-
cult.
34. Id. at 42 ("For example, the presence of strong community based organization existed in
Gardena in the 1970s and were 'not primarily what you would call Japanese-American clubs. From
an economic and business standpoint, it was good to belong [to groups like the Lions, Kiwanis and
the Nisei Veterans Club] .... [I]f you are active, then you can contribute... to the community ...
[and] you are pushed up the ladder, so to say."') (quoting former Gardena city council member Paul
Bannai). Paul Bannai was the second Japanese American elected to the Gardena city council in
1972. He was followed by Masani Fukai in 1974, Vince Okamoto in 1978, and Paul Tsukahara in
1980. Paul Tanaka is currently mayor of Gardena. Id.
35. Id at 49 ("The importance of the education field as a training ground for past and current
Asian American city council members will also contribute to future electoral success. Current
examples such as Kris Wang (Cupertino) and Jean Quan (Oakland) whose respective experiences on
school boards have allowed them to pursue other elective positions.").
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eign born Chinese immigrants in cities such as Cupertino or Oakland.36
Additionally, in recent immigrant Asian American communities, there
may be an inability (temporary, but real) with other long-organized spe-
cial interests seeking influence.37 However, this may necessitate that
recent immigrant communities enter into and support dominant local
political coalitions.38
Another avenue of enhancing Asian American political power at the
local governmental level has been suggested by Dan Tokaji 39 and Phil
Tajitsu Nash4° who advocate the adoption of alternate voting systems
such as cumulative voting or instant runoff voting (also known as prefe-
rence transfer voting) as a lens to focus Asian American political power
on the local level.4 '
36. See id. at 49-50:
In Gardena, the Japanese American community is the most established and acculturated,
having flourished since the post World War II period, which allowed for the emergence
of mainstream second-generation Japanese American candidates... [that] served as im-
portant role models for the current group of Japanese American city council members ...
. [By] contrast, the Chinese and Taiwanese American communities in Cupertino and
Oakland reflect the contemporary trajectory of Asian American politics, one that is pre-
dominantly recent and foreign-born. As a result, the Cupertino and Oakland Asian
American communities have experienced neither the same length of political success nor
the same degree of political acculturation as the Japanese American community in Gar-
dena.
37. See id. at 50 ("[Als a result of this uneven political development, [the] lack of organized
economic and political acculturation within more recent Asian American communities has limited
their ability to compete with other special interests that form the dominant coalitions in the economic
arena.").
38. Id.; see also Pei-te Lien, Political and Civic Engagement of Immigrants, in STATE OF
ASIAN AMERICA 2008, supra note 8, at 47-48 ("First, foreign-born Asian Americans not only show
strong inclination to become politically incorporated through the acquisition of U.S. citizenship but
would become registered and vote once eligible-often at equal or higher rates than their U.S.-bom
counterparts. Second, Asian immigrants' relative disadvantages in participation resources due to
language and socialization barriers... may be compensated by their concern over immigrant minori-
ty status in the hostland .... Third, the rapid and consistent waves of new migration from Asia ...
have helped put Asian Americans on top of the growth chart in terms of the share and size of the
U.S. voting-age population ... [and] citizens... since 1990. Fourth, first generation immigrants
from Asia not only have become voters but also candidates and elected officials... [which is more]
than immigrants in any other major racial and ethnic groups. Fifth, in part driven by concerns over.
. immigration[,] ... Asian Americans are growing in their ability to be seen as a politically cohe-
sive and consequential group of voters.").
39. See DANIEL ToKAI, C.V. 6, 8, httpJ/moritzlaw.osu.edu/faculty/cv/tokaji daniel.pdf (last
visited Jan. 20, 2009) (listing talks such as Asian American Voting Rights and Political Participa-
tion, at Yale Law School, May 1, 2008, and The Voting Rights of Asian Americans, talk at the
Conference of Asian Pacific American Law Faculty, William Mitchell Law School, April 27-28,
2007, suggesting Alternate Voting Systems as a way to focus geographically dispersed Asian Amer-
ican electoral power).
40. See Phil Tajitsu Nash, Asian Americans Election 2000, AsIANWEEK, Oct. 6, 2000 ("Ulti-
mately, being a swing vote and a political wild card could allow Asian Americans to play an impor-
tant role in the dialogue to truly widen the democratic process beyond control of the two major
parties and the limiting winner-take-all system in place in most parts of the country. Most of the
world's democracies . . . take place using the tools of proportional representation."); see also
http://www.fairvote.com.
41. See Keith Aoki, A Tale of Three Cities: Thoughts on Asian American Electoral and Polit-
ical Power After 2000, 8 ASIAN PAC. Am. L.J. 1, 47-52 (2002); Kathay Feng, Keith Aoki & Brian
lkegami, Voting Matters: APIAs, Latina/os and Post-2000 Redistricting in California, 81 OR. L.
ASIAN AMERICAN ELECTORAL "PRESENCE"
What about the aforementioned fact that Asian Americans seem to
cluster in blue states, resulting in a sort of marginalization of their elec-
toral influence? There have been some notable Asian American politi-
cians that have achieved electoral success in states without Asian Ameri-
can population centers. Republican Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal
comes to mind,42 as does former Democratic Washington State Governor
Gary Locke.43 On December 6, 2008, Anh "Joseph" Quang Cao, a Re-
publican, defeated Democrat William Jefferson for Louisiana's Second
Congressional District.44 Democrat David Wu has been elected and re-
elected in Oregon's First Congressional District. However, Republican
California Treasurer Matt Fong (1995-1999) was defeated in a statewide
campaign for U.S. Senate,45 and L.A. City Council Member (1985-1993)
and urban planner Michael Woo was defeated in his run for Mayor of
Los Angeles in 1992.46 In Minnesota, State Senator Satveer Chaudhary
has had remarkable success in a largely white district.47
A closer look reveals that what might be described as Asian Ameri-
can successes and failures, in the political realm and elsewhere, are al-
ways far more complex than simplistic tales of how we've arrived or not.
We probably would not be writing this way about the possibility of
Asian American political power if Obama had lost. But we also want to
be careful about being swept up in the optimism or exuberance of this
moment. Notwithstanding the claim that Obama is our first Asian Amer-
ican president, made half in jest but half seriously,48 we argue here that
much work remains to be done before we can talk meaningfully about an
REV. 849, 902-05 (2002); Steven J. Mulroy, Alternative Ways Out: A Remedial Roadmap for the Use
of Alternative Voting Systems as Voting Rights Act Remedies, 77 N.C. L. REV. 1867, 1890-1906
(1999); Steven J. Mulroy, The Way Out: A Legal Standard for Imposing Alternate Electoral Systems
as Voting Rights Remedies, 33 HARv. C.R.-C.L. L. REv 333, 349-51 (1998). See generally
KATHLEEN L BARBER, A RIGHT TO REPRESENTATION: PROPORTIONAL ELECTION SYSTEMS FOR THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (2000); LANI GuNmiR, THE TYRANNY OF THE MAJORITY: FUNDAMENTAL
FAIRNESS IN REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY (1994).
42. Biography of Governor Bobby Jindal, http://www.gov.state.la.usindex.cfm?md=
pagebuilder&tmp=home&navlD=38&cplD=l1&catlD=0 (last visited Jan. 20, 2009).
43. Gary Locke was Washington Governor from 1997 to 2005.
http://people.forbes.com/profile/gary-f-locke/47209) (last visited Jan. 20, 2009).
44. Yian Q. Mui, After the Storm, Mr. Cao Goes to Washington, WASH. POST, Dec. 14,2008,
at B02.
45. Bush to Nominate Matt Fong as Army Undersecretary, L.A. TIMES, May 5, 2001, at A-15.
46. Dean Kupiers, Michael Woo: The 1993 Candidate for Mayor on Jobs, Race, the Candi-
dates, and the Coming Crisis in LA. Traffic, L.A. CITY BEAT, Mar. 3, 2005,
http:llwww.lacitybeat.comlcms/story/detaillmichael woo/1754/.
47. See Satveer Chaudhary, How a Chaudhary Beat a Carlson, 8 ASIAN PAC. AM. L.J. 166,
168 (2002).
48. During a presentation at the Obama Phenomena symposium in Denver, Professor Regi-
nald Oh suggested that Barack Obama could be understood as an Asian American: Obama was born
and raised in Hawaii; he spent part of his early years in Indonesia; and his father was not a United
States citizen. However, Oh argued that Obama "chose" to construct himself as African American
by working as a community organizer on the South Side of Chicago, attending an African American
church, and immersing himself in African American Chicago and Illinois politics. But cf. Robert S.
Chang, Asian Americans and the Road to the White House: Musings on Being Invisible, 16 ASIAN
AM. L.J. (forthcoming 2009).
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Asian American political identity. It's one thing to talk about Asian
American identity.4 9 It's another to posit the kind of groupness that justi-
fies minority vote dilution claims on the basis of shared political identity
as Asian Americans. Being able to make this kind of claim to a shared
political identity is central to exercising the power to vote in a way that is
mindful of the group-oriented way that electoral power is experienced
and exercised in the United States. Being able to make this claim will
mean that there is a "there" when we talk about Asian American political
power.
With regard to Asian American political power, watchful patience
and guarded optimism should be watchwords. Asian American political
activists are well-advised to build their power from the grassroots up
rather than from the top down. "We" can start from where "we" are, in
our communities, on school boards, in small and medium sized cities,
and in states like California. It is only in this way that a coherent nation-
al Asian American electorate can really be imagined and constructed.
49. See generally ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES: A READER (Jean Yu-Wen Shen Wu & Min
Song eds. 2000)
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DOROTHY A. BROWNt
ABSTRACT
This Essay examines three areas of federal tax policy: (i) the exclu-
sion for employer provided pensions; (ii) the mortgage interest deduc-
tion; and (iii) the earned income tax credit for the working poor. Each of
the three areas is addressed in The Obama Tax Plan. My previous re-
search showed that in those three areas, low-income taxpayers were dis-
advantaged when compared with higher income taxpayers, and taxpayers
of color were disadvantaged when compared with white taxpayers. This
Essay shows that The Obama Tax Plan's provisions would be good for
low-income taxpayers and taxpayers of color. This Essay also briefly
discusses political pitfalls inherent in enacting each of the Obama Tax
Plan provisions discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
This has been an historic political season. Senator Obama was the
first African-American of a major party to run for President.' Even more
importantly, Senator Obama has become the first African-American
President of the United States2 after running a brilliant campaign. 3 At a
symposium addressing the Obama Phenomenon, it may be reasonable to
ask the question: what does tax have to do with all this?
I have spent over a decade studying the race and class implications
of federal tax policy. 4 I thought it would be interesting to see if the tax
t Professor of Law Emory Law School, B.S., Fordham University; J.D., Georgetown Uni-
versity Law Center; L.L.M. (Taxation), New York University. I would like to thank the participants
at the Obama Phenomenon Symposium at the University of Denver Sturm College of Law in August
2008. I thank Mr. Andrew Boardman for excellent research assistance. I would also like to thank
Mr. Will Haines for his flawless library research assistance. The financial support of Emory Law
School and the Race and Difference Initiative at Emory University is gratefully acknowledged.
Dorothy.Brown@emory.edu, Copyright 2008.
1. See e.g., John Harwood, History Suggests McCain Faces an Uphill Battle, N.Y. TIMES,
Oct. 13, 2008, at A16 ("Mr. Obama has already made history as the first African-American to be-
come a major-party nominee for president.").
2. See e.g., Peter Baker, Whose President Is He Anyway?, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 16, 2008, at
WKI ("As the first African-American president in a nation long divided over race, Mr. Obama will
face crosscurrents that none of his predecessors ever did .... ").
3. See Holman W. Jenkins, Jr., Obama's Car Puzzle, WALL ST. J., Nov. 12, 2008, at A17
("[Obama] ran a brilliant campaign .. "); Editorial, Election Brings Change to America,
CtNCINNATI ENQUIRER, Nov. 5, 2008, at 8B ("The brilliant, nearly flawless campaign of Barack
Obama was more than just the compelling oratory of a gifted politician.").
4. See, Dorothy A. Brown, Race and Class Matters in Tax Policy, 107 COLUM. L. REv. 790,
790 (2007) (discussing the earned income tax credit) [hereinafter Race and Class Matters]; Dorothy
A. Brown, The Tax Treatment of Children: Separate But Unequal, 54 EMORY L.J. 755, 756 (2005)
(comparing the earned income tax credit and the child tax credit) [hereinafter Tax Treatment]; Doro-
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policies of the first African-American President would benefit taxpayers
of color as well as low-income white taxpayers. My preliminary conclu-
sion is that the specific provisions of the Obama Tax Plan discussed in
this Essay, if enacted, will significantly benefit taxpayers of color as well
as low-income white taxpayers.
Part II will describe my current and previous research in three dis-
crete areas of federal tax law: employer provided pensions; 5 mortgage
interest deduction;6 and the earned income tax credit.7 It will show that
current tax policies significantly disadvantage low-income taxpayers
regardless of race as well as middle-income black and Latino taxpayers.8
Part II will describe the Obama Tax Plan in those three areas. It
describes the proposal to require employer provided pension plans to
have as their default rule that employees opt in. Employees would have
to affirmatively opt out of the plan if they did not want to participate. It
then describes the proposed tax credit for homeownership which would
benefit homeowners who currently do not receive any tax benefits. Fi-
nally, it describes the proposals to expand tax credits for the working
poor by expanding the earned income tax credit as well as creating a new
refundable tax credit.
Part IV then shows how the Obama Tax Plan would greatly benefit
taxpayers of color as well as low-income white taxpayers. Part V de-
scribes the political vulnerabilities of the Obana Tax Plan.9 This Essay
concludes by noting that the Bush tax cuts are set to expire in 2010,
thy A. Brown, Race, Class, and Gender Essentialism in Tax Literature: The Joint Return, 54 WASH.
& LEE L. REv. 1469, 1479 (1997) (discussing the marriage penalty and marriage bonus); Dorothy A.
Brown, Pensions, Risk, and Race, 61 WASH. & LEE L. REv 1501, 1514 (2004) (discussing employer
provided pensions) [hereinafter Pensions]; Dorothy A. Brown, Pensions and Risk Aversion: The
Influence of Race, Ethnicity, and Class on Investor Behavior, 11 LEwis & CLARK L. REV. 385, 386
(2007) (discussing employer provided pensions) [hereinafter Risk Aversion]; see generally, Dorothy
A. Brown, The Marriage Bonus/Penalty in Black and White, in TAXING AMERICA 45 (Karen B.
Brown & Mary Louise Fellows, eds., 1996); Dorothy A. Brown, Racial Equality in the Twenty-First
Century: What's Tax Policy Got to Do With It, 21 U. ARK. LrrrLE ROCK L. REv. 759 (1999);
Dorothy A. Brown, Social Security and Marriage in Black and White, 65 OHIO ST. L.J. 111 (2004);
Dorothy A. Brown, Karen C. Burke & Grayson M.P. McCouch, Social Security Reform: Risks,
Returns, and Race, 9 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 633 (2000); Dorothy A. Brown, Split Personali-
ties: Tax Law and Critical Race Theory, 19 W. NEW ENG. L. REv. 89 (1997); Dorothy A. Brown,
The Marriage Penalty/Bonus Debate: Legislative Issues in Black and White, 16 N.Y.L. SCH. J. HuM.
RTS. 287 (1999).
5. See Pensions, supra note 4, at 1501; Risk Aversion, supra note 4, at 385.
6. See, e.g., Dorothy A. Brown, Shades of the American Dream (unpublished manuscript, on
file with author).
7. See Race and Class Matters, supra note 4, at 790; Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 756.
8. My research which is largely based on empirical data is limited to African-Americans and
Latinas/os, primarily because of the difficulty of obtaining data on Asian-Americans and American
Indians due to their limited sample size in the studies that I have seen.
9. See, e.g., Newt Gingrich & Peter Ferrara, Let's Have a Real Middle-Class Tax Cut, WALL
ST. J., Nov. 20, 2008, at A19 ("For the bottom 40% of income earners, who pay no federal income
taxes on net today, these refundable income tax credits will not reduce tax liability but instead result
in new checks from the federal government for the targeted social purposes. That's not a tax cut. It's
welfare.")
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which makes it extremely likely that tax reform will occur. What the
final Obama Tax Plan will consist of is anybody's guess. If, however,
the Obama Tax Plan includes the provisions discussed herein, economic
justice issues, which have largely been excluded from tax policy dis-
course, will be front and center this time around-and that's a good
thing.' °
II. RACE, CLASS, AND THE TAX CODE
This Part describes my current and previous research in three areas
of federal tax policy: (i) employer provided pension plans; (ii) the mort-
gage interest deduction; and (iii) the earned income tax credit. To pro-
vide some context, for fiscal year 2009, the projected revenue loss from
employer provided pension plans is $124.8 billion, l and the projected
revenue loss from the mortgage interest deduction is $99.4 billion.1
2
A. Employer Provided Pension Plans
13
There are significant tax benefits associated with employer provided
pensions. First, amounts set aside by employers are tax deductible.
1 4
Second, employees get to exclude such amounts from their current in-
come. i5 Third, the income that accumulates on such amounts will accu-
mulate tax free.' 6 Fourth, the employee is only taxed when she with-
draws such amounts.'
7
Not every employee has access to an employer provided pension
plan. In 2005, almost sixty percent of employees worked for employers
with pension plans, yet only slightly more than half participated in those
plans.18 In addition, there are race and class effects of such participation.
Whitel workers were more likely to participate than workers of col-
or, and higher income employees were more likely to participate than
lower income workers.' 9 Only white workers had a majority participat-
ing in employer provided pension plans, followed by slightly less than
half for Asian, Native American, and black workers with Latino workers
10. Cf. Richard A. Booth, Five Decades of Corporation Law: From Conglomeration to Equity
Compensation, 53 VILL. L. REv. 459, 471 (2008) ("As Martha Stewart would say, that is a good
thing.").
11. STAFF OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX
EXPENDITURES FOR FISCAL YEARS 2005-2009, JCS-1-05 38 (2005).
12. Id. at 33.
13. This section draws significantly from my prior work in this area. See Pensions, supra
note 4; Risk Aversion, supra note 4.




18. Id. at 390.
19. Id. ("In 2005, 57.3% of white employees participated in the plan, followed by 48.8% of
Asian and Native American workers, 46.5% of black workers, and 29% of Hispanic workers.").
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significantly behind with only twenty-five percent participation rates.2°
No racial or ethnic minority group has a majority of its members partici-
pating in employer provided pensions.
Seventy percent of workers earning more than $60,000 participated
in their employers' pension plans, while only twenty-seven percent of
workers earning less than $25,000 participated. 2' Therefore, the tax ben-
efits go disproportionately to higher income employees and to white em-
ployees.
Behavioral research has shown however that default rules can play a
key role in whether employees who are eligible to participate in employ-
er provided pensions actually participate.2 For example, default rules
that require employees to opt out of, instead of opting into pension plans,
make it far more likely that employees will participate in their employer
provided plans.23
B. The Mortgage Interest Deduction
24
There are significant tax benefits for homeownership. Homeown-
ers, who itemize their deductions, can deduct their mortgage interest
payments on up to two personal residences from income in calculating
their tax liability.25 In addition, the rental value of the personal residence
is excluded from income.26 The receipt of those tax benefits also has a
race and class effect.
Whites are more likely to be homeowners and eligible for homeow-
nership tax benefits than blacks, Latinos, or Asians. 27 Seventy-six per-
cent of whites are homeowners, while sixty-one percent of Asians, forty-
nine percent of Latinos, and forty-eight percent of blacks are homeown-
ers. 28 While the majority of whites and Asians are eligible for housing
tax breaks, the majority of Latinos and blacks are not. Whites, because
they are the most likely to be homeowners, are more likely to be eligible
for the tax benefits associated with homeownership, followed by a ma-
jority of Asians as well. The majority of Latinos and blacks are ineligi-
ble for tax breaks, because the majority of Latinos and blacks are renters,
not homeowners.
20. Id.
21. Id. at 391 ("In 2005, the percentage of workers who actually participated in their pension
plan was 70.3% (>$60,000), 61.5% ($38,000-60,000), 49.8% ($25,000-38,000), and 27.5%
(<$25,000).").
22. See id. at 404.
23. Id.
24. This section draws significantly from an article that I'm working on. See Brown, supra
note 6.
25. See I.R.C. § 163(h) (2007). The interest deduction is only allowed on mortgages up to $1
million and an additional $100,000 on home equity loans.
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Only fifty-four percent of homeowners receive a tax benefit from
the mortgage interest deduction.29 Only two percent of taxpayers who
are homeowners with income up to $15,000 receive a tax benefit, while
ninety percent of taxpayers who are homeowners with income at least
$75,000 receive a tax benefit. Ninety-seven percent of taxpayers who
are homeowners with income over $1 million receive a tax benefit. Tax
benefits associated with homeownership disproportionately go to higher
income taxpayers.
C. The Earned Income Tax Credit30
There are significant benefits available under the earned income tax
credit ("EITC") for the working poor. The EITC is a refundable credit
which means the credit can be for an amount greater than the taxpayer's
tax liability. 3 For 2009, a family with at least two children can receive
up to $5,028, and the EITC is completely phased out for those house-
holds earning just under $44,000. 2 In many instances, without the
EITC, families would live below the poverty line.33 The complexity of
the E1TC, is however, well documented.34
The EITC benefits for families with children are significantly great-
er than for childless households, and the E1TC benefit for households
with two or more children are greater than the E1TC benefit for house-
holds with one child. 5 Yet when compared with the Child Tax Credit
("CTC"), which was enacted as a middle class tax cut 36 and increases
with every child in the household, 7 the E1TC is found lacking.
The CTC was enacted to respond to the reduced ability to pay taxes
as family size increases with additional children.38 The EITC on the oth-
er hand was originally enacted to not increase as family size increased
with additional children so as to ensure that such families were not being
financially rewarded for having additional children.
39
29. Id.
30. This section draws significantly from two articles that I've written on the earned income
tax credit: Race and Class Matters, supra note 4; Tax Treatment, supra note 4.
31. Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 766.
32. James C. Young, A Summary of 2009 Inflation Adjustments Affecting Individuals, 121
TAx NOTES 439 (2008).
33. Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 766.
34. Id. at 767.
35. Id. at 770-71.
36. Id. at 782-83.
37. Id. at 788-89.
38. Id. at 783.
39. Id. at 767. The Senate Finance Committee did not want to increase the EITC for each
additional child out of concern of providing an "economic incentive for having additional child-
ren[.]" Idat 767 n.41.
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Recipients of the EITC have been referred to as receiving "wel-
fare." 4 The argument is that EITC payments can be in excess of the
taxpayer's income tax liability and such amounts are "welfare." What
that argument ignores is the primary function of the EITC is to offset
federal taxes associated with working, which includes income taxes and
social security or payroll taxes.41 The EITC was designed to encourage
work and offset the costs associated with work that are not associated
with welfare, where the benefits are received tax-free.
In addition, the EITC has been assumed by academics-with no
empirical basis-to disproportionately benefit blacks.42  Perhaps they
assumed that since blacks represent a higher percentage of the population
in poverty than their overall numbers in the population, that would
mandate that the black working poor would represent a higher percentage
of the overall EITC-eligible population than their numbers in the overall
population. Yet none of the academics who stated blacks disproportio-
nately benefit from the EITC had any data on the racial composition of
the EITC-eligible population.43
Over half of all EITC eligible taxpayers are white, slightly less than
twenty-five percent of all EITC eligible taxpayers are black, and slightly
less than eighteen percent of all EITC eligible taxpayers are Latino.
44
One comparison could be the EJTC-eligible population and the popula-
tion in poverty. In 2007, 8.2 percent of non-Hispanic whites, 10.2 per-
cent of Asians, 21.5 percent of Hispanics, and 24.5 percent of blacks,
were living in poverty.45 Under that comparison we would see that
whites disproportionately benefit from the EITC and blacks are eligible
for the E1TC in a percentage similar to their overall poverty rate. As I've
written elsewhere, poverty is a weak proxy for the E1TC.46 What is sig-
nificant to remember, however, is that academics writing about the EITC
perceive it to disproportionately benefit blacks.
40. Race and Class Matters, supra note 4, at 802, 805; Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 796-
801.
41. Race and Class Matters, supra note 4, at 817.
42. Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 801-05.
43. Id. at 802-04.
44. Race and Class Matters, supra note 4, at 821.
45. United States Census Bureau, Housing and Household Economic Statistics Division,
http://www.census.govlhhes/www/poverty/povertyO7/povO7hi.html (last visited Jan. 20, 2009); cf.,
Symposium, Panel Two: Who's Minding the Baby, 49 AM. U. L. REV. 901, 918 (2000) ("[Tihe rate
of poverty remains at twenty-five percent in the black community while it is under ten percent for
whites .... ); Hermon George, Jr., Community Development and the Politics of Deracialization:
The Case of Denver, Colorado, 1991-2003, 594 ANNALs AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI 143, 146
(2004) ("In 2000, the national black poverty rate (all persons) was 22.1 percent, 2.35 times the white
rate.").
46. Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 826 ("Poverty, therefore, is a weak proxy for EITC-
eligibility.").
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Ill. THE OBAMA TAX PLAN
During the recent presidential election, Senator Obama (now Presi-
dent Obama) ran with numerous tax policy proposals. I have referred to
them as the Obama Tax Plan. This section will examine three different
individual tax proposals put forth by the Obama campaign, and for ease
of analysis, I rely on the description provided by the Tax Policy Center.47
Those proposals are: (i) mandatory default rules for employer-provided
pensions; (ii) refundable credit for mortgage interest; and (iii) refundable
credits for low-income workers.
A. Employer-Provided Pensions-Default Rules
The Obama Tax Plan includes automatic enrollment in employer-
provided pension plans.48 This would require employees to affirmatively
opt out of the pension plan rather than to affirmatively opt in.49 Current-
ly, employees have to affirmatively opt in to an employer's pension plan.
The Obama Tax Plan doesn't address the detail of how the employee's
money will be invested, but if there is a default rule that opts in em-
ployees, there can also be a default rule for investing based upon the age
and years left to retirement.
B. Refundable Credit for Mortgage Interest
The Obama Tax Plan includes a proposed refundable credit equal to
ten percent of a taxpayer's mortgage interest for a maximum credit of
$800 which will be indexed for inflation in later years.50 Current law
only allows a tax benefit for mortgage interest if the taxpayer itemizes
her deductions. 51 A significant percentage of low-income homeowners
cannot currently take advantage of the mortgage interest deduction be-
cause they don't itemize their deductions.
C. Making Work Pay
The Obama Tax Plan would create a new "Making Work Pay" cre-
dit to offset social security withholding on up to $8,100 of earnings.52 In
addition, Senator Obama proposed increasing the EITC in a variety of
ways, but for our purposes, I want to concentrate on just one, namely
increasing the credit for taxpayers with three or more children. Current
law does not increase the EITC for families with more than two children,
yet the middle class CTC increases for every child the taxpayer has. The
47. See LEN BURMAN, SURACHAI KHITATRAKUN, GREG LEISERSON, JEFF ROHALY, ERIC
TODER, & BOB WILLIAMS, TAX POLICY CENTER, AN UPDATED ANALYSIS OF THE 2008
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES' TAX PLANS: REVISED AUGUST 15, 2008 14-15, available at
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/UploadedPDF/411749-updated-candidates.pdf.
48. Id. at 14.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Brown, supra note 6.
52. See BURMAN ET AL., supra note 47, at 14.
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Obama Tax Plan would attempt to ameliorate the different treatment by
providing a larger credit amount for families with three or more children.
IV. RACE, CLASS, AND THE OBAMA TAx PLAN
The Obama Tax Plan in the areas discussed will change for the bet-
ter the tax circumstances of low-income taxpayers regardless of race as
well as workers and homeowners of color. First, the mandatory opt in
rules for employer provided pensions should increase the number of low-
income workers and workers of color who currently do not participate in
pension plans. (Recall a majority of low-income workers and workers of
color do not participate in their employer provided pension plans.) Cur-
rently the Obama Tax plan is silent concerning what those amounts will
be invested in. Perhaps this proposal should be coupled with a default
investment strategy that is more aggressive for younger employees who
are a long way from retirement and less aggressive for older employees
who are nearing retirement.
Second, the refundable mortgage credit will provide assistance to
low-income homeowners who currently do not itemize. It will allow
low-income homeowners to receive tax benefits that they currently do
not receive that their middle- and upper-income counterparts currently do
receive. I haven't seen an analysis of the mortgage interest deduction by
race, so it is unclear whether middle- and upper-income homeowners of
color are more or less likely than their white counterparts to itemize de-
ductions.
Third, the expansion of the EITC for more than two children gets
the EITC closer to the CTC, but by no means on parity with the CTC.
Low-income families' ability to pay taxes is reduced for each additional
child the same way middle-income families' ability to pay taxes is re-
duced for each additional child. The legislative history of the CTC clear-
ly recognized this for middle-income families, and the legislative history
of the E1TC clearly denied this benefit to low-income families. The Ob-
ama Tax Plan is a good first step.
V. CAUTIONARY TALE
I see two areas of potential political problems in the three proposals
discussed herein, leaving aside the dire economic circumstances we find
ourselves in, which have the potential to override everything discussed in
this Essay. The first is the impact which the default opt in rule will have
on employer decision making. The second is how the Republicans will
portray the numerous refundable credit proposals in the Obama Tax Plan.
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Recently, General Motors announced that it was temporarily sus-
pending its employer match for its pension plans.53 Generally as an in-
centive to participate in an employer's pension plan, employers will
match employee contributions to a certain extent. It of course costs em-
ployers' money, but it is a way to recruit highly skilled labor, and since
many employees don't opt in, the "benefit" can be largely illusory. Be-
havioral economics literature suggests that more employees will partici-
pate as a result of an opt in default rule which means employer matches
will cost more-an amount many employers may be unwilling to pro-
vide. It is possible therefore that many more employers than General
Motors will suspend or eliminate their employer match which will hurt
all employees.54 It will hurt the low-income employees more, because
they won't have the financial wherewithal to invest more of their money
to compensate for the lack of an employer match, or invest their money
outside of the workplace. Default opt in rules will have to be carefully
calibrated given these tough economic times. That said, it is the right
proposal if you are concerned about increasing retirement security for all
Americans. Given the serious strains upcoming on social security as a
baby boomer generation prepares to retire, employer provided pensions
will play a key role in the financial security of millions of Americans.
Finally, refundable credits, like the EITC, have been referred to by
Republican members of Congress as "welfare. 55 Consider the following
excerpt which describes why Republican members of Congress decided
not to make the CTC fully refundable to EITC taxpayers:
Congressman Robert Ehrlich (R-Md.) observed that "[a]ll working
Americans with kids deserve a tax break. Middle-income workers
should not be responsible for subsidizing the payroll taxes paid by
low-income workers." Congressman Jack Kingston (R-Ga.) stated
that making the CTC refundable to low-income taxpayers would be
giving "another welfare benefit to people who are not paying taxes."
He continued by observing that there are "11 million middle-class
children whose parents desperately need tax relief for education
needs, for medical needs, for shelter, for food ... ." Then Speaker
Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) stated that giving "an additional $500-per-
child tax credit to those who pay no taxes is welfare, plain and sim-
ple." Congressman Bill Archer (R-Tex.) stated that the Democratic
proposal which would make the CTC refundable "takes money away
from middle-income parents who pay income taxes and gives it to
people who do not pay income taxes or who already receive a large
53. See, e.g., Emily Brandon, Will Your Employer Eliminate Its 401(k) Match?, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP., Nov. 3, 2008 ("General Motors employees saving for retirement will no longer receive
a match for retirement dollars tucked into their 401(k)'s.").
54. Id. ("Charles Schwab, CMS Energy, El Paso Corp., Ford Motor Co., Great Northern
Paper, Lear, Prudential Securities, Tech Data Corp., and Textron Inc. are just a few of the companies
that suspended their 401(k) matches during the 2001 to 2003 bear market, but many of the compa-
nies restored the benefits later.").
55. Tax Treatment, supra note 4, at 791-92.
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check from the Government." Congressman Archer also was re-
ported to have said that extending the CTC to low-income working
families would amount to "a welfare payment." 
56
We have seen similar talk during the recent presidential campaign.57
The Obama Tax Plan will have to be sold to the public in a way to
humanize the working poor. I have argued that given the misconception
about who receives the EITC, racial stereotypes will have to be ad-
dressed. The working poor work every day, pay federal income taxes,
social security taxes, and other taxes and do not receive welfare pay-
ments. They are receiving income to offset the taxes that they're already
paying. Republicans will once again try to sell to the public the notion
that these are lazy welfare cheats, waiting at home for their government
checks. The Obama Administration will have to be vigilant in "selling"
its proposals for low-income taxpayers to the American public. A series
of commercials that displayed predominantly white, EITC claimants-
such as single mothers, single fathers, married couples, and the struggles
they face and how the EITC refunds have helped in the past-would be a
good place to start.58
The mortgage interest credit, which is also refundable, will similarly
be fodder for the "welfare" label. However, the question that remains to
be seen is whether it will be as easy for Republicans to paint homeown-
ers as "welfare" recipients the way it has been with low-income taxpay-
ers. Homeownership is so closely tied to the American Dream, and an
asset owned overwhelmingly by whites, that it is more likely than not,
that a refundable credit for homeowners, may escape the "welfare" name
calling. This may be especially true now, where homeowners generally
are currently viewed through a sympathetic lens.
CONCLUSION
The Bush tax cuts are set to expire in 2010. As a result, tax reform
within the next year or more is very likely. If the portions of the Obama
Tax Plan discussed herein actually become law, the tax situations of low-
income taxpayers as well as taxpayers of color will improve and the tax
situations of middle- and upper-income white taxpayers will not be
harmed. This is an exciting time to be a tax law professor!
56. Id. at 784-85 (citations omitted).
57. Gingrich and Ferara, supra note 9 and accompanying text.
58. Cf. DREW WESTEN, THE POLrICAL BRAIN: THE ROLE OF EMOTION IN DECIDING THE
FATE OF THE NATION 234 (2007) ("If we activate most Americans' networks about fairness, equali-
ty, and playing by the rules-and lead them to evaluate racially charged issues consciously in the
context of those values-they will support measures that level the playing field, even if it costs them
a little.").
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CHARACTER ASSASSINATIONS: HATE MESSAGES IN
ELECTION 2008 COMMERCIAL PARAPHERNALIA
JANE CAPUTIt
INTRODUCTION
As everyone knows, each U.S. president and vice-president up until
now has been a White man. The election of Barack Obama to the Presi-
dency, as well as the historic primary campaign of Hillary Clinton and
the Republican vice-presidential candidacy of Sarah Palin, aroused many
hopes, but also many fears, resentments and prejudices revolving around
race, sex, gender, class, and religion. The issue of age also took on re-
levance as John McCain was the oldest candidate ever to run for a first
term in office.
Every presidential election brings with it a glut of official and un-
official promotional and anti-promotional paraphernalia. And every
presidential election also brings with it a glut of smears-distortions,
epithets, and stereotypes to discredit and besmirch candidates. ! The his-
toric circumstances of the 2008 election ensured that the range, and bite,
of the slurs would deepen. At the same time, new media (blogs, e-mail,
YouTube, Internet vendors) allowed amateurs to get into the business of
smearing. It also enabled their invective to achieve an unprecedented
range and influence.2
In March 2008, I first heard of a commercial item that genuinely
shocked me. This was a t-shirt reading: "I wish Hillary had married
t Jane Caputi is Professor of Women's Studies and Communication & Media at Florida
Atlantic University. She is the author of the award-winning The Age of Sex Crime, a feminist criti-
que of the heroization of the serial killer, as well as Gossips, Gorgons and Crones: The Fates of the
Earth and Goddesses and Monsters: Women, Myth, Power and Popular Culture. She also collabo-
rated on Websters' First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language with Mary Daly and
wrote and co-produced a short documentary, The Pornography of Everyday Life, distributed by
Berkeley Media, www.berkeleymedia.com. Recently, she curated a section of Political Circus, an
exhibit at Florida Atlantic University, on which this article is based.
1. See PAUL F. BOLLER, PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS: FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON TO
GEORGE W. BUSH (2004).
2. Ken Silverstein also noted this process of infiltration: "This outpouring of amateur bile-a
new phenomenon in American politics, thanks to YouTube-has been immensely useful to the
Republican machine in attacking Obama. G.O.P. surrogates and operatives can sift through a vast
quantity of viral takedowns, forwarding along the ones most likely to energize the party faithful and
generate fears about Obama among the broader electorate. The dominant themes are pushed upward
by conservative activists, bloggers, websites, and talk radio, percolate further through cable TV and
the punditry, and ultimately enter the mainstream conversation and become part of the broader
campaign narrative." Ken Silverstein, Useful Amateurs: How the Smearing of Barack Obama Got
Crowd-Sourced, HARPER'S MAGAZINE, Nov. 2008, at 51.
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O.J.,,3 Multiple incendiary meanings are bundled into this one-liner. It
wishes Hillary Clinton battered and murdered, while implicitly sideswip-
ing her then rival, Barack Obama, by invoking the stereotype that
equates Black men (now including previously liked and trusted Black
men)4 with brutes who menace White womanhood and Whites in gener-
al. This t-shirt inspired me to collect similar commercial items asso-
ciated with the 2008 campaign, specifically those based in racism, miso-
gyny, religious and class prejudice, homophobia, and ageism.
As the campaign unfolded, I gathered almost two hundred arti-
facts-buttons, stickers, hats, dolls, and posters-and organized these
into an exhibit, "Political Circus, 5 which first showed at Florida Atlantic
University, September 5 through November 1, 2008. My purpose was to
document these for the historical record, to categorize and interpret this
material culture of hate (frequently conjoined with humor),6 and, simul-
taneously, to show that the vicious sentiments in these fringe items were
being adopted, often in coded forms, into mainstream rhetoric and im-
agery. I organized the items into thematic groups, wrote an interpretive
text for each category,7 and then set off each grouping with pertinent, and
often equally outrageous, quotes from journalists, elected officials, pun-
dits, and candidates.
Hate messages against Barack Obama did not determine the out-
come of the election, but prejudices, racist and otherwise, obviously re-
main strong among a portion of the populace. Many lies have been
spread (e.g. Barack Obama is a Muslim), many heinous stereotypes rea-
nimated and reinvented (e.g. African Americans are like unto apes, to be
a Muslim is to be Osama Bin Laden, powerful women castrate men).
Many names have been called (bitch, punk), and many symbolic threats
made ("Beat Hillary").8 I do not have the space here to discuss the full
range of these hate messages. But I can delineate some of the inter-
related and mutually reinforcing smear techniques as well as the themes
3. bell hooks, Keynote Address at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte: Southeast
Women's Studies Association 2008 Conference (April 4, 2008); see also Right Wing Mike, Cafe-
Press, http://www.cafepress.com/rightwingnike.197732653 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
4. See MICHAEL ERIC DYSON, BETWEEN GOD AND GANGSTA RAP: BEARING WITNESS TO
BLACK CuLTuRE 30 (1996) ("If this could happen to O.J.-the spotless embodiment of domesti-
cated black masculinity-it could happen to any black man. Translation: no black male can really
be trusted?").
5. This exhibit is now available as a traveling one. For information please contact Rod
Faulds, Director, University Galleries, wfaulds@fau.edu, or Jane Caputi, jcaputi@fau.edu.
6. I am not suggesting that all commercial paraphernalia reflect hate messages. Many items
use humor and caricature but do not rely upon negative stereotypes and prejudices. Some take
honorific tropes and figures from Black popular culture (for example, Martin Luther King) and
associate them with Obama. Jake Austen, Dreaming XXL, HARPER'S MAGAZINE, Nov. 2008, at 59.
7. Sika Dagbovie, Assistant Professor of English, Florida Atlantic University, contributed to
the sections of "Untrustworthy Mulattos" and "Racist Slurs and Stereotypes." I purchased all the
items for the Political Circus exhibit from April 6 to September 25, 2008. Materials on Sarah Paln
were added after the opening.
8. RightWingStuff, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/rightwingstuff/1530835 (last
visited Feb. 22, 2009).
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involving intersecting9 social meanings of race, sex, age, gender, religion
and sexuality. In all of these prejudicial smears, of course, the attack is
directed not just at the individual named, but also at the entire group
whom the candidate represents.
" Otherization"
A t-shirt, released during the primary campaigns, reads:
"WELCOME TO THE FREAK SHOW."1 ° On one side is a grimacing,
shifty-eyed and shadowy Barack Obama; on the other is a crazed-looking
and wildly laughing Hillary Clinton. These depictions, along with the
labelfreak, are intended to evoke fear, unease, and ridicule, to brand both
candidates as outsiders or "others."'
In a memoir, Exile and Pride, Eli Clare discusses the "ugly and de-
meaning labels used to batter and bait marginalized peoples," including
the term freak. Clare traces some of the enduring negativity of that term
to the history of the "freak show," a voyeuristic power-over kind of ritual
that "both fed upon and gave fuel to imperialism, domestic racist politics,
and the cultural beliefs about wild savages and white superiority."
12
The historic freak show symbolically designated one group as "oth-
er" and "deviant." At the same time, it constructed and reinforced a
"norm." For centuries, powerful White men (usually Northern European,
Christian, educated, well-off and nominally heterosexual) have designat-
ed themselves as that norm 13 projecting their "own experience as repre-
sentative of humanity as such."1 4 That definition is then promulgated
and enforced through institutions including science, education, media
representations, politics, religion, and medicine. With exceptions due to
factors like lightness of skin tone, wealth and family connections, "oth-
ers" are socially marginalized and "stamped with an essence,' 5 deemed,
one way or another, to be inferior, irrational, unintelligent, uncivilized,
frightening or deficient. While the "freak" is made the object of voyeur-
ism and negative stereotyping, the norm is so taken for granted that it6
becomes almost invisible. This is reflected in the dearth of caricatures
of Joe Biden based on any such "stamped" identity. John McCain, on
9. See, e.g., Kirnberld W. Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity
Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REv. 1241, 1242-43 (1991).
10. Conservative T-Shirts.com, http://www.conservative-t-shirts.com/conservative-t-
shirts/anti-democrat-t-shirts-freak-show.html (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
11. See generally Stephen Harold Riggins, The Rhetoric of Othering, in THE LANGUAGE AND
POLITICS OF EXCLUSION: OTHERs IN DISCOURSE 3-7 (Stephen Harold Riggins ed., 1997).
12. ELI CLARE, EXILE AND PRIDE: DisAmrLry, QuEERNEss, AND LIBERATION 84 (1999).
13. See STEPHEN JAY GOULD, THE MISMEASURE OF MAN 31-35 (1981).
14. Iris Marion Young, Five Faces of Oppression, in THEORIZING FEMINISMS 12 (Elizabeth
Hackett & Sally Haslanger eds., 2006).
15. Id. at 12.
16. See RUTH FRANKENBERG, wHrrE WOMEN, RACE MATrERS: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
OF WHrITENESs 1 (1993); WHAT WHITE LOOKS LIKE: AFRICAN-AMERICAN PHILOSOPHERS ON THE
WHTrrENESS QUESTION (George Yancy ed., Routledge 2004).
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the other hand, was ridiculed, and often viciously, not as a White man,
but on account of his greater age. For example, one button shows the
name McCain, with the second "C" replaced by figure in a wheelchair
that is instantly recognizable as the icon indicating handicapped park-
ing.
17
Hierarchies (as well as demonization and negative stereotyping) de-
rive from the "othering" process. These hierarchies are openly supported
by a number of the 2008 commercial items, proffering such slogans as:
"Dicks before Chicks,"' 8 "Vote Mac Not Black,"' 9 and "Bros Before
nos.' 0
Alien/nation
"They're Here!" screams the tag line. This anti-Obama refrigerator
magnet caricatures Barack Obama as a green-skinned extraterrestrial-
the antithesis, it suggests, of a red-blooded, and presumably White-
skinned, "real American."
The United States is a nation consisting of its original people, im-
migrants from all over the globe, the descendents of conquerors and con-
quered, masters and those they enslaved. Stereotypic racist and ethno-
centric thinking bypasses this history and identifies the only "real Ameri-
cans" as politically conservative and Christian Whites, often from the
more rural areas. Barack Obama is of mixed heritage, the child of an
African father and a White woman from Kansas. He was born in Hawaii
and is a natural-born U.S. citizen-something opponents dispute, all the
way up to the Supreme Court.21 Obama's successful life story is the stuff
of the "American Dream," but his opponents cast him, as well as Mi-
chelle Obama (a "traditional" African American), as an outsider-alien,
strange, exotic, elitist, un- and even anti-American.
This theme, particularly the latter, preoccupies many of the com-
mercial items. "Defend America, Defeat Obama," reads one button.22
Another distorts one of Obama's slogans by having him seem to proc-
laim: "Yes We Can Destroy America., 23 Pro-McCain items succinctly
17. McCain-McWheelchair, CafePress.com, http:/Ibuttons.cafepress.com/item/mcwheel
chair-mini-button/268234119 (unavailable as of Feb. 22, 2009).
18. Politiclothes, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.comlpoliticlothes/sdicks-
chicks?design=26238938 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
19. Political t-shirts, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/vote-mac_not-black-button-
145360585819513569 (last visited Jan. 22,2009).
20. Everybody Shirts, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/everybodyshirts/5021726
(last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
21. Posting of Kate Phillips to The Caucus, http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/12/08/
supreme-court-rejects-appeal-over-obamas-citizenship/ (Dec. 8, 2008, 11:29 EST).
22. Conservative Gear, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/conservativegea/5639305
(last visited Jan. 22, 2009).
23. Image on file with Denver University Law Review. See also Jim Sanders, From shirts to




deem John McCain to be an "Americaner." 24 Implying much the same,
the first television ad for McCain hails him as "The American President
Americans have been waiting for.",2 5 In several of her stump speeches
Sarah Palin extended the association, warning "This is not a man [Barack
Obama] who sees America like you and I see America" and flattering her
supporters as residents of the "real America.,
26
Segregationist and exclusionary rhetoric also was directed against
Michelle Obama. One magnet bunches together the names of four for-
mer first ladies including Martha Washington and Jacqueline Kennedy
and then isolates and capitalizes the name "MICHELLE OBAMA." The
tag line pointedly asks (and implicitly answers): "Which One Doesn't
Belong?,
27
Again invoking O.J. Simpson, a bumper sticker reads: "Obama
loves America like O.J. loved Nicole., 28 The above was posted on the
website of a Pemberton, New Jersey, Republican Club. The Philadelphia
Inquirer reported that the club's Webmaster, Ed Kuck, said that he had
seen the slogan on an Internet site and put it on the page as a "joke. 29
Bonds are forged between those who "joke" and those who laugh.
Meanwhile, others wince. Post-election, the attacks continue; there now
is a bumper sticker that avows: "President O.J. Will Be Exposed. 3 °
Demonization
Feminist theologian Mary Daly argues that because the well-known
icon of ultimate good for Western religions, "God," is represented as a
father (and, classically, a White man), this functions to authorize male
leadership and dominion in all spheres of earthly life. 31 Historically,
father-god or patriarchal religions replaced ones that centered on promi-
nent female and earth-based deities. They did so, in part, by demonizing
these divinities, transforming their previously sacred attributes (for ex-
ample, darkness, femaleness or bi-sexuality, ambivalence, gender va-
riance, potent sexuality and associations with serpents, the horned moon
24. McCain: Older, Wiser, Americaner, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.coml
americaner (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
25. Service to America: 624787 (Foxhole Productions broadcast Mar. 27, 2008), available at
http://www.livingroomcandidate.org/commercials/2008/service-to-america-624787.
26. Lyndsey Layton, Palin Apologizes for Real America Comments, WASH. POST, Oct. 22,
2008, at A04; Posting of Mike Murray to First Read, http://firstread.msnbc.msn.com/
archive/2008/10/04/1492729.aspx (Oct. 4, 2008, 16:53 EST).
27. Right Wing Mike, CafePress.com, http://magnets.cafepress.comitem/michelle-obama-
doesnt-belong-rectangle-magnet/277835892 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
28. Xuberalles, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/obama-lovesamenca-pnnt-
228236290816138845 (last visited Jan. 22, 2009).
29. Cynthia Burton, GOP Club Accused of Racism for Obama Web Banner, PHILA. INQUIRER,
Jul. 9, 2008, at BO.
30. Politically Exposed, CafePress.com http://bumperstickers.cafepress.comitem/president-
oj-will-also-be-exposed-sticker-bumpe/337651932 (last visited Jan. 29, 2009).
31. See generally MARY DALY, BEYOND GOD THE FATHER: TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF
WOMEN'S LIBERATION (1973).
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and animals) into horrific ones. The deities themselves were recast as
devils, witches, and monsters.32 One of the most basic ways to smear a
candidate is to link her or him with such an archetype.
Demonization can be accomplished quite economically by drawing horns
on someone's head, attaching the numbers 666 to them, or branding them
the "Antichrist." One greeting card darkens Obama, gives him the requi-
site fangs and horns, stamps him with the numbers "666" and distorts the
shape of his face. More creative types make up new words like Obama-
geddon to adorn their paraphernalia.33  Another new-word website,
www.hellaryno.com, features a range of Hillary vilification items. One
pictures her with horns, wearing a slinky fire-engine-red evil-Queen kind
of dress and standing in the midst of flames-and all against a backdrop
of the U.S. Presidential seal! Such stratagems were not confined to the
Internet. The Chris Matthews Show featured a graphic showing Clin-
ton's face atop the words "She Devil?" and then manipulating the image
to give her horns.
34
Innumerable commercial items denounce Barack Obama as "The
Antichrist." A Web research firm, Hitwise, found that of the roughly one
thousand Internet searches related to Obama, the seventh most common
was "Obama Antichrist. ' 35 Some critics argued that a McCain campaign
ad, "The One," used coded words and images to send this frightening
message to the faithful.36 Among the (fewer) demonized projections of
McCain and Palin, one stands out. Palin is reddened and topped with
horns. McCain is whitened, cast as a preternaturally pale vampire.37
Whiteness too can be an underlying trope of monstrosity, signifying
38ghosts and the undead as well as the terrors of white supremacy.
Rush Limbaugh first popularized the demonizing slur feminazi. 9
Right wing literature and paraphernalia continue to deride Hillary Clin-
ton in this way.4° One 2008 button, "Heil Hitlery," shows Clinton with
32. GLORiA ANZALDIJA, BORDERLANDS/LA FRONTERA: THE NEW MESTIZA 27-28 (1987);
JEFFREY BURTON RUSSELL, THE DEVIL: PERCEPTIONS OF EviL FROM ANTIQUITY TO PRIMITIVE
CHRISTIANITY 126 (1977).
33. See, e.g., Piss Off the Left, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/ready-for-
obamageddon-kids-dark-tshirt/235743290 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009); Piss Off the Left, CafePress,
http://joumals.cafepress.com/item/obamageddon-joumal/274841920 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
34. County Fair, http://mediamatters.org/items/200711190004 (Nov. 19, 2007, 16:07 EST).
35. See generally Amy Sullivan, An Antichrist Obama in McCain Ad?, TIME, Aug. 8, 2008,
available at http://www.time.com/time/politics/article/0,8599,1830590,00.html.
36. Id.
37. Accompanying the visual images are the following words: McCain/Palin in '08: Now
That's Just Scary. CafePress,com, http://shop.cafepress.com/design/30185520 (last visited Mar. 6,
2009).
38. See generally BELL HOOKS, BLACK LOOKS: RACE AND REPRESENTATION 165, 165-178
(1992) (taken from chapter in book called Representations of Whiteness in the Black Imagination).
39. Limbaugh credited his friend Tom Hazlett, a professor of law and economics at University
of California at Davis, with coining the term. RUSH LIMBAUGH, THE WAY THINGS OUGHT TO BE
193 (1992).




the characteristic mustache giving a fascist salute.41 Others target Obama
with similar smears, for example by sneering: "Hitler Gave Great
Speeches Too. '' 2 Meanwhile, pundit Ann Coulter openly linked Obama
to Hitler in a Fox News rant.43 In my locality, the McCain Party cam-
paign headquarters in Pompano Beach, Florida, displayed a poster claim-
ing to find correspondences between Barack Hussein Obama and Adolf
Hitler, Karl Marx, Fidel Castro, and Benito Mussolini.
44
Archetypes of witches and "she-monsters," registering fears of fe-
male power, long have been projected onto Hillary Clinton.45 In many
artifacts from campaign 2008 Clinton is pictured as a witch, while
throughout the mainstream media as well as the blogosphere her laugh is
caricatured as a "cackle." 46 New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd
archly describes Hillary Clinton as wielding an "evil eye" that "emascu-
lates" and drains Obama.47 This characterization reinforces the sexist
canard that whenever there is a potent woman there is an impotent man,
and, moreover, that whenever a woman works power, she works evil.
Does Dowd know that she is resurrecting accusations perfected during
the European Witch Craze and the Inquisition? Christian enforcers
deemed Jews to be wielders of the "evil eye' ,48 and the Malleus Malefi-
carum, the 1482 witch-hunting handbook, characterized witches as evil
women who used their magical powers to steal the "male member" of
those they victimized.49 Of course, the real victims were the masses of
Jews and women who were legally tortured and executed by both church
and state.
41. The House Divided, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/thehousedivided.7333
0667 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
42. See, e.g., The Truth Store, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/itenL/great-
speakers-light-tshirt/291837035 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
43. "With one association after another that is beyond the pale with Barack Obama, I feel like
we are talking to the Germans after Hitler comes to power saying, 'Oh, well, I didn't know. I had no
idea he was going to be like this."' Hannity & Colmes (FOX News television broadcast Oct. 30,
2008) (transcript available at http://www.foxnews.comstory/0,2933,445556,00.html).
44. Posting of Anthony Man to Broward Politics, http://weblogs.sun-
sentinel.com/news/politics/broward/blog/republicans/ (Oct. 16, 2008, 21:17 EST).
45. ROBIN TOLMACH LAKOFF, THE LANGUAGE WAR 187 (2000).
46. Hendrik Hertzberg sums up:
Sean Hannity [of Fox News] played an audio clip seven times and described the
candidate's laughter as 'frightening.' Bill O'Reilly [Fox News, Sept 24, 20071 trotted out
a Fox News 'body-language expert' to pronounce the laughter 'evil' . [... T]he right-
wing blogs bloomed like a staph infection. 'Shrillary's' laugh is 'chilling.' It's 'fakey
fake fake fake.' It's a 'hideous hyena mating call.' It's 'a signal to launch her flying
monkeys.'
Hendrik Hertzberg, Brouhahaha, NEW YORKER, Oct. 15, 2007, at 33.
47. Maureen Dowd, Is She a Trojan Rabbit?, N.Y. TIMES, May 11, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/1 l/opinion/1 ldowd.html.
48. Leonard W. Moss & Stephen C. Cappannari, Mal' occhio, Ayin ha ra, Oculus fascinus,
Judenblick: The Evil Eye Hovers Above, in THE EVIL EYE 8 (Clarence Maloney ed., 1976).
49. HEINRICH KRAMER & JAMES SPRENGER, THE MALLEUS MALEFICARUM (Montague
Summers trans., Dover Publ'ns 1971) (1928).
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One of Barack Obama's supporters, Samantha Power, notoriously
proclaimed: "She [Hillary Clinton] is a monster." 50 Many of the com-
mercial items agree. One identifies Clinton with the snake-haired (God-
dess turned monster) Medusa.51 Others rely on more generic ser-
pent/dragonish monsters-and all with the fangs and claws that suggest
the archetypal castrating vagina dentata.52
One postcard pictures Clinton as a fire-breathing "Godzillary. 53
Curiously, a New York Times op-ed writer obliquely compared the pri-
mary battle between Obama and Clinton to the classic monster-movie
mix-up "King Kong vs. Godzilla.' 54 This reference drags in more dread-
ful history, this time regarding the characteristic dehumanization of Afri-
can Americans.
Dehumanization
A common and self-serving belief is that animals are a "lower" or-
der of beings than humans and that humans can treat them any way we
deem fit. A racist tradition, which was used to justify slavery and in-
flected much of nineteenth-century science, has continued to associate
Blacks with apes (including, of course, in the King Kong films). 55 This
stereotypic association is intended to bolster beliefs that Blacks are un-
evolved, lazy, aggressive, hypersexual, unintelligent, dangerous, and
unfit to lead.
One study published in early 2008 found that imagery explicitly de-
picting Blacks as apelike had largely disappeared in the United States,
although it demonstrated that metaphoric "connections between African-
Americans and apes are still being made" in ways that endorse violence
against Black men suspected of crimes.56 Apparently, however, the situ-
ation of a Black man running successfully for president catalyzed the
reintroduction of explicit reproductions of this stereotype.
The most notorious was a t-shirt produced by a White man, Mike
Norman, owner of a Marietta, Georgia, bar. It showed the Curious
George character from the well-known series of children's books, peel-
50. Gerri Peev, 'Hillary Clinton's a monster': Obama aide blurts out attack in Scotsman
interview, THE SCOTSMAN, Mar. 7, 2008, available at
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/latestnews/Inside-US-poll-battle-as.3854371.jp.
51. Funny Anti-Obama Gift Shop, CafePress.com, http://buttons.cafepress.com/item/hillary-
medusa-bitch-35-button/182024003 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
52. BARBARA G. WALKER, THE WOMEN'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MYTHS AND SECRETS 1034
(1983).
53. LizDexic, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/godzillary-queen-of-the-monsters_
postcard-239911655140277769 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
54. Allan Gurganus, Op-Ed., Carolina, Out of Its Mind, N.Y. TIMES, May 1, 2008, at §A,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/01/opinion0l1 gurganus.html.
55. JAMES SNEAD, WHITE SCREENS/BLACK IMAGES: HOLLYWOOD FROM THE DARK SIDE 7
(Colin MacCabe & Cornel West eds.) (1994).
56. Phillip Atiba Goff et al., Not Yet Human: Implicit Knowledge, Historical Dehumanization,
and Contemporary Consequences, 94.2 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 292, 304 (2008).
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ing a banana. "Obama in '08" was printed beneath. When this shirt re-
ceived national scrutiny, Norman, typically, denied any offensive or rac-
ist intent.57 Whether or not one finds this credible, it is important to rec-
ognize that it is a structural given that much racist and otherwise oppres-
sive behavior is unconscious. Even when overt forms of tyranny and
bondage are absent, oppression continues as its causes and conceptual
justifications are "embedded in unquestioned norms, habits, and sym-
bols." 58 Common justifications for offences are: "I didn't mean that," or
"I was only joking." Some makers of racist items go one step further,
claiming the critics have it wrong and that their item actually "tran-
scends" bias.
That last rationale emerged in the debate over the Obama monkey
plush toy.59  Responding to criticism, the makers first yanked but then
reinstated the "toy," defending it as "affectionate" and intending to "tran-
57. Errin Haines, Obama/Curious George T-Shirt Draws Protests, WASH. POST, May 15,
2008, at 8, available at http://tinyurl.com/c8j8jw. I wonder if this shirt was a deliberate reply to a
viral anti-George W. Bush e-mail distributed years earlier. It showed a number of different apes
making faces juxtaposed to pictures of Bush with a similar expression. In the center was a picture of
Curious George's face, also next to a similar seeming mien of then-President Bush. While this
"joke" reverses the historic association by placing a privileged White man in the "ape" continuum, it
did not really undo the historically unjust stereotype. The underlying "joke" is that George Bush is
so incompetent he can even be stereotypically demeaned in ways previously reserved for Black men.
58. As Iris Marion Young details,
new left social movements of the 1960s and 1970s shifted the concept of oppression. In
its new usage, oppression designates the disadvantage and injustice some people suffer
not because a tyrannical power coerces them, but because of the everyday practices of a
well-intentioned liberal society .... Oppression in this sense is structural, rather than the
result of a few people's choices. Its causes are embedded in unquestioned norms, habits,
and symbols, in the assumptions underlying institutional rules and the collective conse-
quences of following those rules .... In this extended structural sense oppression refers
to the vast and deep injustices some groups suffer as a consequence of often unconscious
assumptions and reactions of well-meaning people in ordinary interactions, media and
cultural stereotypes, and structural features of bureaucratic hierarchies and market me-
chanisms-in short, the normal processes of everyday life.
Young, supra note 14, at 12.
59. Thesock Obama Co, LLC, http://thesockobaina.com (last visited Jan. 22, 2009). This
product received much criticism. See 'Racist' Obama Sock-Puppet Monkey Yanked: Company Nixes
Production, Apologizes for Controversial Toy, WORLDNETDAILY, June 17, 2008,
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageld=67324. At first, the makers
withdrew the toy and apologized but later recanted, denied any racist intent, and continued to market
the toy under a new company name, Sock Politicians. See Sheena McFarland, Creators of The Sock
Obama Seek New Company to Produce Doll, SALT LAKE TRIB., June 18, 2008. They, apparently,
also added a McCain monkey, which took the form of a white gorilla (although the only white goril-
las are albinos). (Although, following the 2009 Presidential Inauguration, the white monkey has
been repackaged as a Biden Monkey.) See Sock Politicians.com, http://sockpoliticians.com (last
visited Feb. 22, 2009) (McCain screenshot on file with Denver University Law Review). Not only
color, but also the copy describing the two toys, distinguishes them. The copy for the Obama mon-
key snidely reads: He "proudly displays his campaign pin on his suit jacket." SockPoliticians.com,
The Original Obama Monkey, http://www.sockpoliticians.comlproductslobama-monkey/ (last vi-
sited Jan. 22, 2009). The copy for the McCain monkey reads: He "displays his love for American on
his lapel with an American flag." SockPoliticians.com, The Original McCain Monkey,
http:llwww.sockpoliticians.conproducts/mccain-monkey (unavailable as of Mar. 9, 2009) (McCain
screenshot on file with Denver University Law Review). These statements repeat the right-wing
smearing of Obama as elitist and unpatriotic.
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scend still existing racial biases.' 6° Another item invoking the ape asso-
ciation mimicked what The New York Times calls "the prominent 'Hope'
image of the presidential candidate" by Shepard Fairey with its "flag-
hued" colors.6 ' The anti-Obama caricature replicates the iconic image
and the colors, but distorts Obama's features to make him look like an
ape. It changes the word to "Dope. 62
An entrenched sexist tradition depicts women as "consumable bo-
dies," stereotypically as domesticated animals consumed as meat.6 s One
sticker puts Hillary Clinton's face on a cow and cautions against "Mad
Cow Disease." 64 Another offers a "Hillary Meal Deal," showing Clin-
ton's "cackling" face on an "HRC" fried chicken bucket. The words: "2
fat thighs, 2 small breasts, and a bunch of left wings" mocks her as both
bodily and politically undesirable. The price "$6.66," throws demoniza-
tion into the mix. 65 Significantly, Sarah Palin came to be known as the
one who shoots and eats the animal (notably, the moose). She also affir-
matively associated herself with animals as power totems-the barracuda
and the pitbull-predators, not prey.
Violence
Systematic violence is a core aspect of oppression. Political philo-
sopher Iris Marion Young explains: "Members of some groups live with
the knowledge that they must fear random, unprovoked attacks on their
persons or property, which have no motive but to damage, humiliate, or
destroy the person. 66
Along with physical forms, violence also can be verbal, psychologi-
cal and emotional. One abusive decorative tile sneers: "Obama Is My
Slave." 67 Forms of psychological violence include this kind of deroga-
tion as well as name-calling, intimidation and transmitting of threats.6 8
All of these types of violence are ways of enforcing social control. Spe-
cifically, they establish domination, thwart resistance, and break the spi-
60. Dan Amira, Makers of Racist Obama Monkey Would Like to Transcend Racial Bias, NEW
YORK MAGAZINE, http://nymag.com/daily/intell2008/06/the..makers_of_a_racist_obama.t.html (last
visited Mar. 6, 2009).
61. Brian Stelter, Time Cover Sure Looks a Lot Like a Campaign Image, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 22,
2008, at B4. See also BarackObama.com: Artists for Obama, http://store.barackobama.com
Artists for Obamas/1018.htm (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
62. RightLeaning, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/rightleaning/5560388 (last
visited Feb. 22, 2009).
63. CAROL J. ADAMS, THE PORNOGRAPHY OF MEAT (2003); CAROL J. ADAMS, THE SEXUAL
POLITICS OF MEAT: A FEMINIST-VEGETARIAN CRITICAL THEORY (2d ed. 2000).
64. Funny Anti-Obamna Gift Shop, CafePress.com, http://bumperstickers.cafepress.com/
item/antihillary-stop-mad-cow-08-sticker-bumper/l 11992554 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
65. RightwingStuff, CafePress.com, http://bumperstickers.cafepress.comitemlhillary-meal-
deal-sticker-oval/128519660 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
66. Young, supra note 14, at 13.
67. BigFatGear, CafePress.com, http://homedecor.cafepress.comitem/obama-is-my-slave-
tile-coaster/285821249 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
68. PATRICIA EVANS, THE VERBALLY ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP (1996).
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rit. Again, the target of these kinds of attacks directed at political figures
is the entire group the candidate represents.
Name calling shows up in commercial items that hurl derogatory
words, and usually ones that carry prejudices based in race, gender, sex-
uality, age, class, and religion. These include: nigger, bimbo, uppity,
redneck, idiot, stupid, cunt, punk, boy, and butt monkey. All of these can
be found in the commercial items targeting specific candidates.
One anti-Obama item snidely urges: "Use the "N-Word"-Never."
69
Of course, everyone knows which "n-word" actually is being invoked.
Other items summon this same epithet, but more obliquely. For exam-
ple, one button reads: "Come to the dark side, vote for Obama.
70
Another queries: "If Obama is President... will we still call it the White
House?"'71 This one achieved national notoriety when it was found being
sold at the Texas State Republican Convention in June of 2008.72 Obama
was literally called a boy by Kentucky congressman, Geoff Davis, 73 as he
was by a number of commercial items.
74
Ubiquitously, Hillary Clinton was mocked (and pictured as) a bitch.
Pundits like Glenn Beck and Christopher Hitchens had no problem using
the word in describing her.75 The slur cunt, though, remains the "moth-
er" of all sexist denigrations.76 Roger Stone, a Republican strategist
founded an anti-Clinton group he boldly named C.U.N.T. ("Citizens
United Not Timid"). 77  A like-minded t-shirt testily declaims: "Word
Association: When you say Hillary, I think C.U.N.T. How's that for free
speech.,
78
Hilary Clinton's primary campaign had sparked a desire for a strong
female and feminist-leaning candidate and John McCain cynically chose
69. OBAMANEVER, www.cafepress.com (unavailable as of Mar. 9,2009).
70. MEGA-CELEBRATIONS, www.cafepress.com (unavailable as of Mar. 9,2009).
71. Posting of Ali Frick to Think Progress, http://thinkprogress.org/2008/06/17/gop-
convention-button-asks-if-obama-is-presidentwill-we-stifl-call-it-the-white-houset (June 17, 2008,
12:56 EST).
72. Id.
73. Davis said, "I'm going to tell you something. That boy's finger does not need to be on the
button." Posting of Kate Phillips to The Caucus, http://tinyurl.com/cl6vo4 (Apr. 14, 2008, 17:19
EST) (The Caucus is "The Politics and Government Blog" at the N.Y. Times website).
74. One, for example, showed Obama's face and read: "It's like asking the paperboy to man-
age the newspaper." CafePress.com, http://bumperstickers.cafepress.com/itenrobama-lacks-
experience-bumper-sticker/211721474 (last visited Mar. 6, 2009).
75. Tim Russert & Christopher Hutchins, The Tim Russert Show (MSNBC television broad-
cast Apr. 5, 2008), available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUXiHw6R67E&feature
e--related (material located at 7 minutes 22 seconds into the video clip).
76. For further discussion, see Jane Caputi, Cuntspeak: Words from the Heart of Darkness, in
NOT FOR SALE: FEMINISTS RESISTING PROSTITUrION AND PORNOGRAPHY 362-85 (Christine Stark &
Rebecca Whisnant eds., 2004).
77. Jason Linkins, MSNBC Hosts Founder of Anti-Hillary Group 'C.U.N.T.', THE
HUFFINGTON POST, Feb. 19, 2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/02/19/msnbc-hosts-
founder-of-an_n_87356.html.
78. Hiliary_, www.cafe-press.com (unavailable as of Mar. 6, 2009).
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Alaska Governor Sarah Palin as his running-mate. As McCain later ex-
plained, that pick was "a direct counterpoint to the liberal feminist
agenda for America., 79 Palin was born into a lower class family and did
not receive an elite education. She was a vibrant speechmaker, but
lacked knowledge and expe:'.;nce nationally and internationally. The
commercial paraphernalia, like much of the mainstream chatter, took
much pleasure in calling her "Just Palin Stupid," and, adding sexist spe-
cificity, a bimbo.8° People who wisely refused to believe that Barack
Obama was a Muslim nonetheless readily swallowed the lie (spread by
disgruntled McCain aids post election) that Palin did not know that Afri-
ca was a continent.81 Class-based prejudices clearly color the ways that
Palin has been ridiculed as "stupid" and her accent mocked. Joanna Kadi
persuasively argues that the word stupid is not really "a mere description
of how well someone thinks, stupid has become a cultural concept with a
particular code and set of signifiers that describe working-class people as
the middle and upper classes perceive and construct us. '82 Progressive
middle and upper class people seeking coalition with those from rural
and working classes need to discover, and disavow, their prejudicial atti-
tudes, and respect different class styles and values as well as a wide
range of intelligences. Otherwise, they will continue to be at irreconcila-
ble odds with those who find that Palin speaks for them-even while
disagreeing with some of her policies.
Intimidation is a crucial component of verbal abuse, including
threats of torture. One button demands "Waterboard Barack Obama,
83
and another "Pillory Hillary" (showing the bloodied candidate ensnared
in that device).84 Many also threaten Hillary Clinton with overt sexual
and sexist violence, "Hillary Clinton can suck my conservative dick," as
well as murder, "Wanna See Hillary Run, Throw Rocks at Her.,
85
Again, some of these kinds of violent sexist threats were reiterated in the
mainstream. In a discussion with Keith Olbermann on MSNBC about
how Clinton needed to drop out of the Democratic race, Newsweek's
79. "As a cold political calculation, I could not be more pleased. She has excited and ener-
gized our base. She is a direct counterpoint to the liberal feminist agenda for America." John
McCain, FOX News Sunday with Chris Wallace (FOX News television broadcast Oct. 19, 2008)
(transcript available at http://www.foxnews.comlstory/0,2933,440632,00.html).
80. Just Palin Stupid, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.comjustpalinstupid (last visited
Jan. 22, 2009); Politiclothes.com, CafePress.com, http://politiclothes.com (search "Palin Bimbo")
(last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
81. Bill O'Reilly & Carl Cameron, The O'Reilly Factor (FOX News television broadcast
Nov. 5, 2008), available at http://www.youtube.conlwatch?v=7Whjbu4YhE.
82. Joanna Kadi, Stupidity Deconstructed, in THEORIZING FEMINISMS, supra note 14, at 40-
50.
83. Jason Linkins, Sacramento GOP Removes "Waterboard Obama" Graphic From Website,
TIE HUFFINGTON POST, Oct. 15, 2008, http:llwww.huffingtonpost.com2008/l0/15/sacramento-gop-
removes-wa_n_134841 .html?page=4.
84. Pillory Hillary Clinton Online Shirts Buttons More, CafePress.com,
http://buttons.cafepress.com/item/pillory-hillary-2008-button/19409836 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
85. Funny Anti-Obama Gift Shop, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/hilaryscaresme/
s-throw-rocks?design=15878719 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
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Howard Fineman suggested that someone in the party needed to step in
and "stop this thing," to which Olbermann replied, "Right. Somebody
who can take her into a room and only he comes out."86
Another outrageous pictorial threat was disseminated against Mi-
chelle Obama on a progressive website, www.dailykos.com, illustrating
an article criticizing the Republican's "southern strategy." It showed
Michelle Obama in a slinky red dress, which her KKK attackers had
pulled off her shoulders so that she could be branded before being
lynched. (The Daily Kos withdrew this after protest.)8 7 Similarly, some
months earlier, the conservative Bill O'Reilly, on Fox News, had no
trouble verbally disseminating a similar image: "I don't want to go on a
lynching party against Michelle Obama unless there's evidence, hard
facts, that say this is how the woman really feels. If that's how she really
feels-that America is a bad country or a flawed nation, whatever--then
that's legit. We'll track it down. 8  One way or another, it seems that
lynching still occupies a contiguous space of sexual fantasy and hate
violence against African Americans.
Mind/Body Splitting
Western culture separates the mind from the body and then elevates
the mind over the body. Dominant groups are associated with the mind,
while exploited and marginalized groups are associated with the body
and with nature.
8 9
Throughout history, Kathleen Hall Jamieson writes, "women have
been identified as bodies not minds, wombs not brains." 9 Numerous
anti-Clinton stickers and buttons brand her as womb, not brain, for ex-
ample by warning against electing a president subject to PMS and hot
flashes. One labeled Hillary Clinton not just a cunt but, more euphemis-
tically, "the vajority choice."91 Correspondingly, on MSNBC in October
86. Countdown with Keith Olbermann (MSNBC television broadcast April 23, 2008), quoted
in Rachel Sklar, Keith Olbermann's Idea for Beating Hillary: Literally Beating Hillary, THE
HUFFINGTON POST, April 25, 2008, http://www.huffingtonposLcom/2008/04/25/keith-olbermanns-
idea-for._n_98557.html.
87. Posting of One Citizen to Daily Kos, http://dailykos.com (May 19, 2008, 11:04:25 PDT),
available at Little Green Footballs, http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30012_Daily-Kos-
_The_NewlmprovedSouthem_Strategy (May 19, 2008, 11:25:14 PDT).
88. The Radio Factor (Westwood One radio broadcast Feb. 19, 2008), available at County
Fair, http://mediamatters.org/items/20080220000l (Feb. 20, 2009, 12:20 EDT).
89. See SUSAN GRFFIN, PORNOGRAPHY AND SILENCE: CULTURE'S REVENGE AGAINST
NATURE 161-63 (1981).
90. JAMIESON, supra note 40, at 53.
91. SwagDog.com, Vajority Choice T-Shirt, http://www.swagdog.com/storetpc/viewPrd.asp?
idcategory=O&idproduct=78117 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009). The copy at the site selling this reads:
"Vajority Choice T-Shirt Get it? Boys have a penis and girls have a vagina. And we're pretty sure
Hillary is a girl." l
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of 2007, Cliff May, President of the Foundation for the Defense of De-
mocracies, designated Clinton "a Vaginal-American. 92
The body, particularly stigmatized body parts-genitals, skin colors
and hair textures-has become the foundation for a wide range of insults
and epithets. All bodies can be demeaned in this way, but cultural "oth-
ers" are more vulnerable because they are branded with stereotypes
which "confine them to a nature which is often attached in some way to
their bodies., 93 "Others" are said not only to lack intelligence and rea-
son, but to manifest a glut of dirtiness, smelliness, and sexuality. Several
anti-Obama items identify him with his initials, claiming "B.O. stinks."
94
Others pictured him as "Fro-Bama!" with big hair.95 Several played to
the stereotypic fear of (and concomitant desire for) the mythic Black
hyper-phallus96 -which implies, of course, the diminutive Black mind.
One t-shirt, sold during the time of the Iowa primary, shows an extended
brown measuring tape and advises viewers to "Vote for the Candidate
with the Largest Caucus., 97 An overtly anti-Obama t-shirt pictures him
inside of a white condom, his brown face showing through the otherwise
opaque material. It reads: "Don't Let Obama Screw America. 9 8 Identi-
fying anyone (individual or group, female or male) as purely sexual body
is a keystone of patriarchal, slave-master, and pornographic thinking.
This t-shirt further suggests that although Obama may be bi-racial, he is
fundamentally Black (and hence all body and no mind). But, still, he is a
man and potentially able to use his penis to dominate or "screw." The
message here is that White men had better make sure that they are the
ones perceived as doing all the thinking. At the same time, they had bet-
ter ensure that they are the ones doing the "screwing" and not the ones
"getting screwed."
Pornification
Any number of items read simply "Fuck Obama," "Fuck McCain"
or "Fuck Hillary." Republican partisans can purchase an item depicting
an Elephant "fucking" a donkey, while Democrats can buy one with the
roles reversed.99 One particularly nasty t-shirt, intended to affront both
92. Tucker (MSNBC television broadcast Oct. 15, 2008), available at County Fair,
http://mediamatters.orgitems/200710160010 (Oct. 26, 2007, 18:22 EDT).
93. Young, supra note 14, at 12.
94. All Right Gear, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/bo-stinks-dark-
tshirt/136087783 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
95. Tshirtalerts, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/frobama323032566 (last
visited Feb. 22, 2009).
96. See generally CALViN C. HERNTON, SEX AND RACISM IN AMERICA (1988).
97. Tshirtsobama, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/votefor the_candidateshirt-
235546495586162373 (last visited Jan. 22, 2009).
98. Anti-Obana Light T-Shirt, Ellkslayer, www.CafePress.com (t-shirt no longer available,
purchased by author on July 6, 2008).
99. BigDogma Online Store, CafePress.corn, http://t-shirts.cafepress.comfiteni/donkey-love-
white-tshirt/63915659 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009); That's Rich!, CafePress.com, hrtp:I/t-
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candidates, was issued after it became clear that Obama was going to win
the nomination. It shows Obama's grinning face on a dog who is
"screwing" a similarly grinning Clinton-faced dog. The copy sneers:
"Face It Bitch: You're Fu***d."' 1
The slang word screw, likefuck, means not only to penetrate sexual-
ly but also to denigrate and violate. What is the underlying social mean-
ing of this conflation? Legal feminist theorist Catharine MacKinnon
argues that, in sexist cultures, sexuality is socially constructed as a rela-
tion of domination and subordination, a process that produces genders
that seem to "naturally" embody these desires and expressions.10' In
"kinky" variations, women dominate and men submit but the basic hie-
rarchical dynamic remains. Pornography, in this way of understanding,
is the institutionalized commercial expression of sexualized domination.
Its harms include dehumanization, psychic assault and humiliation, as
well as violation and inferiority presented as humor and entertain-
mentlt°2 harms related to those generated by the "everyday pornogra-
phy" discussed here.10 3
Male candidates are pornified by the implicit requirement that they
be tall (signifying dominance) and conventionally masculine. Privilege
protects most White male candidates from more blatant pornification, but
the Black candidate, Barack Obama, as already noted, was identified
graphically with his penis.
Female candidates (as well as men who are being treated like wom-
en) are openly pornified, by both left and right, by being inappropriately
sexualized, equated with their sex organs, judged on their attractiveness,
and by having stereotypic fantasies projected onto them, including ex-
tremely vicious ones. In one, a man stands and urinates onto an image of
Clinton with an open mouth. 104
Sarah Palin is ubiquitously figured, by both her supporters and de-
tractors as a sex object. She is a "babe" or a "hottie" if liked, a "bimbo"
shirts.cafepress.conitem/political-screwing-womens-long-sleeve-tshirt/173117115 (last visited Feb.
22, 2009).
100. Obama Hillary Bitch Fitted T-Shirt, CafePress.com (t-shirt no longer available, purchased
by author on June 16, 2008).
101. MacKinnon's ideas on pornography appear in many of her writings. See CATHARINE A.
MACKINNON, ARE WOMEN HUMAN? AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUES 112-20 (2006);
CATHARINE A. MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED: DISCOURSES ON LIFE AND LAW 127-206
(1987); CATHARINE A. MACKINNON, TOWARD A FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STATE 195-215 (1989).
102. See JOHN STOLTENBERG, REFUSING TO BE A MAN: ESSAYS ON SEX AND JUSTICE 113-24
(rev. ed., Routledge 2000).
103. See JANE CAPUTI, GODDESSES AND MONSTERS: WOMEN, MYTH, POWER AND POPULAR
CULTURE 74-118 (2004); DVD: The Pornography of Everyday Life (Berkeley Media 2007) (on file
with author).
104. Aaron's Case, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/aaronscase/424512 (last visited
Feb. 23, 2009).
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or "dominatrix" if not. She was regaled as "MILF ' 10 5 ("Mother I'd Like
to Fuck") or "VPILF' 10 6 ("Vice President I'd Like to Fuck"), and visual-
ly mocked as someone who had gotten the nomination because she had
sexually serviced John McCain. 107 Conversely, she was a whip-wielding
mistress who would "spank" America °8 and walk all over McCain with
her high heels. Turning women into pornography, overtly as in the Hust-
ler production, Who's Nailing Sarah Palin,1°9 or in more everyday forms,
is a fundamental means of identifying women with the body and with
sexuality in a culture that degrades both.
In her discussion of the vilification of Hillary Clinton, Robin Lakoff
cites Pierre Saint-Armand, who argues that the hatred directed against
Hillary Clinton in the early 1990s "was reproduced in the very same lan-
guage as the discourse of infamy that sent Queen Marie Antoinette to the
guillotine." He further identifies three aspects of this process: "(1) the
demonization and cloning of the woman's influence; (2) the accessibility
of the woman's genitalia as the very organ of influence; (3) a seizing of
the woman's body by way of sexual appropriation."'
11
By election 2008, all of these modes of character assassination still
were being directed against Hillary Clinton. But perhaps due to her
widespread identification with feminism as well as her age, she simulta-
neously was scorned as utterly undesirable. One decorative tile reads:
"Hillary Clinton Causes Erectile Dysfunction. '  "Even Bill Doesn't
Want Me" is her supposed lament on one button. 112 Another antagonistic
t-shirt dubs Clinton the "Anti-Porn,' ' 113 suggesting that she is most dread-
ful because what Newsweek called her "female power"'1 14 effectively
deflates (sexist male) desire.
105. Obama T-shirts, McCain T-shirts, Pain T-shirts, CafePress.com,
http://buttons.cafepress.comitem/sarah-palin-milf-225-button-10-pack/314607971 (last visited Feb.
23, 2009).
106. Sardonic's Shirt Shack, CafePress.com, http://bumperstickers.cafepress.com/item/vpilf-
sarah-palin-sticker-bumper/302375630 (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
107. Bound By Fate, CafePress.com, http://magnets.cafepress.conitemL/so-thats-how-she-won-
the-nomination/303146893 (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
108. Rchmcurry, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/sarah-palin-for.-vice-president-shirt-
235897366992908218 (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
109. Hustler.com, Who's Nailin' Paylin?, http://hustler.com/ (follow I AGREE, ENTER
SARAH PALIN PARODY) (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
110. Pierre Saint-Armond, Terrorizing Marie Antoinette, 20 CRIlTCAL INQUIRY 379, 379
(Jennifer Curtis Gage trans.) (1994), quoted in ROBIN TOLMACH LAKOFF, THE LANGUAGE WAR 192
(2000).
111. Right Wing Mike, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/rightwingmike/4512193
(last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
112. Jest Designs, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/ jestdesigns.96839451 (last
visited Feb. 23, 2009).
113. Brian Weeks, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/hillary-.theanti-pom-shirt-
235881006213169400 (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
114. The phrase "female power" was featured under a picture of the candidate on the table of




One t-shirt shows a caricature of Barack Obama with a "Mr. T"
hairdo, Hollywood "jungle savage" style clothes and earrings, and wear-
ing a pendant with the symbol of Islam. He glares menacingly, jabs his
finger in your face, and demands: "Gimme Yo Change."
'1 15
Stereotypes (or what Patricia Hill Collins calls "controlling im-
ages") 16 are crude generalizations and distortions, which "so permeate
the society that they are not noticed as contestable."'1 7 They purport to
represent the uniformity of a group, but within the range of negative ste-
reotypes applied to any group there are endless contradictions. The en-
tire catalogue of demeaning and contradictory stereotypes of African-
Americans" 8 has been applied to Barack Obama. These include the
thug, the shiftless watermelon-loving, rib-eating wastrel,1 9 the "pimp,"
the "gangster," the "snob"' 20 or "uppity" one who does not keep to as-
signed "place," the coon, 21 the raging ranter who plays "the race card"
' 122
as an excuse or diversion, and the violator of racist taboo who associates
with White women.12 3 Michelle Obama is typed as the "angry harridan"
who cuts down her man.' 24 Fox News also took the liberty of branding
her (a Princeton and Harvard-educated lawyer who has been married to
115. RightWingStuff, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.comlitemlgimme-yo-change-
fitted-tshirt/243578526 (last visited Feb. 23, 2009).
116. PATRICIA HILL COLLINS, BLACK FEMINIST THOUGHT: KNOWLEDGE, CONSCIOUSNESS,
AND THE POLITICS OF EMPOWERMENT 69 (Routledge 2000) (1990).
117. Young, supra note 14, at 12.
118. See generally JAN NEDERVEEN PIETERSE, WHITE ON BLACK: IMAGES OF AFRICA AND
BLACKS IN WESTERN POPULAR CULTURE (Yale U. Press 1992) (1990).
119. Michelle DeArmond reports that the October 2008 newsletter by the Chaffey Community
Republican Women Federated said that if Obama were elected his image would appear on food
stamps instead of dollar bills like other presidents. The statement is followed by an illustration of
"Obama Bucks"--a phony $10 bill featuring Obama's face on a donkey's body, labeled "United
States Food Stamps," and surrounded by a watermelon, ribs and a bucket of fried chicken. The
group's president, Diane Fedele, said she simply wanted to deride a comment Obama made over the
summer about how as an African-American he "doesn't look like all those other presidents on the
dollar bills." Fedele said she got the illustration in a number of chain e-mails and decided to reprint
it for her members. Michelle DeArmond, Inland GOP mailing depicts Obama's face on food stamp,
THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE, Oct. 16, 2008, available at http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/
stories/PENewsLocalS_buck16.3d67d4a.html.
120. Veer to the Right, CafePress.com, http://magnets.cafepress.comL/item/barack-obama-is-a-
snob-magnet/253808830 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
121. See David Pilgrim, The Coon Caricature, JIM CROW MUSEUM OF RACIST MEMORABILIA,
Oct., 2000, www.ferris.edu/news/jimcrow/coon. One sticker reads "Empty Suit," and shows Obama
as a ridiculous and diminutive figure trying to occupy a man's suit. Emptysuit.tees, CafePress.com,
http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/white-tshirt/314082010 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
122. TITILLATING TEES, CafePress.com, http://art.cafepress.comitemquotbarack-obama-
race-cardquot-poster/289456070 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
123. One greeting card shows Obama gloating: "White Chicks Dig Me." OBAMA CHICKS,
CafePress.com, http://cards.cafepress.conitem/white-chicks-greeting-card/290365314 (last visited
Feb. 23, 2008).
124. Mychal Massie, Michelle Obama: Angry black harridan, WORLDNETDAILY, Feb. 26,
2008, http://www.worldnetdaily.comindex.php?pageld=57312.
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Barack Obama since 1992) "Obama's baby mama."'125 The message is
that no matter how "respectable," any Black woman can be smacked
back down to stereotypic ignominy. This swipe intends to disgrace not
only Michelle Obama, but also poor, single mothers deemed "illegiti-
mate" by a sexual double standard grounded in unjust systems of race
and class as well as sex and gender.
Barack Obama also was labeled with the stereotype of the "untrust-
worthy" and "unstable" mulatto. One button reads: "Psychobama needs
a shrink's office, not the oval office. Don't let this hater of his own
whiteness set race relations back 100 years !''126 The linguistic origin of
the word mulatto is the Latin word mulus, meaning mule, "an animal
produced from 'unnatural mating."' Racist nineteenth-century science
classified "mulattos" as unnatural and White culture deemed mulattos to
be psychologically unstable and inferior to "pure" Whites, although su-
perior to "pure" Blacks. Negative popular culture stereotypes of mixed-
race people were that they were unstable as well as immoral, criminal,
sneaky and deceitful, and untrustworthy.
127
Racism, like sexism and other forms of oppressions, is based in
binary thinking. 128 Different groups are understood as fixed and always
apart, not simply different, but inherently opposed. Binary thinking
presupposes that one group will always dominate another and that if
there were leaders from the group historically disadvantaged, they would
automatically and always favor their own group and discriminate against,
if not destroy, the other. 29  Racist binary thinking is reflected in
numerous items that suggest that Barack and Michelle Obama disdain
everyday White Americans, will not represent them, and will, in fact,
discriminate against them. These sentiments inform one t-shirt showing
125. Megyn Kelly & Michelle Malkin, America's Election HQ (FOX News television broad-
cast June 11, 2008), available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvZEZL2LmA8.
126. RightLeaning, Cafepress.com, http://buttons.cafepress.com/itemlpsychobama-35-
button/242291758 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
127. Thanks to Sika Dagbovie for her contribution to this section to the exhibit and also for
providing these references. See generally JOHN G. MENCKE, MtLATrOES AND RACE MIXTURE:
AMERICAN ATTITUDES AND IMAGES 1865-1918 (1979); JOEL WILLIAMSON, NEW PEOPLE:
MISCEGENATION AND MULATrOES IN THE UNITED STATES (1995).
128. COLLINS, supra note 116, at 70-72.
129. Consider the binary thinking in Geraldine Ferraro's letter to the Boston Globe:
Since March, when I was accused of being racist for a statement I made about the
influence of blacks on Obama's historic campaign, people have been stopping me to
express a common sentiment: If you're white you can't open your mouth without being
accused of being racist. They see Obama's playing the race card throughout the
campaign and no one calling him for it as frightening. They're not upset with Obama
because he's black; they're upset because they don't expect to be treated fairly because
they're white. It's not racism that is driving them, it's racial resentment. And that is
enforced because they don't believe he understands them and their problems. That when
he said in South Carolina after his victory "Our Time Has Come" they believe he is
telling them that their time has passed.




an angry and crazed looking Barack Obama directing "White Ladies to
the Back of the Bus," 130 as well as the claim that the only reason White
people support Barack Obama is a sense of misplaced "guilt."
13'
Stereotyping (Sexist)
Aristotle and other philosophers as well as theologians and scien-
tists in the Western tradition insisted that the ideal and true form of all
beings is the male and that the female is a defect. They saw women as
biologically inferior to men, characterized by a lack of what are held to
be the finest and most human qualities and an excess of what were sup-
posedly the most "animalistic" and disreputable qualities, particularly
irrationality and hyper-emotionalism 1 32 Female politicians regularly are
portrayed as inherently scary, "cracked," and out of control. One t-shirt
has Hillary Clinton proclaiming: "I'm a crazy White bitch, vote for
me.' ' 133 One button shows Sarah Palin's face and proclaims "Bat Shit
Crazy."' 34 Another depicts Clinton's face over a mushroom cloud. Its
copy reads: "Yeah, that's what we need. An angry woman with nuclear
weapons. 135 Such derisive imagery was more than matched by main-
stream characterizations. For example, on February 26, 2008, Jim Caf-
ferty on CNN quipped: "Which Hillary Clinton's going to show up?...
[She] resemble[es] someone with multiple personality disorder .... ,,36
Traditional sexist gender roles confine women to the private sphere,
where they are expected to submit to the authority of husbands and fa-
thers. Both Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Robin Tolmach Lakoff have
written specifically about the abuse heaped upon Hillary Clinton and
other female leaders who are maligned as violators of patriarchal de-
mands for female modesty, seclusion, restraint and silence. 137  Right-
wing items criticizing Hillary Clinton and Michelle Obama chastise them
for not being properly silent and submissive. These include slogans like:
"Shut Up Hillary;" 138 "Hey Barack, We'll Lay Off Your Wife When She
130. Barack Hussein Obama - No White Guilt, CafePress.com, http://t-
shirts.cafepress.conitem/white-ladies-go-to-the-back-o-yelow-tshirt/281277438 (last visited Feb.
23, 2008).
131. Everybody Shirts, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.conmens-
clothing/design/25954657 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
132. NANCY TUANA, THE LESS NOBLE SEX: SCIENTIFIC, RELIGIOUS, AND PHILOSOPHICAL
CONCEPTIONS OF WOMAN'S NATURE 18-19 (1993).
133. Hillary Bitch Dark T-Shirt, NoHillary, CafePress.com, purchased April 18, 2008.
134. Fuck Election 08!, www.CafePress.com, http://shop.cafepress.com/design/30539666 (last
visited Feb. 30, 2009).
135. HellaryNo.com, Angry Woman with Nuclear Weapons, http://www.hellaryno.com/t-
shirts/black-t-shirts/angry-woman-with-nuclear-weapons-black/prod_17.html (last visited Feb. 23,
2008).
136. Cafferty File, http://caffertyfile.blogs.cnn.com/2008/02/26/best-debate-strategy-for-
clinton/ (Feb. 26, 2008 5:58 P.M. EST).
137. See JAMIESON, supra note 40, at 38; LAKOFF, supra note 45, at 169.
138. Shut Up Hillary!, CafePress.corn, http://www.cafepress.comlshutuphillary/ (last visited
Feb. 23, 2008).
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Shuts Up;' 139 as well as "Get Back in the Kitchen, Hillary" 14 and, play-
ing off an incident where she was heckled in New Hampshire, "Iron My
Shirt.' 141 I did not find material of this ilk directed at Sarah Palin. Ironi-
cally, as Katha Pollitt observes, "Palin's presence on the Republican
ticket forced family-values conservatives to give public support to
working mothers, equal marriages, pregnant teens and their much-
maligned parents. Talk-show frothers, Christian zealots and professional
antifeminists . . . insisted that a mother of five, including a 'special-
needs' newborn, could perfectly well manage governing a state... No
one said she belonged at home."
' 142
Still, the anxiety generated in some men (and some women) around
female leadership was indelibly expressed by one of the more notorious
items from election 2008-the Hillary Clinton Nutcracker. 143 Again we
are in the realm of binary thinking. Sexist binary thinking holds that men
and women are opposites, that equality between women and men is im-
possible and that if women become powerful, they will inevitably drain,
weaken, and castrate men. Thus, the thinking goes, a strong woman like
Hillary Clinton necessarily emasculates the men around her, and the only
reason that any man would support her is because he is already "ca-
strated." These views were openly expressed in the mainstream media,
including by Chris Mathews and Tucker Carlson (both on MSNBC) as
well as Maureen Dowd.144
I previously noted the associations of the vagina dentata with Clin-
ton. Another of these associations can be found in a dehumanizing de-
piction of Clinton, one showing her as a "political pit bull" with a vicious
expression and bared teeth. 145 This was months before Sarah Palin de-
scribed herself at the Republican convention as a "pit bull" with "lips-
tick."' 46  Of course, by putting "lipstick" on her "pit bull," Palin
symbolically assured apprehensive voters that she intended no castration,
but instead promised to "kiss up."
139. Audacity of Hype, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/lay-off-kids-light-
tshirt/266638863 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
140. Poppys Political Tshirts, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/fitted-
tshirt/26766884 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
141. RightWingStuff, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.comitem/iron-my-shirt-hillary-
dark-tshirt/215009133 (last visited Feb. 23, 2008).
142. Katha Pollitt, Sayonara Sarah, THE NATION, Nov. 24, 2008, available at
http://www.thenation.comdoc/20081124/pollitt.
143. The Official Site of America's Fun Couple Hillary Nutcracker and Corkscrew Bill,
http'//www.hillarynutcracker.com (last visited Jan. 23, 2008).
144. For example, Chris Matthews fumed: "[A]ren't you appalled at the willingness of these
people [prominent men who support Hillary Clinton] to become castratos in the chorus . . . T"
Hardball with Chris Matthews (MSNBC television broadcast Dec. 17, 2007) (transcript available at
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22311746/).
145. Funny Anti-Obama Gift Shop, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/hillaryscaresme/
1204910 (last visited Feb. 24, 2008).
146. Governor Sarah Palin, Speech at the 2008 Republican National Convention (Sept. 3,
2008) (transcript available at http://tinyurl.con/6crrac).
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The gun, for many Americans the ultimate fetish and phallic
symbol, is regularly associated with Palin, by both her fans and
adversaries. The former regale her as a "pistol packin' mama[],"' 47 the
latter denigrate her as a gun-happy "redneck." All tend to sexualize the
firearm, for example by showing her in a bikini, or even seemingly
naked, while brandishing one. 4 8  This iconography also signifies that
Palin (a White, Christian, and Republican woman) is loyal to traditional
values and to the state and, in Freudian terms, wouldn't dream of
castrating a man since she already has the phallus. The same meaning
would not hold if a Black, urbane leader like Barack Obama, or his wife
Michelle, were pictured with guns. Preexisting racist/sexist stereotypes
ensure that this would, instead, be a sign of terror and terrorism, as it was
in Barry Blitt's failed satire, the New Yorker cover showing Barack
Obama in Muslim garb and Michelle Obama with an "Angela Davis
afro," military-like clothes, and a big gun.
14 9
Gender and Gay Baiting
One of Thomas Jefferson's paid hacks, James Callender, smeared
his rival, President John Adams, as having a "hideous hermaphroditical
character, which has neither the force of a man, nor the gentleness and
sensibility of a woman."150 Casting doubt on a candidate's "normalcy"
regarding sexuality and gender has long been a feature of American poli-
tics. 51 "Real men" are supposedly adamant heterosexuals who use force,
refuse to negotiate, epitomize success, spurn all that is associated with
women (emotions, clothes, and so on), are in full charge of their families,
and are aggressive-economically, politically, and militarily. Modes of
smearing male candidates include likening them to women, particularly
by name-calling, by picturing them in a dress, by stripping them, by sug-
gesting that they are gay, or by implying that they cannot control their
wives and children. One button mocked: "Hey, Obama! Can't You Con-
trol Yo' Mamma?"
1 52
147. BIGNUMPTEES, CafePress.com, http://shop.cafepress.condesign/30240281 (last visited
Feb. 24, 2009).
148. Sarah Palin Bikini, CafePress.com, http://shop.cafepress.com/design/30212642 (last
visited F. 24, 2009).
149. Barry Blitt, The Politics of Fear, NEW YORKER, July 21, 2008. For a political critique of
the racialized imagery of Angela Davis's hair see a video by Coco Fusco, a.k.a. Mrs. George Gilbert
(2004).
150. Paul Vitello, How to Erase that Smear.... N.Y. ToMES, Aug. 16, 2008, at WK3, available
at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/17/weekinreview/l7vitello.html.
151. In 2004, Arnold Schwarzeneggar and others branded Democrats "girlie men." Harold
Meyerson, Going Over to the Girlie Men, WASH. POST, Sept. 6, 2006, at A15. In 2008, Don lmus
smeared both candidates: "But they're both sissy boys or sissy girls, or whatever .... And [Barack
Obama's] almost a bigger pussy than [Hillary Clinton] is." imus: Obama "Almost A Bigger Pussy"
Than Hillary, THE HUFFINGTON POST, Apr. 17, 2008,
http://www.huffingtonpost.conVm2008/04/17/imus-obama-almost-a-bigge-n-97308.htm.
152. Arnold's Ideas 16, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/amoldsideasl6 (last visited
Feb. 24, 2009).
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The same type of gender-baiting can be directed at select women.
In a pattern that goes back over the last two decades, Hillary Clinton has
been pictured as a secret man. No matter that in one vicious image she is
turned into a urinal, in another she is shown standing at a urinal and
looking back to wink at the viewers. "She's not what she seems!" is the
punch line.153 I found no equivalent images of Sarah Palin.
Using the same strategy of gender mortification, numerous items
picture Bill Clinton in a pink dress and calling him the "First Lady."'
54
Barack Obama also was feminized. One button shows him with earrings
and makeup and dubs him a "homegirl.' 55 The satirical magazine, Ra-
dar, spoofed a famous Vanity Fair cover, which featured a fully clothed
White man, fashion designer Tom Ford, with two naked White actresses
arrayed around him, one seated and the other prone. Radar's remodel
showed a clothed Rudy Giuliani, with Clinton and Obama put in the
place of the naked White women. Racist preconceptions joined with
misogynist ones to make it seem "funniest" when it was the Black Dem-
ocrat put down with the already put down women.
156
Gender norms, coupled with misogyny, produce the taboo on homo-
sexuality.1 57 Men are supposed to be total opposites of, and superior to
women. Thus, the worst thing a man can be is anything like a woman.
When a man takes on what is seen to be the subordinated role, and place,
of the woman, for example, by being receptive sexually, he loses re-
spect.158 Verbal attacks against the 2008 candidates include homophobic
terms like "punk" for Obama 59 and "Bush's butt monkey" for McCain.
160
153. RightWingStuff, CafePress.com, http://clothing.cafepress.com/itemshes-not-what-she-
seems-hooded-sweatshirtd83023807 (last visited Feb. 24, 2009).
154. Bill-for-First-Lady, CafePress.com, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/item/bring-bill-back-jr-
jersey-tshirt/29748384 (last visited Feb. 24, 2009).
155. Ismyhomegirl, Zazzle.com, http://www.zazzle.com/barack-obamais-myjhomegirl_print
-228170046979074046 (last visited Feb. 24,2009).
156. RADAR, Nov. 2008, available at http://www.radaronline.comlfrom-the-magazine/2007/
10/2008_- canpaign_hilaryclinton rudy-giuliani-barackobama nit.php.
157. Beverly Wildung Harrison, Misogyny and Homophobia: The Unexplored Connections, in
MAKING THE CONNECTIONS: ESSAYS IN FEMINIST SOCIAL ETHics 135-51 (Carol S. Robbed., 1985).
158. JAMES GILLIGAN, PREVENTING VIOLENCE 56-57 (2001).
159. The slogan reads: "Hillary's a Bitch, McCain's Insane, Obama's a Punk." billyst-
shirts.com and www.cafepress.com. The slang word punk is defined in these ways: "A petty hood-
lum; one who thinks he wants to be a hoodlum but lacks real toughness and experience.... [derog.]
A catamite; the young male companion of a sodomite. Prison, maritime and tramp use."
DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN SLANG 411 (Harold Wentworth & Stuart Berg Flexner eds., 1967).
In an online dictionary, punk is defined as follows: "Originally, jail lingo for a subser-
vient, cuckolded inmate indebted to another for protection and in return obliged to perform favors
both of a sexual nature and otherwise .... [A] tramp's young homosexual companion. In other
words, a rent boy with no ethics." joeneckbone & Dr Pinch, UrbanDictionary.com,
http://www.urbandictionary.comdefine.php?page=2&term=punk (last visited Jan. 24, 2009).
160. Extremely Smart, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.conextremelysmart/4995678
(last visited Feb. 24, 2009).
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One t-shirt calls Hillary Clinton a "Lezident"1 61 while another item
taunts: "Hillary Stinks, Just Ask Her Girlfriend." 162 Lesbophobic asper-
sions against Clinton date back to the 1990s. Lesbian sexuality does not
accommodate male needs, and lesbians often live independently from
men. Therefore, fearful and resentful men label autonomous and power-
ful women as lesbians, whether or not they are lesbians. Again, I found
no such similar slurs against Sarah Palin. Her relative youth, attractive-
ness, status as a married mother of five, and, most of all, the perception
that she was loyal to male values, rendered these types of gender and
sexuality baiting moot in her case.
Islamophobia
Barack Obama is a practicing Christian, but a false rumor insists
that he is a Muslim and a disloyal American. 163 Behind this charge are
stereotypic assumptions and distortions, including that to be a patriotic
American one must have a European name and a particular religious
orientation, that all Muslims are un-American or anti-American, that all
Muslims support terrorism, and that hostility against Muslims because
they are Muslims is normal and acceptable.
Innumerable commercial items suggest that Obama is a "Closet
Muslim,"164 someone whose candidacy is supported by Islamist terrorists
and who is virtually indistinguishable from Osama Bin Laden. These
distortions made their way into the mainstream through "joking" on FOX
News, 165 as well as the widespread incorporation of this distortion intoRepublican rhetoric and displays. 66
For example, South Carolina State Senator Kevin Bryant posted a
picture of a t-shirt showing images of Barack Obama and Osama Bin
161. Sumbitch Tees, CafePress.com, http://www.cafepress.com/sumbitch/5073418 (last visited
Feb. 24, 2009).
162. Source no longer available on Internet.
163. Farhad Manjoo, Rumor's Reasons, N.Y. TIMES, March 16, 2008, at MM.
164. See, e.g., RV Threads, CafePress.com, http://shop.cafepress.com/design/29377409 (last
visited Feb. 24, 2009).
165. This exchange took place on May 25,2008 on FOX News:
Liz Trotta: "And now we have [a statement from Hillary Clinton about Robert Kennedy
being assassinated in the month of June] what some are reading as a suggestion that
somebody knock off Os - Osarna - um, uh - Obama. Well, both, if we could."
Eric Shawn: "Talk about how you really feel."
Quoted in Patrick Martin, The politics of provocation: Clinton, Obama and the American media,
GLOBAL RESEARCH, May 28, 2008, http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid--9106.
166. The Chairman of the Republican Party in Virginia, Jeffrey M. Frederick, addressed volun-
teers at a campaign rally by linking Senator Barack Obama and Osama bin Laden: "Both have
friends that bombed the Pentagon. That is scary." When criticized, Mr. Frederick said he was just
quoting Rush Limbaugh. Julie Bosman, REMARKS; A Rally Cry Echoes Online, N.Y. TIMES, Oct.
14, 2008, available at http://tinyurl.com/deav3r.
Also, the Sacramento Republican Party's web site posted numerous anti-Obama stickers,
including ones reading "Waterboard Barack Obama" and others comparing him to bin Laden. Local
Calif. GOP compares Obama to Osama bin Laden, FOXNEwS, Oct. 15, 2008,
http://www.foxnews.conwires/20080ct15/0,4670,GOPObamalImages,00.html.
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Laden and stating that the only difference between them was "a little
B.S."'167 On July 21, 2008, MSNBC criticized Bryant for this, and re-
quested an interview. Bryant declined but sent a written statement,
which read in part, "This satirical picture is meant to cause Americans to
pause and review Sen. Obama's questionable positions of foreign poli-
cy.',1 68 Genuine satire employs ridicule or irony to lampoon; to be effec-
tive, it must include some clear dissonance to ensure that the picture,
text, or film is understood as satire and not a simple replication of what it
is critiquing. 169 The t-shirt Bryant displayed is not satire. It is an artifact
directly reflecting and promulgating a distortion. Bryant's posting ex-
tends and legitimizes the reach of that smear.
Character Assassination
bell hooks argues that negative stereotypes serve as a kind of "mur-
der weapon., 170 Character assassination is certainly the intent of the ste-
reotypes and smears discussed here.
As a verb, smear means, in part, "to overspread with something un-
ctuous, viscous or adhesive ... BESMIRCH, SULLY.''171 It is important
to remember that in politics smear is not really a metaphor. The stereo-
types and lies discussed here are intended to besmirch the targeted indi-
viduals with lingering negative associations and emotions. In an
interview with Bill Moyers on December 7, 2007, Kathleen Hall Jamie-
son, director of the Annenberg Public Policy Center at the University of
Pennsylvania described the underlying strategy of visual vilifications:
"[T]he people who are producing these products are trying to attach to a
candidate what scholars call negative affect"-troubling emotions like
fear, discomfort, hate, and humiliation. 172 Viewers then associate these
emotions with the candidate, even if they don't necessarily know much
about them. Conversely, promotional messages attach positive affects to
candidates by associating them with affirmative stereotypes and present-
ing them smiling and surrounded by loved ones.
There are no smiles or loved ones in a representative button that de-
picts Michelle Obama's mien distorted with hate and rage. The universal
slash sign for "no" is plastered across her face and the text reads: "Mi-
167. See Sen. Kevin Bryant: blog from the backbench, http://kevinbryant.com/2008/07/22/sen-
barack-obama/ (Jul. 22, 2008).
168. This letter was read on MSNBC by David Schuster, who reported this story, July 21,
2009.
169. Lee Siegel, We're Not Laughing at You, or With You, N.Y. TMES, July 20, 2008, at WK.
170. HOOKS, supra note 38, at 7.
171. WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY UNABRIDGED 1250 (Philip Bab-
cock Gove et al. eds., 1993).




chelle Obama Hates U.S. ' 173 Actually, of course, the producer of this
button wants to make "us" hate Michelle Obama.
In his essay on Internet video smears against Barack Obama, Ken
Silverstein profiles Jason Mitchell, the producer of some of the most
disturbing materials. Mitchell, a self-described "Christian supremacist"
prefers to go by the moniker "Molotov" as a symbol for what he does.
174
Of course, a firebomb isn't really the most apt metaphor for the ef-
fects of smears using stereotypes and lies. The aim of these distortions is
not simply to burn something down and then flame out. Rather, stereo-
typing smears are more like toxic waste that lingers and continues to emit
harmful effects175-and all the more poisonously if remaining unnoticed
and unchallenged.
Advice to politicians on how to deal with smears is pretty simple:
Never ignore them; always fight them. 76 That advice is just as pertinent
for everyone working for social justice.
173. Michelle Obama Hates America Gear, CafePress.com,
http://www.cafepress.comnmicheehatesus.278583501 (last visited Feb. 22, 2009).
174. Ken Silverstein, Useful Amateurs: How the Smearing of Barack Obama Got Crowd-
Sourced, HARPER'S MAGAZINE, Nov. 2008, at 50.
175. Many hate incidents have already been directly traced to the election. Jesse Washington,
Presidential Election Spurs Hundreds of Race Threats, Crimes, THE HUFFINGTON POST, Nov. 15,
2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/11/15/presidential-election-spu_n 144095.html.
176. Vitello, supra note 150, at WK3. The Obama campaign officially took this approach with
an official website, www.fightthesmears.com.
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TRACING THE STEPS IN A HISTORIC ELECTION
JEFFREY M. CHEMERINSKYt & KIMBERLY C. KISABETHtt
"Well, the 2008 presidential race turns out to be turning a spotlight
on questions about race and what Americans really feel inside."1
INTRODUCTION
What does it mean to have an African-American president? What
did it mean to have an African-American effectively competing for and
receiving the Democratic nomination and then ultimately vying for the
presidency? Would race or racism determine the outcome of the
election? Questions of race and its effects appeared throughout the 2008
presidential campaign in numerous forms, whether they be predictive-
trying to forecast what impact race would have on the election-or
rhetorical-in the candidate's or their surrogate's speeches or
advertisements by the candidates or their surrogates where race was a
common theme even if not overtly mentioned.
The primary campaign season-in which Barack Obama faced a
crowded field in contention for the Democratic nomination-featured
then-Senator Joseph Biden's comment that Obama was "the first
mainstream African-American [candidate for the United States
presidency] who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking
guy;''2 accusations of racism against former-President Bill Clinton for his
inflammatory comments; Reverend Jeremiah Wright's infamous sermon;
and Obama's electrifying speech on race in America. The presidential
race between John McCain, the Republican nominee, and Barack
Obama, the Democratic nominee, invoked persistent questions about
race: Would race prove a help or hindrance to the Democratic ticket? At
what point does a tasteless attack become racist? After Obama's victory,
television screens filled with images of prominent African-Americans
with tears in their eyes; some queried whether the election of an African-
American president marks the start of a new era in America,
"end[ing] ... a long period of pain, of indignity, and injustice for
t Duke University School of Law, J.D. expected 2009; New York University, B.S. 2005.
tt Lecturing Fellow, Center for Criminal Justice and Professional Responsibility, Duke
University School of Law. J.D., Duke University School of Law, 2007; B.A., Colorado College,
2003.
1. Scott Whitlock, GMA Speculates on Obama and Race: What Do Americans 'Really Feel'
Inside?, NEWSBUSTERS, Feb. 16, 2007, http://newsbusters.org/node/10870 (quoting Diane Sawyer).
2. Xuan Thai & Ted Barrett, Biden's Description of Obama Draws Scrutiny, CNN,
http://www.cnn.com/2007/POLITICS/Ol/31Ibiden.obama (last visited Jan. 13, 2009).
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African-Americans." 3 The interpretations of what had transpired ranged
from declarations that racism remained but had been overshadowed in
this instance by economic catastrophe, to declarations that the election of
Obama as president proved that affirmative action was no longer
necessary.
Although many have written about the effects race might have had
on the election or the ways Obama had to deal with and "overcome
race," few have attempted to look holistically at the entire election
period-from the primaries to the victory lap by the President-elect.
This Essay fills that gap, describing the wide-reaching discussion about
race that occurred, and exploring what transpired from the start of the
primary through the post-election coverage in terms of racial politics and
the discussions about race in the campaign and the media coverage of the
campaign. This Essay documents and synthesizes the broad discussion
of race and the evolution of a dialogue on race and politics, spanning
nearly twenty months of the presidential campaign. Further, this Essay
brings together the events of the election season and explores the trends
and strains in the discussions about race that occurred during the
election. In doing so, it argues that President Obama was able to become
the first African-American president by maintaining a delicate balance-
as though walking a tightrope-winning the support of African-
American voters without sacrificing the votes of "mainstream
Americans."
This Essay first describes the events of particular racial significance
during the 2008 presidential campaign to provide context for defining the
fine line Obama walked on his way to the election. Second, this Essay
describes what the election means for this country and the future of racial
politics.
THE TIGHTROPE WALK
Throughout the campaign, and especially in the primary elections,
to appear post-racial, Obama had to walk a tightrope, in which he could
neither appear "too black" and risk alienating white voters, nor appear
"too white" and risk alienating black voters. Obama was cognizant of
this predicament, although he tried to downplay these concerns:
"There has been a running thread through this campaign of both
pundits and prognosticators asking first, was I black enough? Then,
am I too black?" Obama told reporters, "I don't know what exactly
the margin of the black vote is that is the optimal-not too black but
3. Judith Warner, Tears to Remember, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 6, 2008, available at
http://wamer.blogs.nytimes.com2008/11/06/title.
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black enough. But that's not the approach that we've taken in this
campaign."
4
Despite these comments, a review of the events of the campaign
reveals that Obama did not entirely disregard these concerns. Media
speculation centered on the question of to what extent a presidential
candidate can claim membership in a minority group and still capture the
approval of the majority. Obama's top adviser, David Axelrod, had used
a strategy for a past candidate that he dubbed "third-party
authentication"-that is, "endorsements from respected individuals or
institutions that whites put a lot of stock in.' 5 Obama's team employed
similar tactics, and "[h]is aides had a term for the process of getting
voters comfortable with a President Obama: 'building a permission
structure.'
6
Saturday Night Live ran a satirical skit about how Obama needed to
find a way to appeal to both groups: actors playing Al Sharpton and Jesse
Jackson told Obama to find a good place on the "blackness scale.",7 One
columnist for the Boston Globe explained the difficulty Obama faced in
navigating the often conflicting demands of minority and majority
voters: "If Obama allows a perceived racial insult to go unchallenged,
the only African-American candidate in the 2008 presidential race risks
offending African-American voters who are already ambivalent about his
candidacy. If Obama labels every insult racist, he risks offending white
voters."8 After a series of events in which the Obama campaign claimed
that Hillary Clinton "fought dirty," conservative commentator Patrick J.
Buchanan predicted that Obama would be ruined by the public efforts of
his supporters to fight back against Clinton's campaign tactics.9
Further compounding the struggle, the media often remarked that
Obama's ancestry differs from that of the majority of African-
4. Peter Slevin, Obama on Race and the Race, WASH. POST, Mar. 12, 2008, available at
http://blog.washingtonpost.com/the-trail/2008/03/12/obama-on-race-and-the-race.html.
5. Jason Zengerle, The Message Keeper, THE NEW REPUBLIC, Nov. 5, 2008, available at
http://www.tnr.com/story-print.html?id=3ffae5b3-3ca3-4186-a9bf-59c00be8e98b.
6. Ryan Lizza, Battle Plans, THE NEW YORKER, Nov. 17, 2008, available at
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2008/11/17/081117fa-fact-lizza?currentPage=all.
7. "There is only so much blackness the American voter can take," the actor playing Jackson
said. "Now if you're here with the Black-Eyed Peas, you'll be fine."
"But once you get up into here," said the actor playing Sharpton, "you're moving into
Allen Iverson territory."
"And that's unelectable," said the actor playing Jackson.
Jake Tapper & Max Culhane, Obama, Clinton Battle for African-American Endorsements, Feb. 16,
2007, ABC NEWS, http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/Story?id=2880798&page=2.
8. Joan Vennochi, Obama's Race Dilemma, BOSTON GLOBE, Feb. 4, 2007, at E9, available
at www.boston.comnews/globe/editorialopinionlopedlarticles/2007/02/04/obamas-race-dilemma/.
9. Patrick J. Buchanan, Ghettoizing Barack, TOWNHALL.COM, Jan. 22, 2008,
http://townhafl.conmVcolumnists/PatrickJBuchanan/2008/01/22/ghettoizing-barack?page=full&comnim
ents=true (last visited February 11, 2009). Buchanan wrote that "Barack is no longer a crossover
candidate who transcends race. The color-blind coalition he seemed to be assembling appears to be
coming apart.... In three weeks, Barack has been ghettoized." Id.
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Americans-his father is from Kenya and his mother is from Kansas,
unlike African-Americans descended from slaves.'0 A New York Times
article noted a segment of the African-American population that did not
see Obama as "one of them," because his ancestors did not descend from
slaves. The article quoted African-American columnist Stanley Crouch
as saying, "[w]hen black Americans refer to Obama as 'one of us,' I do
not know what they are talking about.""i In a column on racial identity,
one writer argued that because Obama's father immigrated voluntarily to
the United States, Obama is not "authentically black"; blacks are only
those who descended from West-African slaves. 12  Similarly, another
commentator observed that "[a]s much as his biracial identity has helped
Obama build a sizable following in middle America, it's also opened a
gap for others to question his authenticity as a black man." 13 Similarly,
Ronald Walters, an African-American professor who heads the African-
American Leadership Institute at the University of Maryland, suggested
that the African-American community "[has] a right to be somewhat
suspicious of people who come into the country and don't share their
experience."
' 14
In retrospect it seems inconceivable, notwithstanding the stories in
the press, that blacks would not ultimately support a viable black
candidate. If there was any doubt about this, Obama's overwhelming
victory in the South Carolina primary erased it. Further, Obama
ultimately carried 96 percent of the African-American vote in the general
election. 15 But particularly during the initial stages of the primary, news
stories and polls reported that Obama was not assured the support of the
black community. A review of polls taken during the primary reveals
that Hillary Clinton enjoyed immense popularity among African-
Americans. In January 2007, almost a year before the primary season
began, an ABC News poll of African-American voters showed Clinton
10. Vennochi, supra note 8.
11. Rachel L. Swarns, So Far, Obama Can't Take the Black Vote for Granted, N.Y. TIMES,
Feb. 2, 2007, at Al, available at http://www.nytimes.comI2007/02/02/us/politicsO2obama.html.
12. "'Black,' in our political and social reality, means those descended from West African
slaves. Voluntary immigrants of African descent (even those descended from West Indian slaves)
are just that, voluntary immigrants of African descent with markedly different outlooks on the role of
race in their lives and in politics." Debra Dickerson, Colorblind, SALON.COM, Jan. 22, 2007,
http://www.salon.comopinion/feature/2007/01/22/obama/. For a similar discussion on what defines
race, see Trina Jones, Shades of Brown: The Law of Skin Color, 49 DUKE L.J. 1487, 1495-96 (2000)
("Racial designations, however, are not made solely on the basis of skin color. Historically, other
factors have been used to assign people to racial categories, including, among other things, ethnicity
and bloodlines. For example, even if one is so light as to appear White, if one's immediate ancestors
are known to be Black, then one might still be considered Negroid. In that situation, one's skin color
does not determine one's race. Rather, ancestry acts as the racial designation.").
13. Ta-Nehisi Paul Coates, Is Obama Black Enough?, TIME, Feb. 1, 2008, available at
http://www.time.con/timenation/article/0,8599,1584736,00.html.
14. Swarns, supra note 11.
15. 5 Voting Demographics Where Barack Obama Made Headlines, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD
REPORT, Nov. 6, 2008, available at http://www.usnews.com/articles/opinion2008/11/06/5-voting-
demographics-where-barack-obama-made-headlines.html.
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leading Obama, 60 percent to 20 percent.16 One year later, Clinton's lead
had dissipated, as reflected in a January 18, 2008 CNN poll showing
Obama leading Clinton among African-American voters by a margin of
59 percent to 31 percent.'
7
Undoubtedly, part of the perceived difficulty Obama faced in
cultivating African-American support can be attributed to the political
calculus early in the primaries that pegged him as the underdog.18  The
African-American community also had to evaluate what it meant to
promote Obama as opposed to Clinton.' 9 Did African-Americans owe
Obama their support simply on the basis of his race; should they abandon
a candidate who had been supportive of their interests in the past? The
following story purports to illustrate the struggle many black voters
experienced:
Jamira Burley is a 19-year-old African American college freshman
from a big family in West Philadelphia. Five of her brothers are
backing Obama.
Her vote: Hillary Rodham Clinton.
"A lot of my friends and family say I'm going against my race,"
Burley said. "But the election now is bigger than that. It's all about
policies and issues."
' 20
And the following anecdote about a barber, reported in the New
York Review of Books, showed the other side:
On a surprisingly mild January afternoon in Harlem, the day of the
Democratic primary in New Hampshire, my barber predicted that
Senator Barack Obama would win by a landslide. He shut off his
clippers and took the floor. "We need to pull for him. I'm sick of
people saying, 'They'll never elect a black president.-'
21
16. Tapper & Culhane, supra note 7.
17. Paul Steinhauser, Poll: Obama Makes Big Gains Among Black Voters, CNN.com,
January 19, 2008, http://www.cnn.com/2008POLITICS/O1/18/poll.2008/index.html; see also David,
Remnick, The Joshua Generation Race and the Campaign of Barack Obama, THE NEW YORKER,
Nov. 17, 2008, at 68, available at http://www.newyorker.comlreporting/2008/11/17/081117fa_
factremnick?currentPage=all ("African-American leaders started to reconsider their loyalties as
their constituencies abandoned the Clintons."); see Jay Cost, How Obama Beat the Line,
REALCLEARPOLrrICS.COM, May 7, 2008, http://www.realclearpolitics.comlhorseraceblogl2008/05/
howobama beat the line.html (explaining that the primary results of North Carolina, Tennessee,
and Virginia reflect "[t]he African American vote now goes much more heavily for Obama than it
did at the beginning of the cycle").
18. See Steinhauser, supra note 17.
19. Robin Abcarian, Black Women Torn by Race, Gender Ties, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 26, 2007, at
Al, available at http://articles.latimes.com/2007/sep/26/nationlna-southcarolina26.
20. Jennifer Lin, For Women Voters in Pa., A Shifting Landscape, PHILADELPHIA INQ., Apr.
20, 2008, available at http:/Iiberallenny.blogspot.com/2008/04/for-women-voters-in-pa-
shifting.html.
21. Darryl Pinckney, Dreams from Obama, N.Y. REv. OF BooKs, Mar. 6, 2008, available at
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/21063?email.
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Additionally, some African-Americans who supported Clinton
apparently felt the need to publicly reiterate their racial ties. For
instance, Texas Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee, when challenged
about her lack of racial allegiance because she was supporting Clinton,
insisted that she "did not check [her] blackness at the door. I am still a
sister. I still shout in church. I love the Lord. And I love my people.,
22
As mentioned above, then-Senator Biden, who Obama later asked to
be his running mate, made an infamous and much ridiculed comment
about Obama's ability to appeal to white voters as a non-typical black
candidate: "I mean, you got the first mainstream African-American who
is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. '23  Senator
Biden's words reverberated within the African-American community and
heightened concerns among some blacks that Obama was more palatable
to whites precisely because he was not descended from slaves. Many
worried that the son of a black Kenyan appealed to whites because they
believed he would be less confrontational and less focused on redress for
past racial injustices than an African-American with a slavery heritage.
24
Though Senator Biden's politically incorrect comments received the
most attention (and condemnation), he was not alone in raising questions
about where Obama fit into the black community.25 Some commentators
pointed out that Obama "talks and looks different" from Reverends Al
Sharpton and Jesse Jackson; others questioned why Obama's "main
street" persona and corresponding temperament was acceptable to voters
but the righteous indignation engendered by Sharpton, Jackson and
26Wright was not. Even liberal commentators argued that Obama is
perceived as "good black.
' 27
Indeed, Obama's desire to transcend the racial divide and maneuver
between white and black America pre-dated the 2008 election. As a
mixed-race American, Obama throughout his life faced the pressures and
22. Joan Morgan, Don't Call it a Comeback, VIBE, May 2008 (magazine). Some African-
Americans complained that if they criticized Obama, people accused them of disloyalty. There was
a controversy after the famous black commentator, Tavis Smiley, publicly criticized Obama. Smiley
had invited Obama to speak at the Black State of the Union event and, when Obama declined the
invitation, Smiley chastised him for it. Smiley in turn was attacked for his negative comments about
Obama and called him a "hater, sellout and traitor." Darryl Fears, Black Commentator, Criticizing
Obama, Causes Firestorm, WASH. POST, Feb. 16, 2008, available at http://voices.washingtonpost.
com/thetrail/2008/02/16/blackcommentercriticizing_ob_1 .html.
23. Thai & Barrett, supra note 2.
24. Swains, supra note 11.
25. A Boston Globe editorial wrote of then-Senator Biden's comments: "The words are
controversial because they are an honest, if awkwardly stated, expression of the white establishment
view of African-American politicians who preceded Obama-that their looks, speech, or life style
turned off white voters, making them unelectable on the national stage." Vennochi, supra note 8.
26. Stephen Koff and Margaret Bernstein, 'CHANGE HAS COME' Barack Obama Elected
First Black President; Massive Turnout Nationally, In Ohio, Propels Democrat to Electoral
Landslide, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, Nov. 6, 2008, at Xl ("But unlike Shirley Chisholm, Jesse
Jackson and others before him, Obama was the first black major presidential candidate whom a
majority of white voters did not judge by color first.").
27. Coates, supra note 13.
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28difficulties of navigating between the races. Many news stories
emphasized Obama's struggle as a young adult both to understand and to
signal his own racial identity. For example, a Newsweek article
described how, as a teen, Obama decided to stop going by the name
"Barry," which he had been called by his white family as a child, and
asked to be called by his given name, "Barack. '' 29 The article describes
how this choice was central to the formation of Obama's racial identity.
30
In interviews, Obama explained that he always has self-identified as
black but acknowledged that this classification is imprecise:
"The reason that I've always been comfortable with that description
is not a denial of my mother's side of the family.... Rather, it's just
a belief that the term African-American is by definition a hybrid
term. African-Americans are a hybrid people. We're mingled with




"If I was arrested for armed robbery and my mug shot was on the
television screen, people wouldn't be debating if I was African-
American or not. I'd be a black man going to jail. Now if that's true
when bad things are happening, there's no reason why I shouldn't be
proud of being a black man when good things are happening, too."
32
Obama was not the only one attempting to carefully navigate the
"racial issue." Political commentators, as well as voters, attempted to
predict whether racial politics would enhance or undermine Obama's
candidacy. 33 The unprecedented appearance of an African-American on
28. Richard Wolffe, Jessica Ramirez, & Jeffrey Bartholet, When Barry Became Barack,
NEWSWEEK, Mar. 31, 2008, at 24, available at http://www.newsweek.com/id/128633.
29. Id.
30. Id. ("The choice is part of his almost lifelong quest for identity and belonging-to figure
out who he is, and how he fits into the larger American tapestry.").
31. Monica Davey, The Speaker; A Surprise Senate Contender Reaches His Biggest Stage
Yet, N.Y. TIMEs, July 26, 2008, http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=
9407E2DF153DF935A15754COA9629C8B63&sec=&spon=&pagewanted=2. For a discussion over
the difficulty of racial categories for multiracial people, see Lisa Jones Townsel, 'Neither Black Nor
White' Would a New Category Be a Dangerous Diversion Or a Step Forward, EBONY, Nov. 1996
("Some multiracial people who claim they are a voiceless, powerless few, say they are tired of
feeling obligated to side with one racial group over another 'when they are neither Black nor White,
but, in many cases, products of both."').
32. Davey, supra note 31.
33. Nicholas Kristof, What? Me Biased?, N.Y. TiMES, Oct. 30, 2008, at A39, available at
http:lwww.nytimes.com/2008/10/30/opinionl30kristof.html?pagewanted=print ("Many Obama
supporters believe that their candidate would be further ahead if it were not for racism, while many
McCain supporters resent the insinuation and believe that if Mr. Obama were white, he wouldn't
even be considered for the presidency.").
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a major ticket prompted questions about whether the country truly was
ready to elect a black Commander-in-Chief.
34
Controversial comments made by Geraldine Ferraro, a Clinton
supporter and this country's first woman vice-presidential candidate on a
major party's ticket, fueled speculation that racial politics may actually
benefit Obama. Ferraro received criticism when she argued that
Obama's social and political popularity was rooted in his race and that he
would not have experienced such great success in either arena had he
been white: "If Obama was a white man, he would not be in this
position." 35  When criticized for these comments, Ferraro countered:
"Every time that campaign is upset about something, they call it racist.
' 36
Bill Clinton similarly argued that race inured to the benefit of Obama,
albeit more subtly, before the South Carolina primary when he remarked
that both Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama were "getting votes, to be
sure, because of their race or gender, and that's why people tell me that
Hillary doesn't have a chance to win here., 37  Others characterized
Obama as being able to embody change in a way no other candidate
could, by using "his race to project a message of hope and change for
voters who may be receptive to such a pitch.,
38
Many commentators had exactly the opposite reaction to that voiced
by Clinton and Ferraro, and feared that racism would subvert Obama's
candidacy.39 Some imagined how the campaign would have been shaped
differently absent racial stereotypes or the ever-present threat of
alienating white voters.4 ° Others contemplated how much further ahead
34. Editorial, Goodbye, Bradley Effect, BOSTON GLOBE, Nov. 6, 2008, available at
http://www.boston.comlnewslpolitics/2008/articles/2008/11/06/goodbye-bradley.effect/ (the
question loomed of "was America 'ready'-whatever that meant-to elect a black president.").
35. Rebecca Sinderbrand, Ferraro: They're attacking me because I'm white, CNN.COM, Mar.
11, 2008, http://www.cnn.com2008/POLITICS/03/1 l/ferraro.comments/index.html; see also
Kathleen Parker, Monster and Racists and Sexists, Oh My, REALCLEARPOLIT1CS.COM,
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2008/03/the-monster of identity-politi.html (last visited
Dec. 7, 2008) ("There are lots of reasons for Obama's success that have nothing to do with race. But
there's also this: You can't separate race from who Obama is. He is the biracial man. Although he
self-identifies as African-American, it is precisely his dual race-and his own personal work toward
identity integration and transcendence-that allows him to speak effectively of racial reconciliation
and national unity in ways that a white male, or another black male for that matter, could not.").
36. Katharine Q Seelye and Julie Bosman, Ferraro's Obama Remarks Become Talk of
Campaign, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 12, 2008, at A23.
37. Katherine Q. Seelye, Bill Clinton Accuses Obama Camp of Stirring Race Issue, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 24, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/24/us/politics/24dems.html.
38. Zengerle, supra note 5 ("[O]ne reason he's been able to be so vague and general in his
promise of change is because the color of his skin serves as a constant reminder of just how
concrete, in one way at least, that change would be.").
39. Peter Dreier, Does Obama Really Have a Race Problem, AM. PROS., Mar. 20, 2008,
available at http://www.prospect.orglcs/articles?article=does- obama-really-have arace-problem
("One of the persistent mantras of this election season is that Barack Obama's skin color may cost
him the Democratic nomination (or the White House).").
40. Gary Younge, Obama, Ferrero, Wright: 'Postracial Meets Racism, NATION, Mar. 20,
2008, available at http://www.thenation.com/doc/20080407/younge ("Given his looks, oratorical
skills and intelligence, it is difficult to imagine what Obama couldn't do if he were a white man; but
it's pretty obvious that he wouldn't have had to make that speech.").
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41Obama would be if racism played no role in shaping public opinion.
Some studies speculated that were Obama white, he would have been up
several additional points in the national polls during election season.42
Indeed, questions of race cast doubt on the reliability of the poll
numbers themselves. Commentators on cable television networks
continually pondered whether any given poll could correctly forecast the
election or whether voters purporting to support Obama would change
their allegiances once inside the voting booths. Pundits and columnists
wrote heavily on whether the so-called "Bradley effect ' 4 3 would lead to a
victory for Republican presidential candidate John McCain. Others
considered the possibility of a "reverse" Bradley effect, in which white
voters, reluctant to admit their support of an African-American
candidate, secretly would cast votes for Obama on election day.44 New
York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof asked whether Obama would be
disadvantaged by subconscious racism and explored the potential
effects.45
In sum, the unprecedented event of having an African-American on
the presidential ticket prompted vigorous debates about whether America
truly was ready for an African-American president, and also whether
Obama's race would serve to cultivate or alienate voters. Media
coverage of the campaign and primary elections led to a revitalized
discussion about whether America's racial landscape had in fact been
transformed since 1982, the year of the Bradley election, or whether
implicit or explicit racism would materialize behind the curtains of
voting booths.
41. Id. ("It may be less useful to speculate about what his candidacy would look like if he
were a different race than to wonder how he would fare if there were no racism.").
42. See infra notes 46-48.
43. William Satire, The Bradley Effect, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Sept. 26, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/28/magazine/28wwln-safire-t.html?ref=magazine.
The root of the phrase is in the campaign for the governorship of California in 1982.
Surveys up to and including exit polls reported that Tom Bradley, the first black mayor of
Los Angeles, was well ahead of George Deukmejian, the Republican. But the popular
mayor lost by 1.2 points. How could that happen? Speculation ranged from inaccurate
sampling, to last-minute mind-changes, to latent racism, to freely lying voters, to the
reluctance of those being polled to admitting a preference that may be socially
unacceptale--anti-blacl-in talking to interviewers. Those impressed with the Bradley
effect (put "so-called" in front if you dispute it) point to a series of polling surprises in
races between candidates of different races. In 1989, David Dinkins won the New York
mayoralty with a two-point margin after polls gave him a double-digit lead; on the same
day, Douglas Wilder, who had been ahead by 15 points in the pre-election weeks,
squeaked through to win the governorship of Virginia by less than 7,000 votes.
44. Kathleen Parker, The Reverse Bradley Effect, WASH. POST, Oct. 22, 2008, available at
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/10/2 1/AR2008102102328.html
("Whites who would never admit to voting for a black man, but do. And, expanding the definition
somewhat, Republicans and conservatives who would never admit to voting for a Democrat,
especially one so liberal.").
45. Kristof, supra note 33.
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One of the most memorable moments in the broader discussion
about race and the election occurred with the constant rebroadcasting of
excerpts of Reverend Jeremiah Wright's sermons and Obama's speech in
response. Reverend Wright, Obama's pastor for twenty years at the
Trinity United Church of Christ in Chicago, performed the marriage
ceremony of Obama and his wife, Michelle, and baptized the Obamas'
two daughters. Obama credits Wright for devising the title of his book,
The Audacity of Hope.46 Footage of Wright containing "'inflammatory
rhetoric,' including the assertion that the United States brought on the
9/11 attacks with its own 'terrorism,"' 47 appeared across television and
computer screens and gave rise to a potentially serious hurdle to an
Obama election victory.48 Commentators suggested that Reverend
Wright's speeches stigmatized Obama by providing a tangible
association between Obama and Wright's extremist views: "[Reverend]
Wright has damaged Obama by cursing America from the pulpit,
breaking one of the 10 Commandments along the way, shouting 'G-d
damn America!,' blaming our nation for the 9/11 terrorist attacks and
suggesting our government infected people of color with AIDS. '49
Notably, however, the association with Wright endangered Obama's
candidacy in a more fundamental way: it had the potential to erode the
careful balance that Obama had managed to preserve between the
perspectives of black and white America and also threatened to
undermine the perception that Obama was post-racial. The association
with Reverend Wright fundamentally linked Obama with a certain type
of "black anger" and resentment that was otherwise absent from
Obama's public persona.
Rather than explicitly suggesting that Obama possessed a similar
sense of anger and resentment, criticism of Obama's association with
Reverend Wright instead centered on an assertion these ties evidenced
poor judgment. Many questioned the judgment of a man who listened
for years to Reverend Wright's sermons, and who sought "advice" from
Reverend Wright throughout his adult life.50  As the story about
Reverend Wright splashed across the internet and "You Tube" vignettes
46. Brian Ross & Rehad El-Buni, Obama's Pastor: God Damn America, U.S. to Blame for
9/11, ABC NEWS, Mar. 13, 2008, http://abcnews.go.comblotter/story?id=4443788; see also James
Carney & Amy Sullivan, The Origins of Obama's Pastor Problem, TIME, Mar. 20, 2008, available
at http://www.time.com/timepoliics/article/0,8599,1723990,00.html ("[Wright] had been Obama's
pastor for nearly 20 years. He had brought Obama into the church, helped him find his faith in God,
officiated at Obama's wedding and baptized both his children.").
47. Ross & El-Buni, supra note 46.
48. Id.
49. John Kass, Dialogue on Race Could Begin on Hallowed Ground, CHIC. TRmI., Apr. 6,
2008, at 2, available at http://tinyurI.comaolpva.
50. This comment by Stuart Taylor is representative: "What should we learn about Obama's
judgment and fortitude from the fact that he sat passively in the pews for 20 years and gave money
and took his children while Wright, his friend and 'spiritual adviser,' spewed far-left, America-
hating, white-bashing, conspiracy-theorizing, loony, 'God damn America' vitriol from the pulpit?"
Stuart Taylor, Jr., Obama's Wife and Their Spiritual Advisor, NAT'L J., Apr. 5, 2008.
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permeated primetime media spots, the controversy surrounding Obama's
association with Reverend Wright threatened to compromise voters'
perceptions of Obama's fitness for the presidency.51
Upon the initial release of the inflammatory sermons and the
accompanying media coverage, Obama quickly responded with a public
denunciation of the perspectives advanced by Reverend Wright, but not
of Reverend Wright himself.52 Obama's assurances, however, did little
to assuage voters' anxieties or to choke off the growing controversy.
Accordingly, Obama decided to squarely and publicly articulate his
views on race through a major speech
53 that he had written himself.
54
The speech, entitled "A More Perfect Union"-later nicknamed the
"race speech"-began by describing the "original sin" of the United
States Constitution and the Founding Fathers: that the promises of
equality and freedom were not available to everyone.55 Obama then
explained the lasting legacy and impact of this history: 56 the legacy of
slavery and Jim Crow, Obama argued, is not buried, but continues to
57affect the present.
Obama used this narrative as a vehicle to explain the underlying
basis of Reverend Wright's rhetoric and to emphasize that Wright's
feelings are not unique to him, but rather are shared-albeit in a more
51. Carney & Sullivan, supra note 46 ("It became a story that threatened to capsize Obama's
front-running campaign with the speed of a Wall Street bankruptcy.").
52. Jeff Goldblatt, Obama's Pastor's Sermon: 'God Damn America', FOXNEWS.COM, Mar.
14, 2008, http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/03/14/obamas-spiritual-adviser-questioned-us-role-in-
spread-of-hiv-sept- 11-attacks/ ("I categorically denounce any statement that disparages our great
country or serves to divide us from our allies. I also believe that words that degrade individuals have
no place in our public dialogue, whether it's on the campaign stump or in the pulpit. In sum, I reject
outright the statements by Rev. Wright that are at issue.").
53. "[Hie ordered his staff to make arrangements for him to give the speech .... Obama
went home to Chicago that night, and after his wife and two daughters were asleep, he started
composing." Carney & Sullivan, supra note 46.
54. Speechwriter of One, http://marcambinder.theatlantic.com/archives/2008/03/speechwriter
.of.one.php (Mar. 18, 2008, 12:03 EST). ("This wasn't a speech by committee.... Obama wrote
the speech himself, working on it for two days and nights.... and showed it to only a few of his top
advisers.").
55. Barack Obama: A More Perfect Union (Mar. 18, 2008) (transcript and video available at
http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/hisownwords/) ("he document they produced
was.., ultimately unfinished. It was stained by this nation's original sin of slavery, a question that
divided the colonies and brought the convention to a stalemate until the founders chose to allow the
slave trade to continue for at least twenty more years, and to leave any final resolution to future
generations.").
56. Id. ("[T]he disparities that exist in the African-American community today can be directly
traced to inequalities passed on from an earlier generation that suffered under the brutal legacy of
slavery and Jim Crow. Segregated schools ... [l]egalized discrimination-where blacks were
prevented, often through violence, from owning property, or loans were not granted to African-
American business owners, or black homeowners could not access FHA mortgages, or blacks were
excluded from unions, or the police force, or fire departments .... ).
57. Id. ("[T]hose young men and increasingly young women who we see standing on street
corners or languishing in our prisons, without hope or prospects for the future. Even for those blacks
who did make it, questions of race, and racism, continue to define their worldview in fundamental
ways. For the men and women of Reverend Wright's generation, the memories of humiliation and
doubt and fear have not gone away; nor has the anger and the bitterness of those years.").
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complex manner-by the African-American community at-large and the
"black church" as well.58 Although Obama acknowledged that he is not
part of Reverend Wright's generation-a generation of African-
Americans who experienced profound racial injustices more directly than
has Obama-Obama consistently emphasized the extreme bitterness of
that generation is enmeshed with his own history as well. Three
consecutive paragraphs begin with very similar topic sentences: "As
imperfect as he may be, he has been like family to me,",59 "I can no more
disown him than I can disown the black community, '60 and 'These
people are a part of me. '61 In other words, Obama tried to point out that
although he may not share precisely the beliefs of an older generation of
African-Americans, he nonetheless shares a common understanding of
the feelings underlying their collective attitudes in ways that intertwine
their experiences with his.
Obama then tried to eclipse the gap between the races by
characterizing the modern struggle that blacks face today as similar to
the struggles common to all Americans, noting that "similar anger exists
within segments of the white community., 62 He described the anxieties
and fears of the so-called "white community" primarily in economic
terms and in light of the issues plaguing the competitive market. As a
result of economic anxieties,63 Obama suggested, fear and anger arise
between races.64 Obama described the current status quo as "a racial
stalemate we've been stuck in for years," 65 but he claimed that "America
can change," and tried to carve a path forward for all races. Progress for
everyone, Obama argued, "means binding our particular grievances-for
better health care, and better schools, and better jobs-to the larger
aspirations of all Americans-the white woman struggling to break the
glass ceiling, the white man whose [sic] been laid off, the immigrant
trying to feed his family., 66  To redress the legacy of individual
differences, Obama urged voters to turn instead to the problems common
58. Id. ("[Reverend Wright] contains within him the contradictions-he good and the bad-
of the community that he has served diligently for so many years. .. . [tihe church contains in full
the kindness and cruelty, the fierce intelligence and the shocking ignorance, the struggles and





63. "They are anxious about their futures, and feel their dreams slipping away; in an era of
stagnant wages and global competition, opportunity comes to be seen as a zero sum game, in which
your dreams come at my expense." Id. ("They've worked hard all their lives, many times only to
see their jobs shipped overseas or their pension dumped after a lifetime of labor.").
64. Id. ("[W]hen they hear that an African American is getting an advantage in landing a
good job or a spot in a good college because of an injustice that they themselves never committed;
when they're told that their fears about crime in urban neighborhoods are somehow prejudiced,
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to all Americans and emphasized how his policy proposals would
advance solutions in these areas.
67
Thus, Obama described an interconnected path forward for all
races: greater equality in opportunity, with whites acknowledging that
blacks deserve fair and meaningful opportunities and blacks
acknowledging whites' needs as well. He concluded the speech with an
anecdote explaining how his ability to create ties based on these common
interests makes him the best presidential candidate. He told the story of
a white and an elderly African-American man who were working
together on his presidential campaign, exemplifying the spirit of post-
racial camaraderie that an Obama administration promised to deliver.68
The reaction to Obama's speech was overwhelmingly positive from
both sides of the political spectrum. 69 Most political pundits generally
characterized the speech as the genesis of a much needed dialogue about
race in America. For example, an editorial in the Los Angeles Times
declared that Obama's speech, "was that rarity in American political
discourse: a serious discussion of racial division, distrust and
demonization.... [I]t redefines our national conversation about race and
politics.
70
67. Id. ("[T]hat the legacy of discrimination-and current incidents of discrimination, while
less overt than in the past-are real and must be addressed. Not just with words, but with deeds-by
investing in our schools and our communities; by enforcing our civil rights laws and ensuring
fairness in our criminal justice system; by providing this generation with ladders of opportunity that
were unavailable for previous generations.").
68. Id. ("And Ashley said that when she was nine years old, her mother got cancer. And
because she had to miss days of work, she was let go and lost her health care. They had to file for
bankruptcy, and that's when Ashley decided that she had to do something to help her mom.... She
sought out allies in her fight against injustice.... And finally they come to this elderly black man
who's been sitting there quietly the entire time. And Ashley asks him why he's there. And he does
not bring up a specific issue. He does not say health care or the economy. He does not say
education or the war. He does not say that he was there because of Barack Obama. He simply says
to everyone in the room, 'I am here because of Ashley."').
69. Conservatives were also very praising of the speech. See Abigail Thernstrom, Subtle,
Serious, Patriotic, NAT. REV. ONLINE, Mar. 20, 2008, http://tinyurl.com/d2q86j; see also Peggy
Noonan, A Thinking Man's Speech, WALL ST. J., Mar. 22, 2008, at W16 available at
http://onine.wsj.com/article/SB120604775960652829.html. But see Gregory Rodriguez, Obama's
Brilliant Bad Speech, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 24, 2008, at A15, available at
http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/la-oe-rodriguez24mar24,0,5884639.column ("But for all its
rhetorical beauty, it was also an enormous step backward and, in the end, a rather self-serving call
for more discussion about racial grievance in a country that has already done way too much
talking."). See also Jedediah Purdy, Making the Personal Political, THE GUARDIAN, Mar. 22, 2008,
http://commentisfree.guardian.co.uk/jedediah-purdy/2008/03/making-the-personal-political.htm
(last visited Feb. 12, 2009) ("[It is a challenge] to public language: to be as open and complex about
race as private conversations among friends often are these days. Both liberal and conservative
platitudes about race sanitise the issue-as public language sometimes has to do with any topic. But
these days, that can make the language seem arid and unreal to people who find that racial lines
intersect with friendship and fear, stubborn irrationality and real communication, all at once. The
speech was personal, not to invoke Krauthammer's 'racial guilt', but to try to find a public language
for the last 20 or so years of private, complicated experience and conversation about race.").
70. Editorial, Obama on Race, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 19, 2008, available at
http://www.latimes.comlnews/printeditionlopinionlla-ed-speech 19marl 9,0,49615 1.story.
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Many gave Obama credit for significantly advancing the discussion
on race, while acknowledging the limitations of such a speech: "No
single speech will recalibrate America's consideration of race and
politics, but we are closer today, thanks to this remarkable address, to
facing our history and perfecting our nation.' With the "race speech,"
Obama "articulated a big part of what his supporters liked about him in
the first place: the chance to take us into a better racial future. 72 With
few dissenters,73 the consensus was that "Obama successfully initiated a
public conversation on race.",
74
Reverend Wright's inflammatory rhetoric and Obama's speech in
response represented a change in the focus of media coverage of the
campaign. Unlike the typical campaign-related controversies which
appear, disappear, and then reemerge or linger in the background, the
appearance of Reverend Wright and the corresponding occasion of
Obama's "race speech" together presented a break from the typical ebbs
and flows of the election-related news cycles. The frenzy surrounding
Obama's apparent association with Reverend Wright threatened to break
the careful balance Obama had reached; and Obama's speech in response
to the controversy restored the balance. This speech was the only major
invocation centered on issues of race that Obama delivered throughout
his presidential campaign. Obama finally was forced to unequivocally
disavow Reverend Wright after further controversial comments by
Wright,75 but doing so ran its own risks of alienating black voters who
were sympathetic to Wright's views.76
Reverend Wright appeared predominantly during the primary
season. He was discussed only briefly and incidentally during the
general election season. Thus, Obama largely avoided the topic of race
71. Id.
72. Jonathan Alter, Ringing the Bell, NEWSWEEK, Mar. 18, 2008, available at
http://www.newsweek.comid/124139?tid=relatedcl.
73. Rodriguez, supra note 69 ("But for all its rhetorical beauty, it was also an enormous step
backward and, in the end, a rather self-serving call for more discussion about racial grievance in a
country that has already done way too much talking.").
74. Christopher Bracey, Jeremiah Wright-In Context, BLACKPROF.COM, Mar. 24, 2008,
http://www.blackprof.cornI2008/03/jeremiah-wright-%E2%80%93-in-context/.
75. Dana Milbank, Could Rev. Spell Doom for Obama?, WASH. POST, Apr. 28, 2008,
http://blog.washingtonpost.comroughsketch/2008/04/obamas-pastor-reignites-race-c.htm
("Should it become necessary in the months from now to identify the moment that doomed Obama's
presidential aspirations, attention is likely to focus on the hour between nine and ten this morning at
the National Press Club. It was then that Wright, Obama's longtime pastor, reignited a controversy
about race from which Obama had only recently recovered - and added lighter fuel.").
76. See Richard Wolffe, Obama's Sister Souljah Moment, NEWSWEEK, Apr. 29, 2008,
available at http://www.newsweek.com/id/134766 ("For a campaign that had little comment on
Wright's media blitz on Monday, Obama's press conference was a complete reversal. Many pundits
have wondered aloud why Barack Obama has not had a Sister Souljah moment in this campaign,
evoking Bill Clinton's 1992 repudiation of the hip-hop star's inflammatory and racist comments. In
Winston-Salem Obama went far beyond Clinton's criticism, disowning his former pastor--and
running the risk of alienating a community on the South Side of Chicago that has been among his
most ardent supporters.").
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in the general election. In fact, the Democratic candidate barely
addressed the issue of race directly during the months leading up to the
general election, beyond saying that he expected his opponents to make
use of the fact that he "doesn't look like all those other presidents on the
dollar bills.
77
Although the Republicans did not squarely comment on Obama's
"looks," they nonetheless injected race indirectly in an attempt to disrupt
the delicate balance struck by Obama. Using Obama's middle name-
Hussein-in speeches was arguably one way race was used to subtly
undermine Obama's mainstream appeal. Although neither John McCain
nor Republican Vice-Presidential candidate Sarah Palin personally
indulged in such antics, many of their supporters did. At least two
people chosen to introduce McCain at campaign rallies referred to
"Barack Hussein Obama." 78  Other comments were deemed to subtly
introduce race into the election. Former Oklahoma governor Frank
Keating caused another controversy when he referred to Obama "as a
man of the street.' 79  Sarah Palin accused Obama of "'palling around
with terrorists,' a reference to his association with the 1960s radical
William Ayers, and a turn of phrase that critics said was racially
loaded. 8° In a video clip splashed across the Internet, McCain asks his
supporters at a rally, "Who is the real Barack Obama?" and "a voice
from the crowd can be clearly heard to shout in response, 'Terrorist!"'
81
McCain made no attempt at the time to denounce this sentiment, though
his campaign managers later denied that he had heard the comment.
82
Overall, McCain did a commendable job throughout the general election
of avoiding race-based attacks, and specifically the topic of Reverend
Wright.83 Most noteworthy was McCain's refusal to air a fully produced
thirty-second commercial that linked Obama with Reverend Wright.84
77. Anne E. Komblu, Issue of Race Creeps into Campaign, WASH. POST, Oct. 12, 2008,





81. Jeffrey Feldman, Is Palin Trying to Incite Violence Against Obama?, HUFFINGTON POST,
Oct. 7, 2008, available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeffrey-feldman/is-palin-trying-to-
incite_b_132534.html.
82. Many commentators condemned this rhetoric and much discussion revolved around what
point these jabs become racist. Some thought that the McCain camp, in its allegation that Obama
pals with terrorists, crossed the line. Columnist Frank Rich wrote in the New York Times: "The
McCain campaign has crossed the line between tough negative campaigning and inciting
vigilantism, and each day the mob howls louder." Frank Rich, Op-Ed., The Terrorist Barack Hussein
Obama, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 11, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/12
opinion/12rich.html. One pundit asked rhetorically: "[i]s Gov. Palin trying to incite violence against
Sen. Obama as part of an ill-conceived campaign strategy to change the topic from the economy at
any cost?" Feldman, supra note 81. Yet there was no clear consensus that the rhetoric crossed the
line from acceptable rigorous campaigning into race baiting. See infra note 83.
83. See also David S. Broder, The Amazing Race, WASH. POST, Nov. 2,2008, at Bl, available
at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/articl /2008/10/31/AR2008103 103063-pf.htmnl
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From the start of the campaign, Obama had to steer a fine line in his
treatment of race and in shaping the nature of his appeal to voters. This
"tightrope" balance was challenged in a number of ways throughout both
the primary and general election seasons, by the attacks launched at
Obama, by public demand for a response to the controversy generated by
Reverend Wright, and by the racist themes underlying the rhetoric of
many of his opponents or their surrogates. Obama successfully
navigated that balance as evidenced by the election results on November
4, 2008-Obama gained significant support from both African-
Americans and white voters.
CONCLUSION
"Should he win the White House on Tuesday, many will cheer and
more than afew will cry as history moves inexorably forward. "
85
Controversy surrounding past and present racial injustices
permeated the campaign season and prompted a long and far-reaching
discussion on race in America. The 2008 presidential election showed
that the democratic process serves not only as a mechanism to pick the
country's leaders but also as a tool to educate and provoke discussion.
Regardless of political orientation, the American public collectively
benefited from Obama's candidacy as a presidential candidate and the
discussion that ensued. As Al Hunt of Bloomberg News opined after the
election, "America will never be the same again., 86 Among the many
legacies of the 2008 presidential campaign will be the valuable
discussion on race and its meaning that unfolded throughout. The
breadth of topics, the range of opinions, and the depth of analysis all
contribute to a new page in the history of race in this country.
The country likely has seen the last of Reverend Wright as a talking
point. Obama's incredible speech on race is now an inexorable part of
our nation's history, and holds a position on the timeline of key events in
the struggle for racial equality in America. The election also confirmed
that it is possible for an African-American to become President.
Across the country, newspaper editorials pondered whether
Obama's campaign transcended race, whether his victory signifies the
("[T]hanks in large part to McCain's personal aversion to any suggestion of racial campaigning, the
issue [of race] never fully emerged in a negative way [during the general election].").
84. Anna Schecter, Eric Longabardi & Brian Ross, Rev. Wright TV Ad That McCain Would
Not Run, ABC NEWS, Dec. 8, 2009, http://abcnews.go.com/BlotterlVote2008/story?id=6395775 (last
visited Mar. 11, 2009) ("Over... images of McCain, the announcer says, 'One chose to honor his
fellow soldiers by refusing to walk out of a prisoner of war camp.' Over footage of Obama and
Reverend Wright's church in Chicago, the announcer says, 'the other chose not to even walk out of a
church where a pastor was spewing hatred."').
85. Frank Rich, Op-Ed., Guess Who's Coming to Dinner, N.Y. TMES, Nov. 1, 2008, at
WK10, available at http://www.nytimes.com2008/11/02/opinion/02rich.html?pagewanted=2.
86. The Charlie Rose Show: Live Coverage of the 2008 Presidential Election, (PBS television
broadcast Nov. 4, 2008), http://www.charierose.comlviewlinterview/9338.
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end of race as a dividing point,87 or whether this election simply
represents an isolated instance in which issues other than race proved
more important. A general consensus interpreted the ultimate vote total88
and the exit polls to indicate that racism played no significant role in the
89outcome. Some asked whether the election marked the "end of an era
of black politics." 90 Others framed the historic election as an end to a
previous era of "victimization and anger." 91 While many disagree about
what the election ultimately means for race relations, a few conclusions
seem unassailable: that the election of Obama renewed faith and
optimism in America's willingness to pursue its long-espoused key
values of democracy and equality;92 and that Obama himself provided a
model for African-Americans to attain future progress in these areas.93
Many questions about race that were raised in the campaign may
never be answered. One writer observed, "some black supporters see
Obama's election as 'advancing the black community,' while some white
87. John B. Judis, Race Didn't Decide the Election, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 9, 2008, available at
http:lwww.latimes.comlnews/opinionlcommentarylla-oe-judis9-2008nov09,0,7608119.story ("[The
election of Obama] also shows the extent to which race is no longer the great dividing line in
American politics.").
88. Great Expectations, THE ECONOMIST, Nov. 6, 2008, available at http://www.economist.
com/opinion/displaystory.cfm?story-id=12562373 ("Mr. Obama lost the white vote, it is true, by 43-
55%; but he won almost exactly same share of it as the last three (white) Democratic candidates; Bill
Clinton, Al Gore and John Kerry. And he won heavily among younger white voters.").
89. "[E]xit polls ask only one question about race, and voters aren't always forthcoming on
whether race figured in their vote, but one can draw some inferences from this question and from the
results of the election. The polls asked whether race was 'the single most important factor,' 'one of
several important factors' or 'a minor factor' in the voter's choice. Those who said it was the most
important or one of several important factors-9% of overall voters-backed Obama by 53% to
46%. That suggests Obama's race was a net plus for him. It brought blacks to the polls, and some
whites as well who liked the idea of having an African-American president of the United States."
Judis, supra note 86.
90. Juan Williams, What Obama's Victory Means for Racial Politics, WALL ST. J., available
at http://sec.online.wsj.com/article/SBI 22628263723412543.html.
91. Id. ("The idea of black politics now tilts away from leadership based on voicing
grievance, and identity politics based on victimization and anger. In its place is an era in which it is
assumed that talented, tough people of any background will find a way to their rightful seat of power
in mainstream political life.").
92. Bob Herbert, Op-Ed., Take a Bow America, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 2008, at 27, available at
http://www.nytimes.coml2008/11/08/opinion/08herbert.html ("Arthur Miller liked to say that the
essence of America was its promise. In the darkest of the dark times, in wartime and drastic
economic downtums, in the crucible of witch hunts or racial strife, in the traumatic aftermath of a
terror attack, that promise lights the way forward. This week marked a renewal of America's
promise. Voters went to the polls and placed a bet on a better future, handing the power to an
unlikely candidate who promised to draw people together rather than exploit their differences.").
93. Williams, supra note 89 ("Make no mistake, there is still discrimination against people of
color in America. And inside black America, there is still disproportionate poverty, school dropouts,
criminal activity, incarceration and single motherhood. But with the example of Mr. Obama's
achievements, from Harvard Law to the state legislature, U.S. Senate and the White House, the focus
of discussion now is how the child of even the most oppressed of racial minorities can maximize his
or her strengths and overcome negative stereotypes through achievement."). Richard D. Kahlenberg
wrote eloquently on the opportunity for Obama to institute an affirmative action policy based on a
"carefully designed economic affirmative action program." Richard D. Kahlenberg, What's Next for
Affirmative Action, THE ATLANTIC, Nov. 6, 2008, available at
http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/200811 u/obama-affirmative-action.
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volunteers are thrilled by the notion of 'post-racial' politics." 94  No
election can set a definitive outer limit of when a piece of noxious and
misguided rhetoric becomes racist. The country will likely have to work
through this question in the future, with frank discussion about what is
out-of-bounds in politics.
There also were noticeable omissions in the discussion during the
campaign. Enormous disparities among the races remain, with regard to
prison rates, education levels, and poverty rates. These disparities have
grown worse throughout the last decade.95 The poverty rate among
blacks rose "from 21.2 percent in 2000 to 24.5 percent last year, and the
bottom fifth of the black population is worse off relative to poor whites
than at any time in the past three decades." 96 Obama's election occurred
only three years after the disaster of Hurricane Katrina and less than two
years after the highly controversial and emotionally-charged events of
the Jena Six, yet these issues never reached the forefront of the
campaign. Is it ironic that an election featuring an African-American
candidate bypassed these issues, or is it understandable that neither
candidate raised these issues, given the almost unspoken desire by both
candidates to avoid "injecting race" into the campaign?
The 2008 presidential election embodied the fusing of identity and
politics to an extent never before seen. It is axiomatic that all politicians
must attain broad appeal in order to capture a majority vote. As such,
presidential candidates inevitably must walk a tightrope between
appearing unequivocally aligned with their own political base-
undoubtedly compromising the centrist vote-and, alternatively,
appearing too centrist-compromising the support of the party's base.
This election reflected the use of a similar strategy with regard to race.
Indeed, the public perception of Obama as a post-racial candidate
contributed significantly to Obama's extraordinary mass appeal.
94. Kahlenberg, supra note 92.




OUR FIRST UNISEX PRESIDENT?: BLACK MASCULINITY
AND OBAMA'S FEMININE SIDE
FRANK RUDY COOPERt
ABSTRACT
People often talk about the significance of Barack Obama's status
as our first black President. During the 2008 Presidential campaign,
however, a newspaper columnist declared, "If Bill Clinton was once con-
sidered America's first black president, Obama may one day be viewed
as our first woman president." That statement epitomized a large media
discourse on Obama's femininity. In this essay, I thus ask how Obama
will influence people's understandings of the implications of both race
and gender.
To do so, I explicate and apply insights from the fields of identity
performance theory, critical race theory, and masculinities studies. With
respect to race, the essay confirms my prior theory of "bipolar black
masculinity." That is, the media tends to represent black men as either
the completely threatening and race-affirming Bad Black Man or the
completely comforting and assimilationist Good Black Man. For Ob-
ama, this meant he had to avoid the stereotype of the angry black man.
Meanwhile, though, the association of the Presidency with the hegemon-
ic form of masculinity presented difficulties for Obama. He was regular-
ly called upon to be more aggressive in responding to attacks and more
masculine in general. As a result, Obama could not be too masculine
because that would have triggered the Bad Black Man stereotype but he
could not be too feminine because that would have looked unpresiden-
tial.
Obama solved that dilemma by adopting a "unisex" style. He was a
candidate who was designed to be suitable to either gender. I believe
Obama's unisex performance on the world's biggest stage suggests that
we are all more free to perform our race and our gender as we see fit than
we had previously believed.
t Copyright © 2009 Frank Rudy Cooper. Professor, Suffolk University Law School. I
dedicate this essay to my sister, Autumn Cooper McDonald. Special thanks to my co-organizer for
this symposium, Catherine Smith. I thank Ann C. McGinley, Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Andrew
Perlman, Song Richardson, Jessica Silbey, and Devon Carbado's Critical Race Theory Colloquium
class for incisive feedback. I also thank Ann Brown, Eddie Crane, and Lia Marino for helpful re-
search assistance. I further thank Mike Smith and the staff of the Denver University Law Review for
editorial excellence. I welcome comments at fcooper@suffolk.edu.
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INTRODUCTION
During the 2008 Democratic Presidential primaries and general
election there was a whole discourse in the media about Senator Barack
Obama's (D-IL) femininity. When he faced Senator Hillary Clinton (D-
NY) in the primaries, the head of a women's non-profit said, "He's the
girl in the race."1 The magazine Marketing said, "In swept Barack Ob-
ama with what could be described as a classically feminine campaign...
. The values he represented contrasted with Clinton in being more colla-
borative, more human, more feelings-led and people-focused.",2 The idea
was that while Clinton was tough and hawkish, Obama was empathetic
and inclusive.3 Carol Marin expressed that point of view in an editorial
in the Chicago Sun Times:
If Bill Clinton was once considered America's first black president,
Obama may one day be viewed as our first woman president. While
[Hillary] Clinton, the warrior, battles on, talks about toughness, and
out loud considers nuking Iran, it is Obama who is full of feminine
virtues.
Consensus. Conciliation. Peace, not war.4
For those reasons, a number of people (half-jokingly) refer to Obama as
our first female president.5
A caveat: In order to evaluate Obama's status as our first female
President, we must ask, what does it mean to say that a Presidential can-
didate acted "feminine" or "masculine" during the campaign? Even
someone who believes in a version of cultural feminism has to acknowl-
edge that "masculine" qualities are hardly limited to men and "feminine"
qualities are not limited to women.6 Cultural feminism is the theory that
women tend to have certain cultural traits that are most prevalent among
women, such as focusing on nurturing relationships rather than applying
hierarchical principles in a zero-sum game.7 Still, "masculine" and "fe-
1. See Amy Sullivan, Gender Bender, TIME, June 16, 2008, at 36 (analyzing why Hillary
Clinton did not win Democratic Presidential primary) (quoting Marie Wilson).
2. Philippa Roberts & Jane Cunningham, Feminisation of Brands, MARKETING, Sept. 3,
2008, at 26.
3. See Martin Linsky, Op-Ed., The First Woman President? Obama's Campaign Bends
Gender Conventions, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 26, 2008, available at
http://www.newsweek.com/id/l15397/page/I (arguing that Obama advocates conversation and
collaboration while Hillary Clinton supports realism).
4. Carol Marin, Editorial, Thanks to Hillary for Being a Winner at Heart, CHI. SUN TMES,
May 11, 2008, at A17.
5. See, e.g., Lucy Berrington & Jeff Onore, Op-Ed., Bam: Our 1st Woman Prez?, N.Y. POST,
Jan. 7, 2008, available at http://tinyurl.com/cd4d8s (noting Obama's feminine style); Linsky, supra
note 3 (same); Main, supra note 4, at A17 (same); Roberts & Cunningham, supra note 2, at 26
(same).
6. See Nancy Ehrenreich, Disguising Empire: Racialized Masculinity and the "Civilizing'" of
Iraq, 52 CLEV. ST. L. REv. 131, 132 (2005) (noting both sexes can bask in reflected masculinity).
7. See MARTHA CI-AMALLAS, INTRODUCTiON TO FEMINIST LEGAL THEORY 53-60 (2d ed.,
Aspen 2003) (describing the rise of difference feminism).
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minine" qualities are nothing more than shared understandings about
what it means to act like a man or woman.8 They are not reflective of
stable essences of man or woman as such.9 Their definitions are subject
to change over time and in different cultural contexts. 10 Nonetheless, the
discourse in the popular media used these concepts to describe the presi-
dential candidates. Accordingly, It" will analyze what it meant that Ob-
ama displayed qualities the media calls feminine during his campaign for
the Presidency.
In order to analyze the significance of Obama's feminine side, I will
turn to theories of identity. Identity performance theory says that people
make choices about how to present themselves that position their identi-
ties against the backdrop of social expectations. 12  Critical race theory
explores the ways that race is simultaneously non-existent and materially
consequential.13  Masculinities studies says that assumptions about the
meaning of manhood influence behaviors, ideologies, and institutions.
1 4
Together, these theories will help us analyze how Obama's Presidential
campaign influenced popular understandings of femininity and of black
male identity.
I argue that Obama was more feminine than most mainstream can-
didates because he is a black male.1 5 I base this argument on my theory
8. See MICHAEL S. KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, in THE GENDER OF DESIRE:
ESSAYS ON MALE SEXUALITY 25, 26 (2005) [hereinafter KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia]
(declaring that "manhood is socially constructed and historically shifting").
9. Athena D. Mutua, Theorizing Progressive Black Masculinities, in PROGRESSIVE BLACK
MASCULINrrEs 3, 12 (Athena D. Mutua ed., 2006). See also discussion infra notes 40-50 (explicat-
ing Judith Butler's theory of gender).
10. See generally Devon W. Carbado & Mitu Gulati, Working Identity, 85 CORNELL L. REV.
1259 (2000) [hereinafter Carbado & Gulati, Working Identity] (developing a theory of identity
performance).
11. I sometimes use the first person in this essay because that is consistent with poststructural-
ist feminist methodology. See Michael Awkward, A Black Man's Place in Black Feminist Criticism,
in BLACK MEN ON RACE, GENDER, AND SEXUALrrY: A CRITICAL READER 362, 362 (Devon W.
Carbado ed., 1999) (arguing for autobiographical stance in male feminism).
12. See Frank Rudy Cooper, Cultural Context Matters: Terry's "Seesaw Effect", 56 OKLA. L.
REV. 833, 843 (2003) [hereinafter Cooper, Cultural Context Matters] (arguing identity negotiation is
influenced by social expectations). For some recent thoughts on identity performance, see Russell
K. Robinson, Uncovering Covering, 101 Nw. U. L. REV. 1809 (2007), critically reviewing identity
performance theory, and HoMing Lau, Tailoring Equal Protection to Address Today's Democratic
Deficit (manuscript on file with author), applying identity performance theory to equal protection
doctrine.
13. See Frank Rudy Cooper, The "Seesaw Effect" from Racial Profiling to Depolicing: To-
ward Critical Cultural Theory, in THE NEW CIVIL RIGHTS RESEARCH: A CONSTITUTIVE APPROACH
139, 148 (Benjamin Fleury-Steiner & Laura Beth Nielsen eds., 2006) [hereinafter Cooper, The
"Seesaw Effect"] (defining critical race theory).
14. See generally Frank Rudy Cooper, 'Who's the Man?': Masculinities and Police Stops
(Soc. Sci. Research Network, Research Paper No. 08-23, 2008), available at
http://ssm.comabstract=1257183 [hereinafter Cooper, 'Who's the Man?'] (defining and applying
masculinities studies).
15. Obama is half-black. Historically, however, one drop of black blood has made you black
in the United States. Further, Obama's skin tone made it hard for him to emphasize his whiteness.
And Obama seems to have usually chosen to accept descriptions of himself as black. It is possible
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of the "bipolarity" of media representations of black men. 16 We are typi-
cally described as either the completely threatening Bad Black Man or
the fully assimilationist Good Black Man. The Bad Black Man is a crim-
inal you might see on the local news or a race-conscious black leader you
might see in other shows. 17 T'.e Good Black Man is a token member of
the corporate world or a conservative post-race spokesman.' 8  A prime
stereotype of the Bad Black Man that Obama must avoid is the stereo-
type of the angry black man. 19 One way to counter this stereotype is to
be unusually calm. Obama has that quality, as well as a penchant for
negotiation over imposition. Together, those qualities seem to be the
source of claims that he would be our first female president.2 °
Obama's calmness has roots in the general need of black men to be
non-threatening in order to achieve mainstream success. As a youth,
Obama learned to be calm in order to assimilate. 21 During the Presiden-
tial campaign, Obama's calmness in the face of attacks was strategic in
order to prevent whites from associating him with the angry black man
stereotype.22 Obama's feminine qualities are thus revealed to have been
necessitated in part by his desire to avoid a stereotype of the Bad Black
Man.
23
that his whiteness nonetheless made him more palatable to some voters. Still he seems to have
generally been perceived as black, not black and white.
16. See generally Frank Rudy Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity: Intersectionality,
Assimilation, Identity Performance, and Hierarchy, 39 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 853 (2006) [hereinafter
Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity] (arguing media depicts black men in either/or fashion).
17. See id. at 875-79 (defining Bad Black Man). Jerry Kang argues that the local news is full
of stories about violent crimes prominently featuring African Americans as the perpetrators. Jerry
Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 HARv. L. REV. 1489, 1490 (2005) (summarizing research on
implicit bias and arguing racism in news is insidious and pervasive). Individuals rely on and trust
their local news, and thereby internalize these images, which exacerbate their implicit biases about
black men. Id.
18. See Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 879-86 (defining Good
Black Man). An example of a conservative post-race spokesman is Shelby Steele. See generally
SHELBY STEELE, A BOUND MAN: WHY WE ARE EXCrrED ABOUT OBAMA AND WHY HE CAN'T WIN
(2008) (arguing Obama should take stances that go against the views of the overwhelming majority
of blacks).
19. See Courtland Milloy, Maybe It's Time We Redefined Manliness, WASH. POST, Sept. 10,
2008, at B I (analyzing masculinity in the Presidential contest).
20. See, e.g., Linsky, supra note 3 (contrasting Obama's non-confrontational approach with
Hillary Clinton's more masculine approach).
21. See David Remnick, The Joshua Generation, NEW YORKER, Nov. 17, 2008, at 68, 71-72
(suggesting that Obama adopted his calm demeanor in order to counter stereotypes of black men);
see also discussion infra notes 140-43 and accompanying text (locating roots of Obama's calmness
in his youth).
22. See discussion infra notes 117-45 and accompanying text (applying bipolar black mascu-
linity thesis to Obama).
23. I cannot definitively prove that Obama thought about being feminine as a means of avoid-
ing the angry black man stereotype. There is some evidence of such thinking. See Joe Klein, Anger
vs. Steadiness in the Crisis, TME, Oct. 2, 2008, available at
http://www.time.com/time/politics/article/0,8599,1846401,00.html (mentioning angry black man
stereotype in discussing how Obama thinks about the campaign). However, little that a Presidential
candidate does is unplanned. It is possible that Obama's camp was only subconsciously aware of the
need to avoid the angry black man stereotype. Regardless, speculating about the identity constraints
Obama faced reveals interesting things about race and gender.
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Obama's feminization strategy was potentially dangerous, however,
since femininity is still a slur in our male-dominated culture. Obama had
to engage in a balancing act. He could not be too masculine because that
would trigger the Bad Black Man image but he could not be too feminine
because that would have looked unpresidential.
Obama seems to have resolved that conflict by being masculine
enough to pass the Commander-in-Chief test yet feminine enough to
make people comfortable with his blackness. 24 He tried to place himself
more toward the middle of the general gender continuum, rather than the
masculine end that most Presidential candidates frequent, as a means of
showing that he was on the good side of the specific black masculinity
continuum. The appropriate term for Obama's feminine-but-not-too-
much-so style seems to be "unisex. 25  A unisex style is one that is "de-
signed to be suitable for" either gender.26 A unisex style can swing both
ways, creating the overall impression of being in the middle of the gend-
er continuum. Obama's style was unisex in that he moved from more
masculine to more feminine depending on the context.
While there is some implication that a unisex style is one that lacks
the characteristics of either sex, I am emphasizing the fact that a unisex
style is one that a member of either gender can adopt.27 Often the term
applies to clothing that can be worn by either men or women. The ex-
ample that comes to mind is the blue jean, which can be masculinized or
feminized to suit the wearer's needs on the particular occasion.28 A un-
24. In this sense, Obama was engaged in what Carbado and Gulati call a "comforting strate-
gy." See Carbado & Gulati, Working Identity, supra note 10, at 1301-04 (describing potential strate-
gies for subordinated group members who wish to be accepted in mainstream environments).
25. One could suggest that Obama's style was "metrosexual," but I do not believe that label
fits. The term is "generally applied to heterosexual men with a strong concern for their appearance,
and/or whose lifestyles display attributes stereotypically attributed to gay men." Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metrosexual (last visited Nov. 21, 2008). While feminine styles are
often associated with homosexuality, having a more feminine political approach is not the same as
being metrosexual. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 38 (discussing ho-
mophobia, as fear of being unmasked as unmanly, as a source of denigration of femininity). At
heart, metrosexuality creates the appearance that the individual could possibly be gay or bisexual.
See Wikipedia, supra ("Rising popularity of the term followed the increasing integration of gay men
into mainstream society and a correspondingly decreased taboo towards deviation from existing
notions of masculinity."); see also Bernard E. Harcourt, Foreword: "You Are Entering a Gay and
Lesbian Free Zone": On the Radical Dissents of Justice Scalia and Other (Post-) Queers. [Raising
Questions about Lawrence, Sex Wars, and the Criminal Law], 94 J. CRiM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 503,
516 (2004) (defining "metrosexuals" to refer to "generally heterosexual practicing males-
sometimes hyper-heterosexual-who share aesthetic sensibilities with the more traditional stereo-
type of the gay male"). Obama's style makes no such suggestion.
26. See SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICrIONARY 3447 (5th ed.2002) (defining "unisex").
27. See id. (defining "unisex").
28. "Unisex" means different things for people with different identities. Hillary Clinton's
version of going unisex was to wear pant suits with conservative blouses. See Robin Givhan, The
Frontrunners: Fashion Sense, WASH. POST, Dec. 18, 2007, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/discussion/2007/12/16/DI2007121601778.html (mentioning Hillary Clinton's pant suits
and the controversy over her revealing cleavage during one press conference). Being unisex, in the
asexual sense of the term, is demanded of a white woman candidate in a way that is not expected of
a black man.
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isex style fits between the two genders, but not in the sense of being
asexual. Obama was more feminine than most Presidential candidates,
but hardly non-gendered, like "Pat" from the famous Saturday Night Live
skit.29 Obama's style ranged from his tough guy acceptance speech at
the Democratic convention 30 to his playing of feminist folk songs at his
rallies.3' Accordingly, I argue that Obama was not our first female Pres-
idential candidate, but our first unisex Presidential candidate.
I will make that argument in three stages. First, I will review some
tenets of identity performance theory, critical race theory, and masculini-
ties studies. Next, I will analyze how the discourse on Obama's feminin-
ity is related to both the bipolarity of black masculinity and the denigra-
tion of femininity within the hegemonic discourse on masculinity. Final-
ly, I will conclude that Obama has broken the mold for Presidential can-
didates and thereby left all of us more free to perform our race and our
gender as we see fit.
32
I. THEORIES OF IDENTITIES
My methodology in this essay is rather simple. I have reviewed the
news stories on LEXIS/NEXIS that discuss Obama and femininity. 33 I
have analyzed those stories using the lenses of critical race theory and
masculinities studies.
A. The Perfonnative Theory of Identities
Before I describe my theories of race and of masculinities, I need to
describe my theory of identities in general. I begin by noting that every-
body has a sense of self identity.34 This is the sense of self that we carry
around inside our own heads. That self-image changes over time, but we
could, theoretically, isolate a particular self image at a particular time.35
29. See Wikipedia.org, Pat (Saturday Night Live), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pat_ (last
visited Mar. 31, 2009) (describing the character).
30. See Carla Marinucci, Obama Promises to Restore Promise of the U.S., S.F. CHRON., Aug.
29, 2008, at Al (describing Obama's speech as "tough" on McCain).
3 1. Michael Scherer, Hillary is from Mars, Obama is from Venus, SALON.COM, July 12,
2007, http:llwww.salon.comlnews/feature2007/07/12/obama-hillary/print.html (noting Obama
rallies sometimes play Indigo Girls music).
32. I mean "free" only in the sense that, with one set of assumptions having been broken
down, there seems to be more of a possibility that we can break down other assumptions. I do not
mean that we are free in a transcendental sense. I agree with Judith Butler that "freedom" is actually
obtained through the repetition with a slight difference of the process of citationality. See generally
JUDITH BUTLER, EXCITABLE SPEECH: A POLITICS OF THE PERFORMATIVE (1997) [hereinafter
BurLER, EXCITABLE SPEECH] (discussing Derrida's concept of citationality).
33. I used the following two searches under the terms and connectors method: "obama s
masculine or feminine" and "obama s 'first female president,"' then supplemented those searches
with a variety of searches for specific propositions.
34. See Cooper, Cultural Context Matters, supra note 12, at 841-46 (describing aspects of a
model of identity negotiation).
35. See Carbado & Gulati, Working Identity, supra note 10, at 1261, n.2 (describing how
facets of identity interact).
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But there are other images of us. Others have theories of who we
are. They attribute certain characteristics to us.36 That attributed identity
is also a part of an individual's identity because each of us must confront
the expectations of others when going about our lives. For instance, let
us hypothesize that Obama self-identifies as being as much white as
black. The fact that he looks like a fairly typical black man means that
he was always likely to be labeled black as a matter of attributed identi-
ty.37 Consequently, one's self identity and attributed identity can be in
conflict.
At that point, the individual has choices.38 He could seek to have
others fully adopt his self conception, he could comport himself fully in
accordance with his attributed identity, or he could act somewhere along
the continuum between those two poles. If Obama does think of himself
as being as much white as black, he could have insisted that he is not
black, but has a hybrid identity, as Tiger Woods did.39 Or Obama could
have never referred to his whiteness. Or Obama could have generally
accepted his attributed blackness, but occasionally reminded people of
his white roots, which is what he did. Each of those choices constitutes a
particular way of performing his identity. So, in addition to the realms of
self identity and attributed identity, there is a realm of identity perfor-
mance.
The radical version of this idea is provided by Judith Butler and
others who contend that there is no natural component of sex that is not
filtered through the social construction of gender.40  I have said else-
where that, in sum, Butler's theory is that "[w]e are what we do.'41 If we
act aggressively and then explain our act as stemming from our mascu-
linity, we can fool ourselves into thinking that we have an inner mascu-
36. Id.
37. See Trina Jones, Shades of Brown: The Law of Skin Color, 49 DUKE L. J. 1487, 1490
(2000) (maintaining that color differences are frequently used as a basis for discrimination indepen-
dently of racial categorization). Society uses "colorism" to draw lines between minorities and to
determine the relative position and treatment of individuals within racial categories. In practice, the
lighter one's skin tone, the better one is likely to fare economically and socially. Id. at 1498. See
generally Leonard M. Baynes, If It's Not Just Black and White Anymore, Why Does Darkness Cast a
Longer Discriminatory Shadow Than Lightness? An Investigation and Analysis of the Color Hie-
rarchy, 75 DENV. U. L. REV. 131 (1997).
38. Of course, "much of what is defined as masculine within a group is both internalized and
enacted as much as constructed and chosen." Mutua, supra note 9, at 14.
39. See Clifford May, The Wright Stuff vs. the Woods Model, MISSISSIPPI PRESS, Apr. 3,
2008, at 7A (referring to controversy over Woods's distancing himself from his phenotypical black-
ness by referring to himself as "Cablinasian").
40. See JUDITH BUTLER, GENDER TROUBLE: FEMINISM AND THE SUBVERSION OF IDENTITY
33 (Routledge 1990) [hereinafter BUTLER, GENDER TROUBLE] (describing how gender is performa-
tively produced). See generally Frank Rudy Cooper, Surveillance and Identity Performance: Some
Thoughts Inspired by Martin Luther King, 32 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE (2008) [hereinafter
Cooper, Surveillance and Identity Performance] (explicating Butler and applying her theories to
surveillance law); SARA SALfli, JUDITH BUTLER (Routledge 2002) (explicating Butler's theory of
subjectivity).
41. See generally Cooper, Surveillance and Identity Performance, supra note 40 (summarz-
ing Butler).
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linity that expresses itself through our act.42 When we interpret our act
as "masculine," we create the fiction of an inner self that is the doer of
the deed.43 In fact, the supposed biological imperative to act masculine
does not exist prior to our doing the act and then interpreting it as mascu-
line. We do not perform a preexisting gender identity, we create that
identity through our performance.
One implication of Butler's performativity theory is that we are not
"free" to create wholly new performances of identity, but only free to
create a new wrinkle on what has come before. We always perform our
identities by "citing" to existing understandings of the implications of
identities. 44 When we signal that we are masculine that performance can
only succeed because it "echoes prior actions, and accumulates the force
of authority through the repetition or citation of a prior and authoritative
set of practices."' 5 So, picking a fight in a bar is read as particularly
masculine because there is cultural precedent for understanding such
posturing as an attempt to be masculine. As I will discuss, Presidential
candidates have been expected to be masculine in the sense of aggres-
sively responding to attacks. 46
The choice of how to perform one's identity is constrained by the
intelligibility or unintelligibility of particular performances to the au-
dience and influenced by the incentives or disincentives a cultural con-
text attaches to particular performances. 47 As legal scholar Athena Mu-
tua declares:
both individuals and groups have some agency in defining masculini-
ty. However, neither groups nor individuals define and construct
masculinity in a vacuum. Rather, they draw on other culturally pre-
valent notions and are constrained by various social structures.
4 8
Given that identity performances are not made in a vacuum, individuals
can only signal their identity in terms that will be recognized by their
audiences. Meanwhile, as critics of assimilation have shown, society has
certain expectations for how particular individuals will act.49 The ex-
pected behaviors are rewarded and unexpected behaviors are often pu-
42. See id. (explaining Butler's theory that there is no inner self).
43. Id. See also BUTLER, GENDER TROUBLE, supra note 40, at 33 (citing Nietzsche for the
proposition that there is no doer before the deed).
44. See BUTLER, EXcITABLE SPEECH, supra note 32, at 226-27 (discussing Derrida's concept
of citationality).
45. Id.
46. See discussions infra notes 104-06 and 157-60 (describing calls for Obama to be more
aggressive).
47. See, e.g., Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Volunteer Discrimination, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. REV.
1895, 1917 (2007) (referring to "socially acceptable" performances).
48. Mutua, supra note 9, at 14.
49. See generally Carbado & Gulati, Working Identity, supra note 10 (describing extra identi-
ty "work" individuals with stigmatized identities must do to be accepted at work); KENJI YOSHINO,
COVERING (2006) (describing incentives to "cover" one's stigmatized traits).
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nished.50  Society thus steers individuals toward particular identity per-
formances.
In Butler's view, the possibility of change exists in the form of
citing precedent but with a new wrinkle added to the performance. The
early adopters of the metrosexual style revealed that we already had the
freedom to be straight-but-gay-acting, but they did not create that per-
formance from the whole cloth. They were citing gay sub-cultural per-
formances, but with the wrinkle that they were straight men. This is the
sense that we are "free" to make change even under a Butlerian under-
standing of identity performance. When I conclude this essay with the
argument that Obama has made us all more free, I will be doing so only
in the sense that he has revealed that we can cite precedent with a differ-
ence. We might understand Obama's unexpected performances of black
masculinity and Presidential masculinity as means of citing but also re-
working those cultural understandings. This performative model of iden-
tities serves as the base for my discussions of critical race theory and
masculinities studies.
B. Shared Tenets of Critical Race and Masculinities Theories
A shared tenet of both critical race theory and masculinities studies
is that race and masculinity are not natural but socially constructed.51
People's identities are socially constructed in that we learn our roles,
rather than being born with an essential identity that we merely express.52
Men do not act like men simply because they are biologically male.
53
Instead, all men must learn how to act out particular forms of masculinity
through social training.54 Because identity is socially constructed, part of
what was at stake in the 2008 Presidential election was what types of
behaviors people would learn to expect of black men.
50. See generally Angela Onwuachi-Willig, A Beautil Lie: Exploring Rhinelander v. Rhine-
lander as a Formative Lesson on Race, Identity, Marriage, and Family, 95 CAL. L. REV. 2393 (2007)
(noting ways people are punished for acting against the expectations of their identity).
51. On race as socially constructed, see for example, Angela Onwuachi-Willig & Mario
Barnes, By Any Other Name?: On Being "Regarded As" Black, and Why Title VII Should Apply
Even IfLakisha and Jamal Are White, 2005 Wisc. L. REV. 1283, 1296 (2005) (asserting that race is
not purely physical but also socially constructed, and that racial discrimination is often based upon
socially constructed ideas about characteristics that are viewed as being linked to a particular racial
group). On gender as socially constructed, see for example, Nancy Levit, Feminism for Men: Legal
Ideology and the Construction of Maleness, 43 UCLA L. REV. 1037, 1051 (1996) (arguing that
women's identities are shaped by culture and social situations); Laura Morgan Roberts & Darryl
Roberts, Testing the Limits of Antidiscrimination Law: The Business, Legal, and Ethical Ramifica-
tions of Cultural Profiling at Work, 14 DuKE J. GENDER L. & POL'Y 369, 379 (2007) (explaining
that personal identities are a function of social forces and social institutions); Valorie Vojdik, Gend-
er Outlaws: Challenging Masculinity in Traditionally Male Institutions, 17 BERKELEY WOMEN'S
L.J. 68, 75 (2002) (focusing on the material and symbolic practices that construct gender).
52. See, e.g., Marc Poirier, Hastening the Kulturkampf" Boy Scouts of America v. Dale and
the Politics of American Masculinity, 12 L. & SEXUALTY 271, 326 (2003) ("The gender-
stereotypical wife and mother does not invent the role, but learns it through interactions with her
parents and others.").
53. See Levit, supra note 5 1, at 1098 (arguing that gender is biosocially determined).
54. See id. at 1062 (noting that men learn to endure suffering in private).
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Another shared tenet of both critical race theory and masculinities
studies is that identities are multiple. Critical race theory's concept of
intersectionality illustrates this point. Intersectionality refers to the fact
that unique identities are formed at the places where categories of identi-
ties intersect.55  Men who are black have different attributed identities
(and self identities) than men who are white. Likewise, men who are
black have different attributed identities (and self identities) than blacks
who are also women. Consequently, masculinities studies scholars agree
that there is no such thing as a singular masculinity; instead, there are
masculinities in the plural. 56  The plurality of masculine identities in-
cludes working-class white masculinity, gay black masculinity, and so
on.57 And each of those sub-groups is further segmented.58
A third shared tenet of critical race theory and masculinities studies
is that there are hierarchies within identities. The hierarchization of races
in the West is so obvious that it does not bear further discussion. 59 Simi-
larly, sociologists Robert Connell and James Messerschmidt say that
certain forms of masculinities are more honored and wield more power
than others. 6° The masculinity traditionally associated with white, Chris-
tian, straight upper-class men has been installed as the ideal.61  Alterna-
tive masculinities, such as those associated with black, Jewish, gay, and
lower-class men, have been denigrated. Those men have been depicted
as too masculine or too feminine, or both.62 The tenets that identities are
performative, socially constructed, multiple, and hierarchized constitute a
shared understanding of how identities work that grounds my explica-
tions of critical race theory and masculinities studies.
55. See, e.g., Kimberle Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics,
and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REv. 1241 (1991) (describing basis of intersec-
tionality theory). For a nice explication of the differences between intersectionality theory and
identity performance theory, see Devon W. Carbado & Mitu Gulati, The Fifth Black Woman, 11 J.
CONTEMP. L. ISSuEs 701,701-02 (2001) (defining the two terms).
56. See Introduction in BOYS: MASCUL1NITIES IN CONTEMPORARY CULTURE 1, 3 (Paul Smith
ed., 1996) ("[Mlasculinity is not; rather, there are only masculinities in the plural ... ").
57. In keeping with multidimensionality theory's elaboration upon intersectionality theory, we
can say that "given the interconnectedness of patriarch/sexism and racism, among other oppressive
systems, black men, as a single multidimensional positionality, are in some contexts privileged by
gender and sometimes oppressed by gendered racism." Mutua, supra note 9, at 6.
58. See id. at 20-21 (describing how hegemonic masculinity positions black men).
59. See, e.g., CORNELL WEST, RACE MATTERS passim (1993) (analyzing aspects of white
supremacy).
60. R.W. Connell & James W. Messerschmidt, Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Con-
cept, 19 GENDER & SOC'Y 829, 846 (2005). Still, hegemonic authority is exercised by co-opting
portions of disparate points of view so as to make the dominant view palatable to a wide range of
groups. Id. at 844 (accepting that "hegemonic masculinity appropriates from other masculinities
whatever appears to be pragmatically useful for continued domination"); see id. at 835 ("Challenges
to hegemony are common, and so are adjustments in the face of these challenges.").
61. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 25 (declaring a certain white
masculinity to be normative for all men).
62. See id at 37-38 (identifying homophobia, as fear of being unmasked as unmanly, as a
source of denigration based on other identity categories).
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C. Some Tenets of Critical Race Theory
With those shared understandings of identities in mind, I now turn
to the task of summarizing critical race theory. Critical race theory is an
interdisciplinary field that draws heavily upon ethnic studies, history, and
sociology, among other fields. The editors of the legal academy's most
important anthology of critical race theory texts define this school of
thought as "challengling] the ways in which race and racial power are
constructed and represented in American legal culture and, more general-
ly, in American society as a whole."63 In this section of the essay, I will
review some tenets of critical race theory.
64
The first tenet of critical race theory is that it is founded on the need
to unpack the ways in which race and other identities are both socially
constructed and materially consequential.65 Proponents of social con-
struction accept Michael Omi and Howard Winant's theory that race is
"formed." That is, bases for racial stratification are ideologically con-
structed, or formed, and then used to justify particular social orders.
66
Race and masculinity, and thus black maleness, do not actually exist. At
best, they are biological configurations that in no way dictate personali-
ties. Society "forms" the meanings of identity positions, such as hetero-
sexual black maleness, and people then adopt the practices associated
with those positions.67 However, the status of being black and male is
materially consequential in that it triggers a whole host of stereotypes,
such as the angry black man stereotype that I discuss further in Part II.
Those stereotypes are materially consequential in that they influence the
distribution of social goods.6
A second tenet of critical race theory is that the racial status quo is
often perpetuated by bias that is implicit rather than explicit. According-
ly, Jerry Kang and Malizarin Banaji apply implicit bias theory to argue
that, rather than traditional affirmative action, what we need are "debias-
ing agents." 69 These are people who's identities contradict biases about
63. Kimberle Crenshaw et al., Introduction to CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY WRrrINGS
THAT FORMED THE MOVEMENT xiii, xiii (Kimberle Crenshaw et al. eds., 1995). For a more recent
compilation of articles, legal cases, and other materials, see JUAN PEREA ET AL., RACE AND RACES:
CASES AND MATERIALS FOR A DIVERSE AMERICA (2d ed. 2007) (collecting materials for a law
course on identities).
64. These are not nearly all of the tenets of critical race theory, but they are the ones that are
relevant to this essay. Some additional projects of critical race theory include the critique of the
black-white binary paradigm of race, the critique of the intentional model of discrimination, and
exploration of the place of autobiography in critique.
65. Cooper, The "Seesaw Effect," supra note 13, at 148.
66. See generally MICHAEL OMI & HOWARD WiNANT, RACIAL FORMATION IN THE UNITED
STATES: FROM THE 1960s TO THE 1990S (1994) (defining and applying concept of racial formation).
67. See ANNA MARIE SMIH, LACLAU & MOuFFE: THE RADICAL DEMOCRATIC IMAGINARY
61 (1998) (arguing identity is a discursive construct).
68. See, e.g., Carbado & Gulati, Working Identity, supra note 10, at 1267-70 Oinking stereo-
typing to workplace discrimination based on identity performance).
69. See Jerry Kang & Mahzarin R. Banaji, Fair Measures: A Behavioral Realist Revision of
"Affirmative Action ", 94 CAL. L. REV. 1063, 1066 (2006) (introducing term).
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who would, and would not, hold certain positions.70 As a black Presi-
dent, Obama could serve as a debiasing agent for the whole country by
changing expectations about what types of people can hold that position.
In my conclusion, I will both note Obama's debiasing effect and discuss
the ways that Obama does and does not change expectations for perfor-
mances of race and gender in general.
As this focus on how identity characteristics matter suggests, a third
tenet of critical race theory is the critique of colorblindness. As presently
used, colorblindness is a perversion of the first Justice Harlan's statement
that "our constitution is colorblind ' 71 and Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
statement that blacks should be judged by the "content of their charac-
ter.",72 Those statements have been translated into the proposition that
merely acknowledging someone's race is invidious racism. 73 According-
ly, schools cannot consider how a student's racial identity has negatively
74affected or enriched her experiences. Elsewhere, I have noted that ac-
cepting colorblindness seems to be an implicit requirement for black men
75to be able to advance in corporations. In Part II of this essay I will ar-
gue that during the campaign Obama was subject to assimilationist pres-
sure to pretend that race does not matter. For now, it suffices to say that
critical race theory refuses to view black men as if our race were incon-
sequential to the expectations that people have of us.
Taken together, the principles of identity theories in general and
these three tenets of critical race theory in particular describe a perspec-
tive that can be brought to bear on the question of how black men are
understood in popular culture. In my article, Against Bipolar Black
Masculinity: Intersectionality, Assimilation, Identity Performance, and
Hierarchy, I critically reviewed scholarship on media representations of
black men and found that they
depict us as either the completely threatening Bad Black Man or the
fully assimilationist Good Black Man. The Bad Black Man is anima-
listic, sexually depraved, and crime-prone. The Good Black Man
distances himself from black people and emulates white views. The
images are bipolar in that they swing from one extreme to another
with little room for nuanced depictions. Threatened with the Bad
70. See id. at 1109-11 (defining debiasing agent's role).
71. Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 559 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
72. See Crenshaw et al., supra note 63, at xv (decrying misappropriation of Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s language).
73. See id. at xiv (critiquing mainstream perspective on civil rights).
74. See Darnell M. Hunt, UCLA's Process Rights a Wrong, L.A. TIMEs, Sept. 7, 2008, at A34
(reporting Ward Connerly's complaint that colleges are considering race as revealed in essay state-
ments, allegedly in contravention of Prop. 209's prohibition on affirmative action).
75. Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 884.
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Black Man image, black men are provided with an "assimilationist
incentive" to pursue the Good Black Man image.
76
It may be helpful to emphasize some points about the bipolarity of
black masculinity. First, similar phenomena play out with respect to
other denigrated groups. For instance, Mahmood Mamdani discusses a
good muslim, bad muslim dichotomy in post-9/l1 representations of
Islam.77 Second, I identify race consciousness as a trait of the Bad Black
Man because the bipolarity of black masculinity has the purpose of forc-
ing assimilation to the mainstream norm. The assimilationist model
makes no room for race consciousness, let alone racial loyalty. Since the
default position on black men is that we are bad, we must defeat that
presumption to gain mainstream acceptance.78 While the criminal is the
paradigmatic Bad Black Man, the race-conscious black man also fails to
defeat that presumption.
Because the default position on black men is that we fit the Bad
Black Man stereotype, we are incentivized to demonstrate our assimila-
tion.79 A primary means for the Good Black Man to distinguish himself
from the Bad Black Man is to respond to the assimilationist incentive by
engaging in race-distancing acts. 80 Race-distancing acts, such as adopt-
ing the colorblind stance that one does not even notice the color of the
people one interacts with, are ways of performing one's identity that re-
spond to the assimilationist incentive. Such race-distancing in order to
assimilate is problematic, though, since it suggests that only blacks who
act white deserve mainstream success. 81  As a mainstream candidate,
Obama would seem to have been especially subject to the assimilationist
incentive. I will apply this theory of bipolar black masculinity to Obama
in Part II of this essay by arguing that his feminine style was a choice
about how to perform his identity that had strategic benefits.
D. Some Tenets of Masculinities Studies
We can best define masculinities studies as the interdisciplinary
field that describes the ways assumptions about the meanings of man-
76. Id. at 857-58; see also D. Aaron Lacy, The Most Endangered Title VII Plaintiff?: Expo-
nential Discrimination Against Black Males, 86 NEB. L. REv. 552, 566 (2008) (contending black
men are subject to Good Black Man and Bad Black Man depictions); cf Devon W. Carbado,
(E)Racing the Fourth Amendment, 100 MICH. L. REv. 946, 1034-43 (2002) (describing ways that the
ACLU makes the argument against racial profiling depend on whether black men are "good").
77. See generally MAHMOOD MAMDANI, GOOD MUSLIM, BAD MUSLIM: AMERICA, THE COLD
WAR, AND THE RooTs OF TERROR (2004) (discussing dichotmony popularly made between Wester-
nized and medevial muslims and connecting radical islam to Western cold war manipulation in the
middle east).
78. Cf Carbado, supra note 76, at 968-69 (noting Court's "perpetrator perspective" causes it
to presume all police are "racially good" unless proved "racially bad").
79. See Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 887 (identifying default
position on black men).
80. See id. (describing incentive to engage in race-distancing acts).
81. See id. at 893-95 (declaring the assimilationist incentive to provide a false inclusiveness).
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hood are used to justify particular ideas, behaviors, and institutions.82
Masculinities studies is interdisciplinary in that it draws heavily upon
feminist theory, sociology, and queer theory, among other fields. I will
describe the contours of this field by reviewing some of masculinities
studies basic tenets.83
The first tenet of masculinities studies is that the principal message
that masculinity norms send is that masculinity is to be privileged over
femininity. For example, Deborah Brake has described the privileging of
men in athletics. 84 Ann C. McGinley has discussed the privileging of
masculinity in the very structure of work. Valerie Vojdik has discussed
male privileging in the rituals of all-male educational institutions.8 6
Throughout Western civilization men have generally been the leaders
and have generally relegated women to the private sphere.87 Here, that
privileging is seen in the fact that Obama was often denigrated for having
feminine traits, as I will describe in Part II of this essay.
88
A second tenet of masculinities studies is that men have a constant
need to prove to other men that they possess the normative masculinity,
which leads to an ongoing masculine anxiety. 89 That is so because the
rules of the hegemonic, or dominant, form of masculinity" are unrealiz-
82. See generally Cooper, 'Who's the Man?', supra note 14 (defining masculinities studies,
applying it to police stops, proposing reforming police training).
83. There are other tenets, but these are the ones most useful to my current project.
84. See, e.g., Deborah Brake, The Struggle for Sex Equality in Sports and the Theory Behind
Title IX, 34 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 13, 92-93 (2001) (explaining masculinity and male dominance in
male athletics).
85. See Ann C. McGinley, Masculinities at Work, 83 OR. L. REV. 359 (2004) (applying mas-
culinities studies to workplace norms).
86. See Vojdik, supra note 51, at 71, 75 (criticizing male dominance in the male military
academies).
87. See Loma Fox, Re-Possessing "Home": A Re-Analysis of Gender, Homeownership, and
Debtor Default for Feminist Legal Theory, 14 WM. & MARY J. OF WOMEN & L. 423, 437 (2008)
(arguing that the association of women and home confined women to the private sphere and inhi-
bited female development outside the home); see also Judith Koons, "Just" Married?: Same-Sex
Marriage and a History of Family Plurality, 12 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 1, 11-12 (2005) (arguing that
the family construct is fundamental to women's confinement to private sphere); see also Gila Stop-
ler, Gender Construction and the Limits of Liberal Equality, 15 TEX. J. WOMEN & L. 43, 46 (2005)
(distinguishing the feminine private sphere of the family and the masculine public sphere of the
market and politics).
88. A related tenet of masculinities studies is that what makes this privileging of masculinity
over femininity all the more insidious is the fact that it has been invisible. When I say masculinities
have been invisible, I mean this in the way Barbara Flagg talks about "white transparency." Flagg's
point is that whites sometimes operate from perspectives that are widely shared by whites but not
widely shared by nonwhites without acknowledging that they are utilizing a particular perspective.
See generally Barbara J. Flagg, "Was Blind, But Now I See": White Race Consciousness and the
Requirement of Discriminatory Intent, in A READER ON RACE, CrvIL RIGHTS, AND AMERICAN LAW:
A MULTIRACIAL APPROACH 33 (Timothy Davis et al. eds., 2001). Similarly, men may often operate
from a male perspective while thinking they are operating from a neutral perspective. See Cooper,
"Who's the Man?", supra note 14 (making this argument).
89. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 33 (defining masculinity as
"homosocial" in this sense).
90. Kimmel's rules of hegemonic masculinity are (1) never act feminine, (2) accrue power,
success, wealth, and status, (3) always hold your emotions in check, and (4) always exude an aura of
daring and aggression. Id. at 30-31.
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able.91 Manhood is a relentless test of how close you are to the ideal.92
Men must constantly re-prove that they possess the hegemonic form of
masculinity.93 We are thus placed in a state of constant anxiety over our
masculinity.
94
For example, in the 2000 and 2004 elections, individual men's an-
xieties over their masculinity seemed to have been rooted in Republican-
created anxiety over the lack of masculinity of Democratic presidential
candidates Al Gore and John Kerry.95 Nancy Ehrenreich's theory of
reflected masculinity is instructive. She says,
[M]embers of both sexes can obtain a validating sense of masculinity
(of strength, moral merit, and the like) from the reflected masculinity
of their country. Concomitantly, many individuals (of both sexes)
may feel emasculated (that is, may feel a humiliating loss of power)
when their sense of strength and "maleness" of their country is
threatened-such as by the events of September 11, 2001.... Amer-
ican masculinity invites citizens to bask in the reflected glare of state
virility, improving their own sense of self-worth through identifica-
tion with the aggressive actions of their government.
96
The damning effect of feminizing presidential candidates thus seems to
stem from both the fact that masculinity is privileged over femininity and
anxiety over our nation's masculinity.97 The need to prove one's own
masculinity is the principle source of the anxiety some men (and women)
feel over the nation's reflected masculinity.
A third tenet of masculinities studies is that norms of masculinity
constrain men's performances of their identities. The first constraint on
men's identity performances is the need to denigrate contrast figures. As
Mutua says, "the central feature of masculinity is the domination and
oppression of others; namely women, children, and other subordinated
men."98  Since the idealized figure of the powerful white male is the
model for hegemonic masculinity, demonstrating that you fit the hege-
91. Id. at 31.
92. Id.
93. See id. at 36 ("The possibilities of being unmasked are everywhere.").
94. See id. at 37 (defining homophobia as omnipresent fear of being unmasked as less than
masculine).
95. See Maureen Dowd, Who's Hormonal? Hillary or Dick?, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 8, 2006, at
A21 ("G.O.P. gunslingers played into the Western myth and mined images of manliness ....");
David Nitkin, Clinton Voters Disappointed More than Words Needed to Unite Party, Many Say,
BALTIMORE SuN, June 8, 2008, at A2 ('"Republicans always try to feminize Democrats' . ..."
(quoting Shawn Parry-Giles)). Even when the Republicans picked a female Vice-Presidential candi-
date, she was the decidedly masculine Sarah Palin. See Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (calling Sarah
Paln a "masculine... moose hunter," "hockey mo[m]," and "pit bull").
96. Ehrenreich, supra note 6, at 132.
97. Note that "masculinity" is not just a proxy for describing being in a position of domin-
ance. Rather, it is a particular style of acting. For instance, one can wield power by gently persuad-
ing someone that a certain course of action is in everyone's best interest, but that would not be
deemed a masculine way of acting.
98. Mutua, supra note 9, at 5.
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monic pattern of U.S. masculinity involves a repudiation of that model's
contrast figures, most notably, women, gays, and racial minorities. 99
This tenet, like the tenet of masculine anxiety, helps explain why the
Republicans' recent strategy of feminizing Democratic presidential can-
didates had been so effective prior to Obama's election. To feminize the
candidate is to make him seem less manly, and thus, less presidential. I°°
According to Glen Greenwald,
Central to the right-wing myth-making machine is the depiction of
[Republican] male leaders as swaggering tough guys in the iconic
mold of an American cowboy and brave, steadfast warrior ....
Vital to this masculinity marketing campaign is the demonization of
Democrats and liberal males as weak, sniveling, effeminate, effete
cowards .... 101
Greenwald's statement seems to accurately capture the way President
George W. Bush was able to portray himself as more masculine than
Democratic candidates Al Gore and John Kerry. Bush's characterization
of the Democratic candidates as aloof seemed tinged with the implication
that they were too feminine for the job.
The point is not just that denigrating masculinity is effective, but
that denigrating others is an imperative of the hegemonic form of mascu-
linity. Accordingly, presidential candidates are expected to denigrate
each other's masculinities. During the 2008 Presidential general cam-
paign, Obama denigrated Senator John McCain (R-AZ) as old ("errat-
ic") 10 2 and McCain denigrated Obama as effete.1
0 3
99. Id. at 24-25.
100. See Rick Pearson, Obama, McCain Clash on Security; Rivals Fire from Afar on Mideast
Policy, CHI. TRIB., May 17, 2008, at C1 ("'[Tihe American people have every reason to doubt
whether [Obama] has the strength, judgment and determination to keep us safe'....") (quoting John
McCain).
101. See Glen Greenwald, Book News and Media Campaign Coverage, SALON.COM, Apr. 2,
2008, http://www.salon.com/opinion/greenwald/2008/04/02/book.news (describing responses to his
book, GREAT AMERICAN HYPOCRITES).
102. Charles Babington, Mortgage Plan Called Raw Deal, STAR LEDGER, Oct. 10, 2008, at 3
("Obama said, 'I don't think we can afford that kind of erratic and uncertain leadership in these
uncertain times.' Some Republicans say the word 'erratic' is meant to raise doubts about McCain's
age, 72."); Foon Rhee, Candidates Step up Battle over Mortgage Crisis, Ailing Economy, BOSTON
GLOBE, Oct. 10, 2008, at A8 ("Obama said the [economic] plan is the latest example of McCain's
'erratic' behavior during the campaign, a description that Republicans assert is intended to remind
voters of the Republican's age, 72."); Jill Zuckman & John McCormick, Fighting to the Finish, CHI.
TRIB., Oct. 16, 2008, at Cl ("'Obama's campaign has used words such as 'erratic,' 'out of touch' and
'losing his bearings' to describe McCain."') (quoting Bob Schieffer).
103. Jonah Lehrer, The Next Decider; The Election Isn't Just a Referendum on Ideology. It's a
Contest Between Two Modes of Thinking, BOSTON GLOBE, Oct. 5, 2008, at KI ("McCain has at-
tempted to brand Obama as an effete elitist, while Obama has stressed the riskiness of McCain's
approach."); Dana Milbank, For Obama and McCain the Bitter and the Sweet, WASH. POST, Apr.
15, 2008, at A3 ("Hillary Clinton and [John] McCain portray Obama as a member of the effete elite,
alongside John Kerry (Tumbull &amp; Asser shirts) and John Edwards ($400 haircuts.)"); Jill
Zuckman, Obama's 2-front Battle Has Given McCain an Edge, CH. TRIB., May 11, 2008, at Cl
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A second constraint on men's identity performance stems from the
first: a competitiveness reflected in a need to dominate other men. Be-
haviors that seek to express dominance over other men, such as aggres-
sion, are part of the project of establishing that one possesses the hege-
monic form of U.S. masculinity' t0n Given that hegemonic masculinity is
associated with economic success, it might seem strange that a low-brow
quality like aggression is so prized. As Jewel Woods notes, however,
Despite the economic trend away from blue-collar jobs, many of the
most powerful expressions of masculinity within contemporary
American society continue to be associated with blue-collar imagery.
... At the very same time society is becoming less reliant on male
brawn, the dominant cultural images of masculinity are largely de-
rived from the "traditional" ideas of maleness. 
105
So, there is a nostalgia for blue-collar aggression. The expectation that a
man will display an aggressive demeanor is so pervasive that it stands as
a second constraint on men's performances of their identities. This fact
was reflected in the many criticisms of Obama for not striking back more
aggressively when attacked by Hillary Clinton or McCain, which I will
analyze in Part H of this essay. '06
II. ANALYZING OBAMA'S FEMININITY
As sociologist Michael Kimmel has noted, "From the founding of
the country, presidents of the United States have seen the political arena
as a masculine testing ground."' 7 It is thus appropriate that the Orlando
Sentinel presented the 2008 Presidential general election as a referendum
on whether we wanted masculine leadership or feminine leadership. It
said, "Now that the actual [P]residential campaign is under way, we have
("McCain has been portraying Obama as inexperienced, self-entitled and effete, a candidate coddled
by a loving press corps and lacking the judgment necessary for the highest office in the land.").
104. See Patricia Hill Collins, A Telling Difference: Dominance, Strength, and Black Masculin-
ities, in PROGRESSIVE BLACK MASCULINrrIES, supra note 9, at 73, 86 ("Physical dominance, aggres-
siveness, and the use of violence to maintain male power constitute a central feature in the defini-
tions of hegemonic white masculinity ... ").
105. Jewel Woods, Editorial, Why Guys Have a Man-Crush on Obama; Sure Women Swoon,
But Modern Men Seem Weak-Kneed, Too, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, July 24, 2008, at 25.
106. See, e.g., Maureen Dowd, Editorial, Where's His Right Hook? Barack Obama Seems
Refreshingly Decent. Can He Survive Hardball Politics?, PITrSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, Mar. 5,
2007, at B7 [hereinafter Dowd, Where's His Right Hook?]; Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (noting
criticism of Obama for not being aggressive enough); Amy Alkon, Advice Goddess Blog, The Self-
Help President, (Aug. 26, 2008) http://www.advicegoddess.comarchives/2008/08/26/
the.selfhelp-pr.html (criticizing Obama for seeming less masculine than his wife). The expectation
of aggression can be thought of as stemming from our "culture of honor." See generally Dov Cohen
& Joe Vandello, Social Norms, Social Meaning, and the Economic Analysis of Law, 27 J. LEGAL
STUD. 567 (1998) (defining cultures of honor); Cooper, "Who's the Man?", supra note 14 (discuss-
ing cultures of honor).
107. Michael Kimmel, Integrating Men into the Curriculum, 4 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL'Y
181, 183 (1997).
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the traditionally 'masculine' style, embodied by John McCain, emphasiz-
ing experience, toughness, feistiness, stubbornness, grit, exclusivity, etc.,
and the newly emergent 'feminine' managerial style practiced by Obama
and emphasizing communication, consensus, collegiality and inclusivi-
ty. , 0 8 Prior to that editorial, the New York Post ran an editorial suggest-
ing that Obama would be "our first woman president."'1 9 There are more
examples of the gendered framing of this race in the media, which I will
address later.'
10
Obama was called feminine because of his restraint, calm demea-
nor, collaborative style, willingness to speak with enemies, and finely
honed language."' Those characterizations of Obama as feminine, while
melodramatic, did seem to capture real differences between Obama and
his opponents. The media has recognized that Obama has "an unusual
blend of traditionally masculine and feminine skills at work in him." 
12
Further, there is reason to believe Obama's feminization was conscious:
113 Obama's feminine style was unlikely to be accidental given the meti-
culous planning that goes into every move of a Presidential candidate."
14
The media's gendered framing of Obama thus had some basis in Ob-
ama's actions.
The identity theories that I outlined in Part I will prove helpful in
analyzing Obama's feminine style. First, this election gave us a chance
to observe the processes of the social construction of the meanings of
black masculinity and of femininity in action. Since the Presidency is a
bully pulpit that influences how people think about themselves and oth-
ers, I expect that Obama's election will influence people's expectations
for performances of race and gender. Second, we see both the multiplici-
ty and the hierarchy of masculinities in the different constraints (and
privileges) placed on Obama because he is a black male. McCain could
be angry, but Obama could not."l5 Ironically, Obama's status as a minor-
ity male may have given him more leeway to feminize himself than
McCain because of the assumption that black men are already overly
108. The Macho Factor, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Sept. 1, 2008, at A18.
109. Berington & Onore, supra note 5.
110. See, e.g., Ellen Goodman, Editorial, Trading Places; Obama is the Woman, PITTSBURGH
POST-GAZETrE, Feb. 22, 2008, at B7 [hereinafter Goodman, Trading Places] (saying Obama was
the "Oprah candidate"); Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (portraying Obama as aloof and non-aggressive
while describing Sarah Palin as a "masculine... moose hunter," "hockey mo[m]," and "pit bull").
111. See Goodman, Trading Places, supra note 93, at B7.
112. Christi Parsons, Women Lean Toward Obama; But McCain to Fight for Clinton Backers,
CHI. TRta., June 18, 2008, at C1.
113. See Linda Valdez, Editorial, We Need a President with Both Masculine, Feminine Values,
ARIZ. REPUBLIC, May 8, 2008, at 4 ("Barack Obama understands that real strength comes from a
blending of the masculine and feminine.").
114. Obama may have found it strategic to demonstrate a feminine side to the disproportionate-
ly female Democratic electorate.
115. See, e.g., Steve Chapman, John McCain, Reveling in Anger, CHI. TRIB., Oct. 14, 2008, at
C33 (describing McCain as an anger-based candidate).
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masculine.1 16 With those general identity theory insights in mind, I now
turn to specific critical race theory and masculinities studies analyses of
Obama's femininity.
A. Critical Race Theory and Obama as a Good Black Man
Does the bipolar black masculinity thesis that I described in Part I
of this essay apply to the 2008 election? Seemingly, yes. The media has
sometimes acknowledged Obama's bipolarity problem. In an article in
the Washington Post, journalist Courtland Milloy says, "You can walk a
fine line between being too black for whites and not black enough for
blacks." 1 7  That is the basic problem Obama faced, even though he
largely had blacks locked into voting for him given that Republican John
McCain was not seen as a viable alternative. I suspect that many whites
would have been less interested in Obama if he were seen as an inauthen-
tic black man or downright collaborator with white supremacy. Obama
thus had to navigate between poles of blackness and whiteness.
David Frank and Mark Lawrence McPhail illustrate the way Obama
has been positioned as a Good Black Man in their article, Barack Ob-
ama's Address to the 2004 Democratic National Convention: Trauma,
Compromise, Consilience, and the (Im)Possibility of Racial Reconcilia-
tion.1 8 They note that at the 2004 Democratic Convention, the media
contrasted Obama as the Good Black Man against Reverend Al Sharpton
as the Bad Black Man.1 19 Sharpton was a Bad Black Man because he
was race-conscious rather than race-distancing. Observers agree that
during his presidential run Obama distanced himself from both race in
general and past racial minority candidates in particular. 120  He could
thus be characterized as playing the Good Black Man role.
As the Good Black Man image would dictate, Obama consistently
downplayed his race and avoided racial issues.12' For instance, David
Axelrod, a significant Obama campaign official, was quoted as saying,
"[W]e're focusing not on his race but the qualities of leadership that he
would bring to this country."12 2  Such statements are problematic be-
116. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 38 (describing construction of
black men as hypermasculine). Ann C. McGinley reminds me that McCain faced his own identity
constraints, as his age threatened to demasculinize him. McGinley, supra note 85, at 376. That fact
helps explain McCain's emphasis on his military experience and his "maverick" tendencies.
117. Milloy, supra note 19, at B 1.
118. David A. Frank & Mark Lawrence McPhail, Barack Obama's Address to the 2004 Demo-
cratic National Convention: Trauma, Compromise, Consilience, and the (Im)Possibility of Racial
Reconciliation, 8 RHETORIC & PUB. AFF. 571 (2005).
119. See id. at 576-77, 583-85 (comparing and contrasting Obama and Sharpton speeches).
120. Ind. Univ., Two Elephants in the Room, L NEWS RooM, Apr. 10, 2008,
http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news/page/normal7542.html ("Obama ... is trying to avoid being portrayed
as the 'black' candidate....") (quoting Larry Hanks).
121. Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 887 (stating the Good Black
Man must downplay his blackness and avoid racial issues in general).
122. Christi Parsons & John McCormick, Obama, Huckabee Strike First with Iowa Victories;
Edwards Ekes by Clinton for 2nd Amid Huge Turnout, Cn. TRIB., Jan. 4, 2008, at NI (quoting
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cause, in the context of Obama's refusal to mention race even as he made
racial history, they suggest that he was engaging in the type of race-
distancing acts that the Good Black Man model calls for.123 That conclu-
sion is supported by the fact that Obama seemingly tied himself to color-
blindness, t24 another characteristic of the Good Black Man.,25  Obama
often said things like, "There's not a black America and white America
and Latino America and Asian America-there's the United States of
America."
126
My analysis of Obama as a potential Good Black Man also seems to
be supported by the general tone of Obama's campaign. As others have
noted, Obama cultivated a "post-racial" image. 127 While Obama did ex-
plicitly mention race during the controversy over his former pastor, Je-
remiah Wright, he only did so when race was unavoidable and precisely
in order to take race off the table. In a post-election NEW YORKER ar-
ticle, journalist David Remnick said "[t]he speech in Philadelphia did
more than change the subject."'' 28  But changing the subject was the
speech's primary goal.
The bigger problem for Obama, though, was his need to reject lin-
kage with the Bad Black Man. This explains why he denigrated black
fathers and repudiated Wright. First, in his Father's Day speech to a
black audience, Obama scolded fathers, but especially black fathers, for
being "missing in action." 129 It is hard not to believe that such statements
David Axelrod); see also Susan Page & William Risser, Beyond Black and White; Obama's Rise
Spotlights Gains in Race Relations and How Ethnicity Remains a Dividing Line on Some Issues,
USA TODAY, Sept. 23, 2008, at 1A (noting that Obama usually does not emphasize his race); Joseph
Williams, Changing of the Guard; New Generation Replaces Past Civil Rights Leaders, BOSTON
GLOBE, Aug. 28, 2008, at Al ("'Obama's success running a race-neutral campaign has set the stan-
dard for ambitious African-American politicians."') (quoting Michael Cobb).
123. See EUR Political Analysis: Obama Hit for not Mentioning Dr. King's Name During
Acceptance Speech, ELECTRONIC URB. REP., Sept. 2, 2008,
http://www.eurweb.com/story/eur46705.cfm (criticizing Obama's refusal to mention Martin Luther
King's name during acceptance speech).
124. See Frank & McPhail, supra note 118, at 583-84 (criticizing Obama's speech to the 2004
DNC for inviting "the erasure of race"). In a future article, I will explore whether Obama has
adopted a colorblind position on affirmative action.
125. See Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 884.
126. John Aloysius Farrell, Obama Revives MLK's Dream, DENV. POST, Aug. 1, 2004, at A25
(quoting Barack Obama); see also Peter Wehner, Why Republicans Like Obama, WASH. POST, Feb.
3, 2008, at B7 ("I did not travel around this state over the last year and see a white South Carolina or
a black South Carolina.... I saw South Carolina.") (quoting Barack Obama).
127. See Matt Bai, Post-Race, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 10, 2008, at MM8, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/10/magazine/lOpolitics-t.html (describing potentially post-racial
generation of black politicians).
128. Remnick, supra note 21, at 79.
129. Michael McAuliff, Bam Slams AWOL Fathers, DAILY NEWS (N.Y.), June 16, 2008, at 8
("Father's Day turned out to be family values day for Barack Obama, who went home to a Chicago
church to scold 'MIA' dads, especially in the black community."); see also Julie Bosman, Obama
Calls for More Responsibility from Black Fathers, N.Y. TIMES, June 16, 2008, at A15 ("Addressing
a packed congregation at one of the city's largest black churches, Senator Barack Obama on Sunday
invoked his own absent father to deliver a sharp message to black men .... ); Juliet Eilperin, Ob-
ama Discusses Duties of Fatherhood, WASH. POST, June 16, 2008, at A7 ("Calling himself 'an
imperfect father,' Sen. Barack Obama (D-1l.) spoke of the need for more African American men to
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were meant to distance Obama from the Bad Black Man image. As civil
rights leader Julian Bond told Remnick, "Jesse [Jackson, Sr.] had the
feeling that Obama played to white Americans by criticizing black
Americans, for not doing enough to help ourselves .... ,30 When Jack-
son had to apologize for the crude form of such a criticism, it gave Ob-
ama the opportunity to distance himself from a famously race-affirming
black man.
131
Second, Obama repudiated Wright because Wright is a symbol of
the Bad Black Man by virtue of his race-affirming rather than race-
distancing acts. Specifically, Wright has said, "[T]he government gives
(black men) drugs, builds bigger prisons, passes a three-strike law and
then wants us to sing 'God Bless America.' ' 132 Because those statements
are highly race-affirming, they raise the Bad Black Man association. As
Remnick says, the Obama campaign worried that whites were wondering
if "[u]ndemeath his welcoming demeanor, was he [Obama] like a car-
toon version of Wright, full of condemnation and loyal only to his
race?"'133 The loyalty question is key, as black men are presumed to be
completely race loyal. 134 Obama needed to sever his connections to such
live up to their responsibilities in a Father's Day sermon yesterday."); Abdon M. Pallasch, Obama
Urges Fathers to Step Up, CHI. SUN-TIMES, June 16, 2008, at 2 ("White House hopeful Barack
Obama gave a tough-love but optimistic Father's Day sermon at the Apostolic Church of God on
Sunday, exhorting other fathers, especially African Americans, to meet their responsibilities.").
130. Remnick, supra note 21, at 79 (quoting Julian Bond); see also Gregory Scott Parks &
Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, A Better Metric: The Role of Unconscious Race and Gender Bias in the 2008
Presidential Race, Cornell Legal Studies Research Paper No. 08-007, at 23-24 (2008), available at
http://ssm.com/abstract=1 102704 (warning that blacks would deem Obama insufficiently black if he
were perceived to be chastising blacks in order to curry favor with whites).
131. See Remnick, supra note 21, at 79 (describing Jackson's criticism of Obama).
132. Marie Szaniszlo, Race for White House Impacted by Freedom of Preach, BOSTON
HERALD, Mar. 16, 2008, at 14 (quoting Wright). One might be tempted to say that Obama only had
to reject Wright because what he said was stupid. Frankly, Wright's statement might be true. The
government has long been accused of having helped send drugs into the black community as a
response to the Black Power movement. See PATRICIA A. TURNER, I HEARD IT THROUGH THE
GRAPEVINE: RUMOR IN AFRICAN-AMERICAN CULTURE 181-83 (1993) (describing rumors linking
drugs in black neighborhoods with some type of conspiracy); Regina Austin, Beyond Black Demons
& White Devils: Antiblack Conspiracy Theorizing & the Black Public Sphere, 22 FLA. ST. U. L.
REV. 1021, 1023 (1994) (discussing broadly disseminated theory dealing with the "wholesale de-
struction of urban black communities by means of drugs and guns"); Kenneth B. Nunn, Race, Crime,
and the Pool of Surplus Criminality: Of Why the "War on Drugs" was a "War on Blacks," 6 J.
GENDER RACE & JUST. 381, 425 (2002) (describing the accusations). The government has built
more prisons and disproportionately sent blacks there. See VIJAY PRASHAD, KEEPING UP WITH THE
Dow JONESES: DEBT, PRISON, WORKFARE 69 (2003) (containing chapter on "Prison" criticizing
hyper-imprisonment). The government does pass three-strikes laws that permanently imprison petty
criminals, a disproportionate amount of those prisoners being black. See Christopher M. Alexander,
Crushing Equality: Gender Equal Sentencing in America, 6 AM. U. J. GENDER & L. 199, 214-17
(1997) (discussing three-strike laws' adverse effect on African-American women); Mary Beth Lipp,
A New Perspective on the "War on Drugs": Comparing the Consequences of Sentencing Policies in
the United States and England, 37 LOY. L.A. ENT. L. REV. 979, 1022 (2004) (criticizing three-strike
laws for racially disparate impact)); Michael Tonry & Matthew Melewski, The Malign Effects of
Drug and Crime Control Policies on Black Americans, 37 CRIME & JUST. 1, 29 (2008) (same).
133. Remnick, supra note 21, at 78.
134. See Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 891 (arguing default
position on black men helps justify the status quo).
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a speaker more so than a white politician would have had to sever ties to
a white supremacist because the bipolarity of black masculinity makes
such associations a sign of a completely bad character. If white mascu-
linity were represented in such a bipolar fashion, McCain could have
been subjected to claims that he had a completely bad character. But the
media hardly mentioned McCain's ties to Reverend John Hagee, who
said that Hitler "was fulfilling God's plan for Jews."
135
Having seen the applicability of the bipolar black masculinity the-
sis, we can now see that Obama's post-racial Good Black Man approach
is related to his feminine style. The best example of this is the fact that,
as a black man, Obama had to soften his approach or be deemed an angry
black man. During the campaign, Milloy said that Obama was being
called on to prove he was man enough for the Presidency, but "without
coming off as an angry black man. 1 3 6 That stereotype may be related to
the image of black men as overly masculine since anger is an extreme
form of the aggressiveness expected of men. 137 People fear that black
men will easily lose their tempers and become out of control. 38 Time
Magazine made this point a month before the general election.
139
I speculate that Obama's preternaturally calm demeanor originated
in his need to counter the stereotype of the angry black man. Anecdotes
from Obama's autobiography, Dreams From my Father: A Story of Race
and Inheritance, support that view. Remnick concludes that as an un-
dergraduate, "What Obama did learn in those days was the strategic ben-
efit of a calm and inviting temperament." 140 Obama learned that people
like a calm black man; "such a pleasant surprise to find a well-mannered
young black man who didn't seem angry all the time.' ' 1  Remnick's
statements are consistent with what we know about how young black
135. See Eric Ressner, Letter to the Editor, Associations: Tit for Tat, ST. LOUIS POST-
DISPATCH, Oct. 19, 2008, at B2 (writing that "Rev. John Hagee, whose endorsement Mr. McCain
sought, called the Catholic Church 'the great whore,' said Hitler was fulfilling God's plan for Jews,
and preached that Hurricane Katrina was God's vengeance on New Orleans for allowing a Gay Pride
parade"); Frank Rich, Op-Ed., If Terrorists Rock the Vote in 2008, N.Y. TIMES, June 29, 2008, at
WK12 (noting McCain's "tardy disowning of the endorsement he sought" from Hagee); Michael
Scherer, Still Prepping for Prime Time, TIME, June 9, 2008, at 28 ("McCain was forced to announce
he would 'reject' the endorsements of two controversial evangelical pastors ....
136. See Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (considering Obama).
137. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 38 (describing images of black
men as hypermasculine); see also discussion supra notes 104-06 and accompanying text (identifying
expectation of aggressiveness as a constraint on men's identity performances).
138. See U.S. GLASS CEILING COMM'N, GOOD FOR BUSINESS: MAKING FULL USE OF THE
NATION'S HUMAN CAPITAL 71 (1995) (documenting stereotypes of black males as "aggressive,"
"undisciplined," "violent," "confrontational," "emotional," "hostile," and so on). On stereotyping of
Black males, see generally FLOYD D. WEATHERSPOON, AFRICAN-AMERICAN MALES AND THE LAW:
CASES AND MATERIALS (1998).
139. See Klein, supra note 23 ("Part of Obama's steadiness is born of necessity: An angry, or
flashy, black man isn't going to be elected President.").
140. Remnick, supra note 21, at 71.
141.. Id. (quoting BARACK OBAMA, DREAMS FROM MY FATHER: A STORY OF RACE AND
INHERITANCE (1996)).
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men are raised. We are often warned to be non-threatening in order to
avoid police brutality, which is disproportionately visited upon young
black males.1 42  Obama was certainly aware that black men are often
viewed as threatening since he mentioned his grandmother's fear of
black men during his campaign speech on race.
43
My argument is not that Obama was in fact an angry black man who
hid his anger during the campaign. Rather, I argue that Obama became a
calm black man much earlier in life because he learned that angry black
men are not acceptable in elite mainstream environments. Further, the
reason angry black masculinity is unacceptable is because it is associated
with a race-affirming position. For example, even when Obama wanted
to infuse race into the conversation, he found that whites would not allow
him to do so. As Remnick reports, the campaign noted a decline in Ob-
ama's poll numbers after he repeatedly stated that he did not look like the
other Presidents on U.S. currency during his European tour. 44 Obama
immediately ceased and desisted from race talk. 45 Consequently, Ob-
ama's refusal to get angry even in the face of attacks, which contradicts
hegemonic masculinity's call for aggressiveness and is a primary basis
for his being called feminine, should be deemed to be the result of spe-
cial constraints on the performance of black male identity. The principal
reason Obama was more feminine than other Presidential candidates was
to avoid a pervasive stereotype associated with the Bad Black Man. As I
will demonstrate, however, that feminization strategy came with risks.
B. Masculinities Studies and the Dangers of Obama's Feminization
Obama's conundrum was that he had to feminize himself in order
not to be seen as an angry black man, but femininity is still a slur.
People do not fully believe that women can lead or that feminine styles
can show strength. 146 Despite his masculine traits, such as being an avid
sports fan 47 and his seemingly traditional relationship with his wife Mi-
chelle, 148 Obama had a feminine style in the ways I have discussed. His-
142. See Carbado, supra note 76, at 954-53 (relating Kenneth Meeks' warnings to black men
who are stopped for "driving while black").
143. See Michael McAuliff & Michael Saul, Bam Jam Over 'Typical White' Folk Talk in
Philly, DAILY NEWS (N.Y.), Mar. 21, 2008, at 9 (noting use of grandmother anecdote in speech).
144. See Remnick, supra note 21, at 78.
145. Id.
146. See Laura Padilla, A Gendered Update on Women Law Deans: Who, Where, and Why
Not?, 15 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 443, 485 (2007) (arguing that negative attitudes and
stereotypes about women leaders prevail despite the women's rights movement); Mary Radford, Sex
Stereotyping and the Promotion of Women to Positions of Power, 41 HASTINGS L.J. 471, 490-91
(1990) (noting Western perception that males are dominant, self-confident leaders and women are
docile, gentle followers); Deborah Rhode, The Difference "Difference" Makes, 55 ME. L. REV. 15,
17 (2003) (arguing that gender stereotypes create obstacles to female advancement).
147. See Jonathan Martin, First Fan Obama takes aim at the BCS, POLITICO.COM, Jan. 11,
2009, http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0109/17313.html ("Obama is seemingly as sports-
crazed as the city from which he hails...").
148. See Christi Parsons, Is Michelle Obama really in the kitchen?, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 23, 2009,
at A9, available at http://www.latimes.comlnews/nationworldlnation/la-na-michelle-obama23-
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tory professor Estelle Freedman fleshed out Obama's gender problem.
She said, "Some of the criticism of Obama as being too aloof, or not
going after red meat enough, or not being aggressive enough, are really
questioning his masculinity in some ways."' 149 So, Obama's restrained
style could have proven unacceptable to too many people because it was
a break with the masculine style traditionally associated with the Presi-
dency.
The masculinities studies tenets I noted earlier elucidate the aspects
of Obama's feminine style that proved problematic. First, the privileging
of masculinity is clearly seen in the denigration of Obama for his femi-
nine style. For example, MSNBC talk show host Joe Scarborough called
Obama "prissy" and insinuated that Obama is not "a real man" because
he is not good at bowling.'50 That denigration of Obama's perceived
feminine qualities was consistent with hegemonic masculinity's privileg-
ing of masculinity. The persistence of associations between the Presi-
dency and masculinity suggests that we still have a long way to go on
gender.
Second, we see masculine anxiety in the hand-wringing about the
possibility that an Obama presidency might be a feminized presidency.
Recall that a need to prove that one is sufficiently masculine is built into
the structure of masculinity.'' Recall further that many people implicit-
ly expect to be able to bask in the nation's reflected masculinity.1 52 By
virtue of his feminine style, Obama risked failing to satisfy people's
needs to soothe their anxiety over our nation's masculinity. His calm-
ness and openness to negotiating rather than imposing his will made
some people worry he was not tough enough to be President. 53  That
anxiousness was gendered.
Third, the criticism of Obama's lack of manliness reflects hegemon-
ic masculinity's constraint of requiring the denigration of contrast fig-
ures. In contravention of the dictates of hegemonic masculinity, whereby
masculinity is achieved by not "acting like a woman,"1 54 Obama did not
attempt to distance himself from his feminine tendencies.155  Given the
2009feb23,0,2585916.story ("Is her goal to become a symbol of the traditional wife and mother?").
Of course, this is also about Obama's heteronormativity, which is an important subject that I do not
address in this essay.
149. See Milloy, supra note 19, at B 1 (quoting Estelle Freedman, Professor of history, Stanford
University).
150. Morning Joe (MSNBC television broadcast Mar. 31, 2008), available at
http://mediamatters.org/items/200803310007.
151. See discussion supra notes 89-97 and accompanying text (discussing masculine anxiety).
152. See Ehrenreich, supra note 6, at 132 (detailing reflected masculinity thesis).
153. See Linda Killian, Obama's Tough Talk Falls Short, POLITICO.CoM, Aug. 2, 2007,
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0807/5222.html (criticizing Obama for lacking toughness).
154. See Angela Harris, Gender, Violence, Race, and Criminal Justice, 52 STAN. L. REV. 777,
785 (2000) (discussing how men prove their masculinity).
155. Obama did denigrate his female opponent, Hillary Clinton-"You're likable enough"-
but that is not the same thing as denigrating femininity. See Steve Huntley, Despite Divisions, Dems
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need to denigrate contrast figures that inheres in hegemonic masculinity,
Obama put his masculinity in question when he acted inclusive rather
than exclusive. As I suggested when discussing the constraints on the
performance of masculinity, hegemonic masculinity calls on men to re-
ject femininity. 56  Obama's failure to do so may explain why he was
often criticized as unmanly.
Fourth, a further constraint on Obama's performance of his identity
is that, given the premium that hegemonic masculinity places on aggres-
siveness, Obama's empathetic style is anti-masculine. 157  This was re-
flected in the calls for Obama to be tougher in responding to attacks.
The title of one editorial captures the spirit of this criticism: Where's his
Right Hook? Barack Obama Seems Refreshingly Decent. Can he Sur-
vive Hardball Politics?158  That attitude about Obama's candidacy was
reflective of the expectation that men will maintain an aggressive de-
meanor, especially in the face of attacks. 159 Calls for Obama to be more
aggressive were also reflective of Democrats' desires to "fight the last
war" by not having their candidate get "swift-boated.' ' 60 But the intensi-
ty of the calls for aggressiveness, in conjunction with general calls for
Obama to be more manly, suggests that gender, and not just political
effectiveness, was at issue.
Finally, we might note that despite the dangers that Obama's femi-
nization presented for him, his ability to feminize was bolstered by cer-
on Top, CHI. SuN-TvIEs, Feb. 10, 2008, at A27 (noting Obama's comment during a debate). Given
pervasive fears amongst whites that Obama would be race-loyal, he may have been in a position
where it was better to be criticized for being feminine because he was inclusive rather than being
seen as exclusive in the sense of race-loyalty.
156. See, e.g., L Bennett Capers, Sex(ual) Orientation and Title VII, 91 COLUM. L. REV. 1158,
1171-72 (1991) (noting that women may face employment barriers if perceived as cooperative,
sensitive, and submissive); Jane Maslow Cohen, Equality for Girls and Other Women: The Built
Architecture for the Purposive Life, 9 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 103, 106 (1998) (explaining
critiques of andocentrism for valorizing the male condition and denigrating the female condition);
Barbara Stark, Guys and Dolls: Remedial Nurturing Skills in Post-Divorce Practice, Feminist
Theory, and Family Law Doctrine, 26 HOFSTRA L. REV. 293, 336 (1997) (recognizing law's failure
to value traditionally feminine attributes such as intimacy and empathy).
157. See Mary Becker, Patriarchy and Inequality: Towards a Substantive Feminism, 1999 U.
CHI. LEGAL. F. 21, 27 (1999) (observing that patriarchal cultures idealize women as "dependent,
vulnerable, pliant, weak, supportive, nurturing, intuitive, emotional, and empathic"); Amy Cohen,
Gender: An (Un)Useful Category of Prescriptive Negotiation Analysis?, 13 TEX. J. WOMEN & L.
169, 173, 175 (2003) (arguing that feminine characteristics such as inclusivity and empathy are
"denigrated in negotiation theory and practice"); Emma Lindsay, Lysistrata, Women & War: Inter-
national Law's Treatment of Women in Conflict and Post-Conflict Situations, 12 TEx. WESLEYAN L.
REV. 345, 351 (2005) (associating female characteristics such as submissiveness, passivity, and
inclusivity with weakness).
158. Dowd, Where's His Right Hook?, supra note 106, at B7; see also Alkon, supra note 89
(criticizing Obama for seeming less masculine than his wife); Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (noting
criticism of Obama for not being aggressive enough).
159. See discussion supra notes 104-06 and accompanying text (arguing an expectation of
aggressiveness constrains men's identity performances).
160. See, e.g., E.J. Dionne, Editorial, Finally, Jinxed Month of August is Almost Over,
CHARLESTON GAZETrE (W. Va.), Aug. 23, 2008, at 4A (raising the issue of Obama's ability to head-
off demonizing attacks).
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tain stereotypes. As a man, Obama had more room to feminize without
seeming too feminine than female politicians. Moreover, the stereotypes
of black men as overly masculine meant people still took Obama to be
sufficiently masculine. In contrast, Hillary Clinton clearly felt the need
to out-macho Obama during their Democratic primary contests. 161 As
professor Georgia Duerst-Lahti says, "The first woman has to out-
masculine the man, kind of like Margaret Thatcher did. ... Men have a
lot more latitude."'162 As a man, and a black man in particular, Obama
had more room to negotiate a partly feminized masculinity.'
63
C. Obama Had to be Unisex
So, why do I suggest that Obama is our first "unisex" President?
Because Obama could not be too masculine, even as he had to prove he
was not too feminine. Perhaps, then, Obama's masculinity problem is
really a refracted version of his bipolar black masculinity problem. Just
as Obama had to navigate between the shoals of blackness and white-
ness, he had to position himself as feminine, but not too much so. He
had to be unisex.
Use of the term unisex is especially appropriate in this context be-
cause it captures the performative nature of race and gender. If Obama
was unisex in the sense that blue jeans are unisex, the strategic nature of
his choices of when to act more feminine or more masculine comes into
high relief. He sometimes chose to be more feminine than other Presi-
dential candidates in order to be racially palatable. He sometimes chose
to be more masculine in order to project the ability to be Commander-in-
Chief. The overall effect was to place him in the middle of the gender
continuum that we might expect from a Presidential candidate rather than
on the more masculine end.
Still, he was hardly feminine or asexual compared to the general
populace. Rather, he was relatively unisex for the context of a Presiden-
tial campaign. That his gender performance must be contextualized
helps us see that all identity performance is limited by what is intelligible
and acceptable to the relevant audience. As Ann C. McGinley points out
in this symposium, Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin and Michelle Obama
each performed their identities differently because of ways that aspects
161. See Richard Ruelas, Must Hillary Walk "Man Enough" Line?, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, March 4,
2008, at 1 (noting Hillary's dilemma of how masculine to be). Palin, while feminine in many ways,
was also masculine in many ways. See Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (calling Sarah Palin a "mascu-
line moose hunter, hockey mom, and pitbul"). Whether Palin was also trying to be unisex in the
sense of being male-enough to be Presidential and female-enough to make people comfortable is an
interesting question for another day.
162. Michael Scherer, Hillary is from Mars, Obama is from Venus, SALON.COM, July 12, 2007,
http://www.salon.com/news/feature2007/07/12/obama-hillary/print.html.
163. For examples of how Hillary Clinton and other prominent women had their identity per-
formances constrained during the 2008 campaign, see Ann C. McGinley's excellent essay in this
symposium. Ann C. McGinley, Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin, and Michelle Obama: Performing
Gender, Race, and Class on the Campaign Trail, 86 DENV. U. L. REV. 709 (2009).
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of their identities, such as age, ideology, and race, made certain identity
stances more or less available to them.164 For Obama, identity factors
impelled him toward a certain unisex style.
IH. CONCLUSION: THE POSSIBILITIES OF A UNISEX PRESIDENCY
I did not imagine I would live to see a black President (and I am not
especially old). Nor did I expect to see anything but a macho man (or
woman) win the Presidency in our recent climate. Given the symbolic
power of the Presidency, one would expect Obama's election to influ-
ence how people think about race and gender. In this concluding section
of the essay, I speculate about the impact of Obama's unisex style.
Freedman suggests a racial problem with Obama's feminization:
"Obama has been successful because he embodies an earlier model of
black male politicians for whom respectability and reason were tickets
into full citizenship." 165  The politics of respectability that Freedman
refers to is dangerous for the same reason that playing the Good Black
Man game is dangerous. Striving to prove one's exceptional respectabil-
ity accepts that only special blacks merit inclusion while the dregs of the
race are to be left behind. 166 Freedman was right that the media was
questioning Obama's masculinity. 167 If the only answer was for Obama
to play the politics of respectability, his feminization served as a similar
type of race-distancing act as bipolar black masculinity has always re-
quired.
Nonetheless, there is some reason for optimism. The potential for
Obama to change what is an intelligible performance of black masculini-
ty has been recognized by black men:
For African-American men, Obama has accomplished something
even more extraordinary. He has arguably single-handedly trans-
formed the black public sphere. In their eyes, it is no longer "easy"
to view black men solely through the lens of deficiencies, bad beha-
vior, their bodies or even their relationship to black women. 168
In the simplest sense, then, black male identity has already been recon-
structed by Obama's success since it is now possible to imagine a black
man as a president. In addition to that opening up of images of black
men, there may also be a shutting down of images. After Obama, many
164. See generally McGinley, supra note 163 (comparing women's identity performances
during the campaign).
165. Milloy, supra note 19, at BI (quoting Estelle Freedman, Professor of history, Stanford
University).
166. See Cooper, Against Bipolar Black Masculinity, supra note 16, at 892 (arguing triumphal-
ism about assimilated black successes assumes the "dregs" of the black community deserve their
fate).
167. See discussion supra note 149 and accompanying text (quoting Estelle Freedman, Profes-
sor of history, Stanford University).
168. Woods, supra note 105, at 25.
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people's dominant image of black men will be of calmness rather than
anger. Obama thus has a debiasing effect on racial stereotypes. Further,
Obama will create new images of black masculinity that will help to con-
struct the future expectations of black men. For black men, therefore,
Obama stands as a redemptive figure for our attributed identities. This is
the racial payoff of Obama' s success. 169
The gender payoff of Obama's success is that it could remove some
of the stigma from femininity. Taken together, the tenets of masculinity
describe a privileged but anxious status that may constrain men nearly as
much as it empowers them. This is why men, who are clearly privileged
as a group, sometimes feel disempowered as individuals. 170 This creates
a tension in masculinity whereby masculinity is both something people
expect you to demonstrate and something some people might want to
escape. This may be the genius of Obama's feminization: it allows us to
have it both ways on masculinity. While Obama is hardly effeminate, he
seems unusually non-anxious about his masculinity. As MS. Magazine
recently put it on their cover, perhaps Obama is "what a feminist looks
like. '1 71 He certainly seems to be a man who is comfortable with the fact
that he has a feminine side. There is certainly reason to believe that Ob-
ama may be a harbinger of a move toward "progressive black masculini-
ties" that are not based on the denigration of femininity. 172 As a result,
the potential is there for Obama's example to allow all men greater
movement along the gender continuum.
However, while Obama is not exactly "metrosexual," that gender-
bending status suggests a cautionary note. Metrosexuals have been ac-
cused of taking advantage of their privileged heterosexual status in order
to dabble in gay style when it is convenient. 173 To the extent that Ob-
ama's feminization was only enabled by his male (and even black male)
privilege, his being unisex does not necessarily portend the loosening of
identity constraints.
Ultimately, though, I expect Obama's unisex performance on the
world's biggest stage to free up all sorts of people to perform their identi-
ties against the grain. Butler might say that Obama has cited norms of
black masculinity and Presidential masculinity with a difference and
thereby created new performative possibilities. In a small way, but at a
fundamental level, Obama's refusal to accept that a Presidential demea-
169. A remaining concern, however, is that Obama may be framed as a special case that proves
nothing about the abilities and characters of black men in general.
170. See KIMMEL, Masculinity as Homophobia, supra note 8, at 40 (noting that chauffeurs can
feel disempowered even as others are pedestrians).
171. See http://msmagazine.coml (last visited January 28, 2009) (showing cover of latest issue
with Obama wearing a 'This is what a feminist looks like" t-shirt).
172. Mutua, supra note 9, at 7.
173. See Josd Gabilondo, Irrational Exuberance About Babies: The Taste for Heterosexuality
and Its Conspicuous Reproduction, 28 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 1, 64 (2008) (suggesting that hetero-
sexuals stand to gain from copying homosexuals).
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nor requires a hyper-masculine style challenges the assumptions of the
hegemonic form of masculinity, If the President can be both black and
unisex, maybe we are all more free to perform our identities as we see fit
than we had imagined.
174
174. Again, I do not mean that we are free in a transcendental sense. I mean only that, after the




GOD-TALK IN THE AGE OF OBAMA: THEOLOGY AND
RELIGIOUS POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT
CHARLTON C. COPELANDt
Discussions of the role of religion in political life usually take one
of two forms. In popular depictions, the focus is on the role that reli-
gious affiliation plays in determining how individual support of or oppo-
sition to a number of hotly contested issues, including the Presidency,'
ballot initiatives on same-sex marriage, 2 the use of federal funds in stem-
cell research,3 restrictions on the availability of abortion,4 or the role that
religious evangelicals play in American political life. In academic treat-
ments, the focus is usually on the extent to which religious adherents
should be required to ground their public, political positions on reasons
that can be accepted by all rational participants. 5 Despite the fact that
religion played a sensational role in the historic 2008 Presidential cam-
paign,6 the 2008 election did not give rise to a discussion over the role of
religion in public life, as it had in past elections.7
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1. CNN exit poll data for the Presidential election of 2004, showing the disparity between
Bush and Kerry among religious voters, http://www.beliefnet.com/News/Politics/2004/11/2004-
Election-Exit-Poll-Results.aspx.
2. Lisa Leff, Poll: California Gay Marriage Ban Driven by Religion, ABCNEwS.COM, Dec.
4, 2008, http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory?id=6390007.
3. Gary Langer, Public Backs Stem Cell Research, ABCNEwS.COM, June 26, 2001,
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/DailyNews/pol1010626.html (ABC news article breaking the
support and opposition for stem cell research down by, among other things, religion).
4. "Support for Legal Abortion Wobbles; Religion Informs Much Opposi-
tion,"ABCNEwS.COM, June 24, 2001, http://abcnews.go.comI/images/PollingUnit/855a2Abortion.pdf
(ABC News/Beliefnet Poll).
5. See, e.g., CHRISTOPHER J. EBERLE, RELIGIOUS CONVICTION IN LIBERAL POLITICS (2002);
MICHAEL J. PERRY, RELIGION IN POLITICS: CONSTITUTIONAL AND MORAL PERSPECrIVES (1997);
JOHN RAWLS, POLITICAL LIBERALISM (1993); KENT GREENAWALT, RELIGIOUS CONvICTIONS AND
POLITICAL CHOICE (1988).
6. The controversy that arose over comments made by Barack Obama's former pastor, Rev.
Jeremiah A. Wright, and his continued affiliation with Trinity United Church of Christ, was framed
primarily in terms of race rather than the terms of race and American politics rather than religion.
See Michael Powell, A Fiery Theology Under Fire, N.Y. TMES, May 4, 2008, at 1. Barack Obama's
Speech was called perhaps the most significant speech on race by an American politician since
Lyndon Johnson. See Janny Scott, Obama Chooses Reconcilation Over Rancor, N.Y. TIMEs, March
19, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/19/us/politicsl19assess.html (likening
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Although the 2008 Presidential campaign did not produce a signal
moment that sparked an evaluation of the place of religious discourse in
American political life, it delivered a candidate onto the national stage
who has thought seriously about the role of faith in politics-Barack
Obama. Perhaps betraying his roots as a law professor, Obama has been
remarkably open about what he takes to be the appropriate role of faith in
politics. Perhaps more significantly, however, he has been even more
open about his path to religious faith.8 Obama is arguably the most theo-
logically serious politician in modem American political history.
Through his descriptions of his religious experience Obama displays a
sophisticated engagement with the central ideas of Christian theology-
the meaning of the life and work of Jesus, the nature of sin, the role of
the Christian community-that provide a conception of the relationship
between religious faith and the social order.9 Obama's openness raises
the hopes of those who see in Obama the possibility of forging a rela-
tionship between religion and liberal democracy that might transcend the
distrust of the other that exists on each side.
Those desirous of a dialogue about the role of religion in democratic
life would also point to Obama's admiration for and recognition of the
contributions of morally-based justice movements to American history.
He has articulated the debt that Americans owe to the social justice vi-
Obama's speech on race to earlier speeches by Lyndon Johnson, John Kennedey and Abraham
Lincoln). Republican Presidential candidate John McCain was not untouched by the fallout of
religious leaders speaking out in controversial ways. In many ways, the fact that the Jeremiah
Wright controversy was interpreted as a racial rather than religious controversy put Obama at risk
among the very people who tend to be more sympathetic to religion's role in public life-working
class whites-rather than the group of people whose support Obama could readily depend upon-
secular liberals-who are less likely to support religion in political decision making. See Associated
Press, Polls: Obama Falters Among Working-Class Whites, MSNBC.COM, May 4, 2008 (attributing
a part of Obama's declining fortunes among working-class whites to the Jeremiah Wright controver-
sy).
7. Perhaps this is because the leading Democratic candidates for President seemed, as a
group, more comfortable talking about religion and their own religious experiences. This might also
have been the result of the Democratic Party's calculus that it could not afford to lose religious
voters as they had in 2004, and expect to win a Presidential election. See, E.J. DIONNE, JR., SOULED
OUT: RECLAIMING FAITH AND POLITICS AFTER THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT (2008).
8. BARACK OBAMA, DREAMS FROM MY FATHER: A STORY OF RACE AND INHERITANCE
(1995) [hereinafter OBAMA, DREAMS]; BARACK OBAMA, THE AUDACITY OF HOPE (Crown 2006)
[hereinafter OBAMA, AUDACITY].
9. By theology, I mean the systematic reflection on religious faith. Some of the basic themes
in Christian theology are: the humanity and divinity of Jesus Christ; the relationship between reason
and revelation (How does God reveal Godself to creation? Is it appreciable by all?); the relationship
between grace and works as a means by which humanity gains salvation from sin (Can humanity
earn salvation through work or is it unmerited gift?); the origin, nature and scope of sin (Are there
differing vulnerabilities to sin? What is the remedy/consequence of sin?); the relationship between
structures and the mediation of grace and revelation (What is the purpose of the institutional church?
Can humanity receive knowledge of God and the grace of God outside of such structures?); and the
relationship between the church and the political order (What ought to be relationship between the
religious community and the political order?). See WILLIAM C. PLACHER, A HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION (1983). Such reflection is clearly not limited to the Christian con-
text. See, e.g., BINYAMIN ABRAHAMOV, ISLAMIC THEOLOGY: TRADITIONALISM AND RATIONALISM
(1998); ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL, GOD IN SEARCH OF MAN: A PHILOSOPHY OF JUDIAISM (1955).
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sion of actors whose beliefs and methods were seen as divisive or irra-
tional in their own periods. Obama writes,
[I]t has not always been the pragmatist, the voice of reason, or the
force of compromise, that has created the conditions for liberty. The
hard cold facts remind me that it was unbending idealists . .. who
recognized power would concede nothing without a fight. It was the
wild-eyed prophecies of John Brown, his willingness to spill blood
and not just words on behalf of his visions, that helped force the issue
of a nation half slave and half free. I'm reminded that deliberation
and the constitutional order may sometimes be the luxury of the po-
werful, and that it has sometimes been the cranks, the zealots, the
prophets, the agitators, and the unreasonable-in other words the ab-
solutists-that have fought for a new order.'
0
It is to these "absolutists" that Obama raises a metaphorical glass in sa-
lute of their uncompromising vision for a better social order, even when
their actions were seen as beyond the boundary of the normal political
order. One gets the sense that Obama is poised to usher in a new era of
mutual respect between those who would seek to eradicate religion from
American public life and political discourse and those who would
"Christianize the social order."
Upon reading Obama's discussions of faith in American public life
and the role of morally-guided figures in American history, it is clear that
Obama will not attempt to capitalize on the schism between the religious
and secular for political gain. Not only does Obama evidence an incred-
ible appreciation for religion as civic force in American public life," he
appears to appreciate religion's role as a counter-force in American pub-
lic life. Obama clearly respects Abolitionists' contributions to the im-
provement of American society, while simultaneously appreciating the
oppositional stance against the status quo (including the state), which
made such contributions possible. However, if one hopes for a trans-
formed conversation about the role of religion in American public de-
bate, Obama might prove to be a disappointment. Obama's professed
resolution of the dilemma of the role of religion in public debate is dis-
appointingly similar to the resolution pressed by others who have ad-
dressed this issue.' 2 Obama's resolution of the challenge of religion in
10. OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra note 8, at 97.
11. Religion as the source of civic virtue has often been applauded in American life. As
Stephen Carter has noted, "having lots of public religion is not the same as taking religion seriously,
and the presence of religious rhetoric in public life does not mean that citizens to whom that rhetoric
is precious are accorded the respect that they deserve." STEPHEN CARTER, CULTURE OF DISBELIEF:
How LAW AND POLITICS TRIVIALIZE RELIGIOUS DEVOTION 44-45 (1993). Acceptance of religion
as a source of civic piety has been used to justify the constitutionality of religious practices by state
agencies. See Lee v. Weisnan, 505 U.S. 577 (1992) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (rejecting the majority's
conclusion that prayers at graduation ceremony violated the Establishment Clause, in part, on the
ground that the practice of pubic prayer has a long history in American public life).
12. See, e.g., ROBERT AUDI & NICHOLAS WOLTERSTORFF, RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SQUARE:
THE PLACE OF RELIGIOUS CONvICTIONS IN POLITICAL DEBATE (Rowman & Littlefield, 1996) (Audi
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political debate is the imposition of an obligation that religiously moti-
vated citizens "translate their concerns into universally, rather than reli-
gion-specific values."'
' 3
This essay contends that Obama's imposition of the translatability
requirement mirrors, in many ways his "translation" of the movements
and figures of American social justice movements whose foundation and
content was based on a religious conception of justice. Ironically, Ob-
ama's admiring translation of these figures mutes their religious identi-
ties, thereby denying their full admission into the pantheon of American
citizens on terms that would have been most comprehensible to them.
Obama's translation requirement, or at least Obama's justifications for it,
suggest that Obama, the religionist, is incomprehensible to Obama, the
politician. Further, this essay asserts that Obama's resolution appears to
disregard the extent to which a theological tradition of which he is a part
might provide justification for rethinking the terms of the debate about
religion's appropriate role in a liberal democracy.
The lens through which I will organize Obama's theological con-
ceptions borrows from the taxonomy articulated by the late Yale theolo-
gian H. Richard Niebuhr in his classic work, Christ and Culture. 4 Ri-
chard Niebuhr's central claim is that the relationship between religion
and the social order is adjudicated by the theological beliefs held by var-
ious religious adherents. Each of these "types" essays to resolve the di-
argues against Wolterstorff in favor of prohibiting religious justifications as a basis for public deci-
sion making in liberal democratic societies); BRUCE ACKERMAN, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE LIBERAL
STATE (1980) (same). This essay does not directly address the arguments mandating publically
accessible grounds as a basis for public debate. For such arguments, see, for example, PERRY, supra
note 5, and CARTER, supra note 11, at 213-32.
13. OBAMA, AUDACrY, supra note 8, at 219. Throughout I will refer to this requirement as a
translatability requirement or translation requirement.
14. H. RICHARD NIEBUHR, CHRIST AND CULTURE (2001) (50th Anniversary Edition) [herei-
nafter NIEBUHR, CHRIST AND CULTURE]. Nothing I say here should be meant to suggest that any
type offered is an exact description of any movement, ideology, or individual. This is an inexact
science, but a still helpful and illuminative one as I hope it will allow us to think again about the
interaction "from the other side." Also, I recognize that the typology upon which I rely sounds a bit
out of place in a religiously plural democracy. Nothing that I say here should be read as suggesting
that Christianity, though the dominant form of religious expression in American religious and public
life, is the sole or preferred form of religious expression. Nevertheless, the framework upon which I
rely is clearly Christian-centered. It is dependant upon a set of theological propositions that take the
Biblical narrative of creation, fall, prophetic pronouncement, redemption in the life, death and resur-
rection of the person of Jesus, and the final consummation of history in the ultimate unification of
the earthly and heavenly realm in the full flowering of the reign of God in Jesus Christ at the end of
time. I do not think it would be possible, or helpful, to discuss religion "in general." It is exactly
against a discussion of generalities that I hope to reject and avoid in this essay. It is misleading to
suggest that religious pluralism in the United States has become so pervasive or acceptable that there
is no way to speak about Christianity's prominent place in American religious life, as an empirical
fact. Claims that Barack Obama is a Muslim were employed to disqualify him from eligibility for
the nation's highest office and to circulate rumors about his fitness to serve. See Perry Bacon Jr.,
Foes Use Obama's Muslim Ties to Fuel Rumors About Him, WASH. POST, Nov. 29, 2007 at AOl.
Moreover, that the Obama campaign met these assertions with repeated affirmations of his Christian
identity, suggest that despite the talk of America's plural religious present, there remains a large
segment of the population that continues to believe that Christian identity is a central qualifying
factor for the office of the President.
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lemma of the relationship of religious faith and culture. At one extreme,
the dilemma of Christ and culture is read as endemic and eternal, there-
fore underwriting the resolution of separation and exclusion. At the oth-
er extreme, Christ and culture are harmonized to eliminate the conflict
and allow for accommodation. Finally, the middle position resists re-
solving the dilemma either by separation or harmonization, and con-
cludes that the recognition of tension must counsel an attitude of cautious
engagement. The sections that follow will examine the role that theolog-
ical conclusions about the life and work of Jesus, the nature of sin, and
the nature of the social order play in shaping the corresponding resolu-
tion to the dilemma of the relationship of religious faith and culture.
15
An analysis of the theological possibilities for resolving the dilem-
ma between Christ and culture force us to consider the ways in which
theological resolutions of the dilemma, including Obama's own theolog-
ical resolution of the dilemma, provide useful insights into the possibili-
ties for a political resolution of the dilemma of religion and politics. An
examination of the various theological responses provides two bases for
challenging Obama's political resolution. First, from the exclusivist
type, one receives a reinterpretation of religious political action as social
witness, which is broader than the conception of politics that undergirds
Obama's translatability requirement, and second, from the dualist pers-
pective, one receives a conception of the universality of sin, which sup-
ports a humility by religious actors no less than others seeking to ad-
vance claims in the public domain. To the extent that each of these
seems to fit within Obama's theological background, it suggests that they
might profitably inform his political project of reconciliation between
religion and liberal democracy.
I. SEPARATION AND EXCLUSION
The problem of the relationship between Christ and culture is an
enduring one in almost every age. The relationship that followers of
Christ ought to have toward the culture in which they reside is a subject
of much literature of the Christian tradition. One such solution to this
dilemma is offered by a call for separating the life of Christ from the life
of culture. This resolution of the dilemma often forecloses political en-
gagement by religiously committed citizens. It is the purpose of this
Section to demonstrate the theological foundation upon which a separat-
ist solution is based. The separatist resolution is based in part on an in-
terpretation of the of the work of Jesus as establishing a new community
of the "saved," and a conception of the social order as endemically sinful
15. Each Section will examine an American theologian whose work is an example of the
exclusivist school of thought. Section I will discuss Duke University theologian Stanley Hauerwas;
Section II will discuss theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, a model of the "middle" position. I will not
discuss the position of the accommodationists or harmonizers, who seek to equate Christ with the
social order.
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and antithetical to the values of the new community. Together, these
lead to the inevitable separation of the religious adherent from the social
and political order.
A. Christ Against Culture
The rejection of the social order and its culture as a response to the
call of Jesus Christ represents the separatist resolution to the problem of
Christ and Culture. Based on its theological interpretation of both the
identity and activity of Jesus Christ and the social order as impossibly at
odds, the exclusivist Christian articulates a resolution that places Christ
against culture. The exclusivist reads the gap between Christ and culture
as unbridgeable, and resolves that the social order must be rejected, if
Christ is to be retained. The rejection of "the world" and abdication of
responsibility for its transformation is the outcome of the exclusivist's
theological worldview.
Adherents of the exclusivist type foreground Jesus' identity as the
founder of a new law. The exclusivist's interpretation of the meaning of
the life of Jesus emphasizes the power, authority, and love of God, as
evidenced in the person of Jesus, and the command that man respond to
God through love of neighbor. 16 Jesus inaugurates a new order at whose
root lies love. To the extent that the "new creation" requires a changed
community, the evidence of the community's authentic commitment to
the sovereignty of Jesus is its response to the commands of God in its
actions. This chasm between the new creation and the social order is
evident in the gap between the norms that govern each domain. In con-
trast to the "new creations" norm of love, the social order is governed
and maintained by power, violence, and threat.17 Richard Niebuhr de-
scribes the exclusivist type's view of the created order is "a realm under
the power of evil."1 8 The relationships in the realm of the world "charac-
terized by the prevalence in it of lies, hatred, and murder; it is the heir of
Cain."' 9
The exclusivist's separation of Christ from culture is parasitic upon
his understanding of the "nature and prevalence of sin." The exclusive
Christian is required to reject the world because it continues to be a place
in which sin persists. In fact, the world is not merely the place in which
sin is resident, but the exclusivist maintains that sin is endemic to the
world. Rather than explaining the prevalence of sin by locating it in hu-
16. NIEBUHR, supra note 14, at 46-47.
17. Christian ethical thought has long depicted power as the domain of domination and force
that are inconsistent with the principles that govern the domain of Christ. See JAMES P. MACKEY,
POWER AND CHRISTIAN ETHICS (1994); CHRISTINE FIRER HINZE, COMPREHENDING POWER IN
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ETHICS (1995).
18. NIEBUHR, supra note 14, at 48.
19. Id.
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man nature, the exclusivist sites the explanation for sin's continued pre-
valence in the corrupted culture in which humanity resided. By distinc-
tion, those who are members of the community marked by the sovereign
lordship of Jesus "have passed from the darkness [of the culture] into the
light," and must separate from the world in order to maintain the purity
and integrity of this community.2°
The exclusivist discourages Christian involvement in political life.
Political life is envisaged as brutish and base. Political life in the social
order is seen as involving nothing more than the pursuit and deployment
of power. The state and its maintenance through political life are incom-
patible with Christianity. Beyond the merely neutral recognition of the
state as necessary for the constraint of an otherwise sinful order, the ex-
clusivist sees the state as "the chief offender against life.' The only
safety against its domination is "nonparticpation." Thus the only appro-
priate resolution to the conflict between life in Christ and life in culture
is near-complete separation of the two realms.
To the extent that the exclusivist views participation in the normal
structures of political life negatively, they clearly counsel nonparticipa-
tion by religious citizens. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated below,
the exclusivist position articulates a competing conception of politics that
challenges the dominance of politics as directly seeking to affect the out-
comes of elections, or even specific policy debates. The exclusivist of-
fers a conception of politics as religious witness against the dominant
vision of the social order, including the state. This Section seeks to point
out Obama's seeming appreciation for such political practice, yet his
failure to attribute such practice to the religious motivations of those
whom he admires. This Section argues that proper recognition of the
religious dimension of a politics of social witness-which attempts to
offer a competing normative model against the dominant social order-
might have affected Obama's political resolution to the challenge of reli-
22gion in a plural democracy.
B. Stanley Hauerwas: Theologian of Separation
Stanley Hauerwas is the leading mainstream theological voice that
comes closest to representing the radical school of Christian thought. He
diagnoses a radical gap between the community of faith and the social
order. Hauerwas' prescription for the dilemma that the gap represents
requires the Christian community to remain committed to the particulari-
ty of their identity by separating from the secular, liberal political sys-
tem. Hauerwas criticizes the extent to which the search for a socially
20. Id.
21. NIEBUHR, supra note 14, at 61.
22. On religion's role as the articulator of counter-hegemonic norms, see Robert Cover,
Foreword: Nomos and Narrative, 97 HARv. L. REV. 4 (1983).
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relevant and transformative role for the church in society, "has made [the
Christian church] forget [our] more profound political task., 23 Hauerwas
notes that this has resulted in the church aping the practices and presup-
positions of liberal political life within the domain of the church.24 Such
aping fails to take seriously the widening chasm between the Christian
community and the social order. The transformation of the polity from
one that encourages virtue in its members, into one that merely aggre-
gates the private preferences, necessitates the church's separation from
liberal, political society.25 Hauerwas does not advocate Christian with-
drawal from society as an obligation of Christian identity in all contexts,
but he clearly thinks that at present the obligation of Christians is to
withdraw from liberal political society. 26 He writes:
Christians must again understand that their first task is not to make
the world better or more just, but to recognize what the world is and
why it understands the political task as it does. The first social task
of the church is to provide the space and time necessary for develop-
ing skills of interpretation and discrimination sufficient to help us
recognize the possibilities and limits of our society. In developing
such skills, the church and Christians must be uninvolved in the poli-
tics of our society and involved in the polity that is the church. Theo-
logically, the challenge of Christian social ethics in our secular polity
is no different than at any other time or place-it is always to form a
society that is built on truth rather than fear. For the Christian, there-
fore, the church is always the primary polity through which we gain
the experience to negotiate and make positive contributions to what-
ever society in which we may find ourselves.
27
Hauerwas resists what he sees as the abdication by secular liberal
society of any responsibility for the development of a common moral
vocabulary among its citizens. For Hauerwas, liberal politics simply
establishes rules of process through which individuals assert their sepa-
rate interests in an effort to join others with similar interests. Such a
politics is based on the status of the individual as "the sole source of au-
23. STANLEY HAUERWAS, A COMMUNrrY OF CHARACTER: TOWARD A CONSTRUCrIvE
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ETHIC 73 (1981).
24. Id.
25. Id. at 74.
26. Hauerwas writes: "Christians have rightly thought that they have a proper investment in
making this, and other societies, more nearly just, but have forgotten that genuine justice depends on
more profound moral convictions than our secular polity can politically acknowledge." While this
might strike some as exactly the sort of religious language that leads to an attempted take-over of the
public domain by religionists, Hauerwas abdicates any political role for the church in society as
presently constructed. He writes: "Christians must again understand that their first task is not to
make the world better or more just, but to recognize what the world is and why it understands the
political task as it does. The first social task of the church is to provide the space and time necessary
for developing skills of interpretation and discrimination sufficient to help us recognize the possibili-
ties and limits of our society. In developing such skills, the church and Christians must be unin-
volved in the politics of our society and involved in the polity that is the church." Id.
27. Id. at 74.
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thority" and the enshrinement of the individual's self-interest as the only
legitimate basis of societal decisionmaking. Liberal political society asks
almost nothing of its citizens, believing itself capable of sorting out com-
peting substantive interests by demanding no more than that its partici-
pants make a commitment to "abide by the rules of competition."
28
Hauerwas rejects what he takes to be a central premise of liberal political
life: namely, that it is possible to construct political consensus in a con-
text fraught with distrust of one's fellow citizens. Hauerwas writes, "The
genius of liberalism was to make what had always been considered a
vice, namely unlimited desire, a virtue. 29 In short, the very terms of
liberal political culture are read as both corrupt and corrupting to those
who do not share its abdication of the need for shaping, rather than mere-
ly reflecting, individual preferences. For Hauerwas, the Christian com-
munity is a community of a shared moral vocabulary centered around the
loving sacrifice of God in Jesus Christ. Such a foundation calls for a
posture of openness and trust. This is diametrically opposed to the dis-
trustful, fearful foundation of political liberalism. The opposition be-
tween these two realms counsels for recognition of the fact that the reli-
giously motivated citizen is not to transform a society whose fundamen-
tal underpinnings are so at odds with its own foundation.
There is a danger in the Christian community's participation in po-
litical life in an effort to transform the political order. Even though he
does not fully foreclose the possibility of religious participation in the
public domain, Hauerwas is clear that the danger lies in the religious
citizen's abdication of the uniqueness of her perspective in a capitulation
to the demands of the ordinary liberal political process. The liberal polit-
ical process is defined by its refusal to cultivate moral virtue within the
citizenry, and its a commitment to the aggregation of individual interests
as the sole test of the legitimacy of the political process, regardless of the
kinds of citizens such preference-maximizing produces.
Hauerwas' perspective on the danger that participation in liberal
politics poses for religious communities is demonstrated by his discus-
sion of the role of religious witness in the abortion debate. Hauerwas
begins by declaring that Christians have failed in their opposition to
abortion because they have sought to "meet the moral challenge within
the limits of public polity, [and] have failed to make our deepest convic-
tions that make our rejection of abortion intelligible. 3 °  Hauerwas
blames the failure of Christians to affect the debate over abortion be-
28. Id. at 80.
29. Id. at 82.
30. ld. at 212.
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cause they have given up their vocabulary in an effort "express [their]
opposition to abortion in terms acceptable in a pluralist society.'
Hauerwas points to the prominence that the determination of when
life begins has taken in the debate over the morality of abortion. Hauer-
was challenges its status as the dominant factor in the argument for and
against abortion's moral acceptance, and asserts that the fact that its
prominence suggests that religionists have failed to articulate their moral
vision. He writes,
When the debate is so limited [to the issue of when life begins,] it
has already been uncritically shaped by the political considerations of
our culture, the "moral" has already been determined by the "politi-
cal," and the very convictions that make us Christian simply never
come up.... As a result the Christian prohibition of abortion appears
as an irrational prejudice of religious people who cannot argue it on a
secular, rational basis.
32
Hauerwas contends that Christian opposition to abortion cannot be re-
duced to a debate about when life begins. He contends that any assertion
about the beginning of life cannot be separated from the question of the
"whole personality., 33 As such when Christians cannot make clear what
such personality entails, they are disadvantaged in their participation in
the public domain, because their arguments lack intelligibility on their
own terms. In their arguments against abortion, Hauerwas would have
Christians argue in ways that at least make their opposition intelligible.
Liberal political culture's demands that Christians translate their opposi-
tion to abortion into "neutral" language silence Christian opponents of
abortion from being able to explain what sort of people they are, and the
sort of people they would have to be in order to find abortion acceptable.
Hauerwas contends that "[s]uch a discussion must be both theological
and political." 34 In the case of abortion, he contends that Christians must
resist a focus on the narrow question of when life begins, but rather focus
on "why it is that the Christian way of life forms people in a manner that
makes abortion unthinkable., 35 This is the only way that Christians will
31. Id. at 213. Hauerwas contends that the assumption that religionists can translate their
moral convictions into language accessible to all in a plural democracy assumes that Christianity and
the surrounding culture share a common moral vocabulary. Further, it assumes that the only terms
that ought to inform the moral decisions of religionists are terms that could be acceptable to all
rational persons in a plural democracy.
32. Id. at 213-14.
33. Although originally borrowed from John Noonan, Hauerwas uses the term "whole perso-
nality" to mean that the question of the acceptance of abortion is not simply a question of whether
abortion is morally acceptable or not, but rather is determined by a consideration of the kind of
people we might have to be in order to find abortion morally acceptable. Hauerwas contends that the
Christian opposition to abortion is incomprehensible without an understanding of the narrative that
shapes Christian identity.
34. HAUERWAS, supra note 22, at 224.
35. Id. at 222.
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make arguments against abortion that are intelligible regardless of
whether or not it can be determined that life begins at conception.
Hauerwas distinguishes Christian opposition to abortion from secu-
lar opposition to abortion on the ground that Christian opposition is not
based on an "abstract" belief in the value of human life.36 For Hauerwas,
the question is never about human life's sacredness, which has no mean-
ing for the Christian apart from the fact that it shares in the creative work
of God. He writes,
from the perspective of Christian convictions about life as the locus
of God's creating and redeeming purpose, claims of life's "value" or
"sacredness" are but empty abstractions. The value of life is God's
value and our commitment to protect it is a form of our worship of
God as a good creator and a trustworthy redeemer. Our question is
not, "When does life begin?" but "Who is its true sovereign?" The
creation and meaningfulness of the term "abortion" gain intelligibili-
ty from our conviction that God, not man, is creator and redeemer,
and thus, the Lord of life. The Christian respect for life is first of all
a statement, not about life, but about God."
37
Capitulation by Christians to the demands by the social order prevents
Christians from displaying their deepest motivations and commitments,
and the source of their normative framework, for evaluation. More im-
portantly, it prevents Christians from challenging the social order on
their terms, the significance of which is important for Christian witness
that looks at political participation differently than merely as the aggre-
gation of individual interests for the largest agreement. For the Hauer-
wasian religious citizen, political participation is modeling and demon-
strating a form of community and moral argument that challenges the
dominant conception of the liberal political social order.
Lest he be thought to have justified the eviction of religionists from
the public domain entirely, Hauerwas asserts that he merely counsels
separation from the political domain to the extent that it will not endan-
ger Christian integrity to its obligation to witness to social order. This
form of political participation is distinct from normal political participa-
tion to the extent that Christian political participation need not limit itself
36. Hauerwas seems to go beyond merely distinguishing Christian opposition from secular
opposition to abortion. Rather he rejects the failure to distinguish Christian opposition as a disregard
for the uniqueness of the Christian position. He appears to interpret this as a forced translation that
robs Christianity of its unique moral position. See id. at 225.
37. Id. at 225-26. Hauerwas' argument is different from the two types of religiously-based
oppositions to abortion described by philosopher Robert Audi-the ensoulment argument and the
divine gift argument. Audi describes the ensoulment argument as based upon the assertion that
humans are embodied souls, and that the ensoulment takes place at conception. The divine gift
argument is based on the premise that children are God's gift, received at conception. Hauerwas'
argument is clearly aligned with the divine gift argument to the extent that it is based on a concep-
tion of all life as a gift from God, over which man ought to have no control. See ROBERT AUDI,
RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT AND SECULAR REASON 188-89 (2000).
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to either the method of normal politics, or the ends of normal politics.
The achievement of specific policies and success in specific political
battles is not the justification of Christian political participation for
Hauerwas. He writes,
as Christians we must not confuse our political and moral strategies
designed to get the best possible care for children in our society with
the substance of our convictions. Nor should we hide the latter in the
interest of the former. For when that is done, we abandon our society
to its own limits... [and] we forget that our most fundamental polit-
ical task is to point to that truth which we believe to be the necessary
basis for any life-enhancing and just society.38
To practice politics within the confines of the liberal political social or-
der is to trade fundamental reorientation for tinkering that leaves the ba-
sic architecture in tact. Hauerwas' separationism, even in the context of
Christian political participation, protects the integrity of Christian wit-
ness from the corruption of a social order whose very structure is to be
rejected.
Hauerwas' call for religious separation from what he believes to be
a corrupt liberal social order has led critics to challenge him for what
they believe is his abdication of responsibility for the eradication of so-
cietal injustice. 39 Despite such criticisms, Hauerwas' description of ap-
propriate religious opposition to abortion provides a model for the type
of religious political engagement that has been defended by his critics.
Philosopher Jeffrey Stout has attempted to reject the premises of liberal
social contract theory that he argues underpin the banishment of religious
speech from the political domain. 4° Against the liberal contractarian
position that would exclude religious speech from the political domain
on the basis of its inaccessibility to all rational persons, Stout proposes a
conception of religious participation as a form of expressive democratic
participation. Expressive democratic participation does not establish
constraints on the kind of discourse that can legitimately take place in the
public domain, but rests on the unscripted practice of a back and forth
dialogue between interlocutors that is honest about the basis of positions
that are held, even religious bases, so that such bases might be critiqued
and challenged by other conversants. In opposition to liberal contracta-
rianism's demand for the satisfaction of the abstract "reasonable person,"
Stout contends that an expressive conception of democratic participation
counts as a reasonable person anyone "who participates responsibly in
38. Id. at 229.
39. See, e.g., JEFFREY STOUT, DEMOCRACY AND TRADmON 149 (2004).
40. For Stout's discussion of social contract theory's role in the exclusion of religiously
motivated speech as the basis of public decision making. See id. at 77-85.
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the process of discursive exchange which has reflective equilibrium as its
ever-evolving end[.] ' 41
Hauerwas' description of an appropriate Christian opposition to
abortion appears to be consistent with such an expressive conception of
democratic participation.4 2 However, Hauerwas' form of religious polit-
ical expression is often seen as inconsistent with the demands of liberal
democratic culture. Indeed, many of the references that candidate Ba-
rack Obama employed were based upon a theme of the persistence of
hope in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds. The central role that
the virtue of hope played in Obama' s early campaign attempted to weave
a narrative of America's constant battle with the powerful forces against
change. In his concession speech after the New Hampshire primary,
candidate Obama knitted the founders', abolitionists', laborers', immi-
grants', and civil rights fighters' narratives into one central thread that
runs through the fabric of America.43 Obama's use of the abolitionist's
narrative and his reference to Martin Luther King, both draw upon and
neglect the religious foundation and content of each of these movements
for social justice. Obama's very reference to the capacity of these
movements to withstand periods of seeming intractable opposition at the
highest levels suggests Obama's recognition of the centrality of expres-
sive participation to democratic politics. Their respective religious foun-
dation and content clearly influenced the abolitionist and civil rights
movements' ability to model competing realities against the then-
dominant American practices of racial slavery and racial separation.
44
Hauerwas would argue that Obama's inclusion of Dr. King into the
American narrative of reformers, alongside the founders, fails to take
seriously the sincerely religious influences of King's commitment to the
creation of a Beloved Community or his vision of a Promised Land.5
41. Id. at82
42. I am not altogether certain that Stout would agree with this conclusion, as he sites Hauer-
was as the problem wrought by the liberal social order's exclusion of religious speech from the
public domain. For Stout Hauerwas represents an example of the sort of intolerant religious partici-
pant because he is a part of a traditionalist school which sees "a particular religious tradition... as a
community of virtue over against the sinfulness of the surrounding social world[.]" Stout describes
this disposition as "exceedingly prideful" and certainly inconsistent with the openness to the critique
of others who do not share the traditionalist perspective, and inconsistent with the virtues necessary
for expressive democratic participation. Id. at 84. While I would agree with Stout about Hauerwas,
I contend that Hauerwas provides us with a useful expression of the forms that religious expressive
democratic participation can take.
43. Although the exclusivist type has been described as justifying an abdication of religious
concern for the fate of the social order, its depiction of the corrupt state of the social order has also
supporting radical transformation of the social order through the direct intervention of God. Such
rejection of the world, Mark 1illa writes, can serve as the foundation of an eschatological politics
aimed at the apocalyptic inauguration of the kingdom of God in the social order, which highlights
the revolutionary implications of such a theological vision. See MARK LILLA, THE STILLBORN GOD:
RELIGION, POLrICS, AND THE MODERN WEST 27-28 (2007).
44. See CARTER, CULTURE, supra note 11, at 227-29.
45. On the religious foundation of Martin Luther King's conception of social justice and the
Civil Rights Movement see Anthony E. Cook, Beyond Critical Legal Studies: The Reconstructive
Theology of Martin Luther King, 103 HARV. L. REV. 985 (1990). This is not to suggest that King's
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Hauerwas would contend that Obama's inclusion of abolitionists and
King into the pantheon of the American mythic narrative comes at a cost
of the partial amputation of the particularity of their religious convictions
and renders them, like the translated religionist, unintelligible to them-
selves.
II. DUALISM AND CAUTIOUS ENGAGEMENT
Against the extreme position of separation, Richard Niebuhr identi-
fies two types that attempt to mediate the dilemma of Christ and culture
in ways that take their distinctness seriously, without abandoning hope
for engagement between the two realms. This is the response, to differ-
ing degrees, of the schools that see Christ and Culture in paradoxical
relationship, and those who posit a Christ who transforms the culture.
46
Both the dualist (Paradox) and the conversionist (Transformation) take
seriously the "problem" of Christ and culture as presenting a genuine
conflict that cannot be resolved by the caricaturizing of either the social
order or the Christ, which leads to separation or unification, respective-
ly. 47 Each of these types advocates a role for Christ in the social order;
own use of religious imagery in his rhetorical imagery are used to neatly fit within an American
narrative of progress in racial relations, where the Beloved Community is synonymous with an
America where racial equality is realized. Theologian Richard Lischer writes of the conflicting
character of Martin King's ministry, saying: "During [the] midperiod of his career, some of King's
utterances reflect the typical American conflation of the [biblical covenant between God and Israel
and the American covenant]. Occasionally, [King's] biblical-prophetic posture is accompanied by
civil-prophetic content, with the result that the biblical prophets' absolute reliance on God as the sole
criterion is so thoroughly sifted through the imagery of the Republic that it is devalued." RICHARD
LISCHER, THE PREACHER KING: MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. AND THE WORD THAT MOVED AMERICA
179 (1995). Nevertheless, King's rhetorical assimilation of the kingdom of God with the American
narrative is in tension with his own commitment to a prophetic ideal that depends upon, indeed
demands, the activity of God in human affairs. This tension is recognized by Lischer who notes that
American's ability to accept King's prophetic dream, rested on the fact that "they did not grasp the
eschatological inevitability that underlay its rhetoric." Id. at 179. That is, the assurance that King
possessed regarding the coming of the Beloved Community was ultimately based on a belief that
"the world is really governed by God," and that God is the ultimate source of meaning and adjudica-
tor of justice in the world. This commitment to the ultimate sovereignty of God, over and against
civil authority, as the source of hope against present reality must be recognized alongside the King
who attempts to "redeem the soul of America," by calling it to its political commitments of equality
in the constitutional text or other political documents. On King's temporalization of political author-
ities as critique of their pretensions to ultimate authority, see STEPHEN L. CARTER, THE DISSENT OF
THE GOVERNED: A MEDITATION ON LAW, RELIGION AND LOYALTY (1999).
46. Richard Niebuhr's taxonomy actually articulates three median types-the synthetic, the
dualist and the conversionist types. In the interest of space limitations, I have decided not to focus
primarily on the dualist type, as the distinctions among the three types of the middle are smaller than
the distinctions between each of them and the exclusivist type.
47. At the opposite extreme of the exclusivist, Niebuhr identifies the accommodationist re-
sponse to the relationship between Christ and culture. The accommodationist response solves the
problem of Christ and culture by harmonizing, at least to the greatest extent possible, Christ and the
social order. Richard Niebuhr writes that adherents to the Christ of culture "feel no great tension
between church and world." NIEBUHR, supra note 14, at 83. Accomodationists seek to understand
Christ by "selecting from his teaching and action as well as from the Christian doctrine about him
points as seem to agree with the best in civilization." But they also emphasize aspects of the broader
civilization that are congenial to Christianity. Unlike the exclusivist, the accomondationist does not
imagine the person or work of Christ as inaugurating a new community, starkly at odds with the
created order. Concomitantly, the accomodationist interprets the social order with reference to that
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nevertheless they recognize that such engagement is fraught with the
possibility that both Christ and culture will be compromised by any en-
counter that fails to appreciate both the similarities and differences of the
two domains.
This Section traces the theological underpinnings of the resolution
that these "schools of the middle" reach with respect to the dilemma of
Christ and culture. It will examine how their distinct theological em-
phases affect the relationship they articulate between Christ and culture.
Most importantly, this Section will attempt to situate Barack Obama
within Richard Niebuhr's theological taxonomy. As stated above, Ob-
ama has not only been remarkably open about his path to religious faith,
he has described his journey in ways that are theologically intelligible.
That is, in reading Obama on his own experience of faith, one recognizes
a structure that makes his various faith claims coherent. Specifically,
one recognizes claims about the person and work of Jesus and signific-
ance of his life, a conception of sin, and a conception of the social order.
Merely situating Obama, however, is not the central aim of this ex-
ercise. Why should anyone care where Obama the religious citizen lies
along any range of efforts to resolve the dilemma of Christ and culture?
As stated above, the central aim of this essay is to ask whether Obama's
resolution to the dilemma of religion in American political life-the
command for religious translation-is dictated by Obama's theological
conceptions about the relationship between Christ and the social order.
Section One concluded with a criticism of Obama' s failure to identify the
religious roots of at least some iconic protest movements in American
history, contending that the failure to acknowledge their religious foun-
dation and content prevented Obama from paying appropriate attention
to alternative models of democratic engagement by religiously motivated
citizens. This Section will demonstrate how Obama's translation re-
quirement does not take into account the ways in which religion, itself,
might contribute to the development of the virtues necessary for demo-
cratic participation. Obama has cited Abraham Lincoln as a model for
the kind of virtue necessary for the maintenance of democratic culture.
He has written,
I like to believe that for Lincoln, it was never a matter of abandoning
conviction for the sake of expediency. Rather, it was a matter of
maintaining within himself the balance between contradictory
ideals-that we must talk and reach for common understandings,
precisely because all of us are imperfect and can never act with the
certainty that God is on our side; and yet at times we must act none-
which is most compatible with the Christ. The result is a harmonization of the life of Christian faith
and the social order in which it resides.
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theless, as if we are certain, protected from error only by provi-
dence.
48
Although Obama describes the religious influence of the speech as pro-
viding "imagery and terminology through which millions of Americans
understand both their personal morality and social justice,"49 he is silent
about religion's role in the Address beyond imagery. Obama is surely
cognizant of the theological underpinning of Lincoln's Inaugural-from
its recognition of the universality of human sin and the disposition that it
ought to inspire, to its recognition of divine judgment for social
wrongs-yet he remains silent about the role that these theological be-
liefs play in the cultivation of what he believes is exemplary civic vir-
tue.50 The recognition of the religious contribution to the development of
Lincoln's humility and skepticism about his rightness and the rightness
of the cause of the North in the Civil War undermines the popular con-
ception that religious adherence is incompatible with the virtue of hu-
mility that Obama sees as essential to the viability of democratic culture
and practice. What follows is an exploration of the theological substruc-
ture that supports both Lincoln's and Obama's own engaged skepticism.
A. Christ and Culture in Paradox
Dualism conceives of the conflict between Christ and culture as
rooted in the conflict between God and all of humanity. The great issue
for humanity is not its struggle against humanity (exclusivist) or its
struggle against nature (accommodationist), but its collective distance
from, and rejection of, God. The motifs of conflict, humanity's sin, and
God's grace are central to the perspectives of these middle responses to
the problem of Christ and culture.
Integral to the dualist interpretation of the life of Jesus is its status
as the paradigmatic example of God's unmerited grace. For the dualist,
Jesus represents "the great act of reconciliation and forgiveness that has
occurred in the divine-human battle." The life, death and resurrection of
Jesus represents "the miracle of God's grace, which forgives [humanity]
without any merit on [its] part, receives [humanity] as children of the
Father, gives [humanity] repentance, hope, and assurance of salvation
from the dark powers that rule in their lives[.],,
51
The dualist assertion that all humanity is the beneficiary of God's
grace rests on the foundation that all of humanity stands in need of such
divine interaction. The dualist identification of the universal disposition
48. OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra note 8, at 98.
49. Id.
50. For a discussion of the theological underpinnings of Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address,
see JAMES GUSTAFSON, AN EXAMINED FArrH: THE GRACE OF SELF-DOUBT (2004) and RONALD
WHITE, LINCOLN'S GREATEST SPEECH: THE SECOND INAUGURAL (2002).
51. NIEBUHR, supra note 14, at 151.
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toward sin within the human personality undermines the very basis of the
radical Christians separation of the Christian community from the social
order. The dualist places both the "saved" and the "damned" within the
same circle of those who are in conflict with God, and who require God's
saving activity. All stand in equal need of God's grace. Richard Nie-
buhr writes, "In the presence of the crucified Lord of glory, men see that
all their works and their work are not only pitifully inadequate, measured
by that standard of goodness, but sordid and depraved.
' 52
The dualist declares the existence of what is the "corruption and de-
gradation in all man's work., 53 That is, all human work-not simply the
work of men beyond the church. The church is not immune from hu-
manity's corruption, not because it is insufficiently separate from the
social order, but because it cannot help but be as sinful as the social or-
der. Though ordained by God, the church is a human institution, and is
fraught with the limitations and sin of humanity. Nevertheless, the dual-
ist "knows that he belongs to [human] culture and cannot get out of it; for
if God in His grace did not sustain the world in its sin it would not exist
for a moment.
54
For the dualist, sin is godlessness. Humanity's inclination to live in
a world without God is present in all its action. This desire to live with-
out God is represented by humanity's desire "to ignore Him, to be one's
own source and beginning, to live without being indebted and forgiven,
to be independent and secure in oneself, to be godlike in oneself."55
Humanity's desire to be its own end, and its own measure and evidence
of good evidences a lack of awareness of the grace of God, which the
dualist contends is not naturally present in humanity.56 Strikingly, the
dualist identifies as godless actions that fall on both the "religious" and
"secular" sides of any divide. He identifies the "complacency of self-
righteously moral men," the "self-authenticatedly rational men," and the
"piety of those who consciously carry God around with them wherever
they go," the strict obedience of the law by those "who desperately need
assurance that they are superior to the lesser breeds," and by those who
"establish godlike churches." 57 In short, every act that bears the sugges-
tion that the actor is beyond the need of God's grace is an act of godless
self-assertion. To the extent that the exclusivist believes himself to be
52. Id. at 152 (emphasis added).
53. Id.
54. Id. at 156.
55. Id. at 154.
56. Id. at 150.
57. Id. at 154-55. Niebuhr goes beyond this to indict Christians in particular, saying, "As
Christians we want to be the forgivers of sin, the lovers of men, new incarnations of Christ, saviors
rather than saved; secure in our own possession of true religion, rather than dependent on a Lord
who possesses us, chooses us, forgives us. If we do not try to have God under our control, then at
least we try to give ourselves the assurance that we are on His side facing the rest of the world; not
with that world facing Him in infinite dependence, with no security save in Him."
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safe from sin, the dualist rejects this as an assertion of the safety that
renders God irrelevant, and is no better than an attempt to live without
God.
The dualist's reconfiguration of the circle of sin fundamentally is
the foundation upon which she is able to accept the social order. How-
ever, within the dualist framework, the Christian's actions within the
social order are fraught with the tension. This tension is the result of the
necessity to live both as a Christian who recognizes the gap between the
righteousness of God and the sin of the social order, yet who refuses to
abdicate responsibility in either. For the dualist, the providential main-
tenance of the social order is translated into a command that the woman
of religious faith live her faith in the social order. But the dualist must
recognize that the transformative potential of human institutions is li-
mited by their inherently negative function. The social order as inter-
preted by the dualist is not contradictory in the way the radical sees the
social order, but it is not the source of possible "regeneration" as the ac-
commodationist perceives.
The dualist distinction between "life in Christ and life in culture"
forces the dualist to live with the tension that results from a refusal to
resolve it by either separation or unification. The consequence of this is
paradox:
[Hie is standing on the side of man in the encounter with God, yet
seeks to interpret the Word of God which he has heard coming from
the other side. In this tension he must speak of revelation and reason,
of law and grace, of Creator and Redeemer.[] He is under law, and
yet not under law but grace; he is sinner, and yet righteous; he be-
lieves as a doubter; he has assurance of salvation, yet walks along the• • • 58
knife-edge of insecurity.
The source of the dualist paradox is, itself, the center of the Christian
narrative-the death of Jesus on the cross. In the crucifixion the dualist
sees both the love and mercy of God, but also sees the judgment and
wrath of God. Wrath is love, and love is wrath in the same event. For
the dualist, then, the love of God cannot be separated from the wrath and
judgment of God. The dualist looking at the social order "cannot forget
that the dark sides of human social life are... weapons in the hands of a
wrathful God of mercy, as well as assertions of human wrath and man's
godlessness., 59 The dualist, then, is obligated to act in the world, and
cannot, under a sinful fear of contamination, turn her back on the social
order.
58. NIEBUHR, surpra note 14, at 156-57.
59. d. at 159.
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While the dualist sees connection between the domain of Christ and
the domain of culture they know that these cannot be combined. Richard
Niebuhr writes:
If we make a rule for civil government out of the structure of the ear-
ly Christian community, we substitute for the spirit of that communi-
ty, with its dependence on Christ and his giving of all good gifts, a
self-righteous independence of our own; if we regard our political
structures as kingdoms of God, and expect through papacies and
kingdoms to come closer to [God], we cannot hear [God's] word or
see [God's] Christ; neither can we conduct our political affairs in the
right spirit.60
B. Reinhold Niebuhr:61 The Theologian as Politician
In an interview, New York Times columnist David Brooks asked
Barack Obama whether he had ever read theologian Reinhold Niebuhr.
Brooks reports that Obama responded, "I love him. He's one of my fa-
vorite philosophers. 62 Even if Obama had not read and seemingly been
influenced by the Reinhold Niebuhr's writings, he would be an appropri-
ate entrant into this discussion because of his tremendous significance on
twentieth-century American (Protestant) political theology.63  Reinhold
Niebuhr's thought has been characterized as a response to the theological
optimism which was shattered after two World Wars. Reinhold Niebuhr
is credited with being the most significant member of the school of
Christian realism.64 Reinhold Niebuhr is emblematic of the dualist type.
He resists what he sees as the abdication of responsibility by the exclu-
sivist type and the romanticism about humanity of the accommodationist
60. Id. at 176-77.
61. Reinhold Niebuhr is widely considered to be the most important American theologian of
the 20th century. His work has been called a reaction against the liberal Protestantism, represented
in the thought of, among others, Walter Rauschenbusch. Niebuhr is seen as a critical figure in the
Christian realism movement of the post-World War I period. On Niebuhr's influence in American
thought at mid-century see Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Essay, Forgetting Reinhold Niebuhr, N.Y. TIMES,
Sept. 18, 2005, available at http://www.nytimes.com2005/09/18/books/review/l8schlesinger.html.
See also Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Reinhold Niebuhr's Long Shadow, N.Y. TIMES, June 22, 1992, at
A17. He is also the older brother of Richard Niebuhr, and for purposes of clarity, I will refer to him
as Reinhold Niebuhr throughout. On Reinhold Niebuhr's effect on a young Martin Luther King, see
TAYLOR BRANCH, PARTING THE WATERS: AMERICA IN THE KING YEARS, 1954-1963 (1989).
62. David Brooks, Obama, Gospel and Verse, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 26, 2007, available at
http:llselect.nytimes.com/2007/04/26/opinion/26brooks.html?_r=l.
63. Schlesinger, Forgetting Reinhold Niebuhr, supra note 61.
64. Theologian Robin Lovin describes Christian Realism as a theological movement in the
first half of the 20th century among Protestant theologians, which "gave new attention to the social
forces that shape and limit human possibilities." In distinction to the theologians of the Social Gos-
pel movement who sought to eradicate the gap between human reality and the biblical ideals, Chris-
tian Realists asserted that while the "biblical ideal stands in judgment [of] the social reality," it also
judges "every attempt to formulate the ideal itself." ROBIN LOvIN, REINHOLD NIEBUHR AND
CHRISTIAN REALISM 1 (1995). Christian Realists championed an ideal of skepticism even of our
attempts to work in the social order on behalf of justice, as all such attempts are compromised by
human limitation and sin. See also GUSTAFSON, AN EXAMINED FAITH, supra note 50, at 96-97
(connecting Lincoln's political theology in the 19th century to Reinhold Niebuhr's in the 20th cen-
tury).
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type. Like the dualist, Reinhold Niebuhr's theological reflection about
the dilemma of Christ and culture resists separation or unification. Rein-
hold Niebuhr's theology focuses on the meaning of Jesus's work on the
cross, its significance for all of humanity, the universal nature of humani-
ty's pride and sin, and the necessity of the social order. Reinhold Nie-
buhr advocates an engagement with the social order by religiously moti-
vated citizens, but cautions them to guard against forgetting those things
that make them like the social order and those qualities that distinguish
them from the social order.
The cross is central to Reinhold Niebuhr's interpretation of the
work of Jesus. It is the site of both the expression of God's love for hu-
manity and God's judgment. 65 For Reinhold Niebuhr, the Christian proc-
lamation must always begin with this "gospel of the cross." The gospel
of the cross demonstrates the work of Jesus as the redeemer of humanity.
Consistent with the dualist perspective, the cross represents the reality of
humanity's need for the grace of God, because "[it] is in the cross that
the exceeding sinfulness of human sin is revealed." 66
Reinhold Niebuhr, consistent with the dualist perspective, universa-
lizes sin. It is located in the human heart, and none are safe from its
reach. There is no site where sin is more resident than any other. In-
deed, for Reinhold Niebuhr man's trust in his goodness is, itself, sin. He
writes:
Whenever men trust their own righteousness, their own achieve-
ments, whenever they interpret the meaning of life in terms of the
truth of their own culture, or find in their own capacities a sufficient
steppingstone to the holy and the divine, they rest their life upon a
frail reed which inevitably breaks and leaves their life meaningless.
67
Again, man's sin is not defined by affiliation with the social order as
against the religious order; it is identified as a propensity to dislodge God
from God's place as sovereign. Such practices can be as easily demon-
strated by those who participate in the life of Christ as those who do not.
In fact, Reinhold Niebuhr often aims his harshest criticism at the sin of
the Christian church. It is a sin that rejects, for its own aggrandizement,
the truth of the cross-that "all human life stands under a divine judg-
ment and within a divine mercy." 68 That the institutional church is per-
haps more capable of establishing itself as God makes its potential for sin
even more damning. Reinhold Niebuhr states that there "is no social
evil, no form of injustice," whose legitimacy hasn't been protected by the
65. Reinhold Niebuhr, The Christian Church in a Secular Age, in THE ESSENTIAL REINHOLD
NIEBUHR: SELECTED ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES 83 (Robert McAfee Brown ed., 1986)
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 87.
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sanction of "religious sentiment," which has "profaned Christianity [by]
falsely indentiflying] the church with the Kingdom of God."69
Having both identified the redemptive work of Jesus as reaching all
of humanity, and disrupted the dichotomy of a sinless Church and a sin-
ful world, Reinhold Niebuhr has undermined the exclusivist justification
for separation as resolution for the dilemma of Christ and culture. Re-
jecting separation, however, does not warrant the equation of Christ and
culture. Christian participants in the social order must always recognize
the distinctness of their social witness. Despite their engagement with
the social order, Christian participants must always recognize the ways in
which their witness is distinct. Their witness even in "immediate situa-
tions" must be cognizant of the fact that it is based on a gospel that "tran-
scends all particular and contemporary social situations." This transcen-
dence counsels against Christian participation that takes its cues from the
practices around it. Christian engagement must recognize that its ethic
"does not regard the historic as normative."
70
Cognition of the transcendence of the Christian witness never gives
the Christian social witness license to engage the social order as though
she carried the divine judgment of God. To the extent that the Christian
is under the judgment of God no less than another, she is obligated to
bear witness with the recognition of "the contingent character of all hu-
man interests and ideas," lest they tyrannize the world "with the cruelty
of their self-righteousness." Reinhold Niebuhr commits to an engage-
ment between Christ and culture based on his rejection that the life of
Christ is lived within culture, even as its normative vision is not limited
to culture. Although Reinhold Niebuhr believes that the gospel of the
cross points beyond human history, "it does not abstract us from this
present history."'7 Further, Reinhold Niebuhr rejects as "irresponsibili-
ty" a Christian disposition toward the social order that does not allow
Christian engagement with the "social tasks which constantly confront
the life of men and nations. 72 Finally, Reinhold Niebuhr suggests that
an abdication of the social order by Christians is an abdication of their
duty to preach the Christian gospel, which "can be preached with power
only by a church which bears its share of the burdens of immediate situa-
tions in which men are involved[.]" A desire to avoid the compromised
and compromising work of making decisions within the social order-
the desire for clean hands-can never be consistent with a truly respon-
sible Christian ethic for Reinhold Niebuhr. Such recognition forces from
the Christian participant the obligation of skeptical engagement.
73
69. Id. at 87.
70. Id. at 86.
71. Id. at85.
72. Id. at 86.
73. In this sense political action for Reinhold Niebuhr seems to come close to the conception
of politics articulated by Hauerwas. That is, politics is more than merely competing for control over
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Obama's response to Reinhold Niebuhr is strikingly similar to his
response to Lincoln. In each he finds examples of the virtues of humility
and self-doubt, yet a commitment to action without recourse to moral
absolutism or moral idealism. When asked by David Brooks what he
thought about Reinhold Niebuhr, Obama is said to have responded,
I take away the compelling idea that there's serious evil in the world,
and hardship and pain. And we should be humble and modest in our
belief we can eliminate those things. But we shouldn't use that as an
excuse for cynicism and inaction. I take away ... the sense we have
to make these efforts knowing they are hard, and not swinging from
naive idealism to bitter realism.
74
This clearly suggests that Obama is familiar with the main themes of
Reinhold Niebuhr's writing, and other references by Obama clearly indi-
cate that he recognizes his importance in religious contexts; 75 neverthe-
less, Obama describes Reinhold Niebuhr as a "philosopher" and does not
mention the central animating feature of Reinhold Niebuhr's philosophi-
cal project. Obama's "translation" of Reinhold Niebuhr mirrors his
translation of the abolitionists, Martin Luther King, and Lincoln for their
inclusion in the pantheon of American leadership. Like Lincoln, the
theologically-derived skeptical engagement is a valuable resource for the
maintenance of democratic culture, which Obama fails to recognize as
religious. Such recognition would signal religion's capacity to develop
the habits of mind that are consistent with democratic practice in a plural
democracy.
C. Barack Obama: The Politician as Theologian
Obama's religious biography offers a serious theological interpreta-
tion of his journey to religious faith and commitment. In it Obama not
only describes the questions and experiences in his childhood and early
adult life that have shaped his personal religious journey, but he renders
a narrative that is theologically coherent. That is, his narrative gives the
reader insight into Obama's thoughts about his conception of sin, the
identity and work of Jesus Christ, and the social order. Through this
narrative it is possible to situate Obama-as "the religious thinker"-
within Richard Niebuhr's taxonomy. Positioning Obama in this way
allows us to evaluate the extent to which Obama's theological under-
the state or the state's normative vision. Both Reinhold Niebuhr and Hauerwas suggest that politics
for the religionist might be a site for modeling a competing normative vision against the state's
normative vision. Understanding religious political action in this way has significant implications
for the terms upon which we dictate religious participation in the politics of liberal democracies. See
supra notes 38-45 and accompanying text on Hauerwas and Obama.
74. Brooks, supra note 62.
75. In his description of Jeremiah Wright's erudition, despite a gruff exterior, Obama de-
scribes Wright as one who has "read the literature of [Paul] Tillich and [Reinhold] Niebuhr and the
black liberation theologians." OBAMA, DREAMs, supra note 8, at 282.
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standings affect the political resolution he reaches with respect to the role
of religious discourse in the public domain.
Obama's religious biography begins with his depiction of a child-
hood that is not typically religious. He describes his immediate family as
having never taken religion very seriously---citing his grandmother's
"too rational" beliefs, and his mother's "skepticism." 76 He describes his
early exposure to various religious traditions as "religious samplings
[that] required no sustained commitment[.]" 77 Religious expression was
presented merely as a form of cultural expression for Obama. Obama's
religious biography commences again during his initial work in Chicago
as a community organizer for a group of churches. There he sought to
activate the power of faith communities on behalf of social justice initia-
tives.
Questions about Obama's lack of a declared faith-perspective leave
him speechless in encounters with Chicago religious leaders, during
which they inevitably ask him where he worships or seek to know more
about his faith beliefs. These repeated inquiries force Obama to confront
the question of his religious faith directly. During this period he de-
scribes himself as having come to the uneasy realization that he could not
provide an answer to their questions about the spiritual motivations for
his work with churches on social justice issues. He recognizes that he
has faith in himself, but realizes that "faith in oneself is never enough.,
78
In his conversations with community religious leaders, they tell him
stories of their recognition of their limitations, which robs them of faith
in themselves. In these conversations, the "shattering of pride" of self is
depicted as a necessary component of their acceptance of the "Good
News" of God in Christ, and the acceptance that God offers.79 Obama's
narrative is consistent with the dualist position, which suggests that
man's confidence in himself and his abilities is inconsistent with the rec-
ognition of himself as the recipient of the gift of God's unmerited grace.
This is consistent with Obama's descriptions of his own conception of
his greatest moral failure; rather than describing a set of events or acts,
he speaks of a particular disposition. He describes actions that were un-
dertaken without regard to anyone else and of his obsession with his own
needs. 80 Here, Obama's "moral failure" converges with the dualist con-
ception of sin as involving more than mere "bad acts." Like the dualist,
76. OBAMA, AUDACrrY, supra note 8, at 203.
77. Id. at 204.
78. OBAMA, DREAMS, supra note 8, at 279.
79. Obama speaks of the relationship between the "personal fall" and "subsequent redemp-
tion" connecting these as chronological steps that lead to the path of the recognition of gift of the
grace of God.
80. For Obama's response to Rev. Rick Warren's question regarding Obama's greatest moral
failure see FULL TRANSCRIPT: SADDLEBACK PRESIDENTIAL FORUM, SEN. BARACK OBAMA, JOHN
MCCAIN; MODERATED BY RICK WARREN (Aug. 16, 2001), available at http://tinyur.com/5nhxct.
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Obama identifies the disposition to see oneself as the center of meaning
and authority, to the exclusion of God, which constitutes moral failure,
even if the acts associated with one's disposition are themselves praise-
worthy.
Obama's recognition of his own self-centered motivations does not
call into question the substance of Obama's actions as a community or-
ganizer. There never appears to be a moment when Obama equivocates
about the meaningfulness of his then-chosen path. The recognition that
there might be a moral indictment of his motives in addition to (or in-
stead of) his actions leads to the conclusion that sin is capable of taking
residence in the hearts of those whose acts seem praiseworthy."1 This
acknowledgment disrupts the safety that the exclusivist assumes for the
religious community in accordance with the dualist account. This ac-
count disabuses the exclusivist of any pretension to sole possession of
purity by those who participate in the life in Christ. This is emphasized
even more in Obama's account of his interaction with religious leaders
who disclose their own "periods of religious doubt; the corruption of the
world and their own hearts. 82
Like the dualist, Obama's description of his initial conversion to
Christianity centers on the cross as site for personal and communal trans-
formation. Such attention highlights the death of Jesus Christ as the cen-
tral component of Jesus' his identity and work. Each description places
Obama him at the foot of the cross. The cross for Obama is the place
where the stories of "ordinary black people" are merged with the biblical
sagas of others gone before, and our stories are transformed into stories
that are "at once unique and universal. 83 The movement of human his-
81. At the risk of running the Lincoln-Obama comparison into the ground, Obama's concep-
tion of the universality of sin is reminiscent of Lincoln's Second Inaugural address, in which he
indicted both the South's slave owners and the North's capital class in the horrors of slavery. "Both
[the North and South] read the same Bible, and pray to the same God and each invokes His aid
against the other. .. . If we shall suppose that American Slavery is one of those offenses which, in
the providence of God, must needs come, but which, having continued through His appointed time,
He now wills to remove, and that He gives both North and South this terrible war, as the woe due to
those by whom the offence came, shall we discern therein any departure from those divine attributes
which the believers in a Living God always ascribe to Him?" Scholars have noted that at the mo-
ment of the North's victory, Lincoln reminds the North that it, no less than the defeated South, is not
innocent of its complicity in the institution of slavery and racial domination, and stands under the
judgment of God. WHITE, supra note 50.
82. OBAMA, DREAMS, supra note 8, at 280. One of the things that appears to have attracted
Obama to the historically black church is its simultaneous acceptance of the presence of doubt in the
midst of faith. He writes, "[Tihe typical black sermon freely acknowledged that all Christians (in-
cluding the pastors) could expect to still experience the same greed, resentment, lust, and anger that
everyone else experienced .... In the black community, the lines between sinner and saved were
more fluid; the sins of those who didn't, and so were as likely to be talked about with humor and
condemnation. You needed to come to church precisely because you were of this world, not apart
from it[.] . . . [Y]ou needed to embrace Christ precisely because you had sins to wash away-
because you were human and needed an ally in your difficult journey[.]" OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra
note 8, at 207-208.
83. It is important to note here that Obama's depiction of what goes on at the foot of the cross
bears the marks of an accommodationist type in that it the biblical narratives as placing man's puny
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tory is seen in the connection of people across time as they are united as
a people whose origin is the cross. 84
In Obama's second description of his conversion he says,
"[K]neeling beneath that cross on the South Side of Chicago, I felt God's
spirit beckoning me. I submitted myself to His will, and dedicated my-
self to discovering His truth. 85 Here, the cross represents the site of
both transformation, but also recognition of his dependence upon God.
To this extent, Obama's recognition is consistent with Obama's concep-
tion of sin as failing to appreciate one's vulnerability and dependence on
God, which, according to the dualist, is the central message transmitted
from the cross. Humanity's propensity to evict God and reject the fact of
vulnerability haunts all of its actions, even when its motives are com-
mendable. That Obama recognizes this fact is suggested in his response
to Reverend Rick Warren's question about evil at the Saddleback Presi-
dential Candidates Forum. After declaring his belief in both the exis-
tence of evil and the need to confront evil, Obama states, "In the name of
good, and I think, you know, one thing that's very important is having
some humility in recognizing that just because we think that our inten-
tions are good, doesn't always mean that we're going to be doing
good. 86
III. REGULATING RELIGION'S INFLUENCE: THE THEOLOGIAN AS
POLITICIAN
Obama's shift from describing his religious journey to prescribing
norms for religion's role in American political life demonstrates Ob-
ama's inconsistent responses to religious faith. As stated above, Obama
is clearly comfortable with religious expression, and indeed comfortable
speaking openly about his religious experiences, yet he continues to en-
gage in the practice of translating religious faith for a secular social or-
der. As has been shown throughout, Obama has been eager to praise the
acts of religious actors in American history, even in cases where he has
seemingly failed to highlight their religious basis or content of their ac-
tions. Obama's translation reaches its zenith in his assertion that reli-
giously motivated political actors have an obligation to translate the reli-
gious basis of their political arguments into universally accessible terms.
This Section contends that Obama's practice of translating religious ac-
attempts to defeat nature in a context that enlarges their meaning into the realm of immortality.
Here, the cross and its community are that which aid humanity in their enduring conflict with the
natural order. It is also important to point out that Obama is explicit in his use of race-at cross
transforms the lives of "ordinary black people." To the extent that the Jeremiah Wright controversy
rose to the level of a theological debate, it was the discussion of the extent to which black churches
might use explicit racially-identifying language and be consistent with the universal claims of Christ.
84. See HAUERWAS, supra note 22, at 9-35. Despite the fact that Hauerwas and Obama
disagree about the nature of the community created at the foot of the cross, they each believe that the
cross is central to the community constructed by the story at whose climax it stands.
85. OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra note 8, at 208.
86. See FULL TRANSCRIPT, supra note 80.
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tors anticipates his translation requirement for religiously motivated po-
litical actors. It also argues that such a translation requirement fails to
take seriously the theologically derived norms of conduct that Obama
recognizes and even extends, which are supportive of democratic gover-
nance. Further, Obama's translation requirement fails to appreciate the
extent to which religious political engagement is a form of witnessing
and modeling that challenges the existing normative framework of the
state, without any pretention to engaging in normal politics aimed at cap-
turing the right to set and direct a policy agenda.
In addition to Obama's clear admiration for social justice move-
ments-whose content and foundation is religiously inspired 87-Obama
has practical justifications for rejecting calls to banish religion from pub-
lic life entirely. Obama asserts that it is simply "bad politics" for secular
liberals to attempt to banish religiously-motivated citizens or practices
from political life, because it offends all persons of religious faith, and
cedes to (presumably more conservative speakers) questions that fall
within the domain of religion and values.88 Further, he criticizes devout
secularists for their failure to recognize that religious discourse has often
provided a politically-accessible foundation for much moral discourse in
American history.89 The sincerity of Obama's admiration is supported
by his willingness to work with various churches during his time as
community organizer on Chicago's Southside.
Having defended the value of religion's presence in the public do-
main, Obama turns next to establishing "ground rules" for religious in-
fluence on public debates. 90 Obama defends the right of religiously-
motivated citizens to enter into the public domain without having to
"leave their religion at the door." Again he points to the influence that
religiously motivated actors have had in American history by pointing
out Martin Luther King, Jr., William Jennings Bryan, and Dorothy Day
among others. He rejects as "practical absurdity" any call that recourse
to religion is merely the injection of personal morality into public de-
bates. However, for the price of admission, the religiously motivated
citizen is required to "translate [her] concerns into universal, rather than
religion-specific, values."9' Such translation ensures that the recommen-
87. For a comparison of Obama's approach to religion and politics that judges him favorably
as against John F. Kennedy and Mitt Romnet, see Paul Horwitz, Religion and American Politics:
Three Views of the Cathedral, U. MEM. L. REV. (forthcoming 2009), download available at
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractjid=1267445.
88. This point is echoed by the liberal Catholic journalist E.J. Dionne. See Dionne, supra
note 7, 7-8.
89. For an excellent discussion of the extent to which religion informs American politics, see
JAMES A. MARONE, HELLFIRE NATION: THE POLITICS OF SIN IN AMERICAN HISTORY (2003).
90. OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra note 8, at 218.
91. Id. at 219.
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dations of religiously motivated political actors will "be subject to argu-
ment and amenable to reason. 92
Obama justifies this requirement by emphasizing the differences
that exist between the political and religious domains. He describes the
political domain as the domain of reason, while the religious domain is
the domain of faith. Reason demands "the accumulation of knowledge
based on realities that we all can apprehend," while religious faith "is
based on truths that are not provable through ordinary human under-
standing. 93 The political realm, particularly in a pluralistic democracy,
is founded on the "ability to persuade" others with whom one may not
share a worldview. Reaching common ground in the political domain
requires compromise. As Obama sees it, compromise is antithetical to
religious faith. Religion's claims are the commands from God in the
minds of religious adherents, and do not admit of negotiated meaning
and compromise. The practice of religious faith, for Obama, is to order
one's life by "uncompromising commitments" of religious faith.94
Obama's translation requirement may not get all religious expe-
rience wrong, but it clearly seems to unnecessarily disregard his own
religious experience, and the religious experiences of those whose bra-
very and moral vision he sincerely admires. As Jeffrey Stout and others
have argued, it is one thing to say that religious arguments pose problems
for democracy "because religious premises are not widely shared and
those that arise because the people who avow such premises are not pre-
pared to argue for them."95 Moreover, Stout would criticize Obama's
description of the political domain as the preserve of reasoned delibera-
tion, in which the truth of every claim made could be defended without a
"leap of faith., 96
What is perhaps more problematic about Obama's descriptions of
the political domain and religious domain is his disregard for the fact that
the virtues needed for participation in a pluralist democracy are consis-
tent with the theological positions that he seems to share and admire.
Obama's theological reflections on the universal nature of sin and the
humility that ought to accompany any assertion of authority-religious
or not-suggest that he thinks that it is theoretically possible (and theo-
logically appropriate) for religiously inspired actors to act in ways that
demonstrate their recognition of their participation in sin and corruption.
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. OBAMA, AUDACITY, supra note 8, at 219.
95. Stout, supra note 38, at 87. This argument has also been made, in limited form, by Mi-
chael J. Perry, who has defended religious reasoning as a basis for government action that where the
religious argument is premised on the sacredness of all persons. See PERRY, supra note 5, at 66-72.
96. I borrow Stout's definition of a "faith-claim," as a claim to which a speaker "avows a
cognitive commitment," without "accepting the responsibility of demonstrating [her] entitlement to
it." Id. at 86-87.
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That is, religiously motivated actors will enter the public space conscious
of the fact that they do not have a property right to any particular revela-
tion from God.97
From his perspective as a Christian, Obama speaks in exactly this
way when discussing "the possibility that my unwillingness to support
gay marriage is misguided.98 He continues:
I must admit that I may have been infected with society's prejudices
and predilections and attributed them to God; that Jesus' call to love
one another might demand a different conclusion; and that in years
hence I may be seen as someone who was on the wrong side of histo-
ry. I don't believe such doubts make me a bad Christian. I believe
they make me human, limited in my understandings of God's pur-
pose and therefore prone to sin.
99
Here, Obama demonstrates the capacity to reflect upon the theological
underpinnings of his own political positions, yet also remain open to
their reevaluation because he is open to the possibility that he has been
infected with the sin of prejudice that might cloud his own vision. This
seems to undermine Obama's seeming distrust in the capacity of reli-
giously motivated citizens-acting as religiously motivated citizens-to
participate with a like humility and openness to self-correction and criti-
que. These habits of thought, which are prized by Obama in his open
admiration of Lincoln and Reinhold Niebuhr, do not seem to be resident
in lesser religious adherents.
Finally, Obama's explanation of his opposition to same-sex mar-
riage on grounds not informed by his religious views might have resulted
in the same lack of intelligibility that Hauerwas bemoans regarding
Christian participation in the abortion debate. 1°° There, the requirement
of translation results in the religiously motivated actor not being intellig-
ible to herself as she translates her religiously grounded position into
"universally accepted principles." Here, it seems that Obama's rules of
engagement might learn from Hauerwas' alternative conceptions of reli-
gious participation in politics. For Obama, politics is about attempts to
assert pressure for the enactment of certain public policies. For him this
assumes that the objective of religious participants in political life is the
achievement of the enactment of policies that reflect their religious vi-
sion. However, Hauerwas offers the possibility that religionists enter the
political domain with different purposes. He offers the possibility that
religiously inspired actors might enter the public domain with the explicit
97. Obama suggests as much when he discusses the need for proportionality from both secu-
larists and religionists, which he admits is "not entirely foreign to religious doctrine." OBAMA,
AUDACrrY, supra note 8, at 220.
98. Id. at 223.
99. Id. at 223-24.
100. See supra notes 30-38 and accompanying text.
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intention to model a particular form of life that is coherent to them. That
is, for a religious opponent of abortion, Hauerwas believes that it is more
important that they articulate that Christianity is a form of life that is
open to whatever the fetus becomes. For Hauerwas, Christian opposition
to abortion in their own vocabulary allows for an intelligible presentation
of the Christian community's hope in life and in the future, which, he
contends, is inconsistent with an acceptance of abortion. Such intelligi-
ble self-presentation must be prepared to lose in a political contest, but
the conventional conception of winning has not been the most important
value in inducing the political presentation. Holding to one side the
substantive correctness of Hauerwas' position, it seems convincing that
paying attention to the religious explanation for its own participation in
political life potentially transforms the sorts of rules of engagement that
we will articulate. Obama has ably demonstrated the capacity to listen to
and articulate the religious voice; it remains open whether this voice will
be heard in formulating the terms of religious inclusion in the political
domain in the age of Barack Obama.
CONCLUSION
This campaign and election of Barack Obama represents the possi-
bility of a new relationship between religion and politics. It certainly
appears to have broken the stranglehold that the Republican Party
seemed to have on religious voters during the last eight years. It also
seems to have ushered in a new era in which a President who speaks
openly of his conversion to Christianity is also embraced by the secular
left. Barack Obama clearly deserves the praise of all citizens who would
hope to turn down the volume of the culture wars debate that has raged in
American politics over the last generation. But the potential for opening
a sincere dialogue about the role of religiously motivated citizens to par-
ticipate in the shaping of public policy also deserves better than it has to
date received from Obama. Because of the possibility that there is some-
thing valuable in the voices of religiously motivated citizens that is lost
in translation, and because there exists within at least some religious tra-
ditions resources for the development of virtues that support engagement
in a plural democratic culture, we can only hope that Barack Obama will
lend his distinct, untranslated voice to this conversation.
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FROM DOMAIN NAMES TO VIDEO GAMES:
THE RISE OF THE INTERNET IN PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS
JACQUELINE D. LIPTON'
ABSTRACT
Senator Barack Obama's historic victory in the 2008 presidential
election marks some important milestones-notably that this country is
ready for its first African-American president. His win also underscores
the importance of understanding today's Internet as a campaign tool. No
longer is the Internet a one-way communications medium between can-
didate and electorate. It is now a powerful multi-directional networking
tool. It can bridge physical and virtual spaces in a way never before
possible, bringing previously latent social and political groups together.
Senator Obama's campaign strategists understood and capitalized on the
capabilities of what has recently become known as Web 2.0-an Internet
characterized by interactive group networking and participation. This
article examines how the needs of Senator Obama's campaign converged
with the features of this new Internet, in many ways creating a perfect
online campaign platform for the senator. It contrasts his use of the In-
ternet with other uses of the Internet in politics. It concludes with some
comments about the likely future of the Internet in presidential politics.
INTRODUCTION
As Senator Barack Obama, a junior senator from Illinois, emerged
victorious in a historical and definitive win against the more experienced
Senator John McCain in the 2008 presidential election, the victory was
notable on a number of levels. Obviously, President-elect Obama was
the first African-American candidate to win the nomination of a major
party, and then to win the presidency. He will bring with him to the
White House the first African-American First Lady-his wife, Michelle
Obama. He engaged for the first time, and in many cases reconnected,
many previously disenfranchised voices in the electoral process. So how
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did he do it? When it came to the presidential election itself, there were
a number of factors in his favor, including the dramatic economic down-
turn and unprecedented low popularity ratings of the incumbent presi-
dent, George W. Bush. His rival candidate, Senator John McCain, made
a number of missteps in his campaign, including arguably the nomination
of Alaska Governor Sarah Palin as his running mate.
Nevertheless, before all this happened, Senator Obama needed to
win the Democratic Party's nomination over more experienced, influen-
tial and arguably more powerful rivals, such as Senator Hillary Clinton
and Senator John Edwards. Senator Obama seemed an unlikely victor in
that race: a half white, half African, Hawaiian-born son of a poor to low-
er middle class family, raised by a single mother and her parents,' with
an unfamiliar name2 that bore an unfortunate phonetic resemblance to
that of al-Qaida terrorist leader, Osama Bin Laden.3 Despite these disad-
vantages, Senator Obama had personal qualities that enabled him to
break through the public consciousness in decidedly positive ways both
at the Democratic National Convention in 2004,4 and later in the 2008
presidential race.
These personal qualities included a calm, deliberative, and reassur-
ing temperament; an engaging intellectual curiosity; a desire to be an
agent for positive change in the world; and a desire and ambition to bring
people together. Coupled with this, he proved himself to be a remarkable
orator and writer, able to write and deliver moving speeches that con-
nected at a fundamental level with grassroots electors. Nevertheless,
even with all these attributes, he still needed a powerful and well coordi-
nated strategy to propel him first to the Democratic nomination, and ul-
timately to the White House. The Internet as it existed in 2008, was a
critical factor in his strategy.
This article examines how today's developmental stage of the Inter-
net, known as Web 2.0, coincided in many respects with the needs of
Senator Obama' s campaign, giving him precisely the right set of tools for
his campaign exactly when he needed them. In many ways, Senator Ob-
ama was uniquely able to utilize many features of Web 2.0 in ways that
eluded other candidates. Even though all of the candidates who partici-
pated in the Democratic and Republican presidential primaries had some
Internet presence, Senator Obama clearly took the measure of available
Internet capabilities in a manner unmatched by any other candidate.
1. BARACK OBAMA, DREAMS FROM MY FATHER: A STORY OF RACE AND INHERITANCE, 9-11
(2004).
2. Id. at 9-10.
3. Not to mention that his middle name--Hussein-was the same as that of Saddam Hus-
sein, the deposed Iraqi leader who was at the center of the unpopular Iraq war.
4. BARACK OBAMA, THE AUDACITY OF HOPE: THOUGHTS ON RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN
DREAM, 354 (2006).
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He truly understood that the key benefit of the Internet in today's
world is its ability to bring communities together in a manner that spans
both virtual and physical spaces. The Internet does more than simply
operate as a one-way communications channel between politicians and
the electorate-it invites group participation on many levels. Senator
Obama's success in harnessing the power of this community building
aspect of the Internet largely built on work initially undertaken by then-
Governor Howard Dean in the Democratic primaries leading up to the
2004 presidential election.5  However, Senator Obama's strategies,
coupled with online developments in social networking tools between the
2003-2004 and 2007-2008 campaigns, made a critical difference to the
success of the Obama campaign.
Part I gives a brief overview of Internet use during the 2004 presi-
dential election, including a description of the technical limitations of the
Internet during this time period. Part II examines how the move from
Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 between 2004 and 2008 enabled more effective uses
of the Internet in presidential politics, and how Senator Obama's cam-
paign capitalized on those capabilities. Part m11 considers additional In-
ternet issues that arose during the 2008 presidential election. These addi-
tional examples raise legal and policy issues that may have to be consi-
dered in future elections. Part IV sets out some predications about the
future of the Internet in presidential politics.
I. WEB 1.0 AND THE INTERNET IN POLITICS BEFORE 2008
During the 2004 Democratic primaries, then-Governor of Vermont
Howard Dean arguably set the stage for what would become a pheno-
menal Internet campaign run the next time around by Senator Barack
Obama. What Governor Dean realized before many other politicians
was the potential of the Internet to bring people together in a manner that
transcends virtual reality-and carries over into physical spaces.6 Seeing
the Internet as more than a tool to simply communicate policy informa-
tion to the electorate, Governor Dean utilized services such as Mee-
tup.com 7 to arrange real world campaign events. Meetup.com is an on-
line service that uses the Internet to facilitate face-to-face meetings be-
tween people with similar interests.
5. JOE TRIPPI, THE REVOLUTION WILL NOTE BE TELEVISED: DEMOCRACY, THE INTERNET,
AND THE OVERTHROW OF EVERYTHING (2004) (describing Governor Dean's historic use of the
Internet in his bid for the 2004 Democratic nomination).
6. In actual fact, it was one of Governor Dean's strategists, Joe Trippi, who really unders-
tood the Internet as a campaign tool and contributed much of the online success in the Dean cam-
paign. See id. at 132-33 (noting how Governor Dean gradually become more proficient with Internet
technologies during the 2004 Democratic primaries).
7. See id. at 95-99 (describing early impact of Meetup.com on Governor Dean's campaign in
2004); Use the Internet to get off the Internet!-Meetup.com, http://www.meetup.com (last visited
Jan. 17, 2009).
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Governor Dean was the first high profile politician to realize its po-
tential for campaign events. In fact, it was arguably Meetup.com that
enabled Governor Dean to take his place in the national spotlight during
the 2004 Democratic primaries. By all accounts, the success of an early
Howard Dean Meetup caught even the governor off-guard: "The first
time Dean appeared in the national consciousness was when three hun-
dred people showed up for a Howard Dean Meetup in New York City in
early 2003. This level of attendance was unprecedented, and Dean him-
self took note of it, coming down from Vermont to speak to his suppor-
ters.
8
The success of the meeting was unquestionably unprecedented, but
as Professor Clay Shirky notes, it was perhaps less of a testament to
Dean as a candidate than one might have expected:
People were right to be excited about the Dean Meetup but wrong
about the reason, because Meetup was founded to lower the coordi-
nation costs of real-world gatherings. Prior to Meetup, a turnout of
three hundred people would have indicated the existence of a huge
and latent population of Dean supporters; as with letters to Congress,
one individual coming out in support would have suggested much
broader support for Dean. However, because Meetup makes it easier
to gather the faithful, it confused people into thinking they were see-
ing an increase in Dean support, rather than a decrease in the hassle
of organizing groups-the 2003 Dean Meetup simply brought out a
much larger percentage of Dean supporters than would have shown
up previously.
9
Dean was ultimately unsuccessful in winning the 2004 Democratic
nomination for a number of reasons, undoubtedly in part due to the fact
that his unexpected public following did indeed evidence the phenome-
non identified by Professor Shirky. In other words, it wasn't that there
were an unexpectedly large number of Dean supporters out there, but that
his use of the Internet made it easier for those who did support him to
gather together at campaign events. And in the spirit of "The Internet
giveth and the Internet taketh away," Dean was ultimately done in by an
unfortunate victory speech in Iowa that ended in a gleeful scream, soon
to become known infamously as "the Dean Scream." Videos of the
Scream were broadcast all over the then-burgeoning online video web-
site, YouTube.1° In fact, four years later, the Scream is still readily ac-
cessible on YouTube with constantly updated commentary and perspec-
8. CLAY SHIRKY, HERE COMES EVERYBODY: THE POWER OF ORGANIZING WrrHOUT
ORGANIZATIONS, 288 (2008); see also TRIPPI, supra note 5, at 95-98.
9. SHiRKY, supra note 8, at 288-89.
10. See YouTube-Broadcast Yourself, http://www.youtube.com (last visited Jan. 17, 2009).
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tives on the ongoing political work of Howard Dean, who is now the
Chairman of the Democratic National Committee."
Unsuccessful as he was in his bid for the Democratic nomination,
Dean's campaign did illustrate the importance of understanding the ca-
pabilities of the Internet during a political campaign. Other politicians
around the same time also started becoming aware of the increasing need
to have an Internet presence. However, the Internet of 2004 was very
different than that of today. In fact, most of the political controversies
involving the Internet around 2004 involved battles to control domain
names corresponding with politicians' names. This evidences somewhat
of a "Web 1.0 attitude." In other words, the first step to awareness of the
Internet as a campaign tool in the early days of online campaigning re-
lated to the ability to control a relevant domain name and use it to set up
a website to convey policy and other information to electors.
Two notable examples of early political domain name disputes in-
volved the domain names "hillaryclinton.com" and "kerryedwards.com."
In the first example, Senator Hillary Clinton brought a successful arbitra-
tion proceeding under the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution
Policy ("UDRP")12 to have the domain name "hillaryclinton.com" trans-
ferred to her after it was initially registered by a cybersquatter.13 The
second example involved the failure by Senator John Kerry, the Demo-
cratic party's nominee for the 2004 presidential election, to secure regis-
tration of the domain name "kerryedwards.com" when he named Senator
John Edwards as his running mate. This name had been previously reg-
istered to a Mr. Kerry Edwards who tried to auction it off for a profit
after Senator Kerry named his running mate.'
4
Another interesting Internet interlude in the 2004 presidential elec-
tion that involved Internet domain names occurred during the televised
debate between Vice President Cheney and Senator Edwards. The Vice
President incorrectly referred viewers to "www.factcheck.com" to ascer-
tain the truth about allegations made against his business interests by
Senator Edwards. In fact, the Vice President misspoke when he referred
to this domain name. He had intended to refer viewers to "fact-
check.org." This is a nonpartisan website aiming to reduce deception
and confusion in American politics by monitoring political debates,
11. YouTube-Howard Dean's Scream, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5FzCeVOZFc
(last visited Jan. 17, 2009).
12. ICANN I Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy,
http://www.icann.orglen/udrp/udrp-policy-24oct99.htm (last visited Jan. 17, 2009).
13. Clinton v. Dinoia, Nat'l Arbitration Forum, Claim No. FA0502000414641 (Mar. 18,
2005), http://www.arb-forum.com/domains/decisions/414641 .htm.
14. KerryEdwards.com Domain Name To Be Auctioned,
http://www.prweb.comreleases/200407/prweb142903.htm (last visited Jan. 17, 2009). See Jacque-
line D. Lipton, Beyond Cybersquatting: Taking Domain Name Disputes Past Trademark Policy, 40
WAKE FOREST L. REv 1361, 1433 & n.334 (2005), for a discussion on the registra-
tion/cybersquatting of the KerryEdwards.com domain name.
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speeches, and interviews, and attempting to "increase public knowledge
and understanding" of accurate information. 5 The domain name "fact-
check.com" was in fact owned by a domain name trader whose servers
almost crashed because of the amount of web traffic they received in the
wake of the debate. As an amusing attempt to prevent calamity on his
servers, the registrant redirected traffic to a political gripe site about Vice
President Cheney that was owned and operated by financial speculator
and philanthropist, George Soros.
16
Amusing as these incidents may have seemed at the time, they are
evidence of two important things. The first is that politicians were be-
ginning to become aware of the importance of the Internet during a polit-
ical campaign. The various missteps of these high profile politicians
evidence the beginning of a learning curve that politicians have had to
quickly master to run effective campaigns in the Internet age. The
second point is that much of the pre-2008 political activity on the Inter-
net really related to mastering aspects of what has now come to be called
Web 1.0-the early version of the Internet that was predominantly about
conveying information to Internet users. 17 This time could also be cha-
racterized by heavy reliance on easy-to-remember or intuitive Internet
domain names.
18
The Internet during the 2004 presidential race was appropriately
characterized as predominantly exhibiting characteristics of Web 1.0. By
2008, things had dramatically changed online. Web 2.0 had come into
fruition. It was the next stage of Internet development characterized by
participation, interactivity, and community building.' 9 It is probably not
a coincidence that a young United States senator with a background in
community organizing20 should be the person with the natural affinity for
15. FactCheck.org: About FactCheck.org, http://www.factcheck.org/about/ (last visited Jan.
17, 2009):
We are a nonpartisan, nonprofit "consumer advocate" for voters that aims to reduce the
level of deception and confusion in U.S. politics. We monitor the factual accuracy of
what is said by major U.S. political players in the form of TV ads, debates, speeches, in-
terviews and news releases. Our goal is to apply the best practices of both journalism and
scholarship, and to increase public knowledge and understanding.
16. DAVID KESMODEL, THE DOMAIN GAME: How PEOPLE GET RICH FROM INTERNET
DOMAIN NAMES, 108 (2008).
17. DON TAPSCOT" & ANTHONY D. WILLIAMS, WiKINOMICS: How MASS COLLABORATION
CHANGES EVERYTHING 19 (2006) ("While the old Web was about Websites, clicks, and 'eyeballs,'
the new web is about the communities, participation, and peering .... This new Web already links
more than a billion people directly and (unlike Web 1.0) is reaching out to the physical world, con-
necting countless inert objects, from hotel doors to cars.").
18. Jacqueline D. Lipton, Who Owns Hillary.com? Political Speech and the First Amendment
in Cyberspace, 49 B.C. L. REV. 55, 120-21 (2008) (discussing competing perspectives on the de-
creasing importance of Internet domain names as search tools as the Internet develops over time).
19. KESMODEL, supra note 16, at 126 ("Web 2.0 was a buzz word used to describe a new
wave of Web businesses that leveraged social networking, user-generated content, and other forms
of collaboration and information-sharing on the Internet.").
20. See generally OBAMA, DREAMS FROM MY FATHER, supra note I, Chapter 7.
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this kind of networking.2' While Howard Dean saw the beginnings of
these Web 2.0 capabilities in his uses of Meetup.com in 2003-2004, the
explosion of interactive networking technologies did not occur until after
the 2004 presidential election.22 These developments came just in time
for Senator Obama to take full advantage of them during his presidential
run.
By the time of his presidential campaign, Senator Obama had all the
social networking tools of Meetup, MySpace, Facebook, 3 YouTube,
Flickr, Blackplanet, Faithbase, and many others on hand. 24 He realized
the potential of near-instantaneous and ubiquitous communications me-
dia, such as email and text messaging, to communicate with supporters,
and he realized the potential of electronic commerce for fundraising on-
line. The following discussion outlines some of Senator Obama's online
campaign strategies, and describes ways in which they exhibited superior
use of available technologies than uses made by his competitors, both in
the Democratic primaries and in the presidential election.
I. WEB 2.0 AND THE OBAMA CAMPAIGN
"While the old Web was about Web sites, clicks, and 'eyeballs,' the
new Web is about the communities, participation, and peering."
- Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams
25
Senator Obama established a detailed, interactive, coordinated, and
extremely polished online presence very early in his campaign. Part of
his goal was to let Americans get to know him and his family so he
would not seem so much the unelectable outsider. To this end, he made
available personal profiles of himself and his wife, on social networking
services such as Facebook.26 He opened dialogues with the public over
various social networking services, some targeted at particular groups,
such as Latinos,27 Asians, 28 or African-Americans, 29 while others more
21. TRIPI, supra note 5, at 250 ("[Barack Obama] knew-he understood the moment. He
had been a community organizer. He was Mr. Bottom Up.").
22. Diane Murley, What Is AM the Fuss about Library 2.0?, 100 LAW LIBR. J. 197, 197 (2008)
("The term 'Web 2.0' was coined in 2004 during a brainstorming session that led to the Web 2.0
Conference.").
23. TRIPPI, supra note 5, at 255 (noting Obama's early support from Chris Hughes, the found-
er of Facebook, and the fact that the popular actor Tom Hanks announced his support for Obama on
Hanks' MySpace page late in the primary campaign).
24. See, e.g., Barack Obama Meetup Groups, http://barackobama.meetup.com (last visited
Jan. 13, 2009); Barack Obama's Myspace Page, http://www.myspace.com/barackobama (last visited
Jan. 13, 2009).
25. TAPSCOTT & WILLIAMS, supra note 17, at 19.
26. Barack Obama I Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/barackobama (last visited Jan. 13,
2009); Michelle Obama I Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/pages/Michelle-Obama/22092775577
(last visited Jan. 13, 2009).
27. See, e.g., MiGente.com-Barack Obama, http://www.migente.com/barack-Obama (last
visited Jan. 14, 2009).
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generally targeted young people who networked online as part of their
daily routines. In this vein, one notable aspect of his early campaigning
in the Democratic primaries involved a "dinner with Barack Obama"
competition where four grassroots donors were selected to have dinner
and an informal conversation with the candidate in a restaurant. The
dinner was filmed and posted on YouTube by the campaign where it
generated, and continues to generate, discussion about the senator and his
policies.3°
Such activities serve a number of purposes. They introduce the
candidate and his ideas. They demonstrate his willingness to listen to the
"real people" and engage in real dialogue with them both online and in
physical spaces. They portray him publicly-and globally-as just one
of the ordinary folks who can relate to voters' daily concerns. Even
though much of Senator Obama's support was from high profile politi-
cians31 and businesses,32 he kept his public focus on the grassroots do-
nors and their concerns, and he achieved much of this through the Inter-
net. He also effectively augmented his activities on web pages and social
networking sites with "reaching out" efforts utilizing modern communi-
cations technology such as personal emails and text messages. His use
of text message alerts to supporters in his announcement of a running
mate was an extremely effective method of communicating with the elec-
torate, involving and engaging people in his campaign and, at the same
time, collecting telephone numbers of current and potential donors.
He also ensured that his efforts to reach out to the electorate were
presented with a personal touch. Many emails and telephone messages
from the Democratic Party soliciting funds from donors appeared to
come directly from the candidate himself, his wife, or his running mate.
Donors did not receive too many, if any, unsolicited email messages
from "the Democratic National Committee." Receiving "personal" mes-
sages in familiar email, voicemail, and text message formats from people
who sounded like regular folk also helped to engage electors in the cam-
28. See, e.g., AsianAve.com-Barack Obama, http://www.asianave.com/barackObama (last
visited Jan. 14, 2009).
29. See, e.g., BlackPlanet.com-Barack Obama, http://www.blackplanet.com/barackObama
(last visited Jan. 14, 2009).
30. See Dinner with Barack Obama, http://www.youtube.comlwatch?v=2PIJR-KBjlc (last
visited Jan. 14, 2009).
31. For example, Senator Obama received high profile endorsements from the following:
Senators Ted Kennedy and John Edwards, see Jim Rutenberg, Edwards, a Former Rival, Gives
Backing to Obama; Support Could Help Woo Blue-collar Vote, INT'L HERALD TRIB., May 16, 2008,
at 3; Governor Bill Richardson, see Adam Nagourney & Jeff Zeleny, First a Tense Talk With Clin-
ton, Then Richardson Backs Obama, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22, 2008, at Al; and Colin Powell, see
Jonathan Weisman & Amy Chozick, Campaign '08: Powell Endorses Obama, Reflecting Fractures
in GOP, WALL ST. J., Oct. 20, 2008, at A6.
32. See USNews.com, 5 Top Sources of Funding for Barack Obama's Campaign, U.S. NEWS
& WORLD REP., Oct. 7, 2008, http://www.usnews.comlarticles/opinionl2008/1l0/07/5-top-sources-of-
funding-for-barack-obamas-campaign.html (noting that much of Obama's campaign funding came
from law firms and investment banks).
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paign33-particularly when it came to garnering the support of the "Net
Generation" or "NetGeners." 34
This contrasted starkly with some of Senator McCain's attempts to
utilize these often unfamiliar new technologies. At one point in Senator
McCain's campaign, he presented a video game on his website 35 that
intentionally resembled the 1980s Space Invaders arcade game. The
premise was that instead of shooting down aliens, his supporters could
play the game and shoot down "pork barrel spending bills." This was a
cute idea, but probably lost on both older and younger voters. The Net-
Geners would not likely remember or relate to Space Invaders, and the
allusion would also be lost on retirees. Some middle-aged folks might
remember Space Invaders, but may not have made the connection be-
tween the game and concerns about pork barrel spending. Interestingly,
a study conducted in mid-2008 that compared Senator McCain's and
Senator Obama's presidential websites generally found that Internet us-
ers preferred Senator McCain's website for ease of use, even though
Senator Obama's website made the better first impression.36
In any event, the move from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 technologies not
only required politicians to gain a better understanding of social network-
ing technologies, but it also appears to have led to distinct changes in
emphasis with respect to uses of the Internet in politics. For example,
while many of the contentious issues involving the Internet in the 2004
presidential election revolved around Internet domain names as described
in the previous section, these names were a much less significant factor
in 2008. The now-more-savvy candidates had secured their own domain
names well before launching their respective bids in the primaries. Thus,
"barackobama.com" was registered for the Obama campaign, and
"johnrmccain.com" was registered for the McCain campaign very early in
the process.
33. Again, this was a strategy employed by the Howard Dean campaign in 2004. TRIPPI,
supra note 5, at 142-3:
It was something I required of every campaign correspondence, that it be written by
someone real, and that it be an authentic piece of communication. People are sick of get-
ting a form letter from their congressman that starts "I wanted to personally inform you
Mr. Joseph M. Trippi of St. Michel's, Maryland, about a key piece of legislation that
blah, blah, blah..." These people are not morons. They know the letter was written by a
junior staffer staring at a press release and that the blue signature at the bottom was
stamped by a machine. The Internet is reversing the trend of corporate and political
packaged communication and restoring old-fashioned writing, communicating to people
in an authentic voice. You didn't have to agree, but when you read an e-mail or a letter
or a blog from the Dean campaign, you knew there was a real person on the other end.
34. See generally TAPSCOT-r & WILLIAMS, supra note 17, at 46-47 (describing the Net Gener-
ation as "the first generation to grow up in the digital age").
35. The McCain-Palin website has since been reduced to a transcript of Senator McCain's
concession speech. McCain-Palin 2008, http://www.johnmccain.com (last visited Jan. 16, 2009).
36. CATALYST GROUP INC., BEYOND RED AND BLUE: INSIGHTS INTO THE DESIGN OF
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE WEBSITES 6 (2008), available at
http://www.catalystgroupdesign.comlcofactors/uploadprezreport.pdf.
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Additionally, anyone who thought they might have been in conten-
tion for a spot on either ticket as a prospective running mate seemed to
have registered their own name as a domain name in plenty of time for a
call from their party's nominee. This was often because those people
were politicians in their own right and were already using their names as
domain names in their existent websites. For example, potential vice
presidential candidates like Senator Hillary Clinton and Senator John
Edwards had already registered their names as domain names in the
course of their pre-existing political careers. The domain name "joebi-
den.cor" had been registered, presumably by Senator Biden, prior to the
announcement of Senator Biden as Senator Obama's running mate. Af-
ter the announcement, the site was quickly updated and linked to that of
the Obama campaign.
Later, the "obamabiden.com" name was also secured by the cam-
paign, although at the time of the announcement the name was registered
to a private individual in San Francisco. It is likely that the campaign
quietly bought the name from the registrant at some point after the an-
nouncement was made. The campaign was not so lucky with the name
"josephbiden.com." It was, and continued at the time of the election, to
be registered to a group of Republicans who established a gripe site
about the Democratic candidates. However, this did not appear to cause
too much serious negative press or difficulty for the Obama campaign.
Neither did the registration of "obamabiden08.com" to a private entity
that offered to sell the name for a profit throughout the course of the
election.
Why hadn't the Obama campaign registered all of the likely permu-
tations of Obama's and Biden's names as domain names in the lead-up to
the announcement of Senator Biden as Senator Obama's running mate?
It may have been because the campaign didn't want to be seen to be giv-
ing anything away in case intrepid domain name registration watchers
were attempting to punt on the identity of Senator Obama's likely choice
of running mate by scouring "whois" records relating to relevant domain
names. 37 Of course, the campaign could have hidden their registration of
38any such names by registering them through a private proxy service.
The reason for the failure of the campaign to register all possible
permutations of the candidates' names as domain names may have been
disinterest or neglect. Alternatively, the campaign may have decided that
registration of multiple variations of the candidates' names was unneces-
37. A "whois" search of a domain name registration database gives the identity of the regi-
strant of a given domain name. See, e.g., Network Solutions' Whois Search Page,
http://www.networksolutions.com/whois/index.jsp (last visited Jan. 16, 2009).
38. A registrant of a domain name wishing to conceal his or her identity can use a "private
registration" service offered by a domain name registering service. See, e.g., Private Domain Regis-
tration with Network Solutions, https://www.networksolutions.com/domain-name-
registrationlprivate.jsp (last visited Jan. 16, 2009).
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sary so long as there were one or two obvious domain names taken by
the campaign-such as "joebiden.com" and "obamabiden.com." They
may have reasoned that people who went to other websites such as "jo-
sephbiden.com" or "obamabiden08.com" by mistake would quickly real-
ize their error and use a more intuitive variation of the candidates'
names, or use a search engine, to find the official campaign website.
After all, it is impossible to predict all possible permutations of candi-
dates' names that cybersquatters and cybergripers may want to register
for either profit or criticism purposes.
Permutations would include those discussed above as well as those
that use common typographical errors-such as "obamabidden.com" or
"jobiden.com." The campaign would have to draw the line somewhere
or else it would waste its time second guessing all possible domain
names a cybersquatter or cybergriper might use, and pay money to regis-
ter them and redirect them to the official campaign website. While a
standard registration fee for a domain name is not very costly, 39 wresting
domain names from the hands of multiple cybersquatters and cybergri-
pers could be a costly proposition.40 This time and cost problem would
be exponentially increased if the campaign took into account all possible
permutations of multiple potential vice presidential candidates' names in
the lead-up to making its selection. It may simply have been impractica-
ble for the campaign to try and reserve domain names relating to all can-
didates on the vice presidential shortlist prior to making the announce-
ment of Senator Biden as Senator Obama's running mate.
In the age of sophisticated search engine technology and sophisti-
cated Internet users, the Obama campaign may well have taken the view
that reserving domain names in the lead-up to the election was of lesser
importance than having a variety of online presences via various social
networking technologies. It therefore focused its energies on one main
website under "www.barackobama.com" that linked to a variety of other
web services on which information about the campaign could be easily
found. This suggests that despite the apparent importance of domain
names in the context of the 2004 presidential election, the move from
Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 makes this less of an issue, provided that savvy poli-
ticians have secured at least one obvious version of their name as a do-
main name prior to embarking on the online component of their cam-
paign strategy.
39. Domain names can generally be registered for around $10 a year. See, e.g., Register.com,
Inc., http://www.register.comlpromo/acquisitions-stopwatch.rcmx?trklD=SEMeaqzc7W (last visited
Jan. 16, 2009).
40. Cybersquatters and legitimate domain name traders will often try to auction off domain
names to the highest bidder. Some domain names have sold for millions of dollars. See, e.g.,
KESMODEL, supra note 16, at 11 (noting that "vodka.com" was sold at one point for $3,000,000 and
"diamond.com" was sold for $7,500,000).
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This would certainly seem true of the 2008 Republican effort. The
McCain campaign apparently failed, or decided not to, register the do-
main names "mccainpalin.com" and "sarahpalin.com." The former is
run by an unofficial political commentary organization, and the latter
appears to be privately held and, as of the date of the election, boasted no
content at all other than a notice that: "This page intentionally left
blank."4' Official campaign material is posted at "johnmccain.com," and
has been throughout the course of the campaign. It may be that the
McCain campaign was even less Internet-savvy than the Obama cam-
paign in failing to obtain any obvious permutation at all of the candi-
dates' names as domain names. An alternate explanation is that, as the
McCain campaign was less well-funded than the Obama campaign, the
cost of negotiating with a previous registrant for transfer of a relevant
name such as "mccainpalin.com" was too great for the campaign's pur-
poses when weighed against the likely benefits of obtaining the name.
III. THE INTERNET AND THE 2008 PRESIDENTIAL RACE
Web 2.0 has, in fact, impacted the 2008 presidential race in a num-
ber of ways. Online social networking, while extremely important in
campaign strategy, has also taken on a life of its own outside official
campaign channels. Web 2.0 technologies enable free and widespread
exchanges of views between electors on a scope and scale never before
possible, both in virtual space and ultimately in real space. This has both
positive and negative aspects. Generally, more political speech is better
than less political speech. However, Web 2.0 technologies raise the
specter of campaign difficulties that simply did not arise in the past.
For example, during the Democratic primaries, the popular online
social networking service Facebook was embroiled in a controversy with
allegations that they had exhibited anti-Clinton/pro-Obama bias. This
occurred when one of Senator Clinton's Facebook groups was overrun
by "trolls" posting vile and sexist comments about the senator as a result
of a bug in the Facebook software that allowed them access.42 At the
same time, the equivalent Obama group on Facebook was not suffering
from the same bug, and the founder of Facebook had apparently been
assisting the Obama campaign previously in setting up a
"my.barackobama.com" website.43
The role of online social network providers may come under closer
scrutiny in elections in the future if these Web 2.0 services continue to
play a significant role in electioneering, as is likely to be the case from
41. This website has since been disabled and no longer displays the message. SarahPa-
lin.com, http://www.sarahpalin.com (last visited Jan. 16, 2009).
42. See Liminal States, http://www.talesfromthe.net/jon/?p=146 (May 10, 2008, 9:56 EST).
43. Id. See also TRipPI, supra note 5, at 255 (noting that Chris Hughes, one of Facebook's
founders, signed on to become Barack Obama's online social networks director early in his primary
campaign).
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now on. The scrutiny and possible regulation of such parties would be a
difficult legal matter, particularly as any legal regulation of these service
providers might amount to political censorship and prove to be unconsti-
tutional under the First Amendment. A candidate who is favored by a
multitude of online service providers in the future may have a distinct
electoral advantage-so those with future political ambitions should start
to think about cultivating relationships with Internet intermediaries as
well as potential donors.
Blogging is another interesting phenomenon relating to Web 2.0
that has had a significant role to play in the 2008 presidential election. In
fact, in one of the more unusual stories relating to the Republican vice
presidential race, a Colorado blogger took some of the credit for the
McCain campaign's choosing Governor Sarah Palin as Senator McCain's
running mate. Clearly, Governor Palin had not been on the national
stage or on the national radar prior to the Republican vice presidential
announcement. Nevertheless, a University of Colorado student, Adam
Brickley, had been researching GOP officials nationwide over the Inter-
net since early in 2007. 44 In this research, he discovered Governor Palin
and her fights against government corruption in Alaska. He registered
the domain name "palinforvp.blogspot.com" and saw his website receive
2,000 to 5,000 hits a day between the time Senator McCain secured the
Republican nomination and the time he named Governor Palin as his
running mate.45
While there is no direct evidence that Brickley's blog did affect
McCain's choice of Governor Palin as his running mate, Brickley has
been quoted as suggesting that he thinks that the blog probably got Gov-
ernor Palin the initial coverage she needed to make it onto Senator
McCain's shortlist.46 This is not as improbable as it might sound. Sena-
tor McCain was obviously looking for someone new and different, and
Governor Palin's name certainly had not come up in early press coverage
of the Senator's search for a running mate. So, again, future bloggers
might like to think about the 2012 presidential election and start re-
searching candidates and blogging now. There are probably some as-
yet-undiscovered Republican governors or legislators who would be
happy to feature in such a blog.
A final example of the Internet in presidential politics in 2008
comes out of the commercial realm of campaign merchandising. While
candidates themselves have become extremely savvy about marketing
their wares both to assist in funding their campaigns and in getting their
44. Ed Sealover, Colorado Blogger Saw Palin's Star Quality First, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS
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messages out into the physical world on t-shirts, key rings, and beach
towels,47 others too have decided to get a piece of the action. The Caf6
Press online store,48 for example, runs a business of selling election mer-
chandise for profit. The site sells a variety of t-shirts, sweatshirts, coffee
mugs, and the like with a variety of logos on them.
In the lead-up to the 2008 presidential election, Caf6 Press unveiled
a large and ever-expanding line of election-focused motifs. A customer
could buy all manner of electoral merchandise either supporting or criti-
cizing any of the leading electoral candidates, Republican or Democrat.
The site boasts "Obama '08" t-shirts49 alongside t-shirts that say "NO-
bama '08" 5°and many worse epithets. Additionally, one can purchase a
pro-Palin t-shirt51 alongside t-shirts that make fun of Palin with com-
ments like "I Can See Russia from My House ' 52 and "What's the differ-
ence between Sarah Palin and George W. Bush? Lipstick., 53 Interes-
tingly, the site doesn't boast any obviously anti-Biden propaganda.
One noteworthy strategy employed by the enterprising folks at Caf6
Press was their registration of the "obamaclinton.com" domain name in
the lead-up to the democratic running mate announcement. At that time,
many voters still hoped that Senator Obama would pick Senator Clinton
as his running mate. During the lead-up to the announcement, the site
boasted all manner of "Obama-Clinton" merchandise for sale, and in the
wake of the selection of Joe Biden as Obama's running mate, the site
changed its wares to pure "Hillary Clinton" merchandise.
On the one hand this is just an electoral application of electronic
commerce, plain and simple. On the other hand, this enterprising busi-
ness could confuse the public into thinking they are purchasing official
campaign merchandise. An Internet user typing "obamaclinton.com"
into a URL 54 and coming upon Caf6 Press's website might think she was
being invited to purchase official campaign merchandise and that Senator
47. E.g., Barack Obama Store, http://store.barackobama.com (last visited Jan. 13, 2009).
48. CafePress: Funny T-shirts and Unique Gifts, http://www.cafepress.com (last visited Jan.
13, 2009).
49. Barack Obama T-Shirts & Gifts, http://shop.cafepress.com/obama (last visited Jan. 13,
2009).
50. Anti Obama T-Shirts & Clothing, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/anti-obama (last visited
Jan. 16, 2009).
51. Sarah Palin T-Shirts & Gifts, http://shop.cafepress.com/sarah-palin (last visited on Jan.
13, 2009).
52. Anti Sarah Palin T-Shirts & Clothing, http://t-shirts.cafepress.com/anti-sarah-palin (last
visited Jan. 14, 2009).
53. Id.
54. Under Roeder, Definition of URL, http://personalweb.about.com/cs/glossary/g/url.htm
(last visited Jan. 14, 2009) ("When you go to a Web page, the URL of that page is everything that is
showing up in the address window of your browser including the http:// and all that comes after it.");
Address Bar Definition I Dictionary.com, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/address%20bar
(last visited Jan. 15, 2009) ("[An address bar is] the space on the Web browser screen in which the
currently used Web site address is displayed; also the place where the user types in a Web site ad-
dress they wish to access.").
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Obama really was intending to name Senator Clinton as his running
mate. She might think that proceeds for her purchase would go towards
funding the campaign of the "dream ticket."
Is there a law against this kind of conduct, or should there be? One
might argue that anyone stupid enough to think that Senator Obama real-
ly would have named Senator Clinton as his running mate and stupid
enough to buy a t-shirt proclaiming this fact before the announcement
was made deserves what she gets. Additionally, in this particular exam-
ple, Cafd Press did not present the content of its website as an official
campaign website. The Cafd Press trademark was prominently displayed
on the website under the domain name "obamaclinton.com," although
some Internet users may have thought that the Obama campaign simply
subcontracted with Caf6 Press to sell campaign merchandise.
It may be that trademark law has something to say about misleading
electoral consumers into thinking they are buying official merchandise
when, in fact, they are purchasing from a purely commercial enterprise.
Thus, the application of existing trademark principles may proscribe the
use of politician's names in domain names for electronic websites that
sell unofficial campaign merchandise.55 There are no clear cases on
point, although a politician who could establish a trademark interest in
her personal name56 could bring proceedings against such misleading
domain name registrations under the UDRP57 or relevant provisions of
the Lanham Act.58 However, politicians probably have better things to
do-and better things to spend their campaign funds on.
Some amount of this kind of conduct may simply have to be tole-
rated in the electoral context going forward. And it may be that increa-
singly sophisticated Internet users are less likely to be fooled over time
by those who attempt to pass off non-official campaign merchandise as
official campaign merchandise. These problems may be less likely to
arise in the future as Internet users become increasingly comfortable with
identifying official campaign websites that operate as portals to other
web services offered by a candidate, such as the candidate's official mer-
chandising operation, and the candidate's official social networking sites.
WY. THE INTERNET'S FUTURE IN POLITICS
The move from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 between the 2004 and 2008
presidential elections has shown us that the Internet can and will play an
increasingly important role in political campaigning in the future. This
55. See Lipton, supra note 18, at 109-119 (describing, generally, the application of trademark
law to domain name cases involving politicians' names).
56. Jacqueline D. Lipton, Celebrity in Cyberspace: A Personality Rights Paradigm for Per-
sonal Domain Name Disputes, 65 WASH. & LEE L. REv. 1445 (2008).
57. See Lipton, supra note 18, at 66-69 (describing application of the UDRP to domain name
disputes involving politicians' names).
58. Id. at 60-67.
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will mean that more, and different, players will become important in
electoral campaigns. Internet intermediaries who run social networking
services and Internet merchants who sell official and unofficial campaign
merchandise online will take on new and important roles in electioneer-
ing, as we have seen in the 2008 election. Private individuals who blog
and network both over the Internet and over various wireless devices will
play a more active role in elections, and a candidate with sufficient cha-
risma and organizational know-how will be able to mobilize grassroots
support on a scale never before possible. The new networking technolo-
gies allow for easy physical mobilization of otherwise latent social and
political groups.59
So what will be next for the Internet in politics? What will we ex-
pect to see in 2012, and 2016? Web 3.0? What will that entail? Will all
politicians have to become avatars in Second Life60 and other virtual
worlds61 to reach the voters? Will we be voting in cyberspace through
virtual worlds as the next step after electronic voting machines? Will we
be concerned about securing the integrity of purely virtual voting that
allows individuals to cast ballots remotely from their homes through vir-
tual worlds, or virtual election booths? Will Diebold 62 set up shop in
Second Life?
Although much of this sounds improbable today, it is likely that we
have only seen the tip of the iceberg in relation to uses of the Internet in
politics. President-elect Obama managed to tap into technological capa-
bilities that only became possible for the first time in the 2008 presiden-
tial election. By 2012, the sky may be the limit for a savvy President
Obama and his re-election team. And who will be his Republican chal-
lenger? Perhaps we should watch the blogs for the answer...
59. SHIRKY, supra note 8, at 288 (describing this phenomenon in relation to Howard Dean's
presidential bid in 2003-4).
60. See Second Life, http://secondlife.comlwhatis (last visited Jan. 14, 2009).
61. TAPSCOTr & WILLIAMS, supra note 17, 124-27 (citing the phenomenon of virtual worlds
and multiplayer online games, including Second Life).
62. See Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diebold (last visited
Jan. 14, 2009) (citing the historical development of the company that created electronic voting
machines and the political controversies that ensued).
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In Our First Unisex President?: Black Masculinity and Obama's
Feminine Side,1 Frank Rudy Cooper posits that President Obama con-
sciously performed a feminine identity2 in order to navigate the tricky
waters of race and gender in the presidential election.3 Cooper notes that
white popular culture perceives black masculinity as bipolar: there are
"good blacks" and "bad blacks. 'A According to white popular culture,
the "Bad Black Man is animalistic, sexually depraved, and crime-
prone."5 His counterpart, the "Good Black Man distances himself from
black people and emulates white views."6
Because of the image of the Bad Black Man, black men must take
care not to show excessive anger.7 Obama is known for his "cool," a
somewhat feminine identity performance that comforts white citizens
and distances him from the "dangerous" Bad Black Man. His concilia-
tory empathic style and willingness to negotiate with "evil" foreign pow-
ers made him appear more feminine than his female rival, Hillary Clin-
ton, who performed a more masculine demeanor and espoused a tough
stance toward Iran.
Although Obama's more feminine presentation downplayed white
fear, it was also risky to his candidacy because it raised the question of
whether he is masculine enough for the job.8 Ironically, perhaps it was
his blackness that imbued Obama with sufficient masculinity to success-
fully walk the tightrope between being too masculine and too feminine,
t William S. Boyd Professor of Law, William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Neva-
da, Las Vegas. Thanks to Frank Rudy Cooper for his encouragement with this essay and for his
editorial comments. Thanks also to Mitu Gulati and Jeff Stempel for their editorial comments.
1. Frank Rudy Cooper, Our First Unisex President?: Black Masculinity and Obama's Femi-
nine Side, 86 DENV. U. L. REv. 633 (2009).
2. Two types of identity include one's self identity and attributed identity, the impressions
others have of a person. Identity is not a fixed phenomenon, but is created through negotiation (with
oneself and others) and performance. Everyone works identity. Devon W. Carbado & Mitu Gulati,
Working Identity, 85 CORNELL L. REV. 1259, 1261 n.2, 1263 (2000).
3. See generally Cooper, supra note 1.
4. Frank Rudy Cooper, Against Bipolar Masculinity: Intersectionality, Assimilation, Identity
Performance, and Hierarchy, 39 U.C. DAVIS L. REv. 853, 857-59 (2006).
5. Id. at 857.
6. Id.
7. Cooper, supra note 1, at 654.
8. id. at 633-34.
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too black and too white. Cooper theorizes that Obama's success may
actually have a gender- and race-bending effect, by removing stigma
from "the feminine" and opening space for all persons, especially men
who do not conform to masculine gender norms, to perform their identi-
ties in unconventional ways.
9
While Cooper's essay does not directly address women in the polit-
ical spotlight, its focus on Obama's feminization provokes the question
of how white women and women of color can successfully perform their
gender and racial identities in the public arena. The 2008 Presidential
campaign highlighted three strong, interesting, and very different wom-
en-Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin and Michelle Obama-who negotiated
identity performances in the political limelight. Because of their diverse
backgrounds, experience, 10 and ages, an examination of how these three
women performed their identities and the public response to them offers
a rich understanding of the changing nature of gender, gender roles, age,
sexuality and race in our culture. This study suggests that Professor
Cooper's optimism that Obama's race and gender performances may
have removed the stigma from "the feminine" may be misplaced, at least
when it comes to women aspiring to high public office. Indeed, a review
of the public's reaction to the gender, race, and class performances of
these three women confirms that women aspiring to high public office
continue to suffer intense public scrutiny of their gender performances.
Part I provides background for my analysis of these three women's
identity performances and the public reactions to them. It discusses con-
temporary theories of identity performance, gender and leadership. Part
II applies the theory and research to the public careers of Hillary Clinton,
Sarah Palin and Michelle Obama and observes that although women still
face significant obstacles in the public arena, there may be more accep-
tance of women as political candidates than in the past. The essay con-
cludes that the candidacies of Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin and the
public appearance of Michelle Obama as a successful career woman,
who is also a wife of the winning candidate, have moved women one
step further toward equality in the national political scene. Moreover,
the public may be more willing to consider women's identities to include
a mix of both traditional family values and competence in one's career.
By the same token, women's identities as aspiring political leaders con-
tinue to be problematic, and require women to negotiate a double bind: if
they are too feminine, they are deemed incompetent. If they are too
masculine, they are considered not likeable.
9. Id.
10. Hillary Clinton has served in three different public roles over a period of sixteen years,
She served as first lady to Bill Clinton's Presidency, Junior Senator from New York, and candidate
for President of the United States. She is now about to embark on a new role as Secretary of State.
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I. IDENTITY, GENDER AND LEADERSHIP
This part explains the theory of identity performance at work-how
individuals work their identities in workplaces. It then applies identity
performance theory to the political arena, exploring the differences be-
tween performing one's identity at work and in political campaigns.
Finally, it discusses research on gender and leadership that demonstrates
that women in leadership positions are judged more harshly than their
male counterparts. Because this is true, it is considerably more difficult
for women leaders to navigate and perform their identities.
A. Performing and Negotiating Identities in Workplaces
In Working Identities, Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati explain that
individual identities are not fixed, but are negotiated and performed.1'
For example, a person negotiates between his sense of self or self identi-
ty and his attributed identity, how others perceive him. In order to
achieve certain reactions from others, an individual may perform identity
in different ways. For example, in a firm that values hard work, an em-
ployee may work late, mention to colleagues how tired she is because
she has worked late so many evenings, or leave her office light on so it
appears that she is there even after she leaves the office. 12 Carbado and
Gulati posit that all individuals perform identity, but they demonstrate
that when outsiders13 perform their identities at work, they risk working
against some stereotypes but confirming others. 14  For example, if a
workplace values hard work, creativity and a quick intelligence, a black
law firm associate may find performing his identity difficult. If he
chooses to counter the stereotype that blacks are lazy by working dili-
gently, his behavior may confirm in the minds of his employers the ste-
reotype that blacks are not as intelligent or as quick as whites.1
5
All of these behaviors by outsiders entail not only public perfor-
mances but also internal negotiations with the self about how much an
employee is willing or able to perform an identity desired by the firm
without losing a sense of self.' Because members of outsider groups
"perceive themselves as subject to negative stereotypes, they are also
likely to feel the need to do significant amounts of 'extra' identity work
to counter those stereotypes."'
' 7
Even while attempting to conform to institutional values, an outsid-
er might compromise herself and confirm negative stereotypes. If the
11. Carbado & Gulati, supra note 2, at 1260-61, 1261 n.2.
12. Id. at 1260.
13. For this purpose, "outsiders" include white women, persons of color, and gays and les-
bians. Id. at 1268.
14. Id. at 1262, 1270.
15. Id. at 1292.
16. Id. at 1264.
17. Id. at 1262.
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workplace values collegiality, for example, a young woman may choose
to go out to bars after work with her colleagues, even though she sees
herself as a loner or a homebody. This identity performance, however,
may confirm the stereotype that women are sexual objects, and interested
in having affairs with co-workers, especially if she joins in sexual banter
or willingly goes to a strip club with her colleagues in order to fit in.
Unlike a man who engages in the same behavior, the woman is viewed
negatively because the firm defines collegiality in terms of what it perce-
ives to be appropriate male behavior. Because societal norms continue to
govern our judgments, a woman performing similar behavior runs the
risk of disrespect.
Stereotypes are comparative measurements to the standard bearer:
the white, middle class, heterosexual male. When we judge a black man
as not hard-working or a Korean woman as too hard-working, the judg-
ment is based on the view that the ideal worker18-- the white, middle
class, heterosexual male-works the proper amount. But the irony is that
even if it were possible to engage in exactly the same behavior as their
white, heterosexual, male counterparts, outsiders may fail to meet com-
munity norms. In cases where the amount of work performed is meas-
ured, stereotypes about outsiders would likely color insiders' perceptions
of how much the outsiders worked. Stereotypes involving more qualita-
tive judgments than the number of hours that a person works are even
more difficult and risky to defeat. Professor Cooper makes this point
when he explains that in order to avoid the stereotype of the Bad Black
Man, President Obama performs his identity as less masculine, more
feminine and community-oriented. 19 Obama learned early in life that in
order to accomplish his goal of living within the white society, he had to
give comfort to whites and allay their fears that he may be an aggressive
black male.2°
B. Performing Political Identities During Presidential Campaigns
People perform their identities in the workplace; in the political are-
na, too, all politicians attempt to perform their identities to please the
electorate. During the long campaigns for President and Vice President,
this is a complicated endeavor because unlike workplaces that have cer-
tain identifiable preferences and norms that remain fairly constant over
time, the electorate represents a variety of different groups with different
values whose views often change in reaction to ongoing current events.
A candidate must perform an identity that is sufficiently constant to con-
vey an air of confidence and imperviousness, but also sufficiently flexi-
ble to appeal to different constituencies and to respond to changing
18. JOAN WILLIAMS, UNBENDING GENDER 64-66 (2000) (describing the "ideal worker"
norms in the workplace).
19. Cooper, supra note 1, at 636.
20. Id.
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events. As events change, a candidate must adapt, performing identity in
slightly different ways, while avoiding a charge that he or she is an op-
portunist. Getting "stuck" in an identity that is perceived to be inflexible
and out of date, while simultaneously acting in erratic fashion as some
claim that John McCain did, can be deadly to a campaign.
Because the roles of President and Vice President are gendered
male and raced white, and because there has never been a woman or mi-
nority President or Vice President, an outsider running for these offices
encounters obstacles that go beyond those faced by a heterosexual white
male in negotiating and performing identity as a political candidate.
Voters often claim to vote based on the candidates' personal characteris-
tics rather than on the issues.2 1 Because of stereotypes about the proper
roles of men and women, and the normal cognitive process of categoriz-
ing, these voters will likely judge the candidates' personal characteristics
through a distorted lens. This lens can lead to biased evaluations of the
candidates even though the voter is unaware of the error.22
C. Gender Roles and Leadership
Notwithstanding sociologists' and feminist scholars' conclusion that
23gender roles are learned behaviors, people generally view gender as
naturally derived from biological sex, and expect others to behave in a
manner that conforms to their biological sex. Women in leadership posi-
tions and doing jobs that are traditionally male are judged much more
harshly than men. In "Goldberg" studies, for example, a participant eva-
luates resumes reflecting equivalent education and experience designated
with men's and women's names. When the job is identified as requiring
"male" characteristics, participants consistently rank the men's resumes
more highly than the women's, even though the resumes are identical. 24
Gender roles and social incongruity explain these disparate results.
Gender roles are widely held beliefs about the attributes of men and
women and the roles they play in society. They are based on descriptive
and injunctive norms: descriptive norms describe how women and men
21. Carol Polsky, Looking Past Economy, NEWSDAY, Nov. 1, 2008, at A14; Posting of Stuart
O'Neill to Democratic Daily, http://thedemocraticdaily.com2008/10/1l0/mccain-trading-in-his-
character-to-chase-the-news-cycle/ (Oct. 10, 2008, 4:45 p.m. EST) (using the title "McCain Trading
In His Character To Chase The News Cycle").
22. Ann C. McGinley, Viva la Evolucion!: Recognizing Unconscious Motive in Title VII, 9
CORNELL J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 415, 421-46 (2000) (describing unconscious bias in decision making).
23. E.g., Judith Lorber, Beyond the Binaries: Depolarizing the Categories of Sex, Sexuality
and Gender, 66 SoC. INQUIRY 143, 146 (1996) ("[G]ender ... is a social institution that establishes
patterns of expectations for individuals, orders the social processes of everyday life, is built into the
major social organizations of society such as the economy, ideology, the family, and politics, and is
also an entity in and of itself.").
24. Alice H. Eagly & Steven J. Karau, Role Congruity Theory of Prejudice Toward Female
Leaders, 109 PSYCHOL. REv. 573, 582, 587 (2002).
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behave while injunctive norms are consensual expectations about how
men or women should behave.
Most descriptive and injunctive norms about the sexes pertain to
communal and agentic 26 behavior. Women are described as communal
and are expected to act in others-oriented ways. The descriptive norm
sees women as followers and as inappropriate leaders. 27 The injunctive
norm forbids women from behaving in agentic ways; women who be-
have agentically are rated worse than men who engage in the same beha-
vior. 8 Men are described as agentic and expected to exhibit aggression,
ambition, dominance, independence, and self-confidence. 29 Women, on
the other hand, are considered to be untrustworthy and are disliked in
leadership roles, especially if their agentic style "entails exerting control
and dominance over others. 3 °
Role congruity theory considers congruity or incongruity between
the gender role and leadership roles. 3 1 Studies demonstrate that people
see leadership roles as primarily agentic, and therefore requiring mascu-
line traits.32 Women are typically at a disadvantage when applying for or
working in leadership positions because their gender role conflicts with
the qualities needed to perform the job. Male group members evaluate
women's work as less competent than that of men, even when the work
is equally competent.33 Moreover, women receive less attention at work
for the same idea expressed the same way as men do.34
When there is clear evidence that a woman is a good leader, she still
experiences a disadvantage due to a conflict between leadership qualities
and her gender role.35 Even when women are perceived as successful,
36
both men and women rank them as less likeable than men based on their
success at a "man's job.
3 7
This research demonstrates the difficulties caused by gender role in-
congruity that women experience when they work in men's jobs or take
on leadership positions. The public perceives these positions as requir-
ing masculine traits, and masculine traits are considered to be superior to
25. Id. at 574.
26. An "agentic" person is one who takes control and leads. Id.
27. Id. at 576.
28. Id. at 576-90.
29. Id.
30. Alice H. Eagly et al., Transformational, Transactional, and Laissez-Faire Leadership
Styles: A Meta-Analysis Comparing Women and Men, 129 PSYCHOL. BULL. 569, 573 (2003).
31. id. at 575.
32. Id.
33. See Martha Foschi et al., Gender and Double Standards in the Assessment of Job Appli-
cants, 57 SOC. PSYCHOL. Q. 326, 337 (1994).
34. See VIRGINIA VALIAN, WHY SO SLOW?: THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN 131 (1998).
35. See Eagly & Karau, supra note 24 at 575-76.
36. Id. at 575.
37. Madeline E. Heilman et al., Penalties for Success: Reactions to Women Who Succeed at
Male Gender-Typed Tasks, 89 J. APPL. PSYCHOL. 416,426 (2004).
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feminine traits. 38 By the same token, the public responds negatively to a
woman who is too masculine. Because of these restraints, a woman who
seeks a leadership position may try to perform her identity in a way that
demonstrates her strength and ability to perform the requirements of the
position without appearing too masculine. This is a difficult perfor-
mance that, to date, has proved elusive to women running for President
or Vice President. It is complicated by the changing societal views of
women and their roles in the family and the workplace and by the pub-
lic's and the media's hyper-vigilance of women's appearance and dress.
II. APPLYING THE RESEARCH TO HILLARY CLINTON, SARAH PALIN, AND
MICHELLE OBAMA
This part looks at specific examples of Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin
and Michelle Obama, three women who have attempted to negotiate the
tricky waters of gender and authority, and how the public reacted to their
gender and race performances.
A. Hillary Clinton
Hillary Clinton was an accomplished lawyer and partner in a well-
known law firm, graduate of prestigious Wellesley College and Yale
Law School, first lady of Arkansas, law professor, and mother of one
child in 1992 when her husband, Bill Clinton, announced his candidacy
for President of the United States. Earlier, in 1975, when she married
Bill Clinton in Arkansas, Hillary Rodham retained her own surname, a
practice that was common among feminists of her age in order to avoid
losing their identity and independence. Because of a chilly reception in
Arkansas to her use of her birth name, presumably because she was too
independent of her husband, she soon switched her name to Hillary Clin-
ton.
Hillary Rodham graduated from law school in 1973, a time when
women began to attend law school in significant numbers. She was
among the first generation of women to enjoy the benefits of the civil
rights laws' guarantees of equal employment and educational opportuni-
ties for women. 39 Despite the legal protections, "second wave" femin-
38. See R.W. CONNELL, MASCULINiTIES 15-16 (2d ed. 2005) (explaining that Alfred Adler
and others posited that the polarity between masculine and feminine traits saw female traits as infe-
rior).
39. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which went into effect in 1965, made it unlawful
to discriminate against an applicant or employee because of her sex. Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352,78 Stat. 241 (1964) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)
(2006)). It was amended in 1972 in order to make state governments subject to the Act. Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 92-261, 86 Stat. 103 (1972) (codified as amended at 42
U.S.C. § 2000e-2(e) (2006)). Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 made it unlawful to discrimi-
nate in education because of sex. Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78
Stat. 241 (1964) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-6 (2006)). In 1972, the 1964 Civil
Rights Act was amended to apply to public employers and universities. Title IX of the Civil Rights
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ists4° like Hillary Clinton had to fight for equal rights in employment.
Many women believed that they had to work harder than their male
counterparts to earn respect. Because these women were path breakers at
work, many downplayed their roles as mothers and wives and sexual
partners. These women performed their identities at work as efficient,
hard workers because of the fear that colleagues would not take them
seriously if they viewed them first as mothers and wives and second as
professionals. While the second wave feminists matured during an era of
more sexual freedom than their mothers, those who entered the profes-
sions performed their identities at work as asexual beings in order to
avoid being treated as sexual objects by their male counterparts. In-
cluded in this asexual performance was work clothing that deemphasized
their sexuality.
Clinton, the first career woman to serve as first lady, had significant
problems performing her gender on the national scene. From almost the
moment she appeared on the political scene as Bill Clinton's wife, Hil-
lary suffered the public's disregard. Much of the reaction to Hillary
stemmed from deep-seeded unconscious and conscious biases against
independent women who perform their gender identities in professional
and independent ways, and are not sufficiently submissive to their hus-
bands.41 Hillary Clinton's identity performance was a threat to men and
to those women who had made a choice to live in more traditional mar-
riages. These women viewed their work lives outside the home, if they
worked outside the home at all, as secondary to their husbands' careers,
and they spent a large percentage of their time caring for their husbands
and children.
Hillary Clinton also made some serious political mistakes in Bill
Clinton's campaign, which contributed to the public's dislike of her.
Early in the campaign, Hillary performed her identity in a way that
showed disrespect for other women's choices and that made men uncom-
fortable. She disparaged non-working mothers when she asked sarcasti-
cally whether she should have stayed home and baked cookies instead of
working as a lawyer.42 Many members of the public interpreted this
comment as demonstrating Clinton's lack of empathy with stay-at-home
moms who struggled to manage their households and care for their child-
Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 92-261, 86 Stat. 103 (1972) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-6
(2006)).
40. "Second Wave Feminism" is the term used to describe the feminist movement of the late
1960's and the 1970's. STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY, Topics IN FEMINISM 2.1 (Mar.
15, 2004), http:lplato.stanford.edulentries/feminism-topicsl#FemBelFemMov. I use the term in
quotation marks in the text because it ignores the waves of abolitionist and post-abolition feminism.
41. See generally VALIAN, supra note 34 (discussing the effect of unconscious bias on wom-
en's success and the psychological studies supporting her conclusions).
42. Jack Hitt, Bill and Hill and History; Southern Consort: A Guided Tour of His Good 01'
Soul, WASH. POST, Oct. 21, 1993, at C1 ("The reason Hillary's remark-'I could have stayed home
and baked cookies'-provoked such a projectile vomiting of rage below Washington is because she
so openly represents a full rejection of Southern womanhood.").
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ren. Clinton added salt to the national wound by stating that she was not
like Tammy Wynette, the famous country singer who sang, "Stand by
Your Man.
43
Once she became the first lady, Hillary Clinton's high-powered
education and career as a corporate lawyer and her husband's insistence
that she was an equal partner in the White House, combined with her
disastrous attempt to redesign the health care system, led to even greater
unpopularity. The public perceived her as arrogant and condescending,
masculine and too rough around the edges. Distancing herself from her
feminine side in order to demonstrate her strength, Clinton was the butt
of ridicule and scorn. Her popularity ratings plummeted.
It was not until she suffered the humiliating experience of her hus-
band's public infidelity that she became more popular. Thus, as a victim,
and specifically as a woman victim, Hillary became more human and
more likeable. This response to Hillary Clinton's personal problems is
ironic given that she had struggled to perform her identity to demonstrate
her strength and invulnerability. It was her feminine vulnerability that
raised her popularity in the ratings. Nonetheless, while this vulnerability
was an attractive trait in a first lady, it may not have been attractive in a
candidate for the Senate or the Presidency. For this reason, Hillary Clin-
ton performed her gender in order to command respect and attention
without inviting scorn. Like Obama's mission, this is a tricky assign-
ment. Clinton downplayed her femininity and emphasized her toughness
in order to compensate for being a woman, and to earn respect for her
competence and experience. Masculinities research demonstrates that
men and women value masculinity more than femininity, so it makes
sense that a woman candidate should put forth a masculine image.44 By
the same token, it is dangerous to do so because people do not like wom-
en who are too masculine.45 Hillary Clinton, therefore, found herself in a
double bind: Either act more feminine and be judged incompetent or act
masculine and be considered unlikeable.
As a senator, Clinton gained respect of her colleagues, but the pub-
lic was initially very cool to her Presidential campaign. As is typically
demonstrated by the leadership research, the populace considered her
competent, but not necessarily likeable, because she was a woman acting
as a leader in a masculine job. She came across as a genderless policy
wonk. She had a slight rise in New Hampshire when she showed her
feminine side by breaking down on the campaign trail, and a significant
43. See Gwen Ifill, The 1992 Campaign: Democrats Trapped in a Spotlight, Hillary Clinton
Uses It, N.Y. TIM-s, Feb. 3, 1992, at A12.
44. See, e.g., Emmanuel Reynaud, Holy Virility: The Social Construction of Masculinity, in
FEMINISM & MASCULINITIES 136, 142-44 (Peter Murphy ed., 2004) (arguing that man imposes
femininity on women in order to establish his power and to produce the opposite of his own freedom
and independence).
45. See, e.g., Heilman et al., supra note 37, at 426.
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rise in popularity when she found her voice half-way through the prima-
ries. Instead of humorless and shrill, Clinton now was strong and she
empathized with the economic problems of Middle America. This was a
very risky balancing act like the one in which Barack Obama had to en-
gage. Like Obama, who was criticized for "playing the race card" when
he mentioned that he did not look like the other men on the paper curren-
cy, an allusion to his race,46 Hillary was criticized for "playing the gend-
er card" when she talked about the "all-boys' club of politics" to students
at Wellesley.47 The public, evidently, did not want the candidates to
make the electorate confront its unconscious racial and gender biases. A
silent pact between the electorate and the candidates required the candi-
dates to perform their identities and to design their candidacies to appear
"beyond gender" and "beyond race." Nonetheless, gender and race were
constant subtexts of the campaigns.
Hillary Clinton was able to retain her strength, but soften and fe-
minize her image by expressing concern for families in the industrial
states who were in tough economic straits. But she also used Barack
Obama as a foil in performing her identity. She avoided a too-feminine
appearance and sought to demonstrate strength by criticizing Barack
Obama and portraying him as inexperienced and not tough enough to do
the job. In this way, as Professor Cooper mentions, Hillary was often
considered the tougher and more masculine candidate in the democratic
primary.
Throughout her career, Hillary Clinton suffered criticism for her
dress and appearance. During her campaign for President, she was criti-
cized for her pant suits, a symbol of women's empowerment since the
1960' S.48 This criticism demonstrates the bind that women often face
when they appear in public. The public evaluates women's competence
and authority based partially on their clothing.49 Community norms for
women's dress and appearance are stricter than those for men's. While
men are more often rated as "average" in looks, their female counterparts
are rated more frequently as "above average" and "below average., 50
This double standard creates an additional burden on women running for
46. See Cynthia Tucker, Cards on the Table: Like it or Not, Race a Factor in '08, ATLANTA
J.-CONST., Aug. 6, 2008, at 18A.
47. Kerry Howley, Hillary Never Played the Gender Card, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, Nov. 18,
2007, at B3.
48. Frank James, Thank YLS for Clinton Pantsuits, http://www.swampolitics.com/news/
politics/blog/2008/06/by-frank-jamesjhow many.html (noting that Ives St. Laurent designed the
pantsuit in the 1960's for working women, and that it has been a symbol of women's empowerment
since its design); see also Robin Givhan, Wearing the Pants, WASH. POST, Dec. 9, 2007, at A24,
available at http://tinyurl.com/cd61rz (noting that Clinton wore skirts and jackets as first lady, and
wears pantsuits in the campaign to show toughness, but she also notes the variety of colors Clinton's
pantsuits were that allowed her to stand out among her rivals).
49. See Katharine T. Bartlett, Only Girls Wear Barrettes: Dress and Appearance Standards,
Community Norms, and Workplace Equality, 92 MICH. L. REv. 2541, 2553 (1994) (citing studies by
Sandra M. Forsythe).
50. See id. at 2564.
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public office. A sixty year old woman who apparently struggles with her
weight, Clinton may not have gained public approval for her clothes even
if she had dressed in high style feminine clothing. The pant suit was her
uniform, like the men's suits were their uniforms. Men, however, are
considered more powerful and sexy as they age, while women lose their
appeal as their waists thicken and their hair turns grey. Clinton showed
her masculine toughness by wearing pants, while distinguishing herself
as feminine by choosing pant suits of many brilliant colors.
Hillary Clinton's experience demonstrates that "second wave"
brand of feminism is dead, at least when it comes to public acceptance of
a woman candidate running for high public office. As a candidate, Clin-
ton was considered unattractive when she emphasized her asexuality,
toughness and competence, while downplaying her softer side-the con-
siderable empathy she has for children and families. As she demonstrat-
ed more empathy, she became more acceptable to the public. Thus, the
double bind played itself out in Hillary Clinton's campaign. While she
did not negotiate the tricky waters perfectly, she learned as her campaign
progressed to appear more feminine and less as a woman acting tough.
B. Sarah Palin
Unlike Hillary Clinton, the nation has known Sarah Palin for only a
short time. When John McCain announced her as his running mate, the
curiosity about Sarah Palin, a moose-hunting, conservative, forty-four
year old woman who had served as Alaska's Governor for two years,
was intense. Palin electrified the Republican Convention during her ac-
ceptance speech in which she consciously performed her gender and
class identities and walked a fine line between being assertive and mas-
culine and retaining her femininity. She performed her female gender by
dressing in a feminine but professional way, wearing her hair long
around her shoulders and by emphasizing her role as a mother of five
children. She made deferential comments about her husband-that he
was her "guy." She acted as the supportive wife in praise of her running
mate, John McCain. But as she smiled in a feminine manner, she
adopted a tough, masculine style, lambasting Barack Obama, and talking
about his community organizing in a disparaging and condescending
manner. She jokingly referred to herself as a "hockey mom" stating that
the only difference between a hockey mom and a pit bull is lipstick. In
pit bull style, Palin repeatedly attacked Barack Obama. After her attack
and her speech were over, Palin carefully resumed her feminine perfor-
mance, holding her infant son on stage as her other four children and her
husband surrounded her. Her lipstick still shone through.
Throughout the campaign and after losing the election, Palin per-
formed her gender and class. During the Vice Presidential candidates'
debate, Palin asked Vice Presidential candidate Joe Biden if she could
call him "Joe," winked at the audience, made overt entreaties to the "Joe-
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six packs" who were watching, and attacked Joe Biden repeatedly. Palin
continued the fierce attacks on Obama in masculine style, accusing him
of "palling around with terrorists" and questioning his patriotism. In
contrast, she simultaneously presented herself as a maverick, a mother
and a wife. Upon losing the election, Palin performed her gender by
inviting reporters to interview her while she prepared dinner in the kitch-
en of her home.
Sarah Palin is an appealing personality because of her good looks,
her quick smile, her careful grooming and her ability to use her gender to
soften an extraordinary toughness. She is also appealing in a populist
way, a Western woman who is a member of the National Rifle Associa-
tion, who knows how to gut a moose and prefers moose stew to more
delicate foods. But her femininity is not at risk because she makes clear
her pro-life stance and her lived experience of giving birth to an infant,
knowing that he had Down Syndrome. Thus, Palin performs her femi-
ninity in the most important arena-in her role as mother. While she has
tough traits and practices, she is not threatening because she has not bro-
ken with her "natural" role. She is still a feminine woman in dress and
lifestyle, in her role as mother, in her belief in her family, and in her de-
ference to her man. Her pit bull manner on the job can be "cute" and
non-threatening but effective because, in the end, she defers to her god,
her running mate, her pastor and her husband. Even when faced with the
challenge of a seventeen year-old daughter who was pregnant out of
wedlock, Palin performed in a post-feminist and yet traditional way. She
welcomed the new infant into her family and supported her daughter
while simultaneously rejecting the possibility of an abortion.51
Palin's gender performance starkly contrasts with that of Hillary
Clinton. While Hillary Clinton used a gender strategy of gender denial
and avoidance, Palin, in subtle and not so subtle ways, emphasized her
gender. Hillary Clinton offered a tough, masculine approach, downplay-
ing her role as wife and mother and her sexuality. Even when she was
younger, Clinton wore clothing that deemphasized her sexuality, and
during her campaign for the presidency, she was criticized for her vari-
ous colored pant suits and flat shoes. Sarah Palin, too, offered a tough
approach, but it can not be characterized as too masculine. She empha-
sized her role as mother and wife. She placed her family front and cen-
ter. She dressed in designer jackets and tight, pencil-thin skirts with very
high heels, wore her hair long or in a feminine upsweep, and displayed a
significant amount of makeup. She was perceived as sexy by many who
viewed her candidacy. In sum, Sarah Palin fully embraced her gender,
51. Imagine the consternation if Obama's family had similar problems. The stereotype of
black families with unwed mothers would likely have defeated his presidency.
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and broke from the "second wave" feminist approach of downplaying
gender.52
Palin's candidacy soon began to demonstrate weakness because of
her lack of experience on the national scene, her lack of foreign policy
knowledge, her perceived lack of curiosity, and the contradiction be-
tween her "down-home" style and her clothing expenditures.53 She suf-
fered severe criticism from liberals and conservatives, men and women.
54
The criticism is legitimate if directed at her lack of understanding of for-
eign affairs, especially because John McCain is advancing in years. By
the same token, some argued that her experience was superior to Barack
Obama's, and that she was treated worse than he, in part, because she is a
woman.
Because of the obvious flaws in Palin's candidacy apart from gend-
er, it is impossible to determine whether and to what extent her gender
performance affected her candidacy, either positively or negatively. We
do know, however, that Palin's candidacy sparked intense and protracted
debate. Palin's style raises the question of whether a woman who per-
forms her gender in a family-conscious, sexy fashion will simultaneously
be able to prove to the electorate that she is competent, tough and skilled
enough to serve as President of the United States. If so, Palin's populari-
ty would signal a sea change in gender politics. It would confirm the
death of "second wave" feminism's focus on gender androgyny and in-
dependence as symbols of competence and ability. Instead, it would
likely show that a muted sexuality, combined with a willingness to con-
form to gender norms regarding motherhood may be attractive in a wom-
an candidate so long as she also engages in masculine performances
when necessary. The reaction to Palin's candidacy may indicate that
women must accept the double bind and simultaneously negotiate a "split
personality" where they at times emphasize their femininity and at other
times their masculinity.55 Palin's success resulted largely from her fail-
ure to challenge gender norms while strategically emphasizing femininity
or masculinity as needed.
52. Since her return to Alaska, Palin continues to perform her gender identity as mother and
new grandmother publicly. The web page for the Alaska Governor has an announcement of the birth
of her 17 year-old daughter, Bristol's, baby. Governor Welcomes Her First Grandchild
Tripp Easton Mitchell Johnston, http://gov.state.ak.us/news.php?id= 1593 (last visited Jan. 19, 2009).
The web page also contains a link to a site about Palin's infant son who has Down Syndrome.
Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, http://gov.state.ak.us/trig.html (last visited Jan. 19, 2009).
53. See Andy Barr, Tarnished Pols Look to Burnish Images, POLITICO, Nov. 16, 2008, avail-
able at http://www.politico.com/news/stories/l108/15645.html; Kate Zernike & Monica Davey, Win
or Lose, Many See Palin as Future of the Party, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2008, at A21.
54. See, e.g., Liam Julian, Palin Must Connect on an Intellectual Level-But Will She? Can
She?, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Oct. 30, 2008, at A15 (noting that conservatives George Will, Peggy
Noonan and David Brooks criticized Palin for her lack of experience and seriousness).
55. I am indebted to Frank Rudy Cooper for the concept of the "split personality."
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C. Michelle Obama
The public did not evaluate Michelle Obama as a political candidate
because she did not run for political office herself. Nonetheless, the
reaction to Michelle Obama's gender performance adds insight to chang-
ing gender roles and the importance of gender, age, and racial identity to
the public. Like Hillary Clinton, Michelle Obama is an accomplished
professional, career woman. A graduate of Princeton University and
Harvard Law School, she worked at a prestigious law firm in Chicago,
eventually moving to a job as an executive at a hospital. There was,
however, less attention paid to Michelle Obama's career success during
the campaign than to that of Hillary Clinton when Bill Clinton ran for the
White House. This lack of media focus on Michelle Obama's accom-
plishments may indicate that America is more comfortable with women
with careers today than it was sixteen years ago when Hillary and Bill
Clinton surfaced on the national political scene. Moreover, Michelle
Obama appears to be more relaxed and comfortable in her own gender
skin than Hillary Clinton was. Hillary Clinton, who is a generation older
than Michelle Obama, may have felt an anxiety and a need to prove her-
self as a professional, a need that is much less common with younger
women today.
Notwithstanding her relatively relaxed demeanor at the time of the
election, Michelle Obama's introduction to national politics was not
smooth. At first, she was considered too outspoken and too critical of
her husband, and perhaps not as domesticated as many of the public
would like. She openly expressed ambivalence about his running for the
presidency, discussed the tensions in their marriage because of his sche-
dule, and admitted he had morning breath, snored, and left his dirty socks
on the floor.56 She received negative press attention when, referring to
her husband's success in the primaries, she stated "for the first time in
my adult life I am really proud of my country. 57 Reaction to this com-
ment quickly turned to racial politics. She was characterized as an "an-
gry" and "militant" woman, and one commentator mentioned that he did
not want to do a "lynching" of Michelle Obama until the facts were
clear.58 Another article characterized her campaign opponents as depict-
ing Michelle Obama "as an unpatriotic angry black woman nursing racial
grievances despite her successful life story. '59 As Professor Verna Wil-
56. See Patricia J. Williams, The Power of One, 8 BLACK RENAISSANCE/RENAISSANCE NOIRE
42, 45 (Winter/Spring 2008); Margery Eagan, Marriages Give Clues to Candidates' True Colors-
Or Do They?, BOSTON HERALD, Jan. 1, 2008, at 4; Andrew Herrmann, Fame Puts Squeeze on Fami-
ly Life: Many Hurdles as Obamas Seek Balance, CHICAGO SUN TIMES, Oct. 19, 2006, at 6.
57. The Belle of Capitol Hill, IRISH TIMES, Nov. 8, 2008, at 5.
58. See Don Frederick & Andrew Malcolm, Top of the Ticket Campaign '08: Race for the
White House; How Deep Did Romney End Up Digging into his Pocket?, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 24,2008,
at A16; see also Michael Graham, Michelle, No Belle!, BOSTON HERALD, Feb. 21, 2008, at 19.
59. Maria Puente, What Kind of First Lady Will She Be?, USA TODAY, Dec. 18, 2008, at lA.
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liams describes the criticism, "Mrs. Obama was an authentically and
stereotypically Black woman: angry, sassy, unpatriotic, and uppity." 6
Although a descendent of slaves and the daughter of working class
parents from the South side of Chicago, Michelle Obama, according to
her political enemies, had no right to criticize her country. In essence,
many appeared to criticize her for her lack of gratitude to the country.
61
If she had not backed off and adopted a more pleasing, submissive
stance, Michelle Obama may have ruined her husband's chances for the
presidency, tainting him, as "too black., 62 Ironically, however, it may be
that Michelle Obama's open and strong statements, especially those
about her husband, actually helped her husband by feminizing him and
reducing the chance that he would appear too aggressive or dangerous to
the public.
By the time of the Democratic Convention at the end of August
2008, Michelle Obama had tamed her image. No longer was she the
outspoken, critical wife. Now, she performed her identity as the suppor-
tive spouse who drew a touching picture of her husband's driving them
home from the hospital with their new baby. The main focus on Mi-
chelle Obama ever since has been on her traditional roles as wife and
mother and on her unique fashion style. Scores of articles have been
written about her fashion sense, her down-to-earth yet stylish clothing,
and the attention she has paid to selecting a school and creating a home
in the White House for her children.63
Even though the country may be more comfortable with Michelle
Obama as a traditional first lady and mother and wife of a traditional
family, the fact is that she is a very accomplished career woman. Al-
though she does not emphasize her accomplishments, neither she nor the
press has hidden her career successes. Given her high powered back-
ground, many have wondered what role she will play as first lady.
64
While it is unclear exactly what Michelle Obama's role will be, it seems
highly unlikely that Michelle Obama will limit her sphere to that of the
traditional mother and wife. Michelle Obama, however, appears to have
learned the lesson that Hillary Clinton learned the hard way: to tread
carefully into the gendered political arena. In fact, Michelle Obama, like
60. Verna L. Williams, The First (Black) Lady, 86 DENY. U. L. REv. 833, 834 (2009) (foot-
notes omitted).
61. See, e.g., Stuart Taylor, Jr., Obama's Wife and Spiritual Advisor, NAT'L JOURNAL, Apr.
5, 2008 (criticizing Michelle Obama for her comments and her lack of gratitude).
62. Social science research demonstrates that politically active first ladies receive more nega-
tive press coverage. See Gregory S. Parks & Quinetta M. Roberson, Michelle Obama: Intersectio-
nality, Implicit Bias, and Third-Party Associative Discrimination in the 2008 Election,
http://ssm.com/abstract=1248302 (posted on SSRN on Aug. 22, 2008).
63. See, e.g., Marie Puente, Excitement Builds Over Obama's Fashion Sense, USA TODAY,
Dec. 18, 2008, at 2A; Angela Burt-Murray, Let Michelle Obama's Real Self Shine, CNN.cOM, Dec.
11, 2008, http://www.cnn.comi/2008/POLrrICS/12/1 I/burt-murray.michelle.obama/.
64. See, e.g., But-Murray, supra note 63.
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Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin, may have achieved her popularity by
enacting a "split personality" once she and her backers realized the back-
lash created by her outspoken independence earlier in the campaign. Her
comments over the past few months seem more traditionally female and
they emphasize her role as wife and mother. She may, however, in the
future show her more independent masculine side as she takes on policy
issues of military families.
CONCLUSION
The stories of Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin and Michelle Obama
raise many questions about whether the country is ready to accept wom-
en as equal players in the highest political offices. Clinton lost her bid to
a strong candidate, but she received more votes than any other woman in
the history of the nation. And, her ability to connect with blue collar
workers in the industrial states of the Northeast and Midwest demon-
strates that the voters were able to overcome their unconscious or con-
scious biases that rate women as less qualified than men to lead. Con-
trary to the research results, many appeared to find Clinton both compe-
tent and likeable as her candidacy progressed, and she connected with
voters on economic issues.
Palin's candidacy eventually imploded because of her lack of expe-
rience and readiness to be president, but the initial excitement about her
candidacy suggests that the electorate may accept a woman who per-
forms her identity by proudly displaying her family and acknowledging
her roles as wife and mother. If Palin's failed candidacy demonstrates
that the country will not accept women as tokens, but will apply the same
standards of knowledge, competence and experience to women as to
men, that is a good message.
Although she did not run for high office, Michelle Obama's expe-
rience during the campaign and after indicates that the country still wish-
es to see a traditional family in the White House. Her ultimate populari-
ty, however, may result not only from her performance as a traditional
wife and mother, but also from the comfortable manner in which she
appears to embrace both her family and her professional lives.
If the country is ready for a woman President, the important ques-
tion is whether the country will accept women without requiring perfor-
mances that volley back and forth between feminine warmth and mascu-
line toughness. Hillary Clinton's, Sarah Palin's and Michelle Obama's
experiences indicate that, even today, women have to perform their iden-
tities in particular ways. They still suffer from the double bind, and must
negotiate the fine line of acceptable identity behaviors. One thing we do
know: "second wave" feminism is dead, rejected not only by men but
also by women in the electorate. To the extent that "second wave" fe-
minism imposed rigid restrictions on women to behave like men, perhaps
this is not a bad thing. But to the extent that a masculine style is corn-
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fortable or natural for a particular woman, the new order may represent a
rigid restriction as well. Moreover, with the demise of feminism, what is
left? Will the electorate give women the opportunity to be themselves?
This is unlikely, even if we could agree upon what "being oneself'
would mean.

THE COURTS UNDER PRESIDENT OBAMA
ScoTT A. MOSS'
President Obama's plans for the economy and the military get more
headlines, but his most lasting power could be shaping the next several
decades of Supreme Court jurisprudence on abortion rights, discrimina-
tion laws, presidential power, church-state separation, and other issues.
President Obama's ability to shape all other federal courts may be no less
important, given that the thirteen federal courts of appeals and ninety-
three federal district courts already, at the start of his term, have fifty-
four judicial vacancies' that President Obama and the heavily Democrat-
ic Senate could, if they choose, largely fill in 2009-2010.
This short Essay discusses what can be predicted now, as President
Obama begins his term, about the impact on the federal courts of the
Obama presidency. The Essay first discusses the vacancies likely to
arise on the Supreme Court in the eight-year window (2009-2017) that
will be either President Obama's eight years in office or President Ob-
ama's four years followed by four years of another President, presuma-
bly the 2012 Republican nominee. The Essay then discusses what issue
outcomes will change after four years of President Obama nominating
justices and judges, and then after four more years of either President
Obama or a Republican President following him; the issue areas dis-
cussed are abortion, the Establishment Clause, affirmative action and
school desegregation, limits on federal employment and abortion laws
under the Interstate Commerce power, and presidential power. Finally,
this Essay discusses in a more limited fashion-because less can be pre-
dicted-the impact of the Obama presidency on the federal district and
appellate courts.
I. THE SUPREME COURT'S COMPOSITION AND RETIREMENTS
A. The Current Composition: An Old Court
With only two new Justices appointed from 1995 to 2008, this is
getting to be an old Supreme Court, one likely to see a number of Justic-
es depart, and be replaced, in the next several years. Here is a list of the
current Justices and their ages at the end of the first term, and possible
second term, of the next President:
t Associate Professor, University of Colorado Law School (scott.moss@colorado.edu).
1. See Federal Judicial Vacancies, http://tinyurl.com/amuzqf (last visited Apr. 10, 2009). Of
local interest, there are three judicial vacancies within the Tenth Circuit, two for District Judges in
the District of Colorado and one for a District Judge in the District of Wyoming.
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Justice Age at end of 1 st term Age at end of 2nd term
John Paul Stevens 92 97
Ruth Bader Ginsburg 79 83
Anthony Kennedy 76 80
Antonin Scalia 76 80
Stephen Breyer 74 78
David Souter 73 77
Clarence Thomas 64 68
Samuel Alito 62 66
John Roberts 57 61
With six Justices already well into their 70s now, it seems likely
that the next President will get to appoint at least two new Justices in a
first term alone, possibly five or six in a second term. No recent Presi-
dent has had such an opportunity; President Nixon appointed four Justic-
es in his five years, but the six Presidents since then have combined to
appoint only ten Justices over thirty-five years:
President Years Justices Appointed
George W. Bush 8 2 (Roberts & Alito)
Bill Clinton 8 2 (Ginsburg & Breyer)
George H.W. Bush 4 2 (Souter & Thomas)
Ronald Reagan 8 3 (O'Connor, Scalia, & Kennedy)
Jimmy Carter 4 0
Gerald Ford 3 1 (Stevens)
Richard Nixon 5 4 (Burger, Blackmun, Rehnquist, Powell)
B. Predicting Upcoming Court Vacancies
We can have fun with the "name game"-whom might President
Obama appoint?-but it really is impossible to predict individual ap-
pointments in advance.2 A more meaningful game is to make predictions
on issues, not names: What individual rights and government powers
likely will change the most after President Obama gets to name a few
2. Who anticipated President Bush's nonination of Harriet Miers? Even President Clinton's
two fairly uncontroversial choices (Justices Breyer and Ginsburg, both federal appellate judges for
over a decade who received overwhelming Senate support) were unpredictable in their own way,
well-documented to have come after multiple twists and turns, with several other quite different
individuals having been leading candidates, even possibly offered the job (i.e., Mario Cuomo), or at
least preferred choices until being disqualified upon a review of medical records (i.e., Richard Ar-
nold) before the ultimate choices of Justices Ginsburg and Breyer.
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Justices to cast votes on the Supreme Court? For this "Predict the Court"
game, I use the following rules (not "rules" so much as reasonable as-
sumptions that I cannot defend as certain to play out exactly this way):
(1) President Obama's nominees likely will be essentially
similar to the last two Democratic appointees, Clinton appoin-
tees Breyer and Ginsburg (the only two Democrat-appointed
Justices in the past forty years, and therefore the only modem
data points)-though likely disagreeing as to one or another
specific points of law, as detailed in the below issue discus-
sions. If a Republican is elected in 2012, I similarly assume
that President would fulfill the identical campaign promise of
most recent Republican presidential nominees and primary
candidates: to appoint individuals like Justice Scalia and Tho-
mas.3
(2) Two Justices will retire during President Obama's first
term from among the two oldest (Stevens and Ginsburg) and
the one who, though younger, is reputed to have a personal de-
sire to leave the Court (Souter). It is possible all three will re-
tire, but to avoid exaggerating President Obama's ability to re-
shape the Court, I will assume that only Justices Stevens and
Ginsburg will depart during President Obama'sfirst term.
(3) Three of the next four oldest Justices (after Stevens and
Ginsburg)-Kennedy, Souter, Scalia, and Breyer-all four of
whom are close in age, will retire in President Obama's second
term, by the end of which their ages will range from 77 to 80.
I will assume that one of the four-Scalia-will delay retire-
ment to hold out for a later President of the same party (just as,
I suspect, Breyer would hold out during a Republican presi-
dency that starts in 2012).
Under this scenario, President Obama would appoint five Justices,
replacing the following:
2009-13 2013-17 (if Obama) 2013-17 (if Republican)
" Stevens * Souter - Souter
• Ginsburg -Kennedy -Kennedy
* Breyer * Scalia
3. Even moderate-leaning candidates for the Republican Presidential nomination, such as
Rudy Giuliani (who is pro-choice), have so promised.
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C. Can We Really Predict When Justices Will Retire-or How New Jus-
tices Will Vote?
Some may object that we never really know when Justices will re-
tire, or in particular that retirement is likely for a Justice at the height of
his powers as a "swing vote"-such as Justice Kennedy now, and for at
least several years to come. Yet the past few decades of Justice retire-
ments show a surprising degree of consistency in recent decades. There
have been eight retirements in the past thirty years:









Setting aside the youngest and oldest retirement ages in the last thir-
ty years,4 the retirement ages have ranged from 75 to 84. More notably,
there is a pattern in who has retired when: Justices who were considered
the "swing votes" of their time retire earlier, not later. Justice Kenne-
dy's predecessors as the Court's key swing votes all retired in their 60s
or 70s: Justices O'Connor (retired at 75), White (76), Powell (79), and
Stewart (66). The other four of the past eight retirees (Justices Brennan,
Marshall, Blackmun, and Rehnquist), far from being "swing votes," were
considered to be reliably on one "side" of the Court's major jurispruden-
tial schisms over individual rights, federal power, etc.-and all stayed on
the Court into their 80s. This may or may not be a permanent pattern,
but there is some evidence that the swing vote Justices retire at a more
normal retirement age (60s to 70s) than the Justices who see their service
on the Court as a "cause," whether jurisprudential or political, that moti-
vates them to remain on the Court about as long as their health allows.
Some also may object that Justices may not vote as Presidents want.
Conservatives express disappointment about certain non-"conservative"
individual rights and federal power rulings from three Republican ap-
pointees, Justices Souter, Kennedy, and Sandra Day O'Connor. Yet
these three Justices' appointments reflect odd political circumstances
4. Justice Stewart retired at age 66; Justice Stevens is still on the Court and thus has a re-
tirement age yet to be determined but known to be at least his current age of 88.
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unlikely to recur often: naming O'Connor fulfilled a campaign promise
by President Reagan to appoint a woman at a time (1981) when there
were relatively few prominent conservative female lawyers seasoned
enough to be plausible Justices; Souter was chosen despite lacking a
well-defined judicial ideology because he had powerful political patrons
(White House Chief of Staff John Sununu and Senator Warren Rudman)
from New Hampshire who were key to President Bush's 1988 victory in
the New Hampshire Republican primary election; and Justice Kennedy
was a backup, compromise nominee chosen only after two more original-
ist nominees (Judges Robert Bork and Douglas Ginsburg) failed in a
Senate in which President Reagan's party was a relatively small minori-
ty.
More importantly, unpredictable Justices have become more rare in
this era of professional, internet-facilitated background research and
pressure to appoint ideologically simpatico Justices. The 2005 nomi-
nation of Bush confidante Harriet Miers, an ideological question mark,
sparked the first conservative revolt against President Bush; and so far,
the four Justices appointed in the 1990s and 2000s have voted about as
expected.
II. THE ISSUES AT THE SUPREME COURT
Based on the recent history described above, we have good reason
to think that the Justices whom Presidents appoint are chosen for their
reliable track record on constitutional and other legal issues important to
that President (and to others in a position to offer the President input on
nominees, such as presidential advisors or key senators). If so, President
Obama's appointments will reshape the Court's rulings on a wide range
of currently controversial issues-but much more so in his second term
(if he wins one) than in his first term.
A. Abortion
A President committed to appointing Justices like Scalia and Tho-
mas (as virtually all recent Republican candidates for President have said
they are) would need only one Justice appointment to eliminate the con-
stitutional right to abortion first recognized by Roe v. Wade5 in 1973 and
then narrowed by Planned Parenthood v. Casey6 in 1992. Justices Scalia
and Thomas long have sought to eliminate constitutional abortion rights,
and they likely have the support of the two recent appointees, Justice
Alito and Chief Justice Roberts-leaving them one vote short of the five
necessary to overturn Roe. All of the next five likely retirees are suppor-
ters of decisions (a) protecting a constitutional right to abortion and (b)
refusing to overturn Roe. If any Republican similar to recent past Re-
5. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
6. 505 U.S. 833 (1992).
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publican nominees prevails in 2012, the Court very likely would have at
least six votes to overrule Roe.
In contrast, the first term of an Obama presidency simply will pre-
serve the status quo that the Constitution protects abortion rights; the
second term could see a return to the broader right to abortion that Roe
announced but that has been rolled back in recent years. Both of the
likely retirees during President Obama's first term-Justices Stevens and
Ginsburg-support the broad form of the right to abortion that Roe an-
nounced, so replacing them with even the strongest abortion rights sup-
porters would not change any votes at the Court. In a second term, Pres-
ident Obama could bring about a return to the stronger Roe-era abortion
rights of the 1970s and early 1980s by replacing two Justices: (1) most
importantly, Justice Kennedy, who, in 5-4 votes at the Supreme Court,
has voted (along with Justice Alito and Chief Justice Roberts) to allow
various abortion restrictions, including blanket bans on the procedure
alternately known as "partial birth" or "intact D&X" abortion;7 and (2)
secondarily, Justice Souter, who in Planned Parenthood v. Casey8 voted
to allow abortion-restricting, "informed consent" disclosures and "wait-
ing periods" for an abortion following an initial abortion consultation.
9
Even Obama appointees who disagree with the part of Planned Pa-
renthood v. Casey that allowed two abortion restrictions, however, might
not be willing to overturn those holdings for reasons of stare decisis.10
Thus in reproductive rights and other areas (such as the Establishment
Clause, below), the question will be whether Obama-appointed Justices
give priority to stare decisis or to restoring once-broader constitutional
rights.
B. The Establishment Clause
As with abortion, there likely already are four votes to lower the
wall of separation between church and state, such as precedents disallow-
ing school prayers at public school graduations. t Ever since the ap-
7. Gonzalez v. Carhart, 127 S. Ct. 1610, 1621 (2007).
8. 505 U.S. at 833.
9. Even if Justice Souter were to retire during President Obama's first rather than second
term, that would not change any Court outcomes; Justice Kennedy would remain the fifth vote to
allow various restrictions, like that on "partial birth" abortion, that neither Justice Souter nor his
replacement would allow.
10. For an opinion famously declaring that it was giving precedential value to a decision the
signatory Justices might not have otherwise supported, see Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. at
871 ("We do not need to say whether each of us, had we been Members of the [Roe v. Wade] Court.
., would have concluded[] as the Roe Court did .... The matter is not before us in the first in-
stance, and, coming as it does after nearly 20 years of litigation in Roe's wake we are satisfied that
the immediate question is not the soundness of Roe's resolution of the issue, but the precedential
force that must be accorded to its holding.").
11. See e.g., Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 633 (1992) (Scalia J., dissenting) (supporting
public school graduation prayers, a position supported by Justice and Thomas supporting allowing
public school graduation prayers, a position likely supported by two more recent arrivals, Chief
Justice Roberts and Justice Alito).
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pointment of Justice Alito to replace Justice O'Connor, there likely al-
ready have been five votes to overturn certain decisions, such as those
disallowing governmental displays endorsing a particular religion.
12
More broadly, there already appear to be five Justices supporting the
"coercion" test (that religion in government is acceptable as long as it
does not coerce anyone) rather than the "endorsement" test (that religion
in government is acceptable as long as it does not endorse religion),
though the fifth "endorsement" vote is Justice Kennedy, whose more
lenient version of the test recognizes that certain ostensibly voluntary
religious endeavors are psychologically coercive, such as public school
graduation prayers.13
With Justices Stevens and Ginsburg two of the more staunchly se-
paration-of-church-and-state Justices, President Obama in his first term
would simply replace them with presumably like-minded Justices who
would retain current separation of church and state doctrine. A second
term for President Obama, in contrast, could make the wall of church-
state separation higher, reversing (for example) recent precedents allow-
ing some public funding of private religious education (because Justice
Kennedy was the fifth vote for those precedents)1 4 and some governmen-
tal displays of the Ten Commandments (because replacing Justices Ken-
nedy and Breyer, who voted to allow some such displays, could make
five votes to reverse, or at least not expand, those precedents).15
Were a Republican President to take office after the 2012 election,
most or all of his appointees, replacing Justices Souter, Kennedy, and
Breyer, likely would join Justices Thomas and Scalia, and probably Jus-
tice Alito, in overturning most of the body of case law disallowing public
school prayer, eliminating virtually all Court precedents requiring sepa-
ration of church and state, leaving only a rule that government cannot
coerce participation in government-sponsored prayers or other religious
rituals.16
C. Affirmative Action and School Desegregation
The Supreme Court may already have the votes to disallow all go-
vernmental affirmative action of the "individual racial preferences" va-
12. Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. 677 (2005) (declaring that some, though not all, govern-
mental displays of the Ten Commandments are permissible-but Justice O'Connor, who voted to
disallow some such displays, has since been replaced by Justice Alito).
13. Lee, 505 U.S. at 592-93.
14. Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 234 (1997) (allowing public funds for secular portions
of teaching at parochial schools, thus overruling Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S. 402 (1985)).
15. Van Orden, 545 U.S. at 681-82 (allowing government Ten Commandments display where
public officials asserted it was part of a broader display of ancient laws).
16. Under this scenario, the Supreme Court's ruling disallowing mandatory public school
prayer in Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 424 (1962), would remain, but a public school prayer from
which students could opt out would be permissible, contrary to Lee, 505 U.S. at 599 (disallowing
voluntary prayer at public school graduation), and Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290,
320 (2000) (disallowing voluntary prayer at high school football game), and other cases.
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riety, or at least to disallow far more than it has in past decisions. The
Court permitted some but not all affirmative action in higher education in
a close vote (5-4) in 2003,17 but that was before Justice Alito (who in a
recent desegregation case signaled opposition to any consideration of
race 18) replaced Justice O'Connor (who had sided with allowing affirma-
tive action at the University of Michigan Law School' 9). Justice Kenne-
dy now is the only potential fifth vote to allow any individual-preference
affirmative action, but he voted in 2003 against both University of Mich-
igan programs before the Court,20 and in 2007 against both public school
desegregation programs before the Court; 21 in the latter case, Justice
Kennedy expressed negative sentiments about the very concept of re-
medial racial preferences.22
An Obama presidency likely would preserve the largely anti-
affirmative action Court status quo in his first term-replacing Justice
Stevens and Ginsburg with like-minded pro-affirmative action Justices,
leaving a total of only four votes in favor of allowing most affirmative
action. As with abortion, President Obama probably could change the
law only in his second term, by replacing Justice Kennedy, the key fifth
vote to eliminate much affirmative action.
D. Limits on Federal "Commerce" Legislation: Employment Discrimi-
nation and Abortion
The Court in 1995 and 2000 announced, for the first time since the
1930s, limits on Congress's power to use its legislative power over "In-
terstate Commerce" to enact laws on noncommercial matters such as gun
possession and bias-motivated violence.23 The Court has since declined
to limit Congress's Commerce power further, issuing decisions allowing
federal restrictions on marijuana grown for personal medicinal use24 and
on state auto accident litigation.25
17. Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 271-75 (2003) (disallowing affirmative action in Uni-
versity of Michigan undergraduate admissions because the school used a too-rigid and too-
substantial award of "points" based on race); Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (allowing
affirmative action in University of Michigan Law School admissions because the school did not use
a point system and appeared to consider race only as one of many diversity-related and subjective
factors).
18. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2768 (2007).
19. Grutter, 539 U.S. at 334.
20. Gratz, 539 U.S. at 275; Grutter, 539 U.S. at 395 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
21. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch., 127 S. Ct. at 2789 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and
concurring in the judgment).
22. Id. at 2795-97. Justice Kennedy declined to join the four-Justice plurality declaring any
use of race impermissible; Justice Kennedy instead opined that some race-based desegregation
tactics, e.g., redrawing school district lines to increase racial balance, might be acceptable, but only
so long as they did not involve assigning individuals based on their race. d. at 2791-92.
23. United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 601-02 (2000); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S.
549, 551 (1995).
24. Gonzales v. Raich, 545 U.S. 1, 22 (2005).
25. Pierce County v. Guillen, 537 U.S. 129, 147-48 (2003).
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The leading voice on the Court for narrowing the Commerce power,
Justice Thomas, so far has not won much support on the Court for his
view that Congress has used the Commerce clause to enact far too much
noncommercial legislation. The 1930s Supreme Court cases first allow-
ing Congress to pass federal laws on all commercial activities with "sub-
stantial effects" on interstate commerce (including working conditions,
consumer protection, and monopolization) were, in Justice Thomas's
view, a "wrong turn" from earlier case law disallowing any federal laws
about activities, such as manufacturing, working conditions, or product
quality, that occurred within one state despite their interstate effects.26
Under this narrow view of the federal commerce power, which prevailed
at the Court from the late nineteenth century until the mid-1930s, all fed-
eral employment discrimination, union rights, and minimum/overtime
wage laws were impermissible exercises of federal power, to be struck
down by the Court-cases that Justice Thomas has cited with approval.27
Justice Thomas may or may not have support from Justice Alito and
Chief Justice Roberts, who have not opined on this issue as Justices but
did, as lower-court judges, hold that federal laws banning machine guns28
and protecting a locally endangered species,29 respectively, were imper-
missible expansions of the interstate commerce power.
As with several of the areas of law discussed so far, the first term of
an Obama presidency would ossify the status quo, and the second term
could slightly roll back, or at least limit the reach of, some of the Court's
recent jurisprudence. Four of the five Justices President Obama is likely
to replace (all but Justice Kennedy) voted against the Commerce Clause
limits the Court announced in 1995 and 2000, and with the Court majori-
ties rejecting all the Commerce Clause challenges the Court has faced
since 2000; only two Justices among those four seem likely candidates to
retire in President Obama's first term. Were President Obama to win a
second term, replacing Justice Kennedy would give a potential fifth vote
26. United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 599 (1995) (Thomas, J., concurring) ("[F]rom the
time of the ratification of the Constitution to the mid 1930's, it was widely understood that the
Constitution granted Congress only limited powers . . . . If anything, the 'wrong turn' was the
Court's dramatic departure in the 1930's from a century and a half of precedent.") (citing with ap-
proval United States v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U.S. 1, 13 (1895) (limiting federal antitrust law, hold-
ing that Congress's interstate commerce power did not reach the manufacturing of products trans-
ported interstate, because the manufacturing itself was within one state) (other citations omitted).
27. Justice Thomas's concurrence in Lopez, 514 U.S. at 599, cited Carter v. Carter Coal Co.,
298 U.S. 238, 308 (1936) (disallowing federal law regulating mine labor because "[tihe relation of
employer and employee is a local relation.") and A. L A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States,
295 U.S. 495, 543-50 (1935) (disallowing federal law regulating intrastate sale of sick chickens, or
the labor of employees involved in intrastate chicken sales, on same rationale).
28. United States v. Rybar, 103 F.3d 273, 287 (3d Cir. 1996) (Alito, J., dissenting) (arguing
that the federal ban on possessing machine guns exceeded Congress's power under the interstate
commerce clause).
29. Rancho Viejo, L.L.C. v. Norton, 334 F.3d 1158, 1160 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (Roberts, J., dis-
senting) (suggesting he agreed that it is unconstitutional for the federal government to regulate
environmental matters--there, protection of an endangered species-that are noncommercial and
solely within one state).
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to the bloc of Justices that never have supported any of the Court's deci-
sions imposing limits on the Commerce power.
If a Republican takes office in 2012, he or she would have a chance
to strengthen limits on the Commerce power, perhaps substantially
enough for Justice Thomas's narrower view of federal power to prevail.
There now may be two or three votes for the Thomas view: Justice Scalia
has not advocated as narrow a view of federal power,30 but both of the
new Justices, Alito and Roberts, supported narrowing the Commerce
power as appellate judges and may support Thomas's view as members
of the Court. A Republican President could replace three Justices who
have disagreed with Justice Thomas; were two or more of the three new
Justices to support the Thomas view, that would yield a majority. If the
Thomas view becomes a majority position on the Court, all federal labor
and employment laws likely would be struck down, leaving it legal to
discriminate, pay less than the minimum wage, and crack down on un-
ions, at least in the many states lacking their own state-specific labor and
employment laws.
Interestingly, however, while a Court narrowing the Commerce
power would likely be a Court that overturns the constitutional right to
abortion (because the same Republican nominees would tend to do both),
the Commerce narrowing likely would disallow any federal restrictions
on abortion. The narrow Commerce view often is depicted mainly as a
threat to progressive legislation--environmental, discrimination, gun
control, etc.-but it also could disallow federal laws restricting individu-
al health-related decisions, such as the right to use medical marijuana or
to have an abortion. Though a staunch critic of Roe, Justice Thomas has
hinted that he questions Congress's power to pass federal abortion laws
such as the ban on "partial birth" abortion. 31 His view, which may seem
idiosyncratic politically but which is perfectly consistent with his judicial
philosophy of interpreting the Constitution based on original intent, ap-
pears to be that there is no individual constitutional right to abortion but
also no federal power to ban abortion either; abortion is a matter the
states, but not the federal government, can regulate. So there seem al-
ready to be five or six votes on the Court to strike down federal abortion
30. In Gonzales v. Raich, 545 U.S. at 34, Justice Thomas and two others voted to disallow a
federal ban on state authorization of medical marijuana; Justice Scalia voted to allow the federal ban
because the Constitution's Necessary and Proper Clause justifies federal regulation of intrastate
commerce of a commodity (there, locally grown marijuana) as necessary to effectuate a federal ban
in interstate commerce in the commodity.
31. In Gonzalez v. Carhart, Justice Thomas joined the majority allowing the federal ban but
wrote a four-sentence concurrence, the latter half of which read: "I also note that whether the Act
constitutes a permissible exercise of Congress' power under the Commerce Clause is not before the
Court. The parties did not raise or brief that issue; it is outside the question presented; and the lower
courts did not address it." 550 U.S. at 1639-40. In light of Justice Thomas's earlier elaboration of
his view that Congress's commerce power should be restricted substantially, it seems clear his con-
currence was explaining that it was because of the limited procedural posture of the appeal that he
was upholding the federal ban despite his "commerce" qualms.
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laws, just for different reasons: the four Justices supporting abortion
rights; Justice Thomas in opposition to Congressional power over non-
commercial matters like abortion, possibly joined by Justice Alito or
Chief Justice Roberts or both. Ironically, the Republican appointees
most likely to bring about the demise of Roe are most likely to take a
narrow view of federal power that would disallow federal abortion bans,
leaving abortion battles to be fought individually in each of the states.
E. Presidential Power
Like federal abortion laws, presidential power is an area where
ideological lines blur, with small-government conservatives (like Justice
Scalia) taking polar opposite positions from conservatives who believe in
theories such as a "unitary executive" branch led by a President with
broad powers (like Justices Thomas and Alito). This is why ideological
lines blur so badly in some of the most politically charged cases the
Court has heard during both the Bush and Clinton presidencies. In
2004's Hamdi v. Rumsfeld,32 one of the key "war on terror" cases, Justic-
es Scalia and Stevens, who rarely agree on contested individual rights
issues, jointly argued against any presidential power to detain American
citizens captured abroad without trial as "unlawful combatants"; Justice
Thomas argued the opposite, for allowing the broad executive power
President Bush sought. The Court's middle-ground ultimate ruling in
Hamdi, requiring fair military tribunals but not full public trials for the
alleged unlawful combatants, was issued by three Justices of vastly dif-
ferent perspectives: Chief Justice Rehnquist (a Nixon appointee who had
advocated broad presidential national security power as a 1960s White
House lawyer); Justice O'Connor (a Reagan appointee who became the
Court's "swing vote," a pro-states' rights conservative who also joined
some decisions broadening individual rights); and Justice Breyer (a Clin-
ton appointee who votes for broad individual rights but also espouses a
pragmatic view of the need for government power and discretion).
Perhaps illustrating how most Presidents tend to push the bounds of
executive power regardless of their ideology, President Clinton suffered
a loss before a similarly ideologically muddled Supreme Court. In
1998's Clinton v. City of New York, 3 3 some of the Court's leading liber-
als (Justices Stevens and Ginsburg) joined conservatives (Justices Rehn-
quist and Thomas) to disallow the line-item veto as an impermissible
expansion of presidential power.
The presidential power cases show how not all issues the Court
handles are predictable, and not all fall neatly along the left-versus-right
lines that dominate the political debate. After all, President Bush's three
Court nominees-Roberts, Alito, and the ill-fated Harriet Miers-had
32. 542 U.S. 507, 550, 579 (2004).
33. Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S. 417 (1998).
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little in common but the fact that all three had worked as executive
branch lawyers for Presidents seeking to expand presidential power,
clearly a key issue for President Bush. With Chief Justice Roberts and
Justice Alito replacing two of the Justices who voted to limit President
Bush's war-on-terror powers in Hamdi, the Bush Justices may well al-
ready have expanded presidential power. Yet that presidential power
will not be limited to Republican Presidents; as Comedy Central's Jon
Stewart asked former top Bush White House lawyer Jack Goldsmith of
the administration's efforts to expand presidential power, "Do you think
the ultimate irony might be that all the work that Dick Cheney has done
will make Hillary Clinton the most powerful president in the history of
the United States?" (Goldsmith smiled, nodded, and said "possibly").34
With presidential power a double-edged sword-or at least a sword
that both you and your enemies alike get turns using-it is far from clear
that a President Obama Justice would vote to restrict presidential power;
it is just too unclear whether "original intent" theory, "living Constitu-
tion" theory, conservatism, or liberalism support expanding or narrowing
presidential power. So not all Court rulings can be predicted from the
name and party of the President appointing the next Justices. But you
already knew that.
1mI. THE APPELLATE AND DISTRICT COURTS
The impact of judicial nominations is even harder to predict at the
district and appellate level than at the Supreme Court level, for several
reasons. First, these courts have nondiscretionary dockets, making it
harder for judges to select areas of law to rule upon and change. Second,
and relatedly, non-ideological cases are more common, such as garden-
variety contract or tort cases in federal courts on diversity jurisdiction but
presenting no novel questions of law. Third, even some cases in ideolog-
ically charged fields simply are very weak cases destined to lose on dis-
positive motions before almost any judge. Fourth, with almost a thou-
sand judges issuing thousands of decisions annually, it is harder to find a
pattern, or to cite a handful of decisions as indicating anything significant
about the courts' direction. Fifth, with in-state recommendations or no-
minating commissions playing a prominent role in Presidents' selection
processes, it is harder to profile nominees by President.
Still, there are two points worth noting about the possible direction
of the courts after President Obama has an opportunity to fill an appreci-
able number of district and appellate vacancies. First, certain areas of
34. The basic point remains valid, of course, even though Senator Clinton was not elected
President in 2008, as seemed possible at the time of this October 2007 interview. The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart (Comedy Central television broadcast October 4, 2007), available at
http:llwww.thedailyshow.comlvideo/index.jhtml?videold= 109135&title=jack-goldsmith.
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law have seen dramatic change that could be reversed or slowed with a
new crop of judges. For example:
- Some judges express outright hostility to employment dis-
crimination cases, actually mocking plaintiffs' claims of dis-
crimination, in fairly unprofessional terms, in decisions dis-
missing such claims.
35
* Other judges write judicial decisions gratuitously expressing
hostilit y to entire remedial statutes providing federal causes of
action.
- Just this decade, the Supreme Court has issued a series of
"9-0 decisions reversing too-restrictive circuit holdings on the
fundamental question of what constitutes sufficient evidence of
discrimination" 37-- overturning the views of the Second,
38
Fifth 39 Sixth,4 Ninth,41 and Eleventh4 2 Circuits (and other cir-
cuits with case law similar to that the Court reversed, such as
the First43 and Eighth" Circuits).
35. See, e.g., Fisher v. Vassar College, 114 F.3d 1332, 1351 (2d Cir. 1997) (Jacobs, J., con-
curring) (using literary reference to mock the idea of discrimination based on an intersection of two
or more classes-specifically, plaintiff's claim, and the lower court finding, of discrimination on the
basis of Dr. Fisher's status as a married woman: "'How fascinating is that class / Whose only mem-
ber is Me!' W.H. Auden, 'Islands,' 24, The Shield of Achilles (1955)."); Rosa v. Brink's Inc., 103 F.
Supp. 2d 287, 288 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (Rakoff, J.) (mocking the idea that a bigoted individual could be
biased against several groups, beginning a judicial opinion dismissing an employment discrimination
claim as follows: "Move over, Archie Bunker. According to the plaintiff here, defendant Brink's
Inc. and three of its executives are so steeped in prejudice that they intentionally discriminated
against her on grounds of race, national origin, gender, age, and disability--all at once.").
36. See, e.g., Phillips v. The Pepsi Bottling Group, No. 05-cv-01322, 2007 WL 3378544, at
*1 (D. Colo. 2007) (Nov. 13, 2007) (denying motion for recusal made after, plaintiff claimed, a
Magistrate Judge said: "The biggest problem with your case is that Judge Nottingham hates em-
ployment cases and there's nothing you can do about [it] .... [Hie will try to find anything in the
summary judgment briefs to say there's no material issues and grant summary judgment, and if he
doesn't, he will make it tough at trial, and you won't win."); Phillip v. ANR Freight Systems, Inc.,
945 F.2d 1054, 1055 (8th Cir. 1991) (affirming denial of recusal made after District Judge Dean
Whipple said, in ruling on an evidentiary dispute: "I am not going to let them in, unproven allega-
tions. Just because lawsuits are filed doesn't give credibility to them, especially in these cases.
Those are Title VII cases. Congress has created a nightmare because they entice anybody and eve-
rybody to file those things and entice any attorney to file them in the mere chance that if they win a
dollar they can win attorney fees. So I think any Title VII cases ought to be looked at with suspicion
to begin with because it's a crap shoot, which everybody engages in.").
37. Scott A. Moss, Fighting Discrimination While Fighting Litigation: A Tale of Two Su-
preme Courts, 76 FORDHAM L. REv. 981, 1001 (2007).
38. Swierkiewicz v. Sorema, 534 U.S. 506 (2002).
39. Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 133, 146-49 (2000).
40. Burlington N. Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 126 S. Ct. 2405, 2407 (2006).
41. Desert Palace v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90, 90 (2003).
42. Ash v. Tyson Foods, 546 U.S. 454,456-57 (2006).
43. Reeves, 530 U.S. at 133, not only reversed the Fifth Circuit's view, but also abrogated the
First Circuit's (and others') view, that as a matter of law a discrimination plaintiff could not prevail
by proving the employer's asserted nondiscriminatory motivation pretextual. See Woods v. Friction
Materials, Inc., 30 F.3d 255 (1st Cir. 1994).
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Judicial nominees of President Obama, the first President to have been an
attorney representing plaintiffs in discrimination cases, may prove less
hostile to this area of law, which constitutes a sizeable share of the feder-
al docket.
45
Second, even if outcomes of an "Obama Judiciary" are hard to
guess, the profile of the typical Obama nominee might be different from
that of the typical Clinton or Bush nominee. Setting aside ideology,
Clinton- and Bush-appointed judges had remarkably similar profiles in
terms of gender, race, age, and professional background, as illustrated by
the table below. Tables 1 and 2, below, tabulate statistics for all district
and appellate judges appointed by either of the past two Presidents.
46
TABLE 1
Clinton/Bus h DistrictlAppellate Nominees - Demographics
Female Nonwhite Age
Pros. Total
# % # % 30s 40s 50s 60s A M.
Clinton-All 361 100 28% 88 24% 7 171 152 31 50
Clnton-Disrict 295 81 27% 71 24% 7 145 121 22 50
Cinton-Appelate 66 19 29% 18 27% 0 26 31 9 52
Bush-All 322 71 22/ 56 17% 12 124 163 23 50
Bush-Disrit 262 54 21% 49 19% 10 103 130 19 50
Bush-Appelate 60 17 28% 7 12% 2 21 33 4 51
Total Cinton/Bush 683 171 25% 144 21% 19 295 315 54 50
44. Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway, 548 U.S. at 53, not only reversed the Sixth Cir-
cuit's view, but also abrogated the Eighth Circuit's (and others') view, of what constituted actionable
retaliation by employers. See Spears v. Missouri Dep't of Corr. & Human Resources, 210 F.3d 850
(8th Cir. 2000) (holding that a retaliatory lateral transfer with no loss in pay was not actionable).
45. Labor and employment litigation (of which discrimination is the most prominent compo-
nent) constitutes twelve to fourteen percent of the federal docket. Ann C. Hodges, Mediation and
the Transformation of American Labor Unions, 69 Mo. L. REv. 365, 369 n.27 (2004).
46. All of the raw data underlying these tables is on file with the author. Following are two
brief clarifications of the professional background information in Table 2: (1) each column indicates
whether the individual ever held that type of job, whether or not that job immediately preceded the
federal judicial nomination; and (2) the "Prosecutor or other Gov't Atty" category includes work as a
prosecutor or as any other kind of government attorney actually practicing law (or supervising a
department of practicing attorneys), but not government jobs such as legislator or legislative staffer,
judge or other judiciary employee, public defender (which is captured in a separate column), patent
examiner, etc.
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TAB LE 2
Clinton/Bush District/Appellate Nominees - Professional Background
Elected Prosecutoror Public Private
Pres. Total Office other Gov't Atty Defender Practice
_ _ _ # % # % # % # %
Clinton-All 361 13 4% 206 57% 42 12% 318 88%
Clinton-District 295 9 3% 164 56% 40 14% 262 89%
Clinton-Appelate 66 4 6% 42 64% 2 3% 56 85%
Bush-All 322 14 4% 171 53% 16 5% 283 88%
Bush-District 262 9 3% 140 53% 14 5% 229 87%
Bush-Appellate 60 5 8% 31 52% 2 3% 54 90%
Total Clinton/Bush 683 27 4% 377 55% 58 8% 601 880
While the decisions and judicial philosophies of each President's
judges may vary, the professional profiles of Clinton and Bush nominees
seem strikingly similar:
" The vast majority of nominees had private practice experience, a
bit over half had worked as prosecutors or as another kind of
government attorney, and only small fractions were elected offi-
cials or public defenders.
" One-quarter were female, one-fifth were nonwhite, and for both
presidents the average age identically was 50 (ranging from 35 to
69).
There are, however, a few differences, between the two Presidents'
picks:
" Even though the pool of attorneys has become more diverse over
time, and Bush nominees were in a later (and thus more diverse)
eight-year period than Clinton's, the Bush nominees (22% fe-
male, 17% nonwhite) were a bit less diverse than Clinton's (28%
female, 24% nonwhite).
" Despite overall similar professional profiles, more Clinton than
Bush nominees were public defenders (12% versus 5%) and
prosecutors or government attorneys (57% versus 53%), even
though the same percentage were in private practice (88 %)-
which indicates that the Clinton picks were not more likely to
choose public service instead of private practice, but instead more
likely to have both private practice and public service experience.
As of this writing, before President Obama has chosen any judicial
nominees, it remains to be seen (a) whether the overall Bush-Clinton
similarity indicates that the same basic population of lawyers gets ap-
pointed no matter who is President, (b) whether the few Bush-Clinton
differences indicate that Obama nominees will be more like President
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Clinton's than President Bush's, or (c) whether President Obama may
choose more outside-the-box judicial nominees differing in professional
profile, demographics, or both, from those of the prior two Presidents.




The 2008 political season provided us with sublime political spec-
tacle. The contest for presidential nominee of the Democratic National
party was an exciting and historic race. The subsequent presidential race
whipped Americans, and indeed many throughout the world, into a
frenzy. Never before did two white women and a black man exemplify
the dreams and aspirations of so many. People the world over hoped and
sought to change the course of history through the selection of the Presi-
dent and Vice President of the United States of America. There appeared
to be a captivating yet ironic handwringing around identitarian politics at
the same time that this elephant in the room was downplayed. The con-
test elevated, yet simultaneously sublimated, Americans' struggle with
race, gender, religion and national origin. As everyone was well aware
of the monumental contests for symbolic firsts' the 2008 Presidential
race took on added momentum. With the designation of "First black
President of the United States of America" looming within sight, suppor-
ters and detractors of Barack Obama were plagued by the weighty histo-
ry of America. This racist history was cast as both past and prologue.
With so many "firsts" at stake-either the potential for the first woman
President and Vice President or the first black President-both crude and
subtle identity politics were revealed which challenged claims that the
citizenry of the United States had moved beyond identity-politics, or race
more specifically. 2
t Professor of Law, Saint Louis University, School of Law, Visiting Professor of Law,
Washington University in St. Louis, School of Law, LL.M. Columbia University, Law Clerk to the
Honorable Mr. Justice lacobucci, Supreme Court of Canada, LL.B. University of Ottawa, ON,
Canada. A special thank you to Matt Knepper for his able and enthusiastic research assistance. I
also owe a debt of gratitude to librarians Hyla Bondareff and Dorie Bertram of Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis for their very helpful contributions to this essay.
1. A professor in the audience at the Obama Phenomena symposium at the University of
Denver College Of Law stated that this political season was a "contest of representational firsts."
2. See Erica John, Why Am I So Afraid, THE HUFFINGTON POST, Feb. 17, 2009, available at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/erica-jong/why-am-i-so-afraid_b_92876.html ("we have two great
candidates-one a hard working, never give up eager beaver, and one an inspiring, heart-leapingly
brilliant stallion.... There ought to be no ego, no genderizing and no racializing.... Americans
are neither black nor white. We are all as mixed as Brazilians. We are a honey-colored race-with
Africans, Europeans, Asians and Native Americans intermingled in our DNA. That's the glory of
America. If Dick Cheney is genetically related to Barack Obama, what more do we need to know?
DNA only goes so far politically.").
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However, transcendent colorblind theories have been echoed in re-
cent U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence-they buttress a disconnect from
our racialized past and present. In 2003, Justice O'Connor in Grutter v.
Bollinger remarked that in twenty-five years we should no longer re-
quire affirmative action initiatives, presumably because we will have
reached a post-racial epoch of cultural colorblindness.4 A few years later
Chief Justice Roberts in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seat-
tle School Dist. No. 15-a case addressing affirmative action initiatives
undertaken by school districts-similarly asserted that the best way to
stop racial discrimination is to stop discriminating. 6 Cases such as these
encode a normative boundary between public and private. They estab-
lish a terrain of identity schizophrenia on which we are often deluded by
our perceptions of reality-no longer can we tell what is real from what
is fiction.
This is the terrain on which I would like to examine the Obama
phenomenon to reveal Barack Obama as somewhat of a paradox, black
but white, manly but feminist, alien yet familiar, foreign but quintessen-
tially American, and of course dubiously Christian. Accordingly, this
essay will explore what might be described as the disordered identity
politics revealed at the site of Obama's ascendance. I will focus largely
upon racial dynamics while recognizing the work of other identity con-
structs in constituting and reinforcing each other. Admittedly, race and
racial politicking are the focus of this essay, but gender (specifically
masculinity), religion, class and national origin also occupied the politi-
cal landscape in meaningful ways. Essential to this exploration, there-
fore, is the intersecting identity of Barack Obama as not only a man, but
a heterosexual black man of mixed racial, cultural and religious heritage.
This multifaceted identity nexus carries incredible baggage in America-
it complicates the desire for simplified identitarian politics but does not
eliminate its force.
While to some people Barack Obama, as a mixed-race man who is
Black identified, holds within him the specter of a post-racial America, it
3. 539 U.S. 306 (2003).
4. Id. at 343 ("We expect that 25 years from now, the use of racial preferences will no longer
be necessary to further the interest approved today. In summary, the Equal Protection Clause does
not prohibit the Law School's narrowly tailored use of race in admissions decisions to further a
compelling interest in obtaining the educational benefits that flow from a diverse student body."). In
addressing this sentiment head on, Justice Ginsburg outlined the perilous situation for minority
students throughout the country and commented that, "From today's vantage point, one may hope,
but not firmly forecast, that over the next generation's span, progress toward nondiscrimination and
genuinely equal opportunity will make it safe to sunset affirmative action." Id. at 346.
5. 127 S. Ct. 2738 (2007).
6. Id. at 2768 (Justice Roberts stated that "[flor schools that never segregated on the basis of
race, such as Seattle, or that have removed the vestiges of past segregation, such as Jefferson Coun-
ty, the way 'to achieve a system of determining admission to the public schools on a nonracial ba-
sis,' is to stop assigning students on a racial basis.") (quoting Brown v. Board of Educ. (Brown 11),
349 U.S. 294, 300-01 (1955)). Justice Roberts continued: "The way to stop discrimination on the
basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race." Id.
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is my sense that we have not yet achieved this lofty goal, despite his
election. Instead, America remains deeply invested in identitarian poli-
tics and race more specifically. No doubt some citizens cast a vote for
Obama because of his race and others refused to do so for the same rea-
son.7 Rather than being irrelevant, the visibility and salience of race in
America is starkly demonstrated by Obama mania-Obamania-the
frenzy, excitement and furor surrounding his candidacy for President of
the United States. Obama supporters and detractors alike have seized
specifically upon race, consciously or unconsciously, 8 to reveal deep-
seated identity-based paranoia. Thus, contrary to what the Supreme
Court of the United States proclaims, race is not irrelevant in America,
especially when politics and power are concerned.
This essay will explore some of the disordered permutations of race,
specifically racial construction and deconstruction, as publicly demon-
strated through Obamania. In Part I, particular emphasis will be placed
upon the mixed-race rhetoric surrounding Obama-this framework casts
Obama as racially transcendent and celebrates public American post-
racialism.9 Curiously, though, despite this philosophy that dismisses the
centrality of race in America, Obama himself acknowledges that he has
had to make private race-based identity choices. Obama asserts that he is
a black man in America-it is unlikely that he could assert that he is a
white man and be legitimated and embraced as such. U.S. Representa-
tive G. K. Butterfield states, "Obama has chosen the heritage he feels
comfortable with. His physical appearance is black. I don't know how
he could have chosen to be any other race. Let's just say [if] he decided
to be white people would have laughed at him." 10 Indeed, it is folly to
believe that those who see him in dark, distrustful hues would embrace
his white-half identity thereby seeing themselves in him to overcome
their perception of his troublesome blackness. American public progres-
sivity is out of step with our private racial ordering. Ironically, many in
America can publicly celebrate the incredible reality of our first black
7. See Crispin Hull, Figures Show Race Played a Part for Obama (2008),
http://www.crispinhull.com.au/2008/11/08/figures-show-race-played-a-part-for-obama/ ("Sorry to
rain on the party, but covert racism appears to be alive and well in America.... [the election of
Obama] disguises other facts and figures which suggest many United States voters might have not
voted for Obama because of race and others voted for him purely because of race.").
8. See Charles R. Lawrence 111, The Id, The Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with
Unconscious Racism, A Reader on Race, Civil Rights, and American Law: A Multiracial Approach
39 STAN. L. REV. 317, 322 (1986) (recognizing that racist behaviors are not always based on intent,
but rather on unconscious racial motives stemming from our cultural heritage).
9. Jesse Washington, AP: Many Insisting that Obama is not Black, HUFFINGTON POST, Nov.
8, 2008 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/12/14/ap-many-insisting-that-ob-n-150846.html
("There is at least one group eagerly waiting for Obama to embrace them. 'To me, as to increasing
numbers of mixed-race people, Barack Obama is not our first black president. He is our first bira-
cial, bicultural president.. . a bridge between races, a living symbol of tolerance, a signal that strict
racial categories must go,' Marie Arana wrote in the Washington Post").
10. Id.
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President, yet self-righteously return to markedly and intentionally se-
gregated private lives.
Part II will explore the racial tightrope that Obama skillfully
crossed. Of all the major political candidates, only Obama was asked to
be all things to all people. At times, he was not seen as black enough.
At other times, Obama was too black. Yet on other occasions, Obama's
Christianity was questioned with the post-9/11 weightiness of an as-
cribed Muslim identity. There were other occasions on which his mascu-
linity was questioned, even as he undoubtedly felt the historical burden
of hyper-masculinized black manhood. Identity politics were cast upon
Obama with a furor seldom demonstrated in national politics. Skillful as
ever, however, Obama emerged victorious and relatively unscathed. To
my mind, navigating the swath of identitarian complaints and politics
thrown only his way was one of his greatest accomplishments.
Ultimately, Part 1m1 will conclude with an exploration of the ways in
which the political contest for the Democratic Party nominee exposed the
primacy of identitarian politics, specifically of race, in America. In con-
clusion, this essay will assert that, in keeping with America's schizoph-
renic socio-legal history, race remains a challenging concept and its per-
sistent relevance indicates that we have not yet achieved the racial heal-
ing or transcendence which Obama's public ascendancy proclaims. Ob-
ama, therefore, is not the balm for our racial ailments. Instead, Obama's
ascendancy reveals our racial disorder. At the same time that Obama's
eclipsing blackness comforts many of us in the knowledge that we have
finally elected a black President, others are equally disappointed by this
fact. Moreover, Obama's public trajectory to the forefront of the politi-
cal super strata eclipses the pervasive reality that private prejudices re-
main steadfast throughout the social landscape and we remain more ra-
cially segregated than ever.
I. FROM ANTI-MISCEGENATION TO MISCEGENATION
Some have speculated that part of the appeal of Barack Obama as
the first black President is that he is from, what I will dub, the Miscege-
Nation. This notion of a mixed-race nation has tremendous salience, not
only in America, but around the world. When combined with his middle
name, Hussein, and his mixed origin and mixed race, he is situated firm-
ly on several continents-Africa, Europe, Asia, and North America.
Kenyans have reason to see themselves in Obama," South East Asians
do as well, particularly Indonesians, 12 as do many in the Arab world who
11. See Tom Maliti, Kenya Declares Wednesday a National Holiday After Barack Obama,
HUFFINGTON POST, Nov. 5, 2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/20O8/11/05/kenya-declares-
wednesday_n_141270.html.
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appreciate not only his middle name, but also his anti-Iraq war stance.
But back home in America, Obama's story of miscegenation, a word
with a historically ugly connotation,' 3 sheds light on a matter of great
historical acrimony. Indeed, notable jurists and politicians feared that
America would become a nation of mongrels like Mexico or Puerto Ri-
co. 14 The story of the mixing of the races in America, particularly of the
Black and the White, is deeply rooted in the racialized founding of the
nation itself.' 5  However, history reveals that this Nation, a nation of
mixed-race people, is contested. Its existence is simultaneously per-
ceived as a detested blight on American socio-legal history16 and as a
cause for post-racial celebration.'
7
13. See generally Camille A. Nelson, Loving the Man: The Legal Nexus of Irony, Hypocrisy,
and Curiosity, 2007 WIS. L. REV. 543 (2007); see also Reginald Oh, Regulating White Desire, 2007
WIS. L. REV. 463 (2007); RACHEL MORAN, INTERRACIAL INTIMACY: THE REGULATION OF RACE
AND ROMANCE (2d. ed. 2003); Randall Kennedy, How Are We Doing with Loving? Race, Law, and
Intermarriage, 77 B.U. L. Rev. 815, 820 (1997).
14. Such people "warned that American democracy would be in jeopardy if the color line
were compromised," thereby creating a nation of mongrels. MORAN, supra note 13, at 57; see
Kennedy, supra note 13, at 13-14. These men feared that a burgeoning mixed-race population
would convert America into a nation made up of a racially indeterminate populace, like Mexico or
Puerto Rico. See MORAN, supra note 13, at 57 (Mexico); RUBIN FRANCIS WESTON, RACISM IN U.S.
IMPERIALISM: THE INFLUENCE OF RACIAL ASSUMPTIONS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 1893-
1946, at 194-210 (1972) (Puerto Rico)).
15. See generally MORAN, supra note 13.
16. Id. at 17-42 (exploring the ways in which the law was used to enforce the separation of the
races). As Professor Randall Kennedy noted, "There are ... powerful forces arrayed against in-
creased rates of black-white intermarriage .... Through stares, catcalls and even... violence, they
put a pall over interracial intimacy... " See Kennedy, supra note 13, at 820; see also RANDALL
KENNEDY, INTERRACIAL INTtMACIES: SEX, MARRIAGE, IDENTITY, AND ADOPTION 820 (2003)
("Some polls suggest that as much as twenty percent of the white population continues to believe
that interracial marriage should be illegal." (citing Isabel Wilkerson, Black-White Marriages Rise,
but Couples Still Face Scorn, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 2, 1991, at Al)); RENEE C. ROMANO, RACE MIXING:
BLACK-WHITE MARRIAGE IN POSTWAR AMERICA, 217-22 (2003) (exploring negative and hostile
reactions of African Americans to black-white interracial relationships).
17. Some scholars and commentators view interracial relationships and the production of
mixed-race people in celebratory terms. They see in them the possibility of racial transcendence.
With the "browning" of the United States it is hoped that racial constructs and prejudice will dissi-
pate and tolerance will thrive. Elsewhere I have stated, "[To members of the sunshine brigade,
mixed-race children represent the cure for our racial pathologies. These individuals see mixed-race
children as the way of the future; they defy race and will lead us to racial harmony through their
splendid existence." See, e.g., Kennedy, supra note 13, at 818-19 (arguing that increasing black-
white intermarriage is one way to alleviate black isolation and social, political, and economic depri-
vation); see generally Jim Chen, Unloving, 80 IOWA L. REV. 145, 171-72 (1994) (arguing that the
creolization of America offers hope for the end of racism as we know it, and that interracial inter-
marriage will prove that "love conquers all"). In dismissing "race-matching," Professor Chen cele-
brates an America in which we have interbred for generations: "[W]e Americans have 'mixed people
as though they were of no more consequence than the swill [we have] slopped together for [our]
pigs.' The rest of the world should be so fortunate." Id. at 152 (quoting O.E. ROLVAAG, PEDER
VICTORIOUS 138-39 (Nora 0. Solun & O.E. Rolvaag trans., 1929)); see also Matthijc Kalmijn,
Trends in Black/White Intermarriage, 72 J. SOC. FORCES 119, 141 (1993) ("[Increasing intermar-
riage] is further consistent with ... a continuous decline in white prejudice against blacks. The
apparent growth of social tolerance towards blacks may make the marriage seekers themselves less
reluctant to intermarry, and it may make it easier for the unprejudiced to marry because of the wea-
kening social norms against such marriages." (citations omitted)). But see Garrett Epps, What's
Loving Got to Do with It?, 81 IOWA L. REV. 1489, 1496 (1996) ("Professor Chen's reasoning...
seems to be that ... intermarriage of the races offers hope for a cessation of racial hostility and
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For instance, in relaying his concerns for the maintenance of white
racial purity, Benjamin Franklin, in Observations Concerning the In-
crease of Mankind, did not mince his words. This founding father was
so concerned with the dilution of whiteness, and the corollary loss of
privilege and status, that he was willing to forgo the profits of slavery in
order to maintain racial purity. Fixated as he was upon the preservation
of pure whiteness, Franklin linked nation-building to racial identity for-
mation:
[W]hy increase the Sons of Africa, by Planting them in America,
where we have so fair an Opportunity, by excluding all Blacks and
Tawneys, of increasing the lovely White and Red? But perhaps I am
partial to the Complexion of my Country, for such kind of Partiality
is natural to Mankind.
18
Again, connecting love of country to preservation of racial purity,
founding father Thomas Jefferson commented that blacks' "amalgama-
tion with the other color produces a degradation to which no lover of his
country, no lover of excellence in the human character can innocently
consent." 19  Thus, the concerns of Jefferson and Franklin provide the
historical context for analyzing some of the racial concerns with Ob-
ama's ascendance.20 In keeping with this perspective, legal barriers were
erected to maintain and reinforce the "peculiar" institution of slavery and
to ensure the subjugation of blacks in America. 21 As Chief Justice Taney
remarked in the now infamous Dred Scott case, blacks were "so far infe-
rior, that they had no rights which the white man was bound to re-
spect. 22 According to the Chief Justice, "the negro might justly and
lawfully be reduced to slavery for his own benefit., 23 A belief in the
inherent debasement of "the Negro" further led to the enactment of anti-
oppression .... This logic is at best elusive."); Peter Kwan, Unconvincing, 81 IOWA L. REV. 1557,
1570 (1996) ("[I]t is far from clear there exists a necessary relationship between racial hatred at
individual levels and at societal levels, with the diminution of one necessitating the diminution of the
other."). See also Chen, supra note 17, at 153 ("Whatever else it might honor, multicultural Ameri-
ca must surely venerate the 'half-breed' survivors who endured and eventually conquered racism.").
18. 4 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE INCREASE OF MANKIND, in
PAPERS OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 225, 234 (Leonard W. Barabee et al. eds., 1961).
19. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Edward Coles (Aug. 25, 1814), in PORTABLE THOMAS
JEFFERSON 544, 546 (Merrill D. Peterson ed., 1975).
20. Contemporary hateful images and references to Obama, http://tinyurl.comctgt5f (last
visited Mar. 15, 2009).
21. The comments in Georgia v. Scott, 39 Ga. 321, 323 (1869) are typical of the time. The
court stated as follows:
The amalgamation of the races is not only unnatural, but is always productive of deplora-
ble results .... [T]he offspring of these unnatural connections are generally sickly and
effeminate, and ... they are inferior in physical development and strength, to the full-
blood of either race.... They are productive of evil, and evil only, without any corres-
ponding good.
See also MORAN, supra note 13; Kennedy, supra note 13 (detailed examination of this jurispru-
dence).
22. 60 U.S. 393, 407 (1857).
23. Id.
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miscegenation laws which imposed sanctions for interracial mixing.
According to Chief Justice Taney, the laws prohibiting intermarriage in
the colonies "show that a perpetual and impassable barrier was intended
to be erected between the white race and the one which they had reduced
to slavery. 24 This terrible history of legally enforced debasement, sepa-
ration and segregation is one thread of the American experience.
There are counter-narratives, however, that embrace the reality of
race mixing that took place irrespective of legal barriers and which con-
tinues to take place in contemporary American society despite stigmati-
zation. These perspectives, including that of Marty Perez of the New
Republic, highlight a pan-ethnic mixed-race identity as equally legiti-
mate. It posits a celebratory response to the anti-mixing perspective, one
that situates the MiscegeNation as quintessentially American:
[Obama's] mixed-race origins make him more and more like other
people identified as Afro-American. This paradigm fits the type of
other Americans: mixed race, mixed religion, mixed ethnicity, even
mixed class. This is also an American experiment, an American
achievement.25
In order to address these conflicting notions-miscegenated threat
or evidence and source of racial healing-Obama seizes the moment and
constructs a new brand of American patriotism. His trajectory is thus
cast as a quintessentially American story.26 Despite the odds, given that
he "was never the likeliest candidate for [the Presidency] 27 and that his
campaign "didn't start with much money or many endorsements ' 28 Ob-
ama invokes himself and his monumental ascendancy to the presidency
24. Id. at 409.
25. Marty Peretz, Andy Young, Barack Obama and the Black Vote, THE NEW REPUBLIC,
(Dec. 12, 2007), available at http://blogs.tnr.com/tnr/blogs/the-spine/archive/2007/12/15/andy-
young-barack-obama-and-the-black-vote.aspx.
26. Senator Barack Obama, Acceptance Speech at the Democratic National Convention (Aug.
28, 2008), available at http://www.demconvention.com/barack-obama/ [hereinafter Senator Obama].
Four years ago, I stood before you and told you my story-of the brief union between a
young man from Kenya and a young woman from Kansas who weren't well-off or well-
known, but shared a belief that in America, their son could achieve whatever he put his
mind to. It is that promise that has always set this country apart--that through hard work
and sacrifice, each of us can pursue our individual dreams but still come together as one
American family, to ensure that the next generation can pursue their dreams as well.
Similarly, President-elect Obama started his victory speech by proclaiming his triumph a success of
American ideals: "If there is anyone out there who still doubts that America is a place where all
things are possible; who still wonders if the dream of our founders is alive in our time; who still
questions the power of our democracy, tonight is your answer." President-Elect Barack Obama,
Victory Speech after Winning Presidential Election (Nov. 4, 2008), available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/uselections_2008/n710038.stm [hereinafter Obamal.
27. Obama, supra note 26 ("But above all, I will never forget who this victory truly belongs
to-it belongs to you. I was never the likeliest candidate for this office. We didn't start with much
money or many endorsements. Our campaign was not hatched in the halls of Washington-it began
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as the realization of the American dream, "a promise that is the only rea-
son that [he] is here . ,,29 Further, achievement of this dream is not
just the symbolic coming together of people from all walks of life but the
actual melding of black and white, foreign and local, young and old.
Thus, despite the identitarian choices he has made to be a black man in
America, Obama knows full well that he is much more. He is savvy in
his elision of an all-encompassing blackness with gender, class, age and
geography. As evidenced by his Democratic National Convention
speech, his recognition of the identity axis around which his identity con-
struction revolves is multifaceted and sophisticated. His particular van-
tage point is simultaneously retrospective and prospective:
Because in the faces of those young veterans who come back from
Iraq and Afghanistan, I see my grandfather, who signed up after Pearl
Harbor, marched in Patton's Army, and was rewarded by a grateful
nation with the chance to go to college on the GI Bill.
In the face of that young student who sleeps just three hours before
working the night shift, I think about my mom, who raised my sister
and me on her own while she worked and earned her degree; who
once turned to food stamps but was still able to send us to the best
schools in the country with the help of student loans and scholar-
ships.
When I listen to another worker tell me that his factory has shut
down, I remember all those men and women on the South Side of
Chicago who I stood by and fought for two decades ago after the lo-
cal steel plant closed.
And when I hear a woman talk about the difficulties of starting her
own business, I think about my grandmother, who worked her way
up from the secretarial pool to middle-management, despite years of
being passed over for promotions because she was a woman. She's
the one who taught me about hard work. She's the one who put off
buying a new car or a new dress for herself so that I could have a bet-
ter life. She poured everything she had into me. And although she
can no longer travel, I know that she's watching tonight, and that to-
night is her night as well.
30
Of course, long before the culmination of his public journey to the
presidency, Barack Obama made private identity choices. In Dreams
From My Father, Obama wrote honestly about his racial journey and his
attempt to "corroborate the nightmare vision" of Blackness in America
29. Id. ("Tonight, I say to the American people, to Democrats and Republicans and Indepen-
dents across this great land-enough! This moment--this election-is our chance to keep, in the
21st century, the American promise alive.").
30. Id.
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painted by a friend.31 He read the black canon, as it were-Baldwin,
Ellison, Hughes, Wright, DuBois, and Malcolm X-ferociously attempt-
ing to find himself in their words.32 As a young man of mixed racial and
mixed national ancestry, he had to figure out who he was and what his
identity would be. In explaining how the Autobiography of Malcolm X
resonated with him, Obama wrote:
Only Malcolm X's autobiography seemed to offer something differ-
ent. His repeated acts of self-creation spoke to me; the blunt poetry
of his words, his unadorned insistence on respect, promised a new
and uncompromising order, martial in its discipline, forged through
sheer force of will. All the other stuff, the talk of blue-eyed devils
and apocalypse, was incidental to that program, I decided .... And
yet, even as I imagined myself following Malcolm's call, one line in
the book stayed me. He spoke of a wish he'd once had, the wish that
the white blood that ran through him, there by an act of violence,
might somehow be expunged . . . . I knew that traveling down the
road to self-respect my own white blood would never recede into
mere abstraction. I was left to wonder what else I would be severing
if and when I left my mother and my grandparents at some uncharted
border.
33
Artfully exploring his course away from whiteness, Obama indi-
cated an awareness of the sting of black rejection as well. Obama "de-
cided to keep [his] own counsel" after a racial snub by one of his black
friends. After being challenged by Obama that "[he had] never read
Malcolm. You don't even know what he says," Obama was stung by the
blistering response-"I don't need no books to tell me how to be
black., 34 He wrote insightfully of his search for racial identity, acknowl-
edging how the matter of his own Grandmother's racial prejudice winded
him: "the words were like a fist in [his] stomach., 35 His was a racial
quest that was almost painful to read, its earnest probing revealing pro-
found racialized loneliness. 36 This abandon is also reflected upon, al-
most psychoanalytically, in the retelling of his exploratory drug use.
Writing of the teenaged angst he felt in negotiating his racial identi-
ty, Obama admitted to having managed this anguish, his inexorable racial
turmoil, to some extent, through recreational drug use. Instead of using
drugs to somehow enhance his racial credibility, Obama "got high for
31. BARACK OBAMA, DREAMS FROM MY FATHER: A STORY OF RACE AND INHERITANCE 85
(1995).
32. Id. at 85-86.
33. Id.
34. Id. at 87.
35. Id. at 88-89.
36. Id. at 91 (elaborating upon a conversation he had with an older mentor about the vagaries
of segregation, Obama came away thinking that "[t]he earth shook under my feet, ready to crack
open at any moment. I stopped, trying to steady myself, and knew for the first time that I was utterly
alone.").
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just the opposite effect, something that could flatten out the landscape of
my heart, blur the edges of my memory. 37
Thus, Obama, knowing that to be black was no walk in the park, de-
liberately and purposefully chose to take on this identity. While I do not
think he could pass as white in any event, his self-construction as black
in a world that encounters him as black is still not to be lightly dismissed.
I disagree, therefore, with those who would diminish Obama's black-race
credibility-to them racists measure one's ancestry with niceness and
parse one's racial bona fides with precision. In reality, however, the
everyday racist is not so nuanced as to hinge their vitriol upon one's an-
cestry or personal racial deliberations-to them black is black. Yet still
this racialized line of detraction proceeds as follows:
Obama has not suffered the indignities of racism, and came late to
the civil-rights work that was a fact of life for Andrew Young. Ob-
ama's father was African, not American, and Obama was in that
sense severed from the struggle and history in which Young played
so decisive a role. Yes, he worked as a community organizer in the
South Side of Chicago, but this overture was "a determination to be
black," as Shelby Steele so penetratingly describes it in his writing on
Obama-a "[quest] for racial authenticity.
38
It is my sense that to be a black person in a hegemonic 39 white
world necessitates a knowing management and negotiation of one's iden-
tity. Indeed these skills become second nature to any person who be-
comes a racial "cross-over" success--one learns early to manage and
negotiate one's identity especially in integrated professional spaces. As
W.E. B. DuBois early recognized, people of color who live, work or play
in predominantly white settings acquire "double-consciousness. ' 40 He
stated that, "It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of mea-
37. Id. at 93-94.
38. Joseph Abrams, Black Like Whom? Obama vs. the Leaders, NATIONAL REvIEW ONLINE,
Jan. 16, 2008, http://tinyurl.com/d56kck.
39. I mean to convey that the hegemony, the very system of power and priorities, disburses
privileges and benefits in an identitarian manner. At times the maintenance of power requires diver-
sity, inclusion, and absorption of those in the minority into the halls of power. Often such gestures
are benevolent. At all times, however, the fundamentals of the power structure are maintained even
if it calls for the strategic appeasement or incorporation of those who might otherwise agitate for the
destruction of the status quo.
40. W.E.B. DuBois, THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK 3 (Washington Square Press 1970) (1903)
("After the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and Mongolian, the Negro is a
sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight in this American world-a world
which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets himself through the revelation of the other
world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self
through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,-an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts,
two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps
it from being torn asunder.").
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suring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused con-
tempt and pity."'41
Thus, seeing himself through the eyes of whites and knowing of the
discomfort felt by some white people in dealing with blacks, Obama con-
fesses to having managed his identity to put white people, even his own
mother, at ease:
It was at the start of my senior year in high school; she was back in
Hawaii, her field work completed, and one day she had marched into
my room wanting to know the details of Pablo's arrest. I had given
her a reassuring smile and patted her hand and told her not to worry, I
wouldn't do anything stupid. It was usually an effective tactic,
another one of those tricks I had learned: People were satisfied so
long as you were courteous and smiled and made no sudden moves.
They were more than satisfied: they were relieved-such a pleasant
surprise to find a well-mannered black man who didn't seem angry
all the time.42
This racial negotiation is very much a part of the legacy of black-
ness in America. Indeed, the very title of Obama's first book, Dreams
From My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance, is revealing. The
post-colon phrase betrayed his uneasy realization, so beautifully articu-
lated in the pages of the book, that he must manage his racial identity.
Obama contemplated his journey as trying to find a place and a commu-
nity in the world for himself-this included the negotiation and articula-
tion of a racial identity. More to the point, the "Story of Race and Inhe-
ritance" component probed Obama's crafting of a racial identity for him-
self out of whole cloth. In reflecting upon his feelings after receiving a
letter from his father, Obama bluntly articulated his desire to fit some-
where and his need for acceptance:
And now he had answered me, cheerful and calm. Know where you
belong, he had advised. He made it sound simple, like calling direc-
tory assistance.
"Information-what city, please?
"Uh ... I'm not sure. I was hoping you could tell me. The name's
Obama. Where do I belong?
43
And if I had come to understand myself as black in America, and was
understood as such, that understanding remained unanchored to
place. What I needed was a community, I realized, a community that
41. Id.
42. OBAMA, supra note 31, at 94-95.
43. Id. at 114-15.
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cut deeper than the common despair that black friends and I shared
when reading the latest crime statistics, or the high fives I might ex-
change on a basketball court. A place where I could put down stakes
and test my commitments.
44
Thus, while the post-colon part of the book, A Story of Race and In-
heritance, is usually ignored with emphasis placed upon the Dreams
From My Father pre-colon component, it is the more poignant piece.
The Story of Race and Inheritance bespeaks the amazing paradox of our
racial landscape. That Obama is schooled in his racialization not by his
absentee black father, nor his Indonesian stepfather, but by his white
Kansan mother reveals the constructedness of race. It was his mother
that was first to shepherd Obama's journey into blackness. She was his
first tutor in African-American history, American history really.
Her message came to embrace black people generally. She would
come home with books on the civil rights movement, the recordings
of Mahalia Jackson, the speeches of Dr. King. When she told me sto-
ries of schoolchildren in the South who were forced to read books
handed down from wealthier white schools but who went on to be-
come doctors and lawyers and scientist, I felt chastened by my reluc-
tance to wake up and study in the mornings. If I told her about the
goose-stepping demonstrations my Indonesian Boy Scout troop per-
formed in front of the president, she might mention a different kind
of march, a march of children no older than me, a march for freedom.
Every black man was Thurgood Marshall or Sidney Poitier; every
black woman Fannie Lou Hamer or Lena Home. To be black was to
be the beneficiary of a great inheritance, a special destiny, glorious
burdens that only we were strong enough to bear.
45
It is really little wonder, therefore, that Obama chose blackness.
Even his mother realized the futility of Obama attempting to claim
whiteness. The impetus for this decision, while surely a matter of more
than simple racialized aesthetics or performance, is to be found in our
public-private racial fracture. In private, you can be whatever you want
to be. Such sanctity is nowhere to be found in the public sphere as crude
identity politics are the order of the day. As such, Obama admits to hav-
ing made a choice, a racial choice, to seek solace in blackness. It is a
mark of determination, and perhaps empathy, that he did so whilst re-
cognizing the plight of the black community. Obama wrote, "It was as if
all middle ground had collapsed, utterly. And nowhere, it seemed, was
that collapse more apparent than in the black community I had so loving-
ly imagined and within which I had hoped to find refuge.
' 46
44. Id. at 115.
45. Id. at 50-51.
46. Id. at 121.
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Returning to the role of psychoanalyst, as if channeling Freud, Ob-
ama cleverly diagnoses disorders within the American racial body polit-
ic. He was suspicious, it seems, of interracial interactions, even in love.
Perhaps he has overcome such pessimism, but for a time it appears that
he struggled with the prospect of unloaded, neutral, interracial interac-
tions. American history, it seemed, had bogged down our cross-racial
relations and thereby prevented unfiltered dialogue.
The emotions between the races could never be pure; even love was
tarnished by the desire to find in the other some element that was
missing in ourselves. Whether we sought out our demon or salva-
tion, the other race would always remain just that: menacing, alien,
and apart.
47
If this was indeed Obama's philosophy at the time, it is no wonder
that he felt compelled to reconcile his biracial identity, to eliminate cog-
nitive dissonance and prevent the alienation of self. He has carefully,
knowingly, privately ordered his racial self. But what of our public en-
counter with Obama? What have we transferred onto him?
Unlike the ascendance of any other political candidate, Barack Ob-
ama's presidency forces us to ask ourselves whether we see ourselves in
him in some way, shape or form. For many whites, voting for Obama
might be proof positive that we are post-racial or, more psychologically
meaningful, that they are most definitely not racist. However we must be
mindful that being non-racist is not the same as being post-racial. This
theory lends credence to the interest convergence theory posited by Pro-
fessor Bell over three decades ago.48 He wrote, "Successful blacks serve
white interests by providing the rationalizing link between the nation's
espousal of racial equality and its practice of racial dominance. The na-
tion's unspoken and totally facetious maxim is that with self-
improvement, the opportunity is available for all blacks to be success-
ful.
4 9
Under this rubric blacks who occupy power positions have cut a
deal, knowingly or otherwise, with the white hegemony. According to
this view, tokenism is the order of the day and power is disbursed to the
"chosen ones" in a manner that does not upset the underlying structures
of dominance. Shelby Steele refers to black people occupying this so-
cietal position as "bargainers.'50
47. Id. at 124.
48. Derrick Bell, Racial Remediation: An Historical Perspective on Current Conditions, 52
NOTRE DAME L. REv. 5, 6 (1976).
49. Id. at 24.
50. Shelby Steele, The Identity Card, TIME, Nov. 30, 2007, available at
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1689619,00.html (Unlike racial challengers,
"[b]argainers make a deal with white Americans that gives whites the benefit of the doubt: I will not
rub America's history of racism in your face, if you will not hold my race against me. Especially in
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Barack Obama is a plausible presidential candidate today because he
is a natural born bargainer. Obama-like Oprah-is an opportunity
for whites to think well of themselves, to give themselves one of the
most self-flattering feelings a modem white can have: that they are
not racist. He is the first to apply the bargainer's charms to presiden-
tial politics. Sharpton and Jackson were implausible presidential
candidates because they suffered the charmlessness of challengers.
Even given white guilt, no one wants to elect a scold.
51
Interestingly the September issue of the Advocate, a gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender magazine, had a cover story, "Obama: Worth
Pinning Your Hopes On?"-it further posits "Does Barack Obama really
love the gays? Let us count the ways. PLUS: If we can get a black pres-
ident, how long will it take to elect a gay one? ' 52 It seems that many
people are pinning their hopes for identity transcendence, or identity
incorporation, on Obama. There are strategic interests which many
people hope are now in alignment. Despite his choice of blackness and
his construction and general recognition as black, Obama is the slate onto
which our racial, and other identity-based, hopes and phobias are trans-
ferred. Indeed, in the wake of the controversy surrounding his former
pastor Jeremiah Wright, a more mature Obama dealt with such racial
nuance in his "A More Perfect Union" speech. In situating himself as a
black man at many identity intersections, Obama stated,
I am the son of a black man from Kenya and a white woman from
Kansas. I was raised with the help of a white grandfather who sur-
vived a Depression to serve in Patton's Army during World War II
and a white grandmother who worked on a bomber assembly line at
Fort Leavenworth while he was overseas. I've gone to some of the
best schools in America and lived in one of the world's poorest na-
tions. I am married to a black American who carries within her the
blood of slaves and slaveowners-an inheritance we pass on to our
two precious daughters. I have brothers, sisters, nieces, nephews,
uncles and cousins, of every race and every hue, scattered across
three continents, and for as long as I live, I will never forget that in
no other country on Earth is my story even possible. It's a story that
hasn't made me the most conventional candidate. But it is a story
that has seared into my genetic makeup the idea that this nation is
more than the sum of its parts-that out of many, we are truly one.53
our era of political correctness, whites are inevitably grateful for this bargain that spares them the
shame of America's racist past. They respond to bargainers with gratitude, warmth, and even affec-
tion. This "gratitude factor" can bring the black bargainer great popularity.").
51. Id.
52. Michael Joseph Gross, Should You Believe in Obama?, THE ADVOCATE, Sept. 9, 2008,
available at http://www.advocate.com/issue-story-ektid59219.asp.
53. Senator Barack Obama, Remarks at the Constitution Center Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
A More Perfect Union (March 18, 2008), available at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/03/18/obama-race-speech-read-th-n-92077.html.
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While these identitarian concerns seemed to have escaped many
commentators covering the McCain, Palin and Clinton campaigns, it has
plagued Obama's campaign from the start. Is Obama Black enough?
54
The question of "is he white enough" is implied also.5 But we did not
hear similar questions about whether John McCain, Sarah Palin or Hil-
lary Clinton were black or white enough. Somehow, the other major
candidates were raceless. Further, they were not expected to speak to
race or identity at the same volume as was Obama. In the public political
landscape it seemed that Obama, and Obama alone, owned race and ra-
cialization (and also reverse racism) in a way that no other candidate did.
Thus, despite skillfully negotiating his racial identity, Obama's suspi-
cious words written in his youth-"Whether we sought out our demon or
salvation, the other race would always remain just that: menacing, alien,
and apart,"--continue to ring true. As a man whose identity occupies the
nexus of black and white, much more identity-based reassurance has
been asked of Obama. This is the essence of our racial disorder.
In the same historical moment we saw the following race-based
reactions to Obama: Men and women were moved to tears and un-
abashed ugly sobs by even the prospect of Obama being the first black
President.56 Numerous media reports bespeak the marvel and hope of
people who never thought that they would see a black president in their
lifetimes. 57 On the other hand, the fact of Obama being heckled by sup-
posed Black nationalists accusing him of inattention to black issues
makes primetime news.58 Nowhere do we hear about John McCain, Sa-
rah Palin, or Hillary Clinton being heckled based on their inattention to
the needs of any communities of color. Ironically, it seems that they, as
54. See Stanley Crouch, What Obama Isn't: Black Like Me (Stanley Crouch Eats His Own)
N.Y. DAILY NEWs, Nov. 2, 2006, available at http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-
news/1730861/posts.
55. See Jim Farber, Geraldine Ferraro Lets Her Emotions Do the Talking, THE DAILY
BREEZE, Mar. 7, 2008; Paul Grondahl, Celebrating Hope in Verse, ALBANY TIMES, Nov. 10, 2008,
available at http://timesunion.com/AspStories/story.asp?storylD=737961 (interviewing the 85 year-
old poet Mars Hill who stated, "I have to be honest, I had given up hope of a black president in my
lifetime because of all the racism I've seen," Hill said. "Obama can't solve this country's race
relations problems all by himself, but he has gifts we haven't seen in a very long time in a politi-
cian.").
56. John McWhorter, ObamaKids: And the 10 Year-olds shall lead us, NEW YORK
MAGAZINE, Aug. 18, 2008, at 28, available at http://nymag.comlnews/features/49141/ (recalling that
40 years ago it would have been a stretch to think that a black boy could grow up to be the American
President); Martha T. Moore, Historic Night: Democrats Unite Around Obama, USA TODAY, Aug.
28, 2008, at IA, available at http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/election2008/2008-08-27-
obama-coverN.htm (discussing how people did not expect a black president in their lifetime).
57. See, e.g., Wendi C. Thomas, Possibility arises to shed cynicism, focus on hope, MEMPHIS
COMMERCIAL APPEAL, Nov. 9, 2008, at V4, available at
http://www.commercialappeal.com/news/2008/nov/09/possibifity-arises-to-shed-cynicism-focus-on/
(stating her former belief that "never in [her] lifetime would the streak of white men in the White
House would be broken.").
58. See Obama Heckled By Blacks At Town Hall Meeting, NPR (2008),
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld=93191158; see also Sam Stein, Obama
Heckled For Not Focusing On Black Issues, HUFFINGTON POST (2008),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/08/01l/obama-heckled-for-not-foc n 116308.html.
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white people, get a pass-a racial pass. They are not expected to be at-
tuned to the identitarian issues of communities of color. But Obama, the
mixed-race black man, is beholden both to black and white issues. Cu-
riously, Obama does not get a racial pass on these issues-instead he
aesthetically embodies them. As such, he is publicly rooted in simple
identity politics in a way that no other candidate is. "My friends,"5 9 we
are not yet post-racial.
Thus, like the lone black student in a homogenously white class-
room, Obama is expected to speak for his people (whoever that might
be), but not too much. He is expected to be all things to all people:
black (but not too black), feminist (but not effeminate), erudite but not
elitist, and certainly not uppity.61 The other candidates, more white than
Obama, were not expected to negotiate their constructed whiteness or
perform or outperform societal expectations of white people. In this
way, their racial burdens were far less than Obama's. But that is the es-
sence, and the paradox, of racial privilege; those who are victimized by
its construction own the problem of race and racism.
II. THE RACIAL TIGHTROPE, wrrH LANDMINES...
Yet even the talk of being post-racial reveals the persistence of ra-
cial constructions. We seem to be unable to see our way out of discrete
racial expectations and categorizations. Indeed, the very disbelief
echoed in comments such as "I never thought I would see even the pos-
sibility of a black President in my lifetime ... ,,62 reveals our shared un-
derstanding of racialization as Black. It highlights commonplace notions
of the hurdle-Racial Hurdle-presented by blackness. But in light of
Obama's election, such logic begs the following question: Post-i 1/4/08
is it now the case that we are decidedly post-racial and that we have tran-
59. John McCain was known to use this prefatory language throughout the 2008 presidential
campaign before he delivered the subject of his statement.
60. See Media Matters for America, lmus: Obama is "almost a bigger pussy than" Clinton,
(2008), http://mediamatters.org/discuss/200804170006 (last visited Feb. 4, 2009). In critiquing the
civility of Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton during a debate, Don Imus referred to him as a "pus-
sy." He stated, "I thought Senator [Barack] Obama was on the defensive most of the night. But
they're both sissy boys or sissy girls, or whatever. Because they talk big when they're out on the
campaign trail, wolfing on each other." Charles McCord interjected, "But then," and Imus contin-
ued: "And then when they show up at the debate, they fold up like a couple of cheap lawn chairs. I
mean, I don't understand that. And he's almost a bigger pussy than she is." See id.
61. See Mark Silvia, Clinton: Obama 'Elitist', THE SWAMP (2008),
http://www.swamppolitics.conVmnews/politics/blog/2008/04/clinton-obama.elitist.html (last visited
Feb. 4, 2009); see also Brent Staples, Barack Obama, John McCain and the Language of Race, N.Y.
TIMES, Sept. 21, 2008, at A22, available at http://www.nytimes.coml2008/
09/22/opinion/22observer.html (stating that "race-based" wealth envy was often a trigger for vigi-
lante violence such as lynching's, burnings and other "cataclysmic episodes of violence."). Note this
characterization also smacks of racism as it serves the function of keeping uppity negroes in place.
Indeed, "Georgia Republican Rep. Lynn Westmoreland used the racially-tinged term "uppity" to
describe Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama .... " Mike Soraghan, Westmoreland
Calls Obama 'Uppity', THE HILL, Sept. 4, 2008, available at http/thehill.comleading-the-
news/westmoreland-calls-obama-uppity-2008-09-04.htnil.
62. Thomas, supra note 57.
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scended race and racialization as many commentators and pundits have
claimed?63  Specifically, has the post-racial promise of America been
achieved, as evinced by Obama's ascendancy? Perhaps we have
achieved this end under the 25-year time forecast by Justice O'Connor in
Grutter.64
To many people Obama's mixed-race heritage indicates the triumph
of colorblindness over racism. That colorblindness, as opposed to color-
consciousness without negative ascription, is seen as the sine qua non of
racial progress is itself revealing of our racial disorder. For many in
America the only way to overcome racism is to deny the consequences of
race and colorism. 65 Instead I suggest that we think about eliminating the
negative connotations and consequences tethered to racialization rather
than seeking to avoid any recognition of the socio-cultural concept of
race itself. In the political landscape Obama was paradoxically wedged
between these two competing viewpoints. Steele summarized these
perspectives as follows:
There is the unspoken hope that his mixed-race freshness carries a
broader political originality. And, in fact, he does embody something
that no other presidential candidate possibly can: the idealism that
race is but a negligible human difference. Here is the radicalism, in-
nate to his pedigree, which automatically casts him as the perfect an-
tidote to America's exhausted racial politics. This is the radicalism
by which Martin Luther King Jr. put Americans in touch-if only
briefly-with their human universality. Barack Obama is the proge-
ny of this idealism. As such, he is a living rebuke to both racism and
racialism, to both segregation and identity politics-any form of col-
lective chauvinism.
66
I read the identitarian discourses surrounding Obama differently.
The posing of these questions around identity betrays our subconscious
recognition that we are not there yet-we remain burdened by a default
racial calculus. Even the semantics of being post-racial reveals the per-
sistence of race and racial constructions. We do not even have terminol-
ogy, let alone the ideological substance, to take us beyond racial fixity.
63. See John Brummett, Of Course He's No Racist, LAS VEGAS REvIEw, Aug. 10, 2008, at
3D, available at http://www.lvrj.com/opinion/26582199.htm (claiming that "Obama had been
emerging as a transcendent, post-race figure."); Rachel L. Swains, If Elected... Delicate Obama
Path on Class and Race Preferences, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 3, 2008, at Al, available at
http://tinyurl.conmcqyb3l (stating "[w]hile Obama's biracial background in many ways makes him
an ideal bridge between racial sensibilities, the issue [of race] remains politically treacherous, espe-
cially with race taking an increasingly prominent role in the campaign."); see also Andrew Sullivan,
Goodbye to All That: Why Obama Matters, THE ATLANTIc MONTHLY, Dec. 2007, at 40, available
at http://www.theatlantic.comdoc/200712/obama (referring to Obama's candidacy as "potentially
transformational.").
64. See Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003).
65. See generally SKIN DEEP: How RACE AND COMPLEXION MATTER IN THE "COLOR-BLIND"
ERA (Cedric Herring, Verna M. Keith & Hayward Derrick Horton eds., 2004).
66. Steele, supra note 50.
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These questions further indicate our quest for a racial healing that we
know has not yet been achieved. Hence the racial schizophrenia. We are
deeply conflicted. It is unclear what is reality versus what is merely our
distorted perception. It is my ultimate conclusion that our distorted racial
perception is our reality.
It is no wonder, therefore, that Barack Obama is simultaneously
viewed in conflicting ways. First, Obama is cast as the lightning rod for
the supposed post-racial nation.67 A New York Times report proclaimed
that Obama presented "An Appeal Beyond Race." 68 Obama "offers his
face."69 While not without some basis in truth,7 ° Obama is cast as poster-
boy for the browning of the world. 71 Therefore, strategically and prag-
matically, in our dealings with the rest of the world, and specifically with
the constituency that hates America, we offer Obama as evidence of "the
new face of America." In this way Barrack Hussein Obama stands alone.
Proclaiming the end of a racialized era, Thomas Friedman in a New York
Times Op-ed proclaimed, "And so it came to pass that on November 4,
2008, shortly after 11 p.m. Eastern time, the American Civil War ended,
as a black man-Barack Hussein Obama-won enough electoral votes to
become president of the United States. '72 He is the deliverer of what the
Atlantic Monthly called "racial catharsis" and our "bridge to [a post-
racial] 21st century., 73  "His mixed-race heritage grants him a level of
67. See NBC/Wall Street Journal Survey, July 2008, at 25,
http:lls.wsj.net/public/resources/documentsWSJPoll-072308.pdf. In a Wall Street Journal/NBC
news poll in July 2008, 8% of white voters said race was the most important factor in their vote;
another 15% said it was one of several important factors, a slight increase from June. The poll also
found that 20% of black voters said that race was the most important factor in their vote and another
14% said it was one of several important factors. In either case these polls reveal that Obama is
deeply racialized and invokes both race-based fears and race-based hopes. Id.
68. See Scott L. Malcomson, The Nation; An Appeal Beyond Race, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 1, 2004,
at 45 (commenting that part of his appeal stemmed from the fact that some whites find him "attrac-
tive because, while he's black, he is not the direct product of generations of black life in America: he
is not black in the usual way.").
69. Sullivan, supra note 63 (stating "[b]ut Obama's reach outside his own ranks remains
striking. Why? ... How has a black, urban liberal gained far stronger support among Republicans
than the made-over moderate Clinton or the southern charmer Edwards? ... What does he offer?
[H]is face.").
70. See, e.g., Farah Stockman, Much of the World Exults in Obama: His Diverse Background
is Inspiration, Boston Globe, Nov. 6, 2008, at 21, available at http://www.boston.com/newsl
world/articles/2008/l 1/06/much of the worldexultsin-,.obama/; see also Obama Grabs News
Headlines in the Americas, November 5, 2008, http://obama2008.s3.amazonaws.com/headlines.html
(last visited Feb. 4, 2009).
71. See Robert Bernstein, More Than 300 Counties Now "Majority-Minority", U.S. CENSUS
BUREAU NEWS (2007), http://www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/releases/archives/population/
010482.html.
72. Thomas L. Friedman, Finishing Our Work, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 4, 2008, at A35, available
at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/05/opinion/05friedman.html (recognizing the amount of work
yet to be done, Friedman states, "of all the changes that will be ushered in by an Obama presidency,
breaking with our racial past may turn out to be the least of them. There is just so much work to be
done. The Civil War is over. Let reconstruction begin.").
73. Sullivan, supra note 63.
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insight into our racial divide that we have never had in the Oval office. 74
Similarly, a New York Times article proclaimed, "The power of Ob-
ama's exotic background to neutralize race as an issue, combined with
his elite education and his credentials as the first African-American Har-
vard Law Review president, made him an African-American candidate
who was not stereotypically African-American., 75 This language is tell-
ing.
Race is toxic-it has to be neutralized. In order to transcend a
negative racialization African-Americans must overcome stereotypical
blackness. In surmounting this obstacle of the racialized white imagina-
tion, exoticism helps. What is it, therefore, that makes Obama exotic?
What makes him unlike the African-American caricatures to which the
writer eludes? I believe Obama's mixed-race heritage goes a long way to
distance him from the likes of Reverends Al Sharpton and Jesse Jackson,
black men of slave stock who are easily dismissed as too black, and
hence too threatening. Not to be outdone, these civil rights leaders are
also inclined to dismiss Obama on the basis that he is not authentically
black, whatever that means, and whatever that is.7 6 It is ironic that they
should feel so confident regulating blackness. Their policing posture is
deeply disconcerting in light of their principled stance against racial pro-
filing in other domains. The ramblings of Al Sharpton, Jesse Jackson,
Andrew Young and John Lewis 77 did them a disservice. It further cast
them as beleaguered race-men-of-old and easily presented a foil of disun-
ity against which Obama could pitch a new era of racial harmony and
healing. They are the ones in the white American imagination who are
prone to make sudden movements, always bringing up issues of race and
civil rights. These are the landmines a savvy Obama long ago negotiated
away. The comments of Joseph Abrams are insightful:
In sum, Obama is not radical enough, nor miserable enough, nor an-
gry enough to pass that old, vile litmus test that judges authenticity.
If Obama is not black because he has not suffered the right way, if
Obama is not black because he has succeeded on his own, if Obama
is not black because he has embraced the system rather than attacking
it, then what is it to be black? Is it to be hopeless, to occupy a state
74. Election Serves as Tangible Reaffirmation of Our Democracy's Inclusiveness, KANSAS
CrrY STAR, Nov. 9, 2008, at E3 (adding "[h]is unique birthright and upbringing provided him cover
to walk intimately with each of us. At this critical juncture in our nation's journey, his rare path
supplies the proper sunlight to heal festering wounds and a flashlight to navigate a world in conflict
and rapid change.").
75. Malcomson, supra note 68.
76. See Steele, supra note 50. Steele writes: "Racist societies make race into a hard fate. So
people who are the progeny of two races become curiosities not because they are particularly inter-
esting, but because they are so unexpected. This must be an old and tiresome vulnerability in Barack
Obama's life (as it is in mine), and all the more so because he has chosen a public life." Id.
77. See Jeff Zeleny and Patrick Healy, Black Leader, A Clinton Ally, Tilts to Obama, N.Y.
TIMES, Feb. 15, 2008, at Al, available at http://www.nytimes.comI/2008/02/15/
us/poliics/15clinton.html.
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of mind rather than a human form? To believe that is to be an out-
right racist. The embrace of Obama is an embrace of his success, a
rejection of the failures that Sharpton and Jackson represent and feed
on-and a signal that blackness is not comprised of Toni Morrison's
tropes 7 8 and a life of opposition.
It clearly stings those Brahmins of the black community that this
young man, who has not shared in their suffering, should claim their
triumph. And it may sting them that someone of "mixed race"
should bring this about, but even that is fitting .... 79
The second conflicting way in which Obama is cast is as frighten-
ing. Some people in "mainstream America" are fearful of Obama as he
seems unknowable and incomprehensible; to them he is foreign and
alien. Indeed much of this disparagement is tinged not only with racism
but also with what has been termed "the Muslim smear. '80 Thus, the
intersection of his racialization and his dubious Christianity made uneasy
bedfellows as "regular" Americans assessed his candidacy. 8' For these
people Obama signaled the unknowable other-incomprehensible, alien,
and foreign. It speaks volumes that despite a confluence of factors in his
favor-President Bush being perhaps the most unpopular president in the
history of the United States, two unsuccessful wars, climate change con-
cerns, and what might be the worst financial crisis since the Great De-
pression-Obama did not capture even more of the popular vote.
82
In this mix, "[t]he Democrats should have romped in with a massive
victory in the popular vote. 83 For individuals disinclined to vote for a
78. See Toni Morrison, The Talk of the Town: Comment, NEW YORKER, Oct. 5, 1998, availa-
ble at http://www.newyorker.conarchive/1998/10/0511998 10 05 031_TNYLIBRY_0000
16504. In it she reiterated a claim that had started during the Whitewater investigation, that Bill
Clinton was the first black president as he displayed "almost every trope of blackness: single-parent
household, born poor, working-class, saxophone-playing, McDonald's-and-junk-food-loving boy
from Arkansas." Id.
79. Abrams, supra note 38.
80. See Naomi Klein, Obama, Being Called a Muslim Is Not a Smear-Updated,
HUFFINGTON POST (2008), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/naomi-klein/obama-being-called-a-
musb89228.html (last visited Feb. 4, 2009) ("Of course Obama must correct the record, but he
doesn't have to stop there. What is disturbing about the campaign's response is that it leaves unchal-
lenged the disgraceful and racist premise behind the entire "Muslim smear": that being Muslim is de
facto a source of shame. Obama's supporters often say they are being "Swiftboated," casually ac-
cepting the idea that being accused of Muslimhood is tantamount to being accused of treason."); see
also Anderson Cooper 360 Blog: What's Wrong with Being a Muslim?, CNN (2008),
http://ac360.blogs.cnn.com/2008/10/15/what%E2%80%99s-wrong-with-being-a-muslim/(last visited
Feb. 4, 2009) (where responses to Campbell Brown's question, "So what if Obama were a Muslim
or an Arab?" are posted).
81. See, e.g., Martina Stewart, Palin Hits Obama for 'Terrorist' Connection, CNN (2008),
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/10/04/palin.obama/index.html (last visited Feb. 4, 2009).
82. See Hull, supra note 7 ("The Electoral College vote disguises the relatively close popular
vote of 52 to 46 per cent. McCain won his states handsomely. Obama won a lot of his more nar-
rowly. It is the nature of winner-take-all constituency elections (whether states or single-member
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black man, there is absolutely nothing that Obama could have done to
convince them otherwise, political persuasion notwithstanding. Accor-
dingly, an "interesting comparison is between the Senate vote and the
presidential vote across eight races in the north-east and centre [sic] in-
volving successful white Democrats. In Michigan, Iowa, South Dakota,
Montana, West Virginia, Virginia and Massachusetts successful white
Democrats got between 6 and 20 percentage points more [of the] vote
than Obama got in each of those respective states." 84 Indeed, in pointing
out the racial dynamic at play in corners of the south, Adam Nossiter of
the New York Times observed that, "[t]he Deep South still resonates
with negative feelings about the race of President[] Barack Obama ....
Mr. Obama's race appears to have been the critical deciding factor in
pushing ever greater numbers of white Southerners away from Demo-
crats. ' 85
Perhaps more to the point, some have questioned why the presiden-
tial race was even close.
Leaving race aside, one can argue that Obama should have done bet-
ter this year than Kerry did in 2004. He was a better campaigner; he
had more money and a more extensive campaign; his opponent was
not as popular among voters as George W. Bush had been in 2004;
and he could place the blame for the growing economic crisis on his
opponent's party. But despite that, there were states and counties
where Obama did much worse than Kerry among white voters. In
Alabama, for instance, Kerry won 19% of white votes in 2004; in
2008 Obama got only 10%. In Mississippi, Kerry won 18% of white
males; Obama won a measly 9%.86
These factors, together with the reality that many black people no
doubt voted for Obama because of his race,87 lead to the conclusion that
race was indeed a significant factor in the 2008 election. That Obama
gained any traction amongst rural and exurban whites was marveled
upon. "Obama's reach outside his own ranks remains striking. Why? []
How has a black, urban liberal gained far stronger support among Repub-
84. Id.
85. Adam Nossiter, For South, a Waning Hold on National Politics, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 11,
2008, at Al, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/1 1/uspolitics/l1 south.html.
86. John B. Judis, It's a Wrap-The 2008 Campaign: Did race really matter?; It Counted to
Some Voters in Some Places, but it Didn't Decide the Election, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 9, 2008, at A34.
87. Hull, supra note 7. While I think these exchanges might also indicate polite deference to
a reporter and the reluctance of interviewees to appear abrasive on camera, the Canaberra Times
reference the following exchanges as indicative of blacks voting for Obama merely because of his
race. In CNN interviews in which black people insisted they were voting for Obama on the issues,
as opposed to race, the interviewees apparently betrayed what seemed profound ignorance of the
issues. "When asked by the journalist if it would trouble them that it would mean 'staying the
course in Iraq,' 'a ban on abortion,' and 'the possibility of Sarah Palin being President,' they still
said they would vote for Obama."
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licans than the made-over Clinton or the southern charmer Edwards? 88
In other words, the standard logic would have held that Obama is too
unlike them, despite being in many respects as he has stated "quintessen-
tially American," and in fact half white. Stated simply, the expectation
of many people was that whites would not recognize or accept Obama's
whiteness and would not see themselves in him, as many people of color
would.89 Why was focus thereby placed upon an assumed inability of
white people to racially empathize and not upon a parallel inability of
Blacks?
It is because Blackness traditionally has and still does eclipse (liter-
ally covers like a lunar or solar eclipse) whiteness, belying the fiction of
a post-racial America. This aspect of our distorted racial reality high-
lights what John McWhorter refers to as "widened conceptions of black
authenticity," 90 or what I like to call the diversity of Blackness. This
Blackness is vast and subsumes other identities. Indeed, in critiquing
Shelby Steele's A Bound Man: Why We Are Excited About Obama and
Why He Can't Win, author Ta-Nehisi Coates eloquently captured this
phenomenon when he wrote,
What follows is a flat and contemptuous rendering of black America.
Steele argues that Obama can't win because blacks will not vote for a
man who doesn't yell "white supremacy" whenever he's presented
with an open mike. Steele, like his compatriots in the pundit class,
isn't one to allow actual people to get in the way of a good argument.
... At his roots, Steele lacks the nuance to approach black America
not as an idea but as a collection of actual thinking, breathing, con-
tradicting (and self-contradictory) human beings.
This is why so much of what's been said about Barack Obama and
African-Americans has been so shockingly wrong. Intellectuals ex-
amining Obama are trapped in an ancient dynamic-one that even in
its heyday was overstated-in which white and black America are
88. Sullivan, supra note 63. "But Obama's reach outside his own ranks remains striking.
Why? ... How has a black, urban liberal gained far stronger support among Republicans than the
made-over Clinton or the southern charmer Edwards?-What does he offer ... his face." In this
way in our dealings with the rest of the world and the brown world in particular and the world that
hates Americans we offer Obama as evidence of "the new face of America"--in this way Barrack
Hussein Obama stands alone. Sullivan, supra note 63.
89. Ron Foumier & Trevor Tompson, Poll: Racial Views Steer Some White Dems Away from
Obama, YAHOO NEWS, http://news.yahoo.compage/election-2008-political-pulse-obama-race (last
visited Feb. 4, 2009) ("Deep-seated racial misgivings could cost Barack Obama the White House if
the election is close, according to an AP-Yahoo News poll that found one-third of white Democrats
harbor negative views toward blacks-many calling them 'lazy,' 'violent,' responsible for their own
troubles. The poll, conducted with Stanford University, suggests that the percentage of voters who
may turn away from Obama because of his race could easily be larger than the final difference
between the candidates in 2004-about two and one-half percentage points.").
90. McWhorter, supra note 56 (stating that members of an Obama generation "would be
suckled... on a widened conception of black authenticity").
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constantly at each other's throats, and agree on nothing. The ei-
ther/or fallacy is their default setting.
91
In recognizing that "black was a country, a broad, beautiful Ameri-
ca refracted through a smoky lens," Coates recognized the need for an
expansive notion of Blackness.92 Thus, part of this dynamic rejects what
Coates refers to as "definition[s] of Blackness defined by opposition.,
93
Yet in my view, we must still appreciate that racialization as Black often
becomes the hole into which other racial identities are sucked. This
black-hole consumes whiteness and displaces, not always for negative
reasons, 94 other racial dynamics at work.
As such, it is little wonder that Obama has constructed himself as a
Black man. I question what realistic alternative he had given what seems
his aesthetic presentation and inability to pass as white. So, Obama na-
vigates his Blackness carefully "avoiding sudden movements," careful
not to distress or unsettle white people nervous about and unaccustomed
to Black manhood and masculinity. Obama has revealed himself to be a
master of racial and gender performativity. He performs his Blackness
and his gender in a nuanced way that is mindful of the landmines which
exist for black men deemed dangerous, threatening, or wanton.95 As
Brent Staples wrote in a New York Times editorial, "Mr. Obama seems
to understand that he is always an utterance away from a statement--or a
phrase-that could transform him in a campaign ad from the affable,
rational and racially ambiguous candidate into the archetypical angry
black man who scares off the white vote., 96 In this way, Obama is cast
as shrewd racial strategist. He is the quintessential "cross-over suc-
cess"-he knows American history, gestures towards it through rhetoric
and soaring oratory, and performs his identity against its more hazardous
grain.97 This matter of performativity speaks to the third simultaneous
phenomenon.
91. Ta-Nehisi Coates, A Deeper Black, THE NATION, May 19, 2008, at 31, 32.
92. Id. at 34.
93. Id.
94. See Thomas L. Friedman, Op-Ed., Finishing Our Work, N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 5, 2008, at
35A, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008111/05/opinion/05friednan.html?ref=opinion (sug-
gesting that the Buffett effect may have countered some of the expected Bradley effect). The Brad-
ley effect hypothesizes that, despite their proclamations to the contrary, some white voters would
not-indeed could not-bring themselves to vote for a black person. The Buffet effect asserts the
opposite--that some whites would lie to other whites claiming that they would never vote for a black
person, but would ultimately do so in the anonymity of the voting booth. Id.
95. Staples, supra note 61, at 22A ("His caution is evident from the way he sifts and searches
the language as he speaks, stepping around words that might push him into the danger zone. These
maneuvers are often painful to watch. The troubling part is that they are necessary.").
96. Id.
97. Peter Beinart, Erasing the Race Factor-Obana's Best Hope is to Face the Issue Direct-
ly, WASH. POST, Aug. 13, 2008, at A15, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dynlcontentlarticlel2008/08/12/AR2008081202827.html ("Race will be central to this campaign
because McCain needs it to be. He simply doesn't have many other cards to play. And it will be
central because every time Republicans light the match, the press will create a forest fire. Race is
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Obama is supposed to represent race on the one hand and disown it
on the other. This third phenomenon reveals the truism that you cannot
please all the people all of the time. Some blacks worry, as does Profes-
sor Glenn Loury of Brown University, that blacks voting for Obama
means "the end of affirmative action and they don't even know it."
98
Additionally he stated that those who vote for Obama are "voting for the
end of race and they don't even know it."99 Now factually Obama is on
record as saying he supports affirmative action and calls for enhanced
attention to class, but these types of critiques are aimed at something
else. They seek to fix the swirling racial undertow surrounding Obama's
constructed Blackness.' °° Obama alone walks this "racial tightrope."'0 '
Part of his absolute brilliance is his ability to navigate these racial hot-
buttons. He could not disappoint the legions of Americans of color on
whose support and turn-out he desperately needed. At the same time he
had to be careful not to alienate white voters without whom he could not
have been a viable candidate.
just too titillating to ignore. The history of post-Vietnam presidential elections is littered with Dem-
ocratic nominees who thought they could run on policy and ignore symbolism. This year, the sym-
bolism will be largely racial. Obama can't avoid that. He needs to control the race debate instead.").
98. Johnathan Tilove, For America's Scholars of Race an Obama Delimma, REAL CLEAR
PoLrrIcs, Aug. 13, 2008, http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2008/08/foramericasscholars
of_race.html.
99. Id.
100. See David Paul Kuhn, Obama Shifts Affirmative Action Rhetoric, THE PoLrrICo, Aug. 10,
2008, http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0808/12421.html.
Obama opposes the current state ballot measures (McCain supports them), thus offering
at least de facto support for the current policy that gives preference to minorities and
women and is rooted in the programs begun by President Kennedy and later significantly
expanded by President Nixon. On the other hand, Obama's said that his two daughters
should not be given preferential treatment, owing to their relatively privileged upbring-
ing, and has called for government to 'craft' a policy 'in such a way where some of our
children who are advantaged aren't getting more favorable treatment than a poor white
kid who has struggled more.' Such hints of a possible new policy focus are a relatively
recent development from Obama, who once said that he had 'undoubtedly benefited from
affirmative action' in his own academic career, though he didn't specify at what institu-
tion he had so benefited. Friends have since recalled him saying that he did not list his
race on his Harvard Law School application, though the candidate has said only that 'I
have no way of knowing whether I was a beneficiary of affirmative action either in my
admission to Harvard or my initial election to the Review. If I was, then I certainly am
not ashamed of the fact, for I would argue that affirmative action is important precisely
because those who benefit typically rise to the challenge when given an opportunity.'
See also Seth Colter Walls, Obama's Postracial Test-Obama's Affirmative Action Test,
NEWSWEEK, March 27, 2008, http://www.newsweek.com/id/129295.
Obama has yet to take a definitive public stance on affirmative action in this campaign,
but he did voice a radio ad in opposition to Connerly's successful 2006 campaign in
Michigan. Darren Davis, a professor of political science at Notre Dame, calls the emerg-
ing Connerly question 'one of the most profound' of Obama's campaign-especiatly in
the wake of the controversy over his former pastor, Jeremiah Wright. 'Basically, on
every racial issue Barack Obama is walking the tightrope,' Davis says. 'The more he
supports traditional black issues like affirmative action, the more that will eat into his
white base of support.' Obama has been careful when broaching this issue; in a 2007
ABC News interview he suggested that the affirmative action of the future should con-
sider economic status more than race.
101. Walls, supra note 100.
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To some extent, no matter what his position on racial issues, Ob-
ama's presidency signals to many that we have indeed overcome, despite
any protestations to the contrary. 10 2 These sentiments are founded upon
the representational power of Obama. Even if he were to be outspoken
about the continuation of rampant racism, his articulations, as the most
powerful man in the world, and a black man, would undoubtedly be met
with suspicion and the retort that his victory establishes that racism is
clearly but a figment of the past.'0 3 This past, and its ongoing salience
were explored briefly above. For without a concrete appreciation of this
past, we cannot fully understand Obamania and our continuing racial
disorder.
By drawing on the representational and symbolic role of Obama's
race as black, his views are taken as a proxy of his racial consciousness.
As a black man in America, Obama is expected to fall in line and to ad-
here to an orthodox racial script. The disappointment from some of our
elders that he has not so adhered has been exposed in inappropriate ways.
For instance, in July 2008 Jesse Jackson's tirade that he wanted to cut-off
certain parts of Obama's anatomy for "talking down to black folks" and
"giving moral lectures to African-Americans" was deeply problematic. 1°4
It is, however, not surprising, especially since shortly thereafter Jackson
accused Obama of "acting white" when he did not march for the Jena-
6.105 Thus for Jackson and other civil rights men of his generation, Ob-
ama has broken from the American racial playbook. The way in which
Obama negotiates his race has been interpreted by some detractors as
inauthentic and hence troubling.'°6
This bespeaks a simple binary by which blacks are expected to align
on certain issues, with whites presumably aligning in the opposite direc-
tion. This is understandable yet it exposes simplistic cultural formulae
for racial performativity. But the corollary unspoken dynamic at work is
the racial pass given to white candidates on this front. That neither Hil-
lary Clinton nor John McCain faced this race-based disparagement bes-
peaks the great racial divide. Black people have come to expect more
102. Todd Gitlin, Yes We Did. Overcome, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Nov. 7, 2008, available at
http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/20081 lu/obama-melting-pot.
103. See Kuhn, supra note 100 ("'A lot of non-black people will say that the election of Barack
Obama is now proof we don't need affirmative action,' said Democratic House Majority whip Jim
Clyburn, who is concerned by the notion.").
104. See Charles Hurst, Jesse Jackson Says He Wants to Cut Obama's 'Nuts Out', N.Y. POST,
July 9, 2008, available at http://www.nypost.com/seven/O7092008/news/nationalnews/jessejackson
_sharply-eriticizesobamaj1l9161.htm; Jesse Jackson Disparages Barack Obama: Caught On
Tape (VIDEO), HUFFINGTON POST, July 9, 2008, available at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/07/09/jesse-jackson-caught-on-m-n-l 11732.html.
105. Report: Jesse Jackson Says Barack Obama 'Acting White' in Case of Six Blacks Accused
in Assault Case, FOxNEwS.CoM, Sept. 17, 2008, http://www.foxnews.com/
story/0,2933,297332,00.html ("Jackson, who endorsed Obama for president in March, reportedly
blasted the Ilinois senator for failing to bring attention to the case of six black kids arrested on
attempted murder charges in Jena, La.").
106. Abrams, supra note 38.
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from black politicians on the issue of race despite the fact that any real
movement on race and racism is, necessarily, an effort in coalition build-
ing across race and ethnicity. Jackson's folly, therefore, is not so much
his calling on Obama to support the Jena-6 or to stop lecturing on black
family values, but his failure to insist that McCain and Clinton similarly
care about and address issues impacting people of color. It is unaccepta-
ble that they were again given a pass on these pressing racialized issues.
Neither McCain nor Clinton were cast as racially insensitive or uncaring
for their inattention to matters for which Obama was expected, as a black
man, to devote himself.
Consider the alternative. If Obama had chosen to perform his race
as a "civil rights man," he, as a black man, would have felt the wrath of
many white supporters and detractors alike. Specifically, his viability as
a presidential candidate would have been jeopardized. As a master of
racial nuance, Obama has grown keenly aware of the racial resentment
generated by his rise to power and has carefully negotiated landmines on
both sides of his biracial identity.1
0 7
Accordingly, the fourth phenomenon surrounding Obamania relates
to the counter-expectations to those outlined above. That Obama has not
been all things to the black community is evident from the remarks of
Jesse Jackson, Andrew Young,10 8 and others. 109 In joking that racial per-
formance reveals a lacking Obama, former United Nations Ambassador
and Veteran Civil Rights leader Andrew Young asserted that Bill Clinton
outperformed Obama on what I call the black-o-meter, the imposed ba-
rometer of authentic blackness.
Bill [Clinton] is every bit as black as Barack. He's probably gone out
with more black women than Barack. [laughs] I'm clowning, but
when they went to Nelson Mandela's inauguration-there was a
whole plane load of black folks who went down there. After the in-
auguration, there was a party. [Bill] Clinton was the one who said,
107. Obama Race and Us, NEWSWEEK, May 25, 2008, available at
http://blog.newsweek.com/blogs/pr/archive/2008/05/25/newsweek-press-release-cover-obama-race-
and-us.aspx (referring to a Racial Resentment Index created by pollsters which revealed that "about
a third of... voters scored 'high' on this index; 29 percent of all Democrats did").
108. See Geoffrey Bennett, Andrew Young: Obama's Time Will Come, NPR NEWS & VIEWS,
Dec. 7 2007, http://www.npr.orgblogs/newsandviews/2007/112andrew-young-obamas-time_
will.html (last visited Feb. 19, 2009) (Former Ambassador and civil rights leader Andrew Young
declared "'I want Obama to be president,' . . . in 2016. It's not a matter of being inexperienced. It is
a matter of being young."').
109. See Abrams, supra note 38 ("A funny thing happened on the road to the White House:
Black voters got behind Sen. Barack Obama in his race for the presidency; black leaders did not.
There was Andrew Young, who lobbied a black audience for the Clintons and reassured them that
'Bill [Clinton] is every bit as black as Barack;' there was Al Sharpton, who has withheld his political
endorsement, reserving his trump for a safer hand; and there was Jesse Jackson, who scolded Obama
for 'acting like he's white.' Such an accusation has quietly dogged Obama during his campaign,
though Jackson has since rallied to the senator's side. For these critics, Obama is a troubling figure,
a man with black skin who is not fundamentally 'black' in their understanding. And therein lies the
most interesting part of Obama's run for president.").
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"Let's start a Soul Train line!" All these middle class, bourgie folks
looked around ... and Bill did the moon walk down the Soul Train
line. And Hillary pulled her skirt up above her knees and she got
down and went on through, too.
110
It is hard to ignore the stereotypical racial, sexist and gendered
tropes seized upon by Young to undergird his notions of identity. His is
a problematic notion of black authenticity steeped in a mentality that
many civil rights leaders, ironically Young included, worked hard to
eradicate. Young's invocation of the Clintons "going Native" in Africa
is equally unfortunate, especially, when used to entrench an authentic
notion of a constructed identity, race.
Complicating these essentializing frameworks it is paradoxical that
Obama has similarly rankled those who claim he is too racially perfor-
mative. Viewed in this light, Obama, as black man, is leaving them,
Whites, behind. 1 Thus, some white people, like Geraldine Ferraro and
the fellow travelers she invoked, sought racial reassurance that Obama
will not forget them.11 2 These detractors felt that "his campaign [was]
captured by black interests."
' 13
At this moment, the ongoing salience of race is undeniable-to
some Obama is not black enough; to others he is too black. The race
play is remarkable. No other candidate had to contend with or maneuver
around such contradictory racial demands. Simply, America cannot even
keep its racial dictates straight-they are a contorted mess of competing
demands, morphing over space and time, ever present, yet always exist-
ing in a state of denial. Geraldine Ferraro weighed in on this racial
quagmire, and created quite a furor:
Since March, when I was accused of being racist for a statement I
made about the influence of blacks on Obama's historic campaign,
people have been stopping me to express a common sentiment: If
you're white you can't open your mouth without being accused of
being racist. They see Obama's playing the race card throughout the
campaign and no one calling him for it as frightening. They're not
upset with Obama because he's black; they're upset because they
don't expect to be treated fairly because they're white.
114
In a move that anticipates the obvious response, Ferraro situated her
concerns as not about race. "It's not racism that is driving them. It's
racial resentment. And that is enforced because they don't believe he
110. Bennett, supra note 108.
111. Geraldine A. Ferraro, Op-Ed, Healing the wounds of Democrats' Sexism, BOSTON GLOBE,
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understands them and their problem. That when he said in South Caroli-
na after his victory, "Our Time Has Come" they believe he is telling
them that their time has passed."
'1 15
The difference between racial resentment and racism is too fine a
point-it is what attorneys like to mock as the difference between mid-
night gray and battleship gray. It is, thus, perhaps a technicality, but a
pervasive attitude nonetheless. Such racial resentment speaks identita-
nan privilege. 1 6  Literally defined, resentment means a feeling of dis-
pleasure, insult and indignation.117  The racial component adds fuel to
this identity-based fire in that it reveals a hierarchical gaze steeped in
racial politics. Obama's every word and deed is assessed through an
optic that finds its roots in America's racialized history. Brent Staples
has noted as much in his article on the language of race:
This obsession with black subservience was based in nostalgia for
slavery. No sane person would openly express such a sentiment to-
day. But the discomfort with certain forms of black assertiveness is
too deeply rooted in the national psyche-and the national lan-
guage-to just disappear. It has been a persistent theme in the public
discourse since Barack Obama became a plausible candidate for the
presidency.
A blatant example surfaced earlier this month, when a Georgia Re-
publican, Representative Lynn Westmoreland, described the Obamas
as "uppity" in response to a reporter's question, "
8
That a phrase as innocuous as "Our Time Has Come" out of the
mouth of a mixed-race, black-identified, man could be interpreted as "it
is the time for black folks now, we are leaving you whites behind" is
115. Id. Ferraro also stated, "[h]ere we are at the end of the primary season, and the effects of
racism and sexism on the campaign have resulted in a split within the Democratic Party that will not
be easy to heal before election day. Perhaps it's because neither the Barack Obama campaign nor the
media seem to understand what is at the heart of the anger on the part of women who feel that Hil-
lary Clinton was treated unfairly because she is a woman or what is fueling the concern of Reagan
Democrats for whom sexism isn't an issue, but reverse racism is."
116. Peter Beinart, Erasing the Race Factor, WASH. POST, Aug. 13, 2008, available at
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/08/12/AR2008081202827.html ("For
these voters, Obama can't make race go away by ignoring it, especially because the GOP and the
media won't. He needs to acknowledge their fears and do something dramatic to assuage them.
Paradoxically, his best shot at deracializing the campaign is to explicitly make race an issue. He can
do that with a high-profile speech--and maybe a TV ad--calling for the replacement of race-based
preferences with class-based ones. That would confront head-on white fears that an Obama adminis-
tration would favor minorities at whites' expense. It would be a sharper, more dramatic, way of
making the point that Obama has made ever since he took the national stage (but which some whites
still refuse to believe): that he represents not racial division but national unity.").
117. SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 2544 (5th ed. 2002). See also the comment of
Geoff Davis, Republican of Kentucky, who, in disparagingly referring to Obama a "boy," brought
the old ways of viewing black men into contemporary focus. While condemning Obama as unpre-
pared for control of nuclear policy he said, "[tihat boy's finger does not need to be on the button."
Brent Staples, Barack Obama, John McCain and the Language of Race, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 21, 2008,
available at http://www.nytimes.con/2008/09/22/opinion/22observer.html.
118. Staples, Language of Race, supra note 117.
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remarkable in its racial hysteria. Obama is not seen by Ferraro and her
followers as speaking for them, yet he is them too. Despite his attribut-
ing everything that is good about him to his white family and his white
upbringing" 9 his Blackness is blinding. These unnamed supporters agree
with Ferraro that they do not see themselves in Obama-his Blackness
eclipses their shared whiteness. Instead he is read as shutting them
(Whites) out and leaving them behind.
The only way to solve this racial resentment, according to Ferraro,
is to provide some "racial reassurance." 120 This is curious indeed, as no
one demanded that McCain, Clinton, nor Palin make any racial reassur-
ances to Blacks, Asian, American Indians, Latina/os, or Whites for that
matter that they would not similarly "leave them behind." They are not
held racially accountable in the way that Obama was and is. To these
critics Obama is inherently untrustworthy based on his "otherness." It is
telling that Ferraro went on to concede that there was little Obama could
do to assuage these concerns amongst fellow democrats-only his pure
whiteness it seems might have made him comprehensible. Tellingly she
admonished:
Whom he chooses for his vice president makes no difference to them.
That he is pro-choice means little. Learning more about his bio
doesn't do it. They don't identify with someone who has gone to Co-
lumbia and Harvard Law School and is married to a Princeton-
Harvard Law graduate. His experience with an educated single
mother and being raised by middle class [white] grandparents is not
something they can empathize with. They may lack a formal educa-
tion, but they're not stupid.
121
What is it that Ferraro asserts "they" are being duped into? Appar-
ently "they" are not stupid as they recognize that Obama is not one of
them. The phrase, "What they're waiting for is assurance that an Obama
administration won't leave them behind" might infer that "they" cannot
identify with or trust a black person who has gone to an Ivy League
school and attained some degree of wealth and prosperity. Yet "they"
can so identify with a white person with power, prestige and an ivy-
league education. 22 Instead, it seems that many are much more comfort-
119. Ferraro, supra note I11.
120. See id.
121. Id.
122. George Bush Presidential Library and Museum, Biography of George Herbert Walker
Bush, http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/bio-ghwbush.php (George H.W. Bush graduated Phi
Beta Kappa in 1948 from Yale University "where he pursued a degree in economics and served as
captain of the varsity baseball team."); see also The White House, George W. Bush,
http:lwww.whitehouse.gov/aboutlpresidentsgeorgewbushl (explaining that George W. Bush earned
a bachelor's degree in history from Yale University in 1968 and a Master of Business Administra-
tion from Harvard Business School in 1975); The White House, Bill Clinton,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidentswilliamjclinton/ (stating that Bill Clinton was a Geor-
getown University undergrad, received a 1968 Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford University, and earned
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able with the well-worked stereotypes of the black-male super-predator
or with members of the black underclass. It would appear that black
elites are incomprehensible due to their relative absence from our socio-
political landscape as well as from the popular culture more generally.
It seems impossible to cut through this racial anxiety-it is persis-
tent and intractable. This supposed common sense reveals a deep-seated
distrust of the Obamas, not merely as Ivy-Leaguers. Indeed, the Clin-
tons, George H.W. Bush and George W. Bush all attended Ivy League
schools. 123 Rather, it reveals an inability to comprehend the Obamas as
they do not fit the racial "type" typically cast for them. The Obamas
truly explode the racial stereotypes with which many people prefer to
deal-they cannot be readily type-cast. Their racial reality is not what
we are typically fed in the media. The social distance between Blacks
and Whites in America reinforces this racial stereotyping and misunders-
tanding. Indeed, the reality is that few white and black people in Ameri-
ca actually have meaningful cross-racial relationships. 1
24
III. RACIAL PERCEPTIONS AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF RACIAL REALITY
All of this racial handwringing highlights the looming question:
Are we yet post-racial? In my humble estimation the answer is not yet.
Despite significant racial progress, we still labor under a seldom-
acknowledged fascination, if not fixation, with race. Race remains the
elephant in the room. The ongoing relevance of race is the great un-
speakable.
In the current politico-legal environment, talking about race has be-
come sullied. I think that many people are more comfortable cursing
than they are speaking honestly about race. Curiously using the word
"racism," in particular, is the semantic equivalent of dropping an explo-
sive-its destructive potential often outweighs any inherent value in its
detonation. Indeed, noted legal theorist Professor Patricia Williams be-
lieves that we are more comfortable discussing sex than we are discuss-
ing race.125
a Law degree from Yale University in 1973); The White House, Bill Clinton,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidents/wiltiamjclinton/ (indicating that Hillary Clinton was a
Wellesley College undergrad and a graduate of Yale Law School).
123. Supra note 122.
124. Studies prove that Blacks and Whites maintain the greatest social distance of any pairing
or racial groups. Erica Chito Childs, Looking Behind the Stereotypes of the "Angry Black
Woman ": An Exploration of Black Women's Responses to Interracial
Relationships, 19 GENDER & SOC'y 544, 544 (2005) ("Blacks and
whites continue to be the two groups with the greatest social distance, the most spatial separation,
and the strongest taboos against interracial marriage."); see also Dennis D. Parker, Are Reports of
Brown's Demise Exaggerated? Perspectives of a School Desegregation Litigator, 49 N.Y.L. SCH.
L. REV. 1069 (2004-05); Daria Roithmayr, Locked in Segregation, 12 VA. J. SOC. POL'Y & L. 197
(2004).
125. Speaking of Race, THE ATLANTIC, May 14, 1998, available at
http://www.theatlantic.com/unbound/bookauth/ba980514.htm (interview with Patricia Williams).
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Our inability to speak our racial truths is starkly revealed by our on-
going racial polarization. Returning to the public/private course charted
by Supreme Court jurisprudence, American racial politics has taken on a
decidedly frenetic character. The perception of America as a place of
promise is undisputable; the opportunities offered in this country are
what make it the destination of choice for the disenfranchised, and the
ambitious, the world over. The fact remains, however, that despite the
improbable ascendance of Obama, these opportunities are skewed along
racial lines. Moreover, the public rhetoric of rights and equality is out of
sync with the private racial ordering which is well entrenched in Ameri-
ca. 26 Harvard Sociology Professor, Orlando Patterson, relays the grim
reality by stating,
But if the work of political inclusion is largely done, that of social in-
corporation is half finished and may be regressing. While blacks
have made absolute gains in income and education since the 1960s,
their relative position has not changed and, after the Bush years,
threatens to worsen. The black middle class has a fragile hold on its
status. Its median household income declined to $30,945 between
2003 and 2005, a mere 62 percent of the white median. In 2002 the
median net worth of white Americans ($88,000) was 14.5 times that
of blacks, whose net worth (the total value of all their assets, less all
their debts and liabilities) was a paltry $6,000. The fragility of their
status is reflected in extraordinarily high rates of downward mobility:
half of all blacks born to middle-class parents are downwardly mo-
bile; more than half of them fall to the very bottom of the income
ladder. The black poverty rate rose from 21.2 percent in 2000 to 24.5
percent last year, and the bottom fifth of the black population is
worse off relative to poor whites than at any time over the past three
decades.
In the private sphere, blacks remain almost completely apart from
whites. Indeed, they are more separate now, in most areas of the
country, than at the end of the '60s.
127
Recent Supreme Court jurisprudence, however, reinforces these
disparities as uncontestable. The Supreme Court consecrates a system of
private racial ordering by relegating much of the systemic racism found
in contemporary society to the margins. Writing for the plurality in Par-
ents Involved Chief Justice Roberts stated:
[R]acial balance is not to be achieved for its own sake.
Accepting racial balancing as a compelling state interest would justi-
fy the imposition of racial proportionality throughout American so-
126. Orlando Patterson, The New Mainstream: Obama's win would be the culmination of a
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ciety, contrary to our repeated recognition that "[a]t the heart of the
Constitution's guarantee of equal protection lies the simple command
that the Government must treat citizens as individuals, not simply
components of a racial, religious, sexual or national class.'
128
Thus, while some would proclaim Obama's historic triumph as in-
dicative of a post-racial reality, we are jurisprudentially empowered to
continue exercising private preferences that betray our raced-based pre-
judices. 129 The court eschewed racial balancing for its own sake. Thus
just because the achievement of societal racial equality might be an ad-
mirable goal it does not portend jurisprudential support given that it en-
tails moving beyond public ordering. The achievement of racial balanc-
ing instead would require private reordering to ameliorate the dysfunc-
tion that persists from the history and legacy of legalized racial edicts
and racial bi-partisanship. Thus, the Court mandates that private racial
preferences remain legally ignored. To the Court, the ongoing legacy of
such private racial ordering is largely irremedial.
Thus in some ways the law is impotent when it comes to "reme-
dy[ing] past societal discrimination.' 3 ° This task is "too amorphous"13'
for constitutional remedy. Accordingly, in walking away from the op-
portunity to fashion a remedy for "societal discrimination" 132 the Court
differentiates between appropriate legal involvement in public matters as
distinct from merely "private choices."1 33 Private choices are cabined as
decisions which do not have "constitutional consequences" and which
are, therefore, constitutionally out of bounds.134 This is the racial milieu
in which the rise of Barack Obama is possible. It is a terrain that is iron-
ically captured by the banter of late night television hosts in chastising
white Americans not to worry as Obama was not trying to marry their
daughters, so they need not fret. 135 Yet at precisely the same historical
moment, millions of white Americans supported the first black President.
This is the irony of our public-private racial disorder.
Obama's Blackness is distant. While making conflicting demands
on the manner in which he performs his Blackness, or indeed his White-
128. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. 127 S.Ct 2738, 2757 (2007).
129. See, e.g., Joseph G. Altonji, Ulrich Doraszelski, & Lewis Segal, BLACK/WHITE
DIFFERENCES IN WEALTH, http://www.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/doraszelski/files/ep-24-
2000.pdf (citing statistical sources showing that on average blacks enjoy significantly less wealth
than their white counterparts across various demographics); see also The United States Department
of Justice Bureau of Justice Statistics, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/jailrair.htn (citing statis-
tics showing that blacks are incarcerated at a rate five times that of whites); Patterson, supra note
126.
130. Parents, 127 S.Ct at 2758.
131. Id.
132. Id.
133. Id. at 2761.
134. Id.
135. I am reminded of the quips of both John Stewart and Bill Maher in the midst of the 2008
political campaigns joking with their audience along these raced and gendered lines.
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ness, Americans are well aware of the public distance of his race. While
Obama's racial abstraction and construction was mobilized and exercised
during the election campaign, it is nonetheless so remote that its likely
impact on private racial ordering remains unknown. As such, in the inte-
rim, it is unlikely that much private racial re-ordering will take place.
Our public racial perception of ourselves as demonstrably embracing
racial change through the election of Obama will thus remain in stark
contrast to the reality of lived social distance between racial communi-
ties, most acutely Blacks and Whites in America. As Professor Orlando
Patterson has recognized, "Separate but truly equal in private life is in-
creasingly the preferred position, though glossed over with multicultural
rhetoric." 136 This is precisely the landscape of prejudice that the Su-
preme Court has declined to traverse-their jurisprudence will not per-
meate the schools, homes, universities, streets, places of worship, hospit-
als nor prisons that still mark America as deeply racially divided. Unless
it is the product of "state action," private identitarian choices whether
racist, sexist, classist, religious or otherwise, are untouchable. 137
Given the backdrop of ongoing and persistent racial separation, Ba-
rack Obama is an enigma. He has made private choices to seek refuge in
Blackness. Shelby Steele described this as "quests for racial authentici-
ty-for a resolution of that peculiar alienation that trails mixed-race
people, that absence of a simple racial solidarity that is the easy birth-
right of others., 138 Thus the truism that race and racialization matter in
America is revealed through the choices made by a young Obama. Quite
the opposite of being racially transcendent, Obama has chosen to secure
himself in Blackness. He has, thereby, constructed himself as black.
This fact alone flies in the face of his supposed racial transcendence.
Many Americans want to believe that there are people on whom race
sits very lightly, people whose very hybridism suggests the possibili-
ty of transcending race.
But Barack Obama is not such a person. His books show a man
nothing less than driven by a determination to be black, as if Black-
ness were more a specific achievement than a birthright. This drive
puts Obama at odds with his own political persona. Much of the ex-
citement that surrounds him comes from the perception that he is on-
ly lightly tethered to race. Yet the very arc of his life-from Hawaii
to the South Side of Chicago-has been shaped by an often con-
scious resolve to "belong" irrefutably to the black identity.
139
Indeed, part of Obama's self-construction as black, relates to his
marriage to a black woman. It is noteworthy that Barack referred to his
136. Patterson, supra note 126.
137. Parents, 127 S.Ct. at 2823 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (criticizing plurality opinion).
138. Steele, supra note 50.
139. Id.
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wife as "the most quintessentially American woman I know."'140 With
this birthright Michelle anchors Barack in Blackness in a way that his
African father could not-hers is the African-American story, not a story
of pan-Africanism tersely dismissed by some of Obama's detractors.
141
To those inclined to police Blackness through slave descendancy,
Obama is a racial fraud-he might have skin to which one would ascribe
the black moniker, however, he is but "the son of a white woman and an
African immigrant." To these people Obama is Black but not African-
American. 142 From this vantage point those of us who embrace Obama
as black have been hoodwinked by a fraudulent, inauthentic, perhaps
even foreign, Blackness. Stanley Crouch's comments are representative:
Why then do we still have such a simple-minded conception of black
and white-and how does it color the way we see Obama? The naive
ideas coming out of Pan-Africanism are at the root of the confusion.
When Pan-African ideas began to take shape in the 19th century, all
black people, regardless of where in the world they lived, suffered
and shared a common body of injustices. Europe, after all, had colo-
nized much of the black world, and the United States had enslaved
people of African descent for nearly 250 years. Suffice it to say: This
is no longer the case. So when black Americans refer to Obama as
"one of us," I do not know what they are talking about.143
Therefore, it would be folly to assume that whites alone regarded
Obama with suspicion. Just as there is no monolithic white community,
there is no monolithic black community. Crouch's comments above
reveal that conceptions of a post-racial reality are also at odds with the
viewpoints of many in the black community as well. Extrapolating from
this line of reasoning, Obama is the house-negro, able to access privileg-
es and benefits denied to darker-skinned blacks on account of their com-
plexions. 144
Thus, despite Obama's skillful negotiation of his identity he is ex-
ternally morphed into various race-based constructions. He is con-
structed as our Racial Salvation, the 'Tiger Woods of Politics,' ' 145 the
140. Shailagh Murray, A Family Tree Rooted in American Soil; Michelle Obama Learns About
Her Slave Ancestors, Herself and Her Country, WASH. POST, Oct. 2, 2008.
141. Stanley Crouch, What Obama Isn't: Black Like Me on Race, N.Y. DAILY NEWS, Nov. 2,




144. SKIN DEEP, supra note 65, at 4.
145. Phil Trounstine, The New Tiger/Obama Calculation, HuFFINGTON POST, Nov. 12, 2007,
http://www.huffingtonpost.conmphil-trounstine/the-new-tigerobama-calcu-b-72217.htm ("With his
extraordinary athletic prowess, Tiger Woods cut a swath through America's calcified racial preju-
dice. He excelled in what had historically been a wealthy white man's leisure pastime. In doing so,
he caused a tectonic shift in race relations. Suddenly, it was okay-terrific even-for a black man to
stand atop the leader board of American life. This is why Barack Obama has a chance to become
president of the United States in 2008. Woods has opened up a pathway for Obana in the American
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culmination of a post-racial epoch exemplifying victory and the belief
that we can be all things and all identities at once. But on the other hand,
he is simultaneously the racial boogey man,146 embodying a threat to the
white hegemony that he will dismantle all the socio-political edifices
constructed to ensure their systemic privilege. Of course, Obama is also
the hope of legions of black people in this country and throughout the
world.
African-Americans, men and women alike, well up with tears at the
thought of the first black president. He has unshackled our stilted
dreams of equality. My Ethiopian taxi driver in Denver on the first night
of the Democratic National Convention proclaimed "Barack Obama will
be good for Black people you know-he gives us hope." Parents com-
mence naming their newborn infants Barack, Obama and Michelle.
147
West Indian recording artists in Trinidad 148 and Jamaica 149 craft calypso
and reggae songs in his honor. Politicians of other Caribbean nations
move to name mountains in Obama's honor. 50  French rap artist, Yous-
saupha, proclaims that "Obama tells us everything is possible."'' At the
same time the Advocate features an Open Letter to President-Elect Ob-
political psyche as no one before him. Of course there are other black superstars who have estab-
lished broad appeal that transformed race: Oprah Winfrey, Michael Jordan, Bill Cosby, to name a
few. But basketball and entertainment don't occupy the same place in the American iconography as
does golf-born in Scotland and played in America (until very recently) by affluent white people.").
See also Steve Benen, The Problem with Comparing Obama to Tiger Woods, SALON.COM, Apr. 9,
2008, http://www.salon.convpolitics/war_room/2008/04/09/woods/ ("David Bellavia [was quoted
as] saying, 'Rest assured that people like Senator McCain will be the goal and the men that my two
young boys will emulate and admire. You can have your Tiger Woods. We have Senator
McCain."'); Eliott C. McLaughlin, Atlantans Thank Obama: 'We Can Become Something Great',
CNN, Nov. 7, 2008, http://www.cnn.comV2008/POLITICS/l 1/05/atlanta.reacts.obama.winl ("Sutton
likens Obama's rise through the political ranks to Tiger Woods' rise through professional golf. Until
about 12 years ago, when Woods turned pro, it was rare to find black youngsters swinging clubs at
their local links. Even if they had the natural skills, they did not believe the game belonged to them,
he said.").
146. See Bob Herbert, Running While Black, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 2, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/02/opinionlO2herbert.html?ex=1218340800&en=b7dde2 ldcfe596
cO&ei=5070&emc=etal ("There was nothing subtle about that attempt to position Senator Obama as
the Other, a candidate who might technically be American but who remained in some sense foreign,
not sufficiently patriotic and certainly not one of us-the 'us' being the genuine red-white-and-blue
Americans who the ad was aimed at.").
147. Jennifer 8. Lee, Like the Dwights and Lyndons of Old, Baby Baracks All Over, N.Y.
TIMES, Nov 9, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.coml2008/1 /10/us/politics/
10babies.html?scp=l&sq=naming%20babies%20barack&st=cse.
148. Video: The Mighty Sparrow-Barack the Magnificent (fefeTV 2008),
http://www.youtube.com/watchv=tnjKmplIFn8.
149. Video: Coco Tea-Barack Obama (fiwireggae 2008), http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Zxn9jhypHfo.
150. See Antigua Plans to Rename Highest Peak After Barack Obama, THE GUARDIAN, Nov.
7, 2008, available at http:llwww.guardian.co.uklworld/2008/nov/07/antigua-mountain-barack-
obama.
151. Michael Kimmelman, For Blacks in France, Obama's Rise is Reason to Rejoice, and to
Hope, N.Y. TIMES, June 17, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com2008/06/17/
arts/17abroad.html.
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ama stating, "We gave you our vote (at least most of us did). Will you
now fight for our full equality?"'
' 52
Yet the racial disorder is further complicated by allegations made
by the McCain campaign that Obama deals the race card from the bottom
of the deck (for his pointing out that they would attempt to scare people
away from supporting him since he does not look like the other presi-
dents on the dollar bills). 53  Fox News disparages Michelle Obama as
"Obama's baby mama."' 54 The New Yorker runs a now infamous cover
of Michelle and Barack as Muslim or Black Nationalist flag-burning
militants. 55 There is great furor over the meaning of the "fist jab" ex-
changed between Michelle and Barack,156 the question being "was it a
terrorist first jab?" Geraldine Ferraro proclaims "[i]f Obama was a white
man, he would not be in this position. And if he was a woman of any
color, he would not be in this position. He happens to be very lucky to
be who he is."' 157 Not surprisingly therefore, "As Senator Barack Obama
open[ed] his campaign as the first African American on a major party
presidential ticket, nearly half of all Americans [said] race relations in
the country are in bad shape and three in 10 acknowledge[d] feelings of
racial prejudice." 1
58
All this contradictory and confused race talk reveals that despite so-
cietal hopes and jurisprudential holdings to the contrary159 America is
neither post-racial nor colorblind. To the contrary, the recent election of
Barack Obama as President led to a spike in race-based threats and
152. Tammy Baldwin, Open Letters from 17 Gay Men and Lesbians, ADVOCATE, Dec. 16,
2008, at 44.
153. Michael Cooper & Michael Powell, McCain Camp Says Obama is Playing 'Race Card',
N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 1, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/01l/us/
politics/01 campaign.html.
154. See David Bauder, Fox News Refers to Michelle Obama as 'Baby Mama', FOX NEWS,
June 13, 2008, http://www.foxnews.com/wires/2008Junl 3/0,4670,TVFoxObama,00.html.
155. See B. Blitt, NEW YORKER, July 21, 2008, available at
http://archives.newyorker.com/?i=2008-07-21.
156. See Fox Anchor Calls Obama Fist Pound a "Terrorist Fist Jab, " HUFFINGTON POST, June
9, 2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.conm2008/06/09/fox-anchor-calls-obama-fi-n_106027.htm;
Video: Terrorist Fist Jab, (leidheiser 2008), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-vmQrTi3aM.
157. Katharine Q. Seelye & Julie Bosman, Ferraro's Obama Remarks Become Talk of Cam-
paign, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 12, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com2008/03/12/us/politics/l2campaign.html ("And the county is caught up in
the concept."); see also Orlando Patterson, The New Mainstream, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 1, 2008, availa-
ble at http://www.newsweek.com/id/166827/page/2; Joyce Purnick, Ferraro is Unapologetic for
Remarks and Ends her Role in Clinton Campaign, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 13, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2O8/03/13/us/politics/13ferraro.html?scp=2&sq=ferrarn&st=nyt ("If
Obama was a white man, he would not be in this position," Ferraro told California's "Daily Breeze"
newspaper. "And if he was a woman of any color, he would not be in this position. He happens to
be very lucky to be who he is. And the country is caught up in the concept.").
158. Jon Cohen & Jennifer Agiesta, 3 in 10 Americans Admit to Race Bias: Survey Shows Age,
Too, May Affect Election Views, WASH. POST, June 22, 2008, at A01, available at
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/story/2008/06/22/ST2008062200049.htni.
159. See Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003); see also Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S.
244, 251 (2003).
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crimes throughout the United States. 16° Even before the election there
was a noticeable increase in such incidents. 16' Recall the racial hoax of
McCain campaign worker, Ashley Todd, who claimed that a 6 foot 4
inch "black male attacker" had carved a "B" for Barack in her cheek.
162
Indeed, it has been reported that;
Threats against a new president historically spike right after an
election, but from Maine to Idaho law enforcement officials
are seeing more against Barack Obama than ever before....
[S]ince the November 4 election, law enforcement officials
have seen more potentially threatening writings, Internet post-
ings and other activity directed at Obama than has been seen
with any past president-elect.
1 63
While this is not surprising to many people, such race-crimes indi-
cate that as a nation we have far to go in terms of racial healing. Perhaps
a post- 11/4 America is not starkly different in its racial mindset than a
pre- 11/4 America-the election of Obama notwithstanding. Even in the
midst of his historic campaign, in his now famous speech on race, Barack
Obama did not shy away from the reality of racial prejudice. Instead he
spoke at length, remarking on the reality of a deeply racialized America.
He connected these realities to the terrible history of legalized racism.
159. Obama Election Spurs Race Threats, Crimes: From California to Maine, 'Hundreds' of
Incidents Reveal Racism in America, MSNBC, Nov. 15, 2008,
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/27738018/ ("Cross burnings. Schoolchildren chanting 'Assassinate
Obama.' Black figures hung from nooses. Racial epithets scrawled on homes and cars. Incidents
around the country referring to President-elect Barack Obama are dampening the postelection glow
of racial progress and harmony, highlighting the stubborn racism that remains in America."); see
also Mark Potok, Neo-Nazis and White Supremacists Publish Ominous Threats to Obama's Life,
ALTERNET, Feb. 22, 2008, http://www.altemet.org/blogs/peekf77509 (commenting on the preva-
lence of anonymous hate speech against Obama on blogs. "'OBAMA WILL DIE, KKK
FOREVER,' concludes a Feb. 15 post by 'Rodney' to a blog run by a person identified only as
Strider333. Above that signoff, Rodney wrote: 'The KKK or someone WILL assassinate Obama!
If we get a NIGGER President all you NIGGER's [sic] will think you've won and that the WHITE
people will have to bow to you[.] FUCK THAT.' ... 'I'm hoping someone will do his public duty
of putting a bullet through Obama's head,' said a poster identified as 'Kill Da Nigga.' Another
poster suggests 'bring[ing] back lynchings' and concludes with a warning: 'LOOK OUT NIGGER.
THE KLAN IS GETTING BIGGER!!!!!!' And a third, using the screen name 'amerikkkan,' says
only, 'The deep south is making plans."'). A simple search of "threats against Obama" on the
Southern Poverty Law Center website revealed numerous incidents throughout the nation. See
SPLCenter.org, Hate Incidents, http://www.splcenter.org/intel/hatewatch/fortherecord.jsp (last
visited Feb. 4, 2009) (search "2008").
161. Suzanne Pardington, Effigy of Obana Alarms George Fox Campus, OREGONIAN, Sept.
24, 2008, http://www.oregonlive.conmnews/index.ssf/2008/09/racial-incident-rattes-george.html
(A custodial crew at the 3,355-student Christian university found the Obama likeness hanging by
fishing wire from a tree at 7 a.m. Tuesday and tore it down before students arrived for classes. A
sign taped to the cutout said, "Act Six reject," referring to a scholarship program for Portland stu-
dents, many of whom are minorities.... The Obama image at George Fox is the third publicized
incident on Oregon college campuses in the past year involving racist images hanging from trees.).
162. Campaign Volunteer Faces Charges in Attack Hoax, KDKA, Oct. 24, 2008,
http://kdka.com/local/attack.McCain.Bloomfield.2.847628.html; see also KATHERYN K. RUSSELL,
THE COLOR OF CRIME 1 (N.Y. Univ. Press 1998) (1961) (detailing a litany of racial hoaxes).
163. Eileen Sullivan, Obama Has More Threats than Other Presidents-Elect, YAHOO NEWS,
Nov. 15, 2008, http://news.yahoo.com/slap/20081115/apon_el_pr/obama.threats.
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We do not need to recite here the history of racial injustice in this
country. But we do need to remind ourselves that so many of the
disparities that exist in the African-American community today can
be directly traced to inequalities passed on from an earlier generation
that suffered under the brutal legacy of slavery and Jim Crow.
Segregated schools were, and are, inferior schools; we still haven't
fixed them, fifty years after Brown v. Board of Education, and the in-
ferior education they provided, then and now, helps explain the per-
vasive achievement gap between today's black and white students.
Legalized discrimination-where blacks were prevented, often
through violence, from owning property, or loans were not granted to
African-American business owners, or black homeowners could not
access FHA mortgages, or blacks were excluded from unions, or the
police force, or fire departments-meant that black families could not
amass any meaningful wealth to bequeath to future generations. That
history helps explain the wealth and income gap between black and
white, and the concentrated pockets of poverty that persists in so
many of today's urban and rural communities.
A lack of economic opportunity among black men, and the shame
and frustration that came from not being able to provide for one's
family, contributed to the erosion of black families-a problem that
welfare policies for many years may have worsened. And the lack of
basic services in so many urban black neighborhoods-parks for kids
to play in, police walking the beat, regular garbage pick-up and
building code enforcement-all helped create a cycle of violence,
blight and neglect that continue to haunt us.164
Thus the symbolic nature of Obama's ascendancy, and Obama him-
self, hold up a mirror to American society to reveal just how racially
contorted, distorted and confused we truly are. Even Obama, in what
was as honest an account that any politician has given of his or her view
of race in American, gestured towards the fiction of colorblindness. I
think many of us would agree that colorblindness is a commendable aspi-
ration, but it is certainly not yet reality.
Obama is incredibly racially self-actualized. He too knows that he
cannot escape the specter of race. He realizes that he is the focus of our
racial ruminations and the slate onto which we have projected our high-
est racial aspirations and our lowest racial fears, anxieties and paranoia.
American history has constructed infirm racial ground.
Writer Rebecca Walker states, "Of course Obana is black. And
he's not black, too .... He's white, and he's not white, too. Obama is
whatever people project onto him. . . he's a lot of things, and neither of
164. Barack Obama, Senator, Ii1., A More Perfect Union (Mar. 18, 2008), in Obama Race
Speech, HUFFINGTON POST, Mar. 18, 2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.com2008/03/18/obama-race-
speech-read-th_n_92077.html.
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them necessarily exclude the other."' 65 At times, we still sink into a ra-
cial quicksand as the logic and illogic between black and white is deep
and vast.166 But at other times we have genuine cause for celebration at
the remarkable distance all races have advanced in America. In either
case, we look to Obama. However, as the old adage advises, "NURSE,
HEAL THYSELF."
CONCLUSION
We cannot and should not place all of our racial hopes and aspira-
tions on Obama. There is simply too much baggage and we must all be a
part of this racial cure. Obama is, therefore, not the balm for what ails
us, though I believe he is part of the solution. As he himself realized, it
was not about him. Rather, he is but the embodiment of the change
many in America, and the world, are looking for. Indeed, in his speech
at the Democratic National Convention he stated as much.
But I stand before you tonight because all across America something
is stirring. What the nay-sayers don't understand is that this election
has never been about me. It's been about you.
For eighteen long months, you have stood up, one by one, and said
enough to the politics of the past. You understand that in this elec-
tion, the greatest risk we can take is to try the same old politics with
the same old players and expect a different result. You have shown
what history teaches us-that at defining moments like this one, the
change we need doesn't come from Washington. Change comes to
Washington. Change happens because the American people demand
it-because they rise up and insist on new ideas and new leadership,
a new politics for a new time.
165. Jesse Washington, Many Insisting that Obama is Not Black, HUFFINGTON POST, Dec. 14,
2008, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/12/14/ap-many-insisting-that-ob-n-150846.html ("Re-
becca Walker, a 38-year-old writer with light brown skin who is of Russian, African, Irish, Scottish
and Native American descent, said she used to identify herself as 'human,' which upset people of all
backgrounds. So she went back to multiracial or biracial, 'but only because there has yet to be a way
of breaking through the need to racially identify and be identified by the culture at large."').
166. Id.; see also Nicholas D. Kristof, Obama and Race, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 20, 2008, available
at http://www.nytimes.comt2OO8/03/20/opinion/20kristof.html:
Many white Americans seem concerned that Mr. Obama, who seems so reasonable,
should enjoy the company of Mr. Wright, who seems so militant, angry and threatening.
To whites, for example, it has been shocking to hear Mr. Wright suggest that the AIDS
virus was released as a deliberate government plot to kill black people.
That may be an absurd view in white circles, but a 1990 survey found that 30 percent of
African-Americans believed this was at least plausible.
'That's a real standard belief," noted Melissa Harris-Lacewell, a political scientist at
Princeton (and former member of Trinity church, when she lived in Chicago). "One of
the things fascinating to me watching these responses to Jeremiah Wright is that white
Americans find his beliefs so fringe or so extreme. When if you've spent time in black
communities, they are not shared by everyone, but they are pretty common beliefs."
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America, this is one of those moments. 167
I agree that this is one of those, perhaps once in a lifetime, moments
of change. While the tectonic plates of the American political landscape
have indeed shifted, this seismology conceals the fissures just beneath
the surface. Obama's historic race for President of the United States of
America reveals both the splendor of this monumental occasion when all
seems possible, but it also reveals a perplexing array of conflicting
moods and episodes. This essay has focused upon those moments during
the historic 2008 campaign that reveal racial ironies, paradox and divi-
sion. Obama spoke directly to these matters of identity in his speech, "A
More Perfect Union":
This is not to say that race has not been an issue in the campaign. At
various stages in the campaign, some commentators have deemed me
either "too black" or "not black enough." We saw racial tensions
bubble to the surface during the week before the South Carolina pri-
mary. The press has scoured every exit poll for the latest evidence of
racial polarization, not just in terms of white and black, but black and
brown as well.
168
It would seem that contrary to being post-racial, we are as steeped
in identity politics as ever. 169 In America, race is the nuclear bomb in the
arsenal of those inclined to wage this identity war-its mere mention
invokes pangs of guilt, denial, fear, hostility, claims of victimization and
raw emotion (rarely does it invoke ambivalence). 170 Some have specu-
lated that the metaphorical alignment of the stars allowed Obama to
squeak through as the first black President, despite his race. According
to this theory, "America got its first black president by a fairly narrow
margin and only because of a fortuitous alignment of many factors to
overcome about the only handicap Obama had, one that he could do
nothing about, his race."
1 71
These identity disputes were an essential part of what made Ob-
ama's victory all the more impressive. In the end Obama dealt with op-
posing political candidates, addressing issues such as the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the failing economy, and a crisis of confidence in the gov-
ernment; but he alone was forced to negotiate an intersectional identity
put to the test both directly and indirectly. Perhaps this racial negotiation
167. Obama, supra note 26.
168. Id.
169. Steele, supra note 50, at 1 ("So, yes, Obama's interracial background puts him at cross
purposes. It gives him a racelessness that is politically appealing to whites, but it also draws him
toward precisely the kind of self-conscious black identity that alienates whites.").
170. See Michael Scherer, The Anti-Obama Campaign That Didn't Happen, TIME, Nov. 24,
2008, available at http://www.time.com/time/politics/article/0,8599,1861831,00.html (reporting on
the manner in which the McCain campaign felt censored due to Obama's race).
171. Hull, supra note 7.
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was actually Obama's greatest victory. Our racial disorders would indi-
cate that this was no easy task.

POST-RACIALISM OR TARGETED UNIVERSALISM?
john a. powelit
The United States made history on November 4, 2008 by electing
Barack Obama as the first African-American President of the United
States. This remarkable event has generated a sense of pride and a col-
lective celebration that is shared worldwide. The installation of a Black
President, whose election was supported by a significant minority of
white American voters, is an occasion imbued with meaning. The politi-
cal, social, historical, and cultural significance of the election has been
expressed in many ways and interpreted differently in different quarters.'
Over the next several months, if not years, Americans will be trying to
determine its contours, synthesizing its various strands. As we engage
this consequential process, different segments of society will undoubted-
ly continue to express and promote different meanings, each of which
will have important ramifications. Questions will emerge, such as how
are we to understand racial conditions in society, and what is the proper
role of public policy and law for addressing or avoiding racial questions?
These questions about where we are as a society on the issue of race are
not just factual or descriptive, but are deeply political, having implica-
tions for how and when we respond to existing racial conditions and the
scope of our collective obligations.
In exploring this set of questions, I employ a different terminology
than what is normally used to discuss this issue. Instead of using the
standard nomenclature of race and racism, I will use the term "racializa-
tion." I do so because the language of race and racism is understood in a
way that is too limited and specific to help us acquire greater insight into
the important questions posed at the outset. By racialization, I refer to
the set of practices, cultural norms, and institutional arrangements that
are both reflective of and simultaneously help to create and maintain
racialized outcomes in society. Because racialization is a historical and
cultural set of processes, it does not have one meaning. Instead, it is a set
of conditions and norms that are constantly evolving and interacting with
t john a. powell is the Williams Chair in Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Moritz College of
Law, the Ohio State University and Executive Director, Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and
Ethnicity, the Ohio State University. The author does not capitalize his name. I would like to thank
Jessica Larson and Stephen Menendian for their research assistance.
1. Already, there are claims being advanced that Section 5 pre-clearance provisions of the
Voting Rights Act are no longer necessary, since they are predicated on polarized racial voting
patterns, which the election of Obama supposedly refutes. See Adam Liptak, Supreme Court Takes
Voting Rights Case, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 10, 2009, at A13, available at
http:llwww.nytimes.com/2009/01ll0/washingtonllOscotus.html?-r=-l&hp.
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the socio-political environment, varying from location to location, as
well as throughout different periods in history.2 These processes are not
just uniformly present or static. They respond to what we collectively do
and think and are therefore highly contested. 3 However, this is not typi-
cally how we as a society think about race and racism. Rather, we see
them as well defined and a limited set of discrete practices that remain
constant over time, in spite of social changes.
Even as we use the term 'racialization' to connote the fluid nature
of the phenomenon we are describing and the broader context in which
racial outcomes manifest and are understood, the use of this term will not
automatically break us from our reflexive thinking and mental habits
around race and racism. In this country, the cultural understanding of
racism is most closely associated with Jim Crow, and in the individual
context it is imagined as the conduct of racist individuals consciously
engaging in discriminatory activity directed at a particular victim. This
is the point at which most Americans became self-conscious of 'racism'
as a problem.4 Issues of race and racism came to be understood as an
explicit set of laws and policies by institutional actors such as school
boards or municipal governments, or explicit action on the parts of indi-
viduals.5 This overly individualistic approach to race, racism, and racia-
lization fits well with our overall individualistic approach to many life
issues. Consequently, issues of race are likely to be seen primarily as
deliberate psychosocial events, instigated by institutions managed or
directed by bad actors, or individual actors themselves. 6 Even though the
Jim Crow system was a highly institutionalized and extensive formal
regime of racial oppression, a system that was only partly legal, in the
popular imagination much of this system is reduced to the individual
2. Much of this could be said about a proper understanding of race and racism. These terms
have a long history that is also sensitive to location and socio-political conditions. But this is not
how most Americans think of these terms. Most Americans would be surprised to learn that the term
"racism" did not come into use in the United States until the 1930's. For a good discussion of
changing meaning and practices of race, see generally GEORGE M. FREDRICKSON, RACISM: A
SHORT HISTORY (2002); STEVE MARTINOT, THE RULE OF RACIALIZATION: CLASS, IDENTITY,
GOVERNANCE (Temple Univ. Press 2003); DAVID R. ROEDIGER, How RACE SURVIVED U.S.
HISTORY: FROM SETTLEMENT AND SLAVERY TO THE OBAMA PHENOMENON (Verso 2008); john a.
powell, The Race Class Nexus: An Intersectional Perspective, 25 LAW & INEQ. 355 (2007).
3. MICHAEL OMI & HOWARD WINANT, RACIAL FORMATION IN THE UNITED STATES: FROM
THE 1960S TO THE 1990S 66-68 (1st ed. 1986) (describing racial formation as a function of the inte-
raction between micro- and macro-levels of social relations).
4. AUDREY SMEDLEY, RACE IN NORTH AMERICA: ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF A
WORLDVIEW 332 (Westview Press 3d ed. 2007).
5. Alan David Freeman, Legitimizing Racial Discrimination Through Antidiscrimination
Law: A Critical Review of Supreme Court Doctrine, in CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY
WRITINGS THAT FORMED THE MOVEMENT 29, 29-30 (Kimberld Crenshaw et al. eds., The New
Press).
6. Compare Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 242 (1976) (establishing the Court's dis-
criminatory purpose doctrine, which requires the plaintiff to prove discriminatory intent), with
Charles R. Lawrence Ill, The Id, the Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious
Racism, 39 STAN. L. REV. 317, 373-78 (1987) (critiquing the Supreme Court's discriminatory pur-
pose doctrine and proposing an alternative test that would take unconscious racism into account).
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bigotry of bad state actors, whose policies can be simply purged or re-
versed in an election cycle or by excising the offending de jure rules.
According to this individualistic point frame of analysis, if one does not
engage in conscious acts of racism, or better still does not see race as a
reality, then there can be no racism or racialization.7
At the same time, we have more consciously embraced a public po-
sition of racial equalitarianism. Virtually all sectors of society eschew
racism. 8 To call someone racist does not just impugn the legality of his
or her actions, but also the morality of the person. To call someone racist
today is seen as incendiary and a form of character assassination. The
good American not only refuses to engage in conscious racially moti-
vated behavior, he also refuses to see race or call it out. In other words,
he is race-blind.9 This is a principle purportedly embraced in the dream
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.10 The good American can claim that, to
the extent that others share his blindness, race does not matter.
The conservative mode of race blindness has been at times extreme-
ly callous. Consider the plurality's opinion in Parents Involved." From
this perspective, racial hierarchy is legally irrelevant to the Constitutional
principle of Equal Protection unless state-sponsored, conscious discrimi-
nation is directly implicated and is a proximate cause. 12 The conserva-
tive uses colorblindness not just as a bar to engage the issue of race, but
also as a justification to preclude any intervention. It is a narrative that
7. See Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. at 245-46; McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 312-13
(1987).
8. See generally GUNNAR MYRDAL, AN AMERICAN DILEMMA: THE NEGRO PROBLEM AND
MODERN DEMOCRACY (50th Anniversary ed. 1996) (discussing racial subordination and equalita-
rianism).
9. Cf. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. One, 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2787-
88 (2007) (Thomas, J., concurring).
10. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., I Have a Dream (1963), in A TESTAMENT OF HOPE: THE
ESSENTIAL WRrrINGS AND SPEECHES OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 217, 219 (James M. Washing-
ton ed., 1986). The oft-cited line is: "I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in
a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their charac-
ter." Id. This line is used to suggest that, were King alive today, he would oppose policies such as
affirmative action or race-conscious voluntary integration efforts.
11. Id. at 2743-44.
12. Some conservatives assert that "moving beyond race" is not just an aspiration or a de-
scription of where we ought to be, but also the best means to get us there. See id. at 2742-43 (Ro-
berts, C. J.). See also Chief Justice Roberts's opinion in Parents Involved, at 2768 ("The way to stop
discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race."). Most legal jurists
and conservatives trace their argument to Justice Harlan's dissent in Plessy v. Ferguson. 163 U.S.
537, 559 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting) ("Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor
tolerates classes among citizens."). While arguing for a colorblind constitution, Justice Harlan was
not claiming that it would create an end to racial hierarchy. See id. On the contrary, he believed that
adherence to colorblindness would support the continued dominance of the white race. Id. ("The
white race deems itself to be the dominant race in this country. And so it is, in prestige, in achieve-
ments, in education, in wealth, and in power. So, I doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, if it
remains true to its great heritage, and holds fast to the principles of constitutional liberty."). Though
Chief Justice Roberts asserts that colorblindness is the appropriate mechanism for addressing our
racial hierarchy, this assertion is not consistent with empirical evidence. Not only has a race-blind
stance failed to address racial conditions, it also has failed to avoided the divisiveness that many
conservatives are attempting to mitigate in the United States.
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not only supports the racial status quo, but also easily blames marginal
groups for it. 13  Colorblind conservatives purport not to be concerned
with racial conditions, but only with purity of mind with respect to intent.
They see the evil to be guarded against as the noticing of race-the psy-
chological state, not the condition of racial groups and the distribution of
opportunity itself.'4 For example, Justice Thomas is not only indifferent
to racial arrangement, practices or conditions, he believes that there is a
real harm suffered when we see race, whether our intentions are benevo-
lent or malign.1
5
This is not the position of the liberals that supported President Ob-
ama. The phrase "post-racialism" has been adopted to describe their race
blindness.' 6 Like their conservative cousins, they also believe that racia-
lization is primarily a psychological event 7 and that good Americans are
beyond race. Race does not matter-much. 8  Unlike colorblind con-
servatives, they are willing, under some conditions, to be race sensitive.
But they also agree that a frontal attack on racial conditions is divisive.
In the wake of President Obama' s victory, the question of where we
are with regards to race has surfaced again and again. The answer that
both the conservative colorblind proponents and the liberal post-racial
13. See ABIGAIL THERNSTROM & STEPHAN THERNSTROM, No EXCUSES: CLOSING THE
RACIAL GAP IN LEARNING 76-78 (Simon & Schuster 2003).
14. MICHAEL K. BROWN ET AL., WHITEWASHING RACE: THE MYTH OF A COLOR-BLIND
SOCIETY 7-8 (Univ. of California Press 2003). Conservatives are likely to explain existing racial
arrangements as caused by a culture of poverty of non-whites. But their use of the term is often used
to justify making culture essential, and all but immutable.
15. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 353 (2003) (Thomas, J., concurring in part and dissent-
ing in part) ("The Constitution abhors classifications based on race, not only because those classifi-
cations can harm favored races or are based on illegitimate motives, but also because every time the
government places citizens on racial registers and makes race relevant to the provision of burdens or
benefits, it demeans us all."). In Parents Involved, Thomas and the plurality assert that only harms
caused by intentional state action can be remedied using race, with a very limited set of exceptions.
Parents Involved, 127 S. Ct. at 2755-59. Justice Kennedy, while also expressing concern about
racial classification, did not join them in this view. Id. at 2791 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and
concurring in the judgment).
16. President Obama specifically rejects the claim that we are in a post-racial world, citing the
continued racial disparities as proof that we are not in a post-racial world:
[wihen I hear commentators interpreting my speech to mean that we have arrived at a "postracial
politics" or that we already live in a color-blind society, I have to offer a word of caution. To say
that we are one people is not to suggest that race no longer matters-that the fight for equality
has been won, or that the problems that minorities face in this country today are largely self-
inficted ... as much as I insist that things have gotten better, I am mindful of this truth as well:
Better isn't good enough.
BARACK OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE 232-33 (Crown 2006). Yet, there is and will likely be stub-
born persistence that we are indeed in a post-racial world evidenced, most poignantly by President
Obama's success. See Debra Dickerson, Class Is the New Black, MOTHER JONES, Jan./Feb. 2009,
http:llwww.motherjones.comlnews/feature/2009/01l/class-is-the-new-black.html; Joel Kotkin, The
End of Upward Mobility, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 26, 2009, http://www.newsweek.com/id/180041.
17. GLENN C. LOURY, THE ANATOMY OF RACIAL INEQUALITY 142 (Harvard Univ. Press
2002).
18. This was the chant that Obama supporters made after he won the South Carolina primary,
and it was not challenged by the campaign. Ginger Thompson, Seeking Unity, Obama Feels Pull of
Racial Divide, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 12, 2008, at Al, available at
http:llwww.nytimes.com/2008/02/12/us/politics/l2obama.html?emc=etal.
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proponents assert is that we are all but beyond race. According to this
perspective, a few old-style racists may remain, especially in the South,
but they, like many civil rights activists, are still stuck in the old para-
digm from the past. Apparently, neither of these groups has realized how
much conscious racial attitudes have changed, even since Barack Obama
was elected President. The post-racialists see the civil rights activists
and the explicit racists as locked in a struggle that has already been won.
According to this view, it is not just a distraction, it is a divisive. The
alternative to this old, tired battle is post-racialism.' 9 The question of
where we are with regard to race then becomes binary. We are either in
a divisive space from the past where we continue to assert the dominance
of conscious racism, or we are in a post-racial world where race really
does not matter to most Americans.
To post-racialists, white Americans' support of President Obama is
proof positive that we are in, or rapidly approaching, a new, post-racial
era. They argue that young people do not even see race, and that only
those persons over forty are still likely to think in racial terms. All we
must do is wait patiently, and post-racialism will grow as the older gen-
erations pass on. They further assume that there is a direct connection
between improved racial conscious attitudes, meaning race-blindness and
ending racial inequality.2° While there is a certain intuitive logic to this
assumption, it turns out that is often clearly wrong.
One way of expressing this racial blindness is to be neutral on the
issue of race. There are several problems with this approach. The pro-
ponents of this position are apparently most interested in race blindness
or neutrality in the design of policy and programs. Less attention is paid
to the administration or implementation of policies and programs, and
more importantly their effects. It is clear that something that is neutral in
design is not necessarily neutral in its effect.21  Yet, the courts and the
public are all but obsessed with the design, and even more narrowly with
the intent of the design, but not the effects of these policies. If an other-
19. Adolph Reed asserts that we should stop using race and deal with the real issue of class.
See Adolph L. Reed, Jr., The Real Divide, PROGRESSIVE, Nov. 2005, at 27, available at
http://progressive.org/mag-reed 1105. Some post-racialists also use the changing demographic to
support the claim that we are beyond race. See RICHARD J. PAYNE, GETTING BEYOND RACE 78
(1998); GwEN IFILL, THE BREAKTHROUGH: POLITICS AND RACE IN THE AGE OF OBAMA (2009).
20. As racial attitudes improved, there has been a move from expressed racial hostility to
racial resentment. DONALD R. KINDER & LYNN M. SANDERS, DIVIDED BY COLOR: RACIAL
POLITICS AND DEMOCRATIC IDEALS 92-93 (Univ. of Chicago Press 1996). There was also a period
where many young Americans rejected materialism. Many assumed that this would lead to a coun-
try where materialism would decline as the young became the leaders of the country. But the coun-
ter-culture hippie movement did not develop into a less material America. Likewise, we should not
assume that the hope we now have will naturally lead to racial nirvana.
21. See Douglas Laycock, Formal, Substantive, and Disaggregated Neutrality Toward Reli-
gion, 39 DEPAtL L. REv 993 (1990), and Liza Weiman Hanks, Note Justice Souter: Defining
"Substantive Neutrality" in an Age of Religious Politics, 48 STAN L. REv. 903 (1996), for a similar
discussion of formal and substantive neutrality in the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause. Jus-
tice Souter is critical of approaching neutrality from only a formal perspective. Id. at 922.
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wise neutral program is overlaid on practices that are themselves racially
unfair, it is likely to not only leave such arrangements undisturbed, but
perpetuate and exacerbate them. Consider the fact that black veterans
returning from World War II received federal monies to attend colleges
that were highly segregated and uneven in quality.22 Awarding federal
college grants to all soldiers on a racially neutral basis would only ex-
acerbate inequality in educational outcomes as whites receive a greater
advantage for the same tax dollar. Fairness is not advanced by treating
those who are situated differently as if they were the same.23 For exam-
ple, it would make little sense to provide the measured protections
against hurricanes for Midwestern communities as coastal communities
or to provide the same degree of health resistance investment for diseases
such as malaria where an outbreak is much less likely. But even the goal
of race neutrality in the effect is too narrow to redress racial disadvan-
tage. Even if the institutions where such resources will be used are
themselves neutral, it may not be enough to aim for neutrality in effect if
the beneficiaries of such efforts are situated differently. Equality of ef-
fect can produce very different outcomes depending on the needs of the
beneficiaries.
With those considerations in mind, what are we to do with our exist-
ing racialized conditions and arrangements, from schools, to housing, to
the criminal justice system? Will these issues be automatically addressed
by the passing of time? Many conservatives say that the proper re-
sponse-the only possible response-is to do nothing.24 They argue that
colorblindness prohibits us from doing anything that would be either
22. See IRA KATZNELSON, WHEN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION WAS WHITE 129-33 (2005).
23. Aristotle, who gave us much of our understanding of equality, asserted that it is just to
treat those who are situated similarly the same, but it would be unjust to treat those who are situated
differently the same. See Maureen B. Cavanaugh, Towards a New Equal Protection: Two Kinds of
Equality, 12 LAW & INEQ. 381, 384 (1994). Once stated, this seems obvious, yet we have difficulty
even acknowledging that some are situated differently than others. Even when we are more attuned
to the fact that differences matter, we are inclined to focus on a single factor, which causes us to
misunderstand our situatededness. The debate over neutrality has a particular jurisprudential history.
Herbert Wechsler argued that Brown was not rightly decided because it was not based on the neutral-
ity principle. See Herbert Wechsler, Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law, 73 HARv. L.
REv. 1 (1959). According to Wechsler, even if segregation harmed blacks, legal neutrality required
also considering the harm of integration and association for whites. This argument was rejected by
other legal scholars such as Charles Black, who asserted that the 14th amendment and other Civil
War Amendments were not meant to be neutral but embodied certain constitutional values.
CHARLES L. BLACK JR., A NEW BIRTH OF FREEDOM: HUMAN RIGHTS, NAMED AND UNNAMED 24
(1997). The Supreme Court has been moving toward the neutrality principle, effectively overturning
Brown and changing the meaning of the Civil War Amendments. See john powell & Stephen Me-
nendian, Little Rock and the Legacy of Dred Scott, 52 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 1153 (2008).
24. Compare RICHARD J. HERRNSTEIN & CHARLES MURRAY, THE BELL CURvE:
INTELLIGENCE AND CLASS STRuCTURE IN AMERICAN LIFE 117-18 (The Free Press 1994) (arguing
that class is determined by intelligence, rather than racial or social advantages or disadvantages),
with BROWN ET AL., supra note 14 (arguing that racism persists and that organized racial advantage
exists across many institutions in American society).
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sensitive to race or require the use of racial classifications.25 They
wrongly assume as an article of faith that colorblindness as a process is
the way to achieve colorblind results. Other conservatives argue that we
must convince racially marginalized groups to adopt the proper cultural
values so that they may take advantage of the new race-blind landscape.
The opportunity is there; if Blacks and Latinos fail to take advantage of
this new arrangement, it is their own fault. For the conservatives, it
would be a moral and legal mistake to have the state intervene. The
post-racialists are more likely to support state intervention, but they are
reluctant to do much unless it can be framed in a universal manner where
an explicit consideration of race is largely off the table.26 This has the
apparent advantage of helping those who have been historically excluded
27
while avoiding being race-specific, which is seen as divisive.
There are a number of problems with this approach, which I will
call false universalism. One concern is conceptual, another is empirical,
and still a third is problematic from a legal or policy perspective. Given
the constraint of space, I will focus primarily on the first two problems.
Universal programs begin with a conception of what is universal based
on background assumptions that are non-universal. Virtually all univer-
sal approaches are de facto targeted or particular.28 The Social Security
25. See City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 493-94 (1989); Metro Broadcast-
ing, Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547 (1990) (O'Connor, J., dissenting); Adarand Constructors, Inc. v.
Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995).
26. See, e.g. WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, THE DECLINING SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE (2d ed.
1980). Wilson has been on of the most influential and persistent advocates for a post-racial univer-
sal approach. In his most recent book, WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, MORE THAN JUST RACE (2009),
Wilson explicitly rejected his earlier position: "The question is not whether the policy should be
race-neutral or universal; the question is whether the policy is framed to facilitate a frank discussion
of the problems that ought to be addressed and to generate broad political support to alleviate them.
So now my position has changed: in framing public policy we should not shy away from an explicit
discussion of the specific issues of race... " Id. at 141. Wilson argues for frame that recognizes
both the universal and the particular aspects of race. He also asserts that the discussion of poverty
and race must put a structural approach not at the exclusive focus but certainly the primary focus.
The shift in Wilson's position is very significant and should give serious pause to liberals that shy
away from race. It is still important to figure out how to talk about race and link it to a broader
discussion.
27. While President Obama expresses a preference for universal programs to address the issue
of racialized disparities and some hesitance for race specific programs, he also acknowledges the
need for targeted programs. In particular, he asserts that a targeted focus will be needed for both
"under class" blacks and undocumented immigrants. See OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note
16. While the approach I am advocating here is in much agreement, there is a difference in scope.
Programs should be universal in approach, but without being targeted the goal of fairness and inclu-
sion will falter-not just for inner city blacks and the undocumented, but for many other racialized
and non-racialized groups, such as rural groups, disabled groups, the elderly, etc. This is in part an
empirical claim. Where untargeted universal approaches fall short, we should be willing to adjust.
There is also a way to communicate this need that should be able to avoid most of the racial divi-
siveness.
28. ROBERT C. LIEBERMAN, SHIFTING THE COLOR LINE: RACE AND THE AMERICAN WELFARE
STATE 227-28 (Harvard Univ. Press 2001). Lieberman argues that there are a number of ways a
program that purports to be universal can in fact be particular. He does not just focus on the target-
ing, but also the administration and funding of a program. He sees social security as our best exam-
ple of a truly universal program. But others have challenged even this claim. See, e.g., Alice
O'Connor, The "New Institutionalism" and the Racial Divide, 29 REV. AM. HIST. 111, 117-18
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Act, often described as the quintessential universal policy, was universal,
only insofar as the universal was a white, male, able-bodied worker.29 In
its early years, the elderly were excluded since they did not have a histo-
ry of paying contributions into the system.30 Under the cultural norms of
the era, men were the primary wage earners, and women typically
worked in the home. As a consequence of discriminatory patterns, they
were often kept out of most areas of the labor force. Unpaid household
labor and child rearing responsibilities are not counted toward Social
Security earnings. Even today, women who take time off to raise child-
ren or select careers with more flexible working hours will earn less, on
average, then their male counterparts, and will therefore have lower so-
cial security benefits upon retirement. And because of exclusions of
agricultural and domestic workers, exclusions built-in to appease South-
ern resistance to the Act, sixty-five percent of African-Americans were
denied its protections.31
The following question helps to expose the conceptual problem:
Why is it divisive to focus on race-specific programs or talk about
race?32 The stock explanation is that race does not matter. But even if
race does not matter why is such an approach seen as divisive? The very
intensity of racial feelings in our society belies the assertion that race
does not matter. The energy and need for race not to matter to whites in
and of itself suggests that race does indeed matter. There is an assump-
tion that racially targeted programs create white resentment because
there is a sense that whites who are playing by the rules are having things
taken from them and given to undeserving non-whites who do not play
by the same rules. This resentment is, apparently, not of the Jim Crow
form. These whites are willing to accept any non-white that plays by the
rules. What they object to is helping those they perceive as rule-
(2001). If we look at not just social security itself but how it interacts with other systems, it is clear-
ly not universal. Even President Bush cynically noted that social security is not fair to blacks be-
cause they die earlier than whites. Michael Kranish, Bush Argues His Social Security Plan Aids
Blacks, BOSTON GLOBE, Jan. 30, 2005, at Al.
29. Targeted policies and programs (poorhouses in the 19th Century, mother's pensions in
1910, the War on Poverty in the 1960s) are likely to be viewed through the prism of zero-sum poli-
tics. At a time of perceived scarcity and contracting government budgets, targeted policies may be
viewed as favoring some constituent group rather than the public good. If the target group is histori-
cally disfavored or considered "undeserving," targeted policies risk being labeled "preferences" for
"special interests." In order to avoid alienating voters, policies are often packaged for broad appeal.
See THEDA SKOCPOL, SOCIAL POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES: FUTURE POSSIBILITIES IN
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 250-51 (Princeton Univ. Press 1995).
30. See LIEBERMAN, supra note 28, at 34.
31. See IRA KATZNELSON, supra note 22, at 43.
32. Many liberals are concerned that any targeted or particular program will not work because
it will not maintain the necessary support. See Theda Skocpol, Targeting within Universalism:
Politically Viable Policies to Combat Poverty in the United States, in THE URBAN UNDERCLASS 411
(Christopher Jencks & Paul E. Peterson eds., 1990); WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, THE TRULY
DISADVANTAGED (1990). They may be right to be skeptical of a targeted program, but this does not
speak to the problems of false universalisms. A number of scholars who are skeptical of targeted
programs have started to embrace a form of targeted universalism instead.
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breakers. This has more promise for racial fairness, but also turns out to
be wanting.33
Consider something issues such as fair housing, school integration,
or reform of the criminal justice system. Why should these efforts be
controversial and divisive? George Lipsitz suggests that what is being
challenged is not a material zero-sum policy, but instead what he calls
the "possessive investment in whiteness.' 34 The need to keep the racial
'other' out of schools and neighborhoods and controlled by the criminal
justice apparatus can only make sense if race does matter. What the
overused resentment argument conceals is how concern for white re-
sentment is employed to protect white prerogative and privilege.35 But
why would whites vote for Obama and still insist that schools, neighbor-
hoods, and other opportunities continue to be racialized? Are they racist
or not? I will return to this question below.
There is also an empirical problem with the false universal approach
as well. The empirical issue is not one of design or administration but
outcome. What is it that we are trying to achieve in our universal ef-
forts? There is no single answer to this question. Some are trying to
achieve racial blindness; others are trying to achieve racial justice or
fairness.36 While the two goals could work in tandem, in practice they
are often in conflict.3 7  Dona and Charles Hamilton look at many efforts
to use universal programs.38 They conclude that to the extent we are
concerned with racial justice, for a number of reasons, virtually all of
them fail to promote this outcome.39 Ira Katznelson looked at some of
the most popular universal programs coming out of the New Deal and
World War II and concluded that these programs by and large benefited
whites disproportionately. 4° While the programs may have still benefited
non-whites, they often exacerbated the disparities between whites and
non-whites. In many instances, universalism will not work to address the
needs of marginalized racial and ethnic groups.
33. There is much to suggest that racial resentment is not so neat. BROWN ET AL., supra note
14, at 55-56 (arguing that white opposition to affirmative action is based mostly on the fear of losing
white privileges); see also Lawrence, supra note 6, at 323.
34. GEORGE LIPSITZ, THE POSSESSIVE INVESTMENT IN WHITENESS: How WHITE PEOPLE
PROFIT FROM IDENTITY POLITICS (Temple Univ. Press 1998).
35. Id. at 229-31; see also IAN HANLEY LOPEZ, WHITE BY LAW: THE LEGAL CONSTRUCTION
OF RACE 131 (N.Y. Univ. Press, 10th anniversary ed. 2006).
36. DAVID R. ROEDIGER, How RACE SURVIVED U.S. HISTORY (2008).
37. Id.
38. DONA COOPER HAMILTON & CHARLES V. HAMILTON, THE DUAL AGENDA (1997).
39. Id. at 236. The Hamiltons suggests that targeted universal programs were indeed pushed
by civil rights groups, but that racial resentment was so high that even these programs could not
gamer support. Id. at 241. There is some work today dealing with symbolic racism that suggest
white are more willing to support some targeted universal programs. This might represent a mea-
ningful shift in attitudes.
40. KATZNELSON, supra note 22, at x.
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This is not just a problem with the New Deal programs, it is likely
that most universal programs will exacerbate existing inequalities. Some
universal programs were designed to benefit whites more than non-
whites, but let us consider programs where this was not the clear design.
Defined as one of this country's greatest accomplishments, the Interstate
Highway Act of 1956 used federal dollars to subsidize the creation of the
suburbs. This was the largest public works project in American history
at the time. It gave impetus to waves of migrating middle- and upper-
class families to abandon the central cities for the suburbs. At the same
time, many downtown regions were surrounded or demolished by mas-
sive highway construction, and the revenue generated by these projects
did not return to the communities that were losing their churches,
schools, and homes. As one author put it, "[h]ighways made suburban
housing available on one end while destroying urban housing on the oth-
er. ' The ensuing arrangement of racially isolated urban dwellers and
equally racially isolated suburban residents, hastened by the white flight
that followed Brown v. Board of Education's integration mandate the
same year, is a pattern we live with today. Simply put, ostensibly uni-
versal programs have no less potential to exacerbate inequality than to
ameliorate it. Treating people who are situated differently as if they
were the same can result in much greater inequities.
Consider also the Veterans Administration (VA) programs. These
programs helped millions of Americans attend college, acquire homes
and start businesses. Veterans Administration mortgages paid for five
million new homes.42 It was the GI Bill and New Deal policies that
made home ownership within the reach of the majority of Americans. 3
Prior to these policies, borrowers would be required to have a down
payment of up to 50% and to retire the loan within five years. The new
programs allowed for the borrower to put down 10% or less and retire
the loan in thirty-years. For the first time, it became cheaper to buy a
home than to rent a home. Under these policies, from 1945 to 1954 the
United States added 13 million new hoimes. 44 Equally impressive were
the educational benefits of VA programming. By 1950, the federal gov-
ernment spent more on schooling for veterans than on expenditures for
the Marshall Plan and literally created a new middle class.45 For the first
time, millions of Americans acquired a college degree. These programs
were race- and gender-neutral in their design. Yet, in practice, they in-
creased disparity between Blacks and whites and between white men and
41. Kevin Douglas Kuswa, Suburbification, Segregation, and the Consolidation of the High-
way Machine, 3 J.L. SOc'Y 31, 47 (2002).
42. KAVZNELSON, supra note 22, at 115.
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white women.46 In fact, there was no single greater instrument for wi-
dening the racial gap in postwar America. The Bill provided for local
and state administration with Congressional oversight, which was con-
trolled by Southern congressmen.47 As a result, Blacks were excluded,
rejected, and discouraged from partaking in the benefits of a generous
federal program.
This disparity was challenged by women in an important Supreme
Court case, Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney.48 In
that case, women were able to show that ninety-eight percent of the ben-
efit for some portions of this policy went to men. 49 The Court found
there was no discrimination because there was no proof of any explicit
conscious desire to exclude women.50 The Court was narrowly focused
on intentional design, not impact or results. The fact that the program
was for veterans, and that women were not likely to be veterans, was
coincidental and not legally or morally significant. And while the dispar-
ities were not as stark, there were also a disproportionate number of
white men that benefited from this program. This universal program that
helped create the middle class was insensitive to the conditions of wom-
en and non-white men. This is what Ira Katznelson calls an affirmative
action program for white men. 51 There are several reasons why the pro-
gram worked out this way. One was that white men were disproportio-
nately represented in the military. The reason for this was the racializa-
tion and sorting of benefits in other parts of our society. Among other
things, there was an explicit discriminatory barrier for non-whites trying
to join the military. But there were also impediments from other non-
military institutions that impacted their ability to join the service. For
example, the service had reading and writing requirements for enlist-
ment. Given the state of black education, this disproportionately limited
the number of Blacks who could join the military.52
Even the black men that did join the military did not receive bene-
fits on parity with their white counterparts. As Amartya Sen notes, they
were not able to utilize this benefit to the same extent as whites.53 This
was partly because in the area of education, Blacks could only use the
educational benefits from the VA in a limited number of poorly equipped
historical black colleges. One of the major assumptions today is that if
universal programs focus on an area where a marginalized group is over-
represented, such as poverty, then the benefit will disproportionately
46. Id. at 114-15; see also Theda Skocpol, The G.L Bill and U.S. Social Policy, Past and
Future, SOC. PHIL. & POL'Y 95, 114 (June 2007).
47. KATZNELSON, supra note 22, at 127.
48. 442 U.S. 256 (1979).
49. Id. at 284.
50. Id. at 279-81.
51. KATZNELSON, supra note 22, at 112.
52. Id. at 107.
53. AMARTYA SEN, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM 136 (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1999).
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benefit the marginal group. This would allow race-blind universal poli-
cies to do race-sensitive work. This approach is not only favored by pol-
icy makers but also by the Supreme Court, which has limited the remedi-
al efforts to those where the harms are most visible.54 While the idea is
intuitively appealing, in fact it is often wrong. A number of efforts to use
income as a soft proxy for race simply do not deliver.55 On closer ex-
amination the reason is clear.
As Gunnar Myrdal noted in 1944, poor Blacks and poor whites are
not similarly situated.56 Blacks suffer from cumulative causation or mu-
tual reinforcing restraint.57 Let us assume for simplicity that there are ten
constraints reducing opportunity for group A, and two of those con-
straints are reducing opportunity for group B. If fifty percent of group A
is constrained by 1 and 2 and only ten percent of group B is constrained
by 1 and 2, we might assume that since A is disproportionally con-
strained by 1 and 2, group A would disproportionally benefit from the
removal of 1 and 2. Suppose that the presence of any of the constraints
is sufficient to deny opportunity. A universal policy that removed con-
straints 1 and 2 would vastly increase the opportunity movement of
group B. It would not, however, change the conditions of group A be-
cause there are still eight remaining constraints reducing opportunity for
that group. Yet the failure of group A to translate the policy into oppor-
tunity might be seen as a failure on the part of group A, and not a failure
of policy. What this false universalism fails to address is that groups of
people are differently situated in relation to institutional and policy dy-
namics. If one only looks at one or two constraints, one is likely to inac-
curately assume that groups who are in very different circumstances are
in fact similar. The flaw in this false universalism is not overcome by
anti-discrimination policies. One could argue that the disfavored group
is not being discriminated against in a traditional sense. Instead, their
situatedness is the cause of the disadvantage. 58 It is important and ap-
54. See Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. One, 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2792
(2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring); City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 509-10
(1989).
55. Sean F. Reardon, John T. Yun & Michael Kurlaender, Implications of Income-Based
School Assignment Policies for Racial School Segregation, 28 EDUC. EVAL. & POL'Y ANALYsIS 49,
50 (stating that SES will not adequately racially integrate schools even where non-whites are over
represented).
56. 1 GuNNAR MYRDAL, AN AMERICAN DILEMMA: THE NEGRO PROBLEM AND MODERN
DEMOCRACY 70 (Harper & Brothers Publishers 1944).
57. Id. at 75-76.
58. See Rebecca M. Blank, Tracing the Economic Impact of Cumulative Discrimination, Am.
Econ. REV., May 2005, at 99, 100 (explaining that a labor economist's analysis of labor market
discrimination controlling for background characteristics and educational preparation of workers
ignores prior discrimination in education, housing, and health markets, and the way in which those
earlier factors contribute to the more immediate question. Racialized outcomes are the product of
cumulative effects of discrimination "over time and across domains."). One may object to consider-
ing our situatedness since we are all situated differently. Which conditions should count or be con-
sidered for policy concerns? There are a couple of responses to this. One is that we are discussing
group and not just individual differences. But more importantly, it is critical in a democracy that we
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propriate to remove the institutional and situational constrains of group
A. This is the universal part of the effort. But it is equally important to
remove the additional constrains that are experienced by group B. This
is the targeted part of the effort. Failure to do so in issues related to race
will not only reproduce racialized disparities, it will also continue to sup-
port divisive racialized meaning and discourse.
Race was a central issue in the Mt. Laurel suit brought to address
the needs of low-income home seekers. 59 For the sake of comity, the
case was refrained as a case about class instead of race. It was assumed
that because Blacks and Latinos were in greater need of affordable hous-
ing, policy makers could address the issue of race in a less divisive uni-
versal frame of class or socioeconomic status. The program proved suc-
cessful in producing affordable housing. But it also increased the racial
isolation of Blacks and further segregated them from opportunity.60 On
closer examination, it is clear why this universal program worked to fur-
ther isolate non-whites. Non-whites were not just constrained by the lack
of affordable housing; they were also constrained by discrimination. In
addition, their housing needs were different than many of their white
counterparts. Because they had larger families, they could not use the
one and two bedrooms units built that would address the need of many of
the whites. Even though both white and non-white groups need low in-
come housing, and both groups were low income, they were not similarly
situated as the court and policy maker assumed. Like the VA program
and the New Deal, it increased the material and social distance between
poor whites and poor non-whites. The housing program failed to under-
stand the importance of the situatedness of different groups in relation to
institutional interactions and processes. To fully understand the impor-
tance of this situatedness, one must look at what the interaction of insti-
tutions does in creating and distributing opportunity benefits and bur-
dens. The political philosopher Iris Young observed that the more com-
plex society becomes, the more our relationships and opportunities will
be mediated through institutional arrangements. 6! This is not just true in
relationship to non-whites but for all groups in society.
As we consider the importance of this insight, at a rudimentary lev-
el, it is not particularly profound. Most of our modes of commerce,
from the purchase of groceries to banking, have been depersonalized.
Instead of buying produce from the fanner or taking a loan from the local
are attentive to how opportunity is distributed and for whom. While we cannot determine the out-
come of such a discussion, it would be beneficial to have such a discussion. It would also be useful
for the policy maker to deliberately consider our situatedness and its relevance when adopting poli-
cies.
59. S. Burlington County N.A.A.C.P. v. Mount Laurel Twp., 336 A.2d 713, 717 (N.J. 1975).
60. Naomi Bailin Wish & Stephen Eisdorfer, The Impact of Mount Laurel Initiatives: An
Analysis of the Characteristics of Applicants and Occupants, 27 SETON HALL L. REV. 1268, 1302-
05 (1997).
61. IRIS MARION YOUNG, INCLUSION AND DEMOCRACY 121-22 (Oxford Univ. Press 2000).
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banker, we mediate these exchanges through ATM machines and super-
markets. At a deeper level, we know that the neighborhood we live in
may be more important than the house we live in.62 We know that where
we live will impact the schools our children go to, our safety, and our
access to not just jobs, but also to people and both material and social
wealth. A middle-income person living in a poor neighborhood is not
similarly situated to a middle-income person living in a middle-income
neighborhood. The importance of institutional arrangements and the
interactions within these structures for the distribution of opportunity in
our society is only increasing.
Universal programs often operate on the unstated assumptions that
are sensitive to the particular conditions of the more favored group.
Thus, the Social Security Act, a quintessentially universal program, be-
gan with a conception of a recipient that was a working, white male. The
development of a policy or program with an ostensibly universal norm
that favors or disfavors a particular group is likely to be an unconscious
and unintentional process, but no less harmful. When Hurricane Katrina
struck New Orleans, there was a great deal of confusion. Were we not
already in a largely colorblind society, where if race mattered at all, it
mattered only very little? Why then were so many Blacks stranded? I
received several calls from media outlets asking me if I thought President
Bush was racist. It is not that we do not know that there is still persistent
racial inequality in our society, but we have a story line that allows us to
justify and explain this fact when it rudely intrudes into our otherwise
public stance that race does not matter. We tell each other stories about
the culture of poverty and the lack of personal and collective responsibil-
ity in racially marginal communities. We talk about segregation from
opportunity in terms of choice, of people just wanting to live with their
own. We become armchair sociologists, uninterested and unconcerned
with the facts and even less aware of institutional arrangements and the
work they do. What made Hurricane Katrina particularly difficult is that
these stories of institutional racialization were less available. We never
asked why Blacks in New Orleans are so segregated and so poor. We
never asked how they came to be in harm's way. We never asked why
the disinvestment in their communities and lives had been extended to
those shameful levels. We never asked ourselves why a universal evacu-
ation plan required cars when many Blacks were carless. We assumed.
And if there was some unjustified racial play at work, we looked for the
conscious racist.
The final problem for the post-racial position is what I would call a
legal and policy limitation. Once a race-blind position is adopted, it be-
62. Jeanne Brooks-Gunn et al., Do Neighborhoods Influence Child and Adolescent Develop-
ment?, 99:2 AM. J. Soc. 353 (1993). Tama Leventhal & Jeanne Brooks-Gunn, Moving to Opportu-
nity: An Experimental Study of the Neighborhood Effects on Mental Health, 93:9 AM. J. PuB.
HEALTH 1576 (2003).
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comes difficult to justify race-sensitive or race-specific polices or laws.
The colorblind proponents who oppose considering race at all are on
firmer ground. If race is irrelevant, what is the justification legally or
otherwise for using it? The conservative position, while concerned about
the socially explosive consequence of using race, is not concerned about
racial conditions. But the very assertion that the use of race is explosive
belies their claim that race does not matter.63 The conservative position
would not only reject the use of race, it would also be very skeptical of
race-sensitive policies.64 Consider the issue of voluntary integration
measures implemented by democratically elected school boards strug-
gling to overcome legacies of residential separation. 65  The plurality
makes the colorblind case in Parents Involved, arguing that no matter
how well intentioned, the Constitution absolutely forbids the use of racial
classifications.66 Furthermore, according to the plurality, this is the clear
meaning of Brown.67 According to them, Brown was not about racial
conditions or subordination, but classification. 68 Fortunately, this posi-
tion is not the law at this point because Justice Kennedy, the tie-breaking
vote, rejected that claim that the Constitution is colorblind.69  But the
post-racial proponents have not stated a justification of when and why
race should be considered in this post-racial world.
Consider also how post-racial advocates might argue for maintain-
ing Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA), which the Su-
preme Court has agreed to review. Overall the VRA prohibits voting
practices or procedures that discriminate on the basis of race, color, or
membership in one of the language minority groups. Section 5 requires
that certain state and local governments, mostly in the South, obtain
permission, or "preclearance," from the Justice Department or a federal
court before making changes that affect voting.70 A Texas municipal
63. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 347-49 (2003) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part).
64. See id.
65. Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 127 S. Ct. 2738 (2007). Of
course it is clear that there are some situations where race and racialization matters more than other
situations. But our simplistic notion makes that difficult to see. We need help not only in seeing
that race matters, but also when and how. Race blindness is incapable of doing that work.
66. Id. at 2765.
67. Id. at 2767-68. "Racial classifications are suspect, and that means that simple legislative
assurances of good intention cannot suffice." Id. at 2764 (quoting City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson
Co., 488 U.S. 469, 500 (1989)).
68. Id.
69. Id. at 2791-92 (2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring).
70. National Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1973-1973aa-6 (2009). "The re-
quirement applies to nine states-Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina, and Texas and Virginia-and scores of counties and townships in other states that Con-
gress found had a history of discrimination at the polls." Adam Liptak, U.S. Supreme Court takes
voting rights case, INT'L HERALD TRM., Jan. 9, 2009, available at
http:llwww.iht.com/articles/2009/01/09/america/lOscotus.php. The same reasoning that race does
not matter would greatly change cases decided under the 13th Amendment, such as Jones v. Alfred
H. Mayer, Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968) and Runyan v. McCrary, 472 U.S. 160 (1976) which extend to
private action claims denied by the Court under the 14th Amendment.
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utility district has challenged the application of this section to itself, ar-
guing that Congress did not take sufficient account of more than four
decades of progress toward racial equality, proven by the recent election
of the nation's first black president.7 Does this historic moment mean
that the central justification for the VRA has now dissipated? It might be
easier to adopt a conservative approach and question the VRA in its enti-
rety than attempt to show that this is one of the instances in which race
still matters. Perhaps the issue will be decided by Chief Justice Roberts,
who opposed efforts to expand the voting rights law in 1982 as a young
lawyer in the Reagan administration, and who currently and clearly chal-
72lenges governmental use of racial classifications.
Even if post-racial liberals can make an argument for maintaining
the VRA, or addressing racial isolation in schools or neighborhoods,
such an exercise is likely to be seen as inconsistent with the more fun-
damental position that race does not matter. Of course we could take a
more nuanced position that race matters more under some circumstance
and not others. And of course this is right, but it flies in the face of our
attraction to simplistic answers and our eagerness to be done with race, a
position that is markedly less concerned with extant racial conditions.
Today the country faces a housing and credit crisis that dispropor-
tionately impacts Blacks and Latinos.73 But they remain largely invisible
except for the occasional blaming of those communities for taking out
loans they could not afford. We know that these communities that have
been under-capitalized since World War II, when affirmative action was
white.74 With little residential or commercial lending from mainstream
banking institutions for decades, isolated communities of color were prey
for high-cost credit institutions that face little competition.75
Things have indeed changed since World War II. We could not
have had a Black President a decade ago, let alone in the 1940s. Con-
scious racial attitudes have greatly improved. But it would be wise for us
to remember the euphoria after the Brown v. Board of Education deci-
sion, when many American thought racialization and racism would be
dead within ten years.
71. Nw. Austin Mun. Util. Dist. No. One, v. Mukasey, No. 06-1384 (D.D.C. May 30, 2008)
(opinion withdrawn from bound volume because it has been amended).
72. Adam Liptak, Supreme Court Takes Voting Rights Case, N.Y. TIMES, January 10, 2009, at
A13.
73. U.S. DEP'T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., UNEQUAL BURDEN: INCOME AND RACIAL
DISPARITIES IN SUBPRIME LENDING IN AMERICA (2000).
74. See powell, supra note 2, at 355; see generally KATZNELSON, supra note 22.
75. CHRISTY ROGERS, A KIRWAN INSTITUTE REPORT: SUBPRIME LOANS, FORECLOSURE, AND
THE CREDIT CRISIS: WHAT HAPPENED AND WHY?-A PRIMER, (Kirwan Inst. for the Study of Race
and Ethnicity, Ohio State Univ., Dec. 2008), available at http://tinyurl.com/bn51n6.
See also Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Staff Analysis of the Rela-
tionship between the CRA and the Subprime Crisis, at 8 (Nov. 21, 2008) (table demonstrating that
that only 6% of banking institutions within the CRA assessment area gave high-priced loans to
lower-income individuals).
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Today many pundits are asserting that racialization is or soon will
be a thing of the past. Thomas Friedman has stated that the civil war is
finally over and the North has won.7 6 Others are asserting that the coun-
try is now going through a major realignment that will put an end to the
Southern Strategy of appealing to white resentment.77 But the writers
making these assertions have failed to take into account that only a few
years ago most Americans had not even heard of the Southern Strategy,
and that conservatives have been claiming for decades that we are
beyond race.
The process of racialization has changed and is changing. We con-
tinue to have some old-style explicit racists, but their numbers are declin-
ing. Even though we talk about white and non-white attitudes, there are
a range of attitudes and conditions reflected in each racialized group.
What may be more interesting is that most of us carry conflicting racial
attitudes within ourselves.78 As President Obama accurately described,
"None of us-black, white, Latino, or Asian-is immune to the stereo-
types that our culture continues to feed us, especially stereotypes about
[Blacks].,, 79 But it is a serious mistake to define racialization narrowly,
only to then dismiss it. There are more possibilities than the Jim Crow
racial practices of the 1950s and 60s, the colorblind position, or post-
racialism. We are in a space where our old way of thinking about race
does not serve us well and can easily lead us to misunderstand the oppor-
tunities and challenges that are before us.
There are two emerging sites for the practice of racialization today
and they are related. The first site is in the processes and practices of
inter-institutional arrangement that continue to distribute racialized out-
comes in part because of our different situatedness. The second site is
ambivalence that unconsciously impacts our racial meaning and practic-
es. The first is called structural racialization 80 and the second is called
implicit bias.81 To start with the latter first, implicit bias research sug-
gests that most of us have implicit biases that can impact our behavior
and understanding.82 Though most of us are completely unaware of their
influence on our subconscious, these biases affect how we perceive, in-
76. Thomas L. Friedman, Finishing Our Work, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 5, 2008, at A35, available
at: http:llwww.nytimes.com2008/11/05/opinion/05friedman.html?ref-opinion.
77. See Adam Nossiter, For South, A Waning Hold on National Politics, N.Y. TIMES, Nov.
11, 2008, at Al, available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/1 l/us/politics/l lsouth.htm.
78. DREW WESTEN, THE POLITICAL BRAIN 221 (2007).
79. OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 16, at 138.
80. See Andrew Grant-Thomas & john a. powell, Structural Racism and Colorlines in the
United States, 119 Twenty-First Century Color Lines: Multiracial Change in Contemporary America
(Eds. Andrew Grant-Thomas & Gary Orfield, 2009); john a. powell, Structural Racism: Building
Upon the Insights of John Calmore, 86 N. C. L. Rev. 791 (2008).
81. ASPEN INST. ROUNDTABLE ON CMTY. CHANGE, STRUCTURAL RACISM AND COMMUNITY
BuILDING 11 (2004); Project Implicit, http://www.projectimplicit.net/generalinfo.php (last visited
Jan. 9, 2009).
82. Project Implicit, supra note 81.
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terpret, and understand others' actions.83  Because these attitudes-
unrecognized on the conscious level but powerful at the subconscious
level-influence choices and decisions, individual and institutional dis-
crimination can occur even in the absence of blatant prejudice, ill will, or
animus. This bias has been measured and documented in the Harvard
Implicit Association Tests. 84 This does not mean that we are all secretly
racist. It does suggest, however, that we are complex and conflicted and
that this conflict can be organized to make either our biases more salient
or our equalitarian aspiration more salient. The Southern Strategy was
designed to mobilize racial resentment and worked well from 1968 until
the election of President Obama. We can challenge the nefarious effort
to make our biases more salient, but we cannot do so by being race blind.
As President Obama reminds us:
If an internalization of antidiscrimination norms over the past three
decades-not to mention basic decency-prevents most whites from
consciously acting on [negative racial] stereotypes in their daily inte-
ractions with persons of other races, it's unrealistic to believe that
these stereotypes don't have some cumulative impact on the often
snap decisions of who's hired and who's promoted, on who's arrested
and who's prosecuted, on how you feel about the customer who just
walked into your store or about the demographics of your children's
school.
85
To address structural racialization, we must understand the work
that our institutions and policies are in fact doing, not what we want or
hope for them to do. In order to understand this, we must take seriously
our group situatedness. I have already argued that a universal approach
is likely to be ineffective. Others argue that targeted racial efforts are
likely to fail in part because of the continuing racial resentment that tar-
geted efforts create and preserve. For a sincere policy maker this sug-
gests a difficult choice. Either avoid race and leave much of the existing
racial practices and arrangements undisturbed, or deal with race and ex-
cite racial resentment that will undermine the policies and the electability
of the politician. But there are powerful and effective alternatives to
these two choices.
One alternative is to learn a great deal about how to talk about race
in ways that are not divisive. The second alternative is to make sure our
institutions do the work we want them to do. This is done by adopting
strategies that are both targeted and universal. A targeted universal strat-
egy is one that is inclusive of the needs of both the dominant and the
marginal groups, but pays particular attention to the situation of the mar-
83. Because of these implicit biases, identical actions or opinions of two people of different
social groups often are interpreted differently, depending upon the group to which each belongs. See
also Jerry Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 HARv. L. REv. 1489 (2005).
84. Project Implicit, supra note 81.
85. OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 16, at 139.
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ginal group. For example, if the goal were to open up housing opportu-
nity for low-income whites and non-whites, one would look at the differ-
ent constraints for each group. Targeted universalism rejects a blanket
universal which is likely to be indifferent to the reality that different
groups are situated differently relative to the institutions and resources of
society. It also rejects the claim of formal equality that would treat all
people the same as a way of denying difference. Any proposal would be
evaluated by the outcome, not just the intent. While the effort would be
universal for the poor, it would be especially sensitive to the most mar-
ginal groups.
Because institutions interact and impact the effects of each other, it
will also be necessary to be mindful of the interaction of institutions.
This is an approach that we have adopted at the Kirwan Institute under
the rubric of opportunity communities or opportunity structures. This
was also one of the key issues in Parents Involved where a majority of
the Court acknowledged the interactions of institutions, and softened its
requirement of conscious racial infraction to support race-sensitive poli-
cy intervention.8
6
At the same time, targeted universalism sees marginalized popula-
tions in American society as the canary in the coal mine, to borrow a
metaphor developed by Lani Guinier and Gerald Torres.87 It recognizes
that problems faced by particular segments of American society are prob-
lems that could spill over into the lives of everyone, just as the lower
Ninth Ward was not the only part of New Orleans to suffer in the wake
of Katrina. Likewise, the subprime credit crisis did not end in poor, ur-
ban communities, but has spread far beyond and has been felt throughout
the global economy.
In a time of economic crisis, the dangers are never greater that a
commitment to racial fairness will be jettisoned to expedience or ostensi-
bly universal concerns. This is a mistake. As the President has written,
"[N]owhere is it ordained that history moves in a straight line, and during
difficult economic times it is possible that the imperatives of racial
equality get shunted aside. ' 8 As the experience of the New Deal initia-
tives illustrate, even universal policies, if not well designed, can exacer-
bate rather than ameliorate racial conditions. Many of the current pro-
posals for spending the infrastructure funds look to divert much of the
funding to existing road proposals across states.89 This broad and regres-
86. Parents Involved, 127 S. Ct. at 2791-92 (Kennedy, J., concurring). In a complex real
world setting, policies have unintended consequences and resistance that thwart policy intentions. It
is critical that targeted universal policies set clear goals and use mechanisms to closely monitor and
correct for negative feedback loops and other resistance to achieve those goals
87. LANi GuINlER & GERALD TORRES, THE MINER'S CANARY (2002).
88. OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 16, at 146.
89. Most of the infrastructure funds may go to routine fixes. See Alec MacGillis & Michael
Shear, Stimulus Package to First Pay for Routine Repairs, WASH. POST, Dec. 14, 2008, at A01,
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sive use of the infrastructure stimulus funds may produce jobs in the
short term, but it is just a replication of existing models of public invest-
ment which have produced inequitable and unsustainable growth. What
are truly needed are strategic investments which produce economic and
institutional development at a broad scale while strategically transform-
ing communities and cities.
The manifold crisis we now face as produced a rare opportunity to
transform our present institutional and regulatory arrangements. The
policies we promulgate will set the course of development for genera-
tions to come just as the post New Deal and post WW-lI arrangements
laid the groundwork for generations that followed them. This window of
opportunity will remain open only for so long. In this moment, we can
work towards building a more equitable future, or repeat the mistakes of
the past. If we fail at this, we will be trying to correct our missteps for
years to come.
Targeting within universalism is also the approach supported by
President Obama in his book The Audacity of Hope. He writes: "We
should support programs to eliminate existing health disparities between
minorities and whites .... but a plan for universal health-care coverage
would do more to eliminate health disparities between whites and mi-
norities than any race-specific programs we might design. ' 9° Although
President Obama expresses support for race-targeted polices designed to
"eliminate" certain disparities, he prefers universal policies which are
race-sensitive in pursuit of the same end as "good politics" that is less
likely to arouse the flames of racial resentment.
There will still be an issue of possible racial resentment, even with
targeted universal programs. Racial resentment does not simply
represent racist attitudes; it also represents both ambivalence and confu-
sion. A more sophisticated understanding of implicit bias and how the
mind works will be important in learning how to effectively communi-
cate in a way that makes our sense of fairness and connectedness salient.
The fact that this kind of communication is even possible suggests that
we have made progress. But it should not be overstated. Ambivalence
on matters of race is a deep part of United States history. Thomas Jeffer-
son hated slavery and worried about what it was doing to the country and
the psyche of whites.9' He had a long-term, intimate relationship with a
slave and yet was one of the major architects of the ideology of racial
inferiority.92 Lincoln supported the end of slavery but did not believe
available at http://www.washingtonpost.comwp-dyn/content/article/2008/12/13/AR2008121301819
_pf.html.
90. OBAMA, AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 16, at 247.
91. WINTHROP JORDAN, THE WHrrE MAN'S BuRDEN (1974).
92. Id. at 170.
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that the races could ever live together. Our very concept of freedom is
bound up with the concept of slavery and unfreedom.
93
In analyzing how Obama's ascendancy to the presidency has
changed and will change the process of racialization, we should congra-
tulate ourselves. But we should also be deliberate and thoughtful about
how to make the most of this important opportunity. The popular media
and culture like the idea of post-racialism and colorblindness. Some
have suggested that we are entering into a new era of colorblind racial
dominance.94 Some have suggested that we are moving from a white and
non-white society to a black and non-black society where educated and
professional Blacks will be embraced as non-black, while those who are
considered black will be extremely marginalized.95 The struggle for ra-
cial justice and fairness will need to focus on two related areas-the two
emerging sites of racialization that are discussed above.
First, we must develop a more sophisticated understanding of the
working of the human mind, building on the research on neuro-
linguistics and implicit bias. Second, we must focus on the institutional
arrangements and policy interactions and the work that they do with sen-
sitivity to our situatedness. Where we are, and where we are going, in
terms of racial justice is in flux and fluid. We are changing both as a
matter of demographics, but more importantly as a matter of our history
and practices. Where this journey and process will lead us is not prede-
termined. As we develop as a pluralistic nation, we must acknowledge
that the racial binary is not a useful way to think about our journey. The
language of race and racism does not adequately express all that needs to
be conveyed in our discussion of race. We need a new way to talk about
race and racialization, and a meaningful way to analyze racialization. A
universal approach for inclusion requires sensitivity to our particular
conditions. 96 The approach focuses on outcomes not just inputs or de-
sign. Our communication strategy must be tailored to garner support for
policies that are sensitive to the particular, but broadened to encompass
universal concerns.
In the final analysis, we should not allow this important milestone
to blind us to the important work that needs to be done. We are not
there, wherever there is. Race matters, but not in the same way as it did
forty years ago. And maybe most important-what we do and what our
93. See ORLANDO PATTERSON, FREEDOM: FREEDOM IN THE MAKING OF WESTERN CULTURE
10(1991).
94. See Ian Haney Lopez, Colorblind White Dominance 18 (2006) (unpublished article on file
with author).
95. GEORGE YANCEY, WHO IS WHITE? LATINOS, ASIANS, AND THE NEW BLACK/NON-BLACK
DIVIDE 149-164 (2003).
96. This approach is not uniquely race sensitive. All groups and people at time will be si-
tuated in ways that are important to consider if they are to be full members of our society. See
generally john a. powell, The Needs of Members in a Legitimate Democratic State, 44 SANTA
CLARA L. REv. 969 (2004).
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institutions do matters. If we do not change our institutions to reflect our
expressed attitude, our attitudes will change to reflect our institutions.
BARACK OBAMA, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, AND JOHN DEWEY
SUSAN SCHULTEN t
In the last few months, there has been a spate of comparisons be-
tween Obama and some of our most influential former presidents. Just
days after the election, Congress announced the theme of the inaugura-
tion as "A New Birth of Freedom," while reporters and commentators
speculate about "A New New Deal" or "Lincoln 2.0."l Many of these
comparisons are situational: Obama is a relatively inexperienced lawyer-
turned-politician who will inherit two wars and an economic crisis une-
qualled since the Great Depression./
The backlash has been equally vocal. Many consider these compar-
isons both premature and presumptuous, evidence that the media is sym-
pathetic toward an Obama Administration or that President Obama has
himself orchestrated these connections. 3 Indeed, Obama frequently in-
voked Lincoln as both a model for and an influence over his own candi-
dacy, which he launched on the steps of the Old State Capitol in Spring-
field, Illinois. He introduced Vice-President Joe Biden in the same spot,
where the latter also referenced the memory of Lincoln.4 Certainly it
makes sense for Obama to exploit Lincoln's legacy, for no other figure in
American history continues to command such admiration, the occasional
neo-Confederate or other detractor notwithstanding.5 To position Obama
in front of the State House is surely meant to place him as a kind of an
heir to Lincoln. It is a political strategy, and Obama has proven himself
an adept political strategist.
t Department of History, University of Denver, 2009.
1. Evan Thomas & Richard Wolffe, Obama's Lincoln, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 24, 2008, at 29;
see also THE NEW YORKER, Nov. 17, 2008 (the cover picturing the Lincoln memorial at night, with
the "0" in "Yorker" illuminated above, and the stillness of the reflecting pool in the foreground);
TIME, Nov. 24, 2008 (the cover comparing Obama to FDR).
2. At the Democratic National Convention in Denver, Al Gore compared Obama and Lin-
coln as similarly clear thinkers and great orators with a passion for justice and a determination to
heal divisions. Gore also creatively turned Obama's lack of experience in office into an asset by
citing Lincoln's similarly short resume, and noted that as a Congressman Lincoln objected to the
Mexican-American War, just as Obama opposed the Iraq war in 2002 as an Illinois state legislator.
Al Gore, Address at the 2008 Democratic National Convention (Aug. 28, 2008),
http://www.demconvention.com/al-gore/.
3. One of the most extensive critiques of Obama's self-fashioning and references to history
can be found in Charles R. Kesler, The Audacity of Barack Obama, THE CLAREMONT REVIEW OF
BOOKS, Fall 2008, available at http://www.claremont.orglpublications/crb/id.1579/article_detail.asp.
4. Joe Biden, Remarks of Joe Biden at the Announcement of Vice Presidential Nominee
Selection in Springfield, 111., August 23, 2008, http://blogs.suntimes.com/sweet/2008/08/biden_
springfield-speech-trans.htmi.
5. Ron Paul argues that Lincoln put the country on a disastrous course of ever-growing
federal power and forced an unnecessary war to end slavery. Television interview by Tim Russert
with Ron Paul, "Meet the Press," Dec. 23, 2007, available at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/
id/22342301/page/4.
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But Obama's appreciation of Lincoln-and of American history-is
deeper and more complicated than a photo-op suggests. Furthermore,
these situational comparisons miss the more interesting ways that Ob-
ama's ideas grow from a uniquely American tradition. In his more ref-
lective speeches and essays, as well as The Audacity of Hope,6 we see the
pervasive influence of two of the most important contributors to Ameri-
can thought. First among these is Lincoln, whose intellectual legacy was
to integrate the Declaration of Independence with the Constitution in a
way that forged a new direction for the country. To hear Obama speak
about the Constitution reminds us that Lincoln changed the way Ameri-
cans understood the nation's central meaning. More subtle are the ways
that Obama's conception of politics and the public reflects the work of
John Dewey, whose reconceptualization of philosophy in the wake of
evolution laid the groundwork for the reform politics of the early twen-
tieth century. Certainly there are others who have influenced Obama,
such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Reinhold Niebuhr. But above all,
Obama's approach to politics draws on Lincoln's sense of the Constitu-
tion and Dewey's concept of value.
THE PROBLEM OF PERFECTIBILITY
Shortly after his election to the United States Senate in 2004, Ob-
ama was asked to contribute a brief essay to a special issue on Lincoln
for Time magazine. He adapted the article from a speech he had recently
delivered at the dedication of the Lincoln Museum in Springfield. Ob-
ama did not treat Lincoln, as most Americans do, as a larger-than-life
figure whose moral and political strength brought the nation through its
gravest national crisis. Rather, he mentioned what some might consider
weaknesses-serial political failures, a capacity for self-doubt-as quali-
ties that made the President such an enduring figure. Perhaps Lincoln's
determination, Obama wrote, emerged from an awareness of his limita-
tions, a desire to transform his humble and rude background, and to re-
make not just himself but also the world around him.
7
Peggy Noonan (Ronald Reagan's speechwriter and a columnist for
The Wall Street Journal) read the essay as grandiose self-flattery: Obama
presumed to cast himself as "Lincoln, only sort of better." 8 But his point
was more modest, and more interesting, than Noonan's critique allowed.
Why do we continue to find Lincoln so compelling? As Obama pointed
out, Lincoln imposed emancipation as a military measure, and after is-
suing the proclamation, continued (if briefly) to advocate for the coloni-
6. BARACK OBAMA, THE AUDACITY OF HOPE: THOUGHTS ON RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN
DREAM (2006) [hereinafter THE AUDACITY OF HOPE]. This book, Obama writes, grew largely from
his experiences on the campaign trail in 2004. Id. at 8.
7. See Barack Obama, What I See in Lincoln's Eyes, TIME, June 26, 2005,
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171, 1077287,00.html.
8. THE AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 6, at 123 (recounting Noonan's critique).
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zation of black Americans to Africa. Thus the title "Great Emancipator"
does little justice to the complex process by which slavery ended in this
country. But Lincoln's imperfections, and his awareness of these imper-
fections, actually enhanced his reputation, because in spite of them he
managed to retain his humanity and his morality. As Obama wrote, Lin-
coln "neither demonized the fathers and sons who did battle on the other
side nor sought to diminish the terrible cost of his war."9
Americans probably don't reflect enough on that "terrible cost," and
sometimes come dangerously close to treating emancipation as inevita-
ble, thereby making the war our sacrifice to end slavery. When we do
this, we flatten the contingency of history, and forget that emancipation
was initially a weapon, rather than a goal, of the war. As Obama wrote
in his speech of October 2, 2002, opposing the invasion of Iraq: "[t]he
Civil War was one of the bloodiest in history, and yet it was only through
the crucible of the sword, the sacrifice of multitudes, that we could begin
to perfect this union, and drive the scourge of slavery from our soil. I
don't oppose all wars."10 The danger is in seeing the war as the price
"paid" for slavery, because emancipation was by no means inevitable.
History is complicated, and rarely gives us the moral clarity we would
like.'1
Obama recognizes this fundamental ambiguity of history. As he
writes in Audacity of Hope,
I'm left then with Lincoln, who like no man before or since unders-
tood both the deliberative function of our democracy and the limits of
such deliberation. We remember him for the firmness and depth of
his convictions-his unyielding opposition to slavery and his deter-
mination that a house divided could not stand. But his presidency
was guided by a practicality that would distress us today, a practicali-
ty that led him to test various bargains with the South in order to
maintain the Union without war; to appoint and discard general after
general, strategy after strategy, once war broke out; to stretch the
Constitution to the breaking point in order to see the war through a
successful conclusion.12
Part of what Obama appreciates in Lincoln is the latter's struggle to
understand the Constitution. We know from endless biographies that
Lincoln was a superb orator and a gifted politician, a moral individual
who was also (somewhat) able to manage a cabinet of egotistical rivals.
9. Obama, supra note 7.
10. Barack Obama, Remarks of 1ll. State Senator Barack Obama Against Going to War in Iraq
(Oct. 2, 2002), http://www.barackobama.con2002/10/02/remarksofillinoisstatesen.php.
11. For an extended discussion of Americans' tendency to see the Civil War in somewhat
simplistic terms, see Edward L. Ayers, Worrying about the Civil War, in MORAL PROBLEMS IN
AMERICAN LIFE: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON CULTURAL HISTORY 145 (Karen Halttunen & Lewis Perry,
eds., 1998).
12. AUDACITY OF HOPE, supra note 6, at 97-98.
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But Lincoln's greatest contribution to American political thought was his
ability-after great struggle-to infuse the Constitution with the com-
mitment to equality which animated the Declaration of Independence.
To reconcile these two documents in the antebellum era was a major
feat. Prior to 1854, Lincoln shared his countrymen's reverence for the
Constitution as the Union's foundational document. The Jacksonian
surge in politics that made Lincoln a Whig strengthened his belief in law
and representative (rather than democratic) institutions; it also gave him
a healthy skepticism of "the people." Though he opposed slavery, he had
no reason to act on this sentiment as long as the practice remained in the
South. But when the struggle over slavery threatened to engulf the coun-
try in the 1850s, Lincoln was forced to reconsider his understanding of
the Union and the intent of the Founders.
In 1849, Lincoln concluded his first and last term in Congress, an
unremarkable two years that left him without an obvious next step in
public life. He returned to Illinois, settled into a career as a circuit law-
yer, and continued his active role in the Whig Party.13 This relatively
private life abruptly ended when Stephen Douglas introduced the Kan-
sas-Nebraska Bill in 1854, which opened over a million square miles of
the former Louisiana Territory to slavery. In order to repeal the Missouri
Compromise of 1820, which forbade the extension of slavery in that re-
gion, Douglas introduced the concept of "popular sovereignty," whereby
the people of a given territory would determine the fate of slavery.
Opposition to the Kansas-Nebraska Act effectively created the Re-
publican Party, and had an equally electrifying effect upon Lincoln.
Though it did not immediately make him a Republican, it yanked him
back into politics, for he believed Douglas had betrayed the Founders'
intent that slavery die naturally in a Union that-since the 1790s-had
tolerated its existence but inhibited its growth. In the aftermath of Kan-
sas-Nebraska, Lincoln confronted-then rejected-the terrible possibility
that the Constitution actually confirmed the rights of slaveholders. But
what made him so certain that the Framers intended slavery to end? Like
any good lawyer, he built a case from their words and actions.
In a speech in Peoria in October 1854, Lincoln condemned the Kan-
sas-Nebraska Act as a betrayal of the Framers' hope that slavery would
erode rather than grow. In defending the Act, Douglas made clear his
"indifference" to slavery; what mattered to him was that "democracy"
prevail, which meant allowing the people of a given territory to deter-
13. Much of my treatment of Lincoln here is guided by DANIEL FARBER, LINCOLN'S
CONSTITUTION (2003); Allen C. Guelzo, Apple of Gold in a Picture of Silver: The Constitution and
Liberty, in THE LINCOLN ENIGMA: THE CHANGING FACES OF AN AMERICAN ICON 86 (Gabor Boritt,
ed., 2001); and Phillip Shaw Paludan, Emancipating the Republic: Lincoln and the Means and Ends
of Antislavery, in WE CANNOT ESCAPE HISTORY: LINCOLN AND THE LAST BEST HOPE OF EARTH 45
(James M. McPherson, ed., 1995).
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mine for themselves whether slavery would be introduced. Lincoln
countered by arguing that he hated slavery primarily "because it forces
so many really good men amongst ourselves into an open war with the
very fundamental principles of civil liberty-criticizing the Declaration
of Independence, and insisting that there is no right principle of action
but self-interest. ,14 Here for the first time Lincoln treated the Declara-
tion as a consequential document, and his literal reading meant that the
Kansas-Nebraska Act was not just ill-advised, but anathema.
Lincoln took the Declaration at face value in order to show that
Douglas's concept of popular sovereignty was a sham, the opposite of
democracy. The most fundamental principle of American republicanism
was "that no man is good enough to govern another man, without that
other's consent."' 5 This principle anchored the country, but it was found
not in the Constitution, but in the Declaration of Independence. Slavery
and popular sovereignty both violated this principle because self-
government could only be realized through equality. Even those sympa-
thetic to Lincoln's anti-slavery posture might have been surprised to hear
him close by urging his fellow Republicans to "re-adopt the Declaration
of Independence." While abolitionists had routinely used the document
to indict slavery, Lincoln was no abolitionist, and his use of the Declara-
tion marked a turning point in his career.
16
Lincoln's view of the Constitution had gained followers-witness
the exploding popularity of the Republican Party between 1856 and
1860-but it showed pro-slavery southerners that the very existence of
that Party threatened their property rights. Lincoln spent much of the
next six years trying to prove that the Constitution did not protect sla-
very, which made him an enemy of many southerners, as well as the
President and the Supreme Court. In 1857, writing for the majority,
Chief Justice Roger Taney found that the Constitution not only tolerated
slavery, but protected its growth in the territories. The news for Lincoln
and the Republican Party could not have been worse, for the party's
founding mission had been to block the expansion of slavery. Dred Scott
v. Sandford17 placed Lincoln and the party not just at odds with the Con-
stitution, but potentially outside the law.
Lincoln's position also became the main point of contention be-
tween he and Stephen Douglas in the well-known debates that led to the
latter's reelection to the U.S. Senate in 1858. Lincoln stressed that
Douglas's doctrine of popular sovereignty-which had wreaked havoc in
Kansas in 1855 and 1856--perverted the Constitution and betrayed the
14. Abraham Lincoln, Speech at Peoria, (Oct. 16, 1854), in THE COLLECTED WORKs OF
ABRAHAM LINCOLN 247,255 (Roy P. Basler, ed., 1953) (emphasis in original).
15. Id. at 266 (emphasis in original).
16. See id. at 276.
17. 60 U.S. 393 (1856).
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Founders' principle of equality as stated in the Declaration. Douglas
balked at this accusation, for "the signers... had no reference to negroes
at all when they declared all men to be created equal."
' 18
Douglas prevailed in 1858, but the debates circulated the issues
widely and made Lincoln a household name. As a result, he was invited
to speak at Cooper Union as one of several contenders for the Republican
nomination for President. The speech took place only months after John
Brown's failed raid on the arsenal at Harper's Ferry, an event that put the
Republican Party on the defensive when Democrats used it to label Re-
publicans closet abolitionists who secretly supported Brown's extreme
and violent plans. When he took the stage in New York, Lincoln had to
both legitimize the Party in the eyes of skeptical northerners, shaken by
John Brown's act, and legitimize himself to northeastern Republicans
skeptical of his western roots.
Gary Wills argues that Lincoln's Cooper Union address is similar
both in content and rhetorical structure to Obama's speech on race in
March 2008. Both men were responding to charges of extremism, and
used their speeches to address much larger issues of slavery and race,
respectively. The similarities are indeed striking, but Cooper Union also
signals the triumph of a conception of the Constitution that Obama used
to frame his argument. 19 To prepare for Cooper Union, Lincoln im-
mersed himself in the writings of the Founders in order to claim the Re-
publican Party as the heir to their vision for the Union. Like all patriots,
Lincoln venerated the Founders; what made him different was the way
he put their principles to work. In his view, the Constitution's emphasis
on law and order was designed to implement the values of the Declara-
tion. In a brilliant move, Lincoln positioned himself and the Republicans
as conservative, for they defended the status quo while southerners tried
to reverse the longstanding legislation that blocked slavery's growth,
such as the Northwest Ordinance and the Missouri Compromise. Most
fundamentally, Lincoln argued, the Constitution did not expressly protect
slavery.
Lincoln's position is important because it is his view of the Consti-
tution-as a dynamic document that works to secure equality through the
law-that we accept today. In fact, Lincoln's view is so powerful that
today we assume that the original Constitution explicitly ensured equali-
18. Stephen Douglas, Speech at Alton (Oct. 15, 1858), in THE LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES
OF 1858, at 299 (Robert W. Johannsen, ed., Oxford University Press, 1965).
19. See Gary Wills, Two Speeches on Race, 55 N.Y. REv. BOOKS 7 (2008), available at
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/21290. In a related effort, Tim Rutten compares Obama's speech
to Lincoln's "House Divided" address. See Tim Rutten, Obama's Lincoln Moment, L.A. TIMES,
Opinion, Mar. 19, 2008 at A17. Obama's remarks on race were made at Constitution Hall in Phila-
delphia on March 18, 2008. Id.
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ty, when it did not.20 We also believe-mistakenly-that the Declaration
and the Constitution naturally reinforce one another, indeed that no ten-
sion exists between the two. We forget that a decade separated the two
documents, and that only six men were involved in writing both. We
forget that most Americans who thought about the Declaration prior to
the 1850s considered it to be primarily symbolic: the opening shot of the
Revolution, certainly, but ultimately a statement devoid of authority.
Instead, Americans understood the Constitution, a procedural document,
to be the foundation of national authority. Some argue that Lincoln took
liberties with the Constitution by turning the Framers into closet oppo-
nents of slavery, but our country has adopted his vision of "a more per-
fect Union." Little wonder that my students often assume that the Fra-
mers designed the Constitution to protect equality.
Obama understands the revolution Lincoln wrought by reconciling
these two documents, and by appealing to law, morality, and reason to
shift the nation's course. This is why he used Lincoln's Constitution as
the cornerstone of his speech on race in Philadelphia. The speech was
precipitated by the controversy over Jeremiah Wright, Obama's pastor
and former mentor whose inflammatory statements about America
created a firestorm in the campaign and raised significant questions about
Obama's judgment. In response, Obama spoke not just about Wright,
but about the role of race in the campaign, and in American life general-
ly.
Obama began with the Constitution's preamble, "We the people, in
order to form a more perfect Union." Standard patriotic fare, perhaps,
but in the words that followed Obama described the complexity of Amer-
ica's founding. In 1787, "a group of men" gathered in Philadelphia to
launch "America's improbable experiment in democracy," making "real
their declaration of independence" through a constitutional convention.
Yet "the document they produced was signed but ultimately unfinished
... stained by this nation's original sin of slavery., 21 The idea that free-
dom existed alongside slavery in the minds of the Founders is well
known, a bedrock irony of American history and standard content in his-
tory textbooks. But consider how Obama reconciles the brilliance of the
Founders with their compromise on slavery:
20. This is one of the most interesting points of GARRY WILLS, LINCOLN AT GETTYSBURG:
THE WoRDs THAT REMADE AMERICA (1992). Yet Wills sees Lincoln privileging the Declaration
over the Constitution, an issue contested by Philip Paludan and Allan Guelzo in their respective
works cited supra note 13.
21. Barack Obama, Speech on Race (Mar. 18, 2008), available at
http://www.cbsnews.comlstories/2008/03/18/politics/main3947908.shtml. Obama's treatment of
slavery as a sin is taken from Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address. In this, perhaps his most complex
speech, Lincoln framed the Civil War as a conflict forced by southerners, but also a divine punish-
ment inflicted on all Americans for the collective sin of slavery, one that might continue "until every
drop of blood drawn with the lash, shall be paid by another drawn with the sword." See Abraham
Lincoln, Second Inaugural Address (Mar. 4, 1865).
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the answer to the slavery question was already embedded within our
Constitution-a Constitution that had at its very core the ideal of
equal citizenship under the law; a Constitution that promised its
people liberty, and justice, and a union that could be and should be
perfected over time.
22
Obama knows that "equality" does not appear in the original Constitu-
tion, hence his description of "the ideal" of equality. The articulation of
equal protection as a Constitutional principle would not occur until Re-
construction and the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868, and then lay dor-
mant-at least for African-Americans-until Lyndon Johnson signed the
nation's most effective civil rights legislation into law nearly a century
later. Yet for Obama, the Constitution implicitly promises equality, for it
has incorporated the Declaration, and now the two speak with a single
voice. We have Lincoln to thank for that.
Just as Lincoln looked to the Constitution to answer the problem of
slavery, Obama looked to the Constitution to speak candidly about race.
Lincoln found the answer to the problem of slavery within the document
itself, for "a more perfect Union" implied that national equality was
something to be pursued. The Constitution could be the means to im-
plement the values of the Declaration. This is why the Gettysburg Ad-
dress is so consequential, for Lincoln dates the founding of the nation-
four score and seven years ago-with the Declaration rather than the
Constitution. He sees the nation dedicated to the "proposition that all
men are created equal." Lincoln's use of the term "proposition" places
the perfection of the Union in the future rather than the past, and turns
the republic into an experiment that is open to improvement.
If this observation about "a more perfect Union" seems esoteric,
consider a remark made by Republican Vice-Presidential candidate Sarah
Palin at a rally in California on October 4, 2008. In one of her first at-
tempts to associate Obarna with Bill Ayers, the former member of the
Weather Underground, Palin claimed that Obama saw America as "im-
perfect enough that he's palling around with terrorists. 23 The word
choice was significant, and highlights a recurrent difference between the
two parties in the last several elections. For Palin, the United States as it
exists is the ideal, hence her emphasis on demonstrated patriotism and
repeated efforts to question that of her opponents.
But for Obama-as for Lincoln-the Constitutional phrase "a more
perfect Union" suggests the possibility of improvement, a hope that itself
evidences patriotism. Obama's speech on race reflected this belief. As
he put it, "[tihis union may never be perfect, but generation after genera-
22. Speech on Race, supra note 21.
23. Palin says Obama "Palling Around" with Terrorists, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2008, at A13.
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tion has shown that it can always be perfected. 24 Significantly, in both
opening and closing his speech, Obama dated the origin of the nation to
1787, not 1776. He was able to do this because Lincoln did the heavy
lifting for us by making the Constitution the vehicle for realizing equali-
ty, and a more perfect Union. The recognition of common ground be-
tween Americans, Obama concluded, "is where the perfection begins. 25
THE COMMON GROUND OF POLITICS
If "a more perfect Union" links Obama to Lincoln, the "recognition
of common ground" underscores his debt to John Dewey. The contribu-
tions Dewey made to American philosophy facilitated Obama's approach
to politics, particularly the latter's emphasis on the creation of common
values as essential to political progress. Born in 1859, Dewey came of
age during the chaos of late nineteenth-century industrialization and the
simultaneous intellectual upheaval spawned by Charles Darwin's Origin
of Species. Dewey was especially concerned with the social implications
of natural selection, for if taken to its logical conclusion, the concept of
evolution-of continuous change over time-meant that everything was
in flux, including the human mind, even the concept of truth itself. At
the turn of the century, evolution and the progress of science threatened
to invalidate both religious faith and philosophy, which had been nearly
indistinguishable for centuries.
In response to this crisis, Dewey looked for alternative ways to
ground human inquiry. He began to think about the concept of truth not
as abstract and permanent but as something rooted in value, and by defi-
nition a social enterprise. Rather than seeing evolution as eroding the
possibility of certainty, he reconceptualized truth as an ongoing pursuit
of the good. Thus Dewey earned the label "pragmatist" for his willing-
ness to set aside the pursuit of absolute truth, which had always been the
goal of philosophers, in order to focus on the operation of truth in the
form of solutions to social problems. As his fellow pragmatist William
James put it, we must give up certitude without relinquishing the quest
for hope of truth itself. Dewey agreed, but then asked the more difficult
question: if truth was made rather than discovered, how to make truth?
The answer for the ever-optimistic Dewey was to settle on values that
would bind us together, for there was no a priori or eternal truths to fall
back on. In other words, the crisis brought by evolution put more re-
sponsibility on us to determine the good. Dewey welcomed this chal-
lenge to received wisdom, for it could only make knowledge more dem-
26ocratic.
24. Speech on Race, supra note 21.
25. Id.
26. See JOHN DEWEY, THE INFLUENCE OF DARWIN ON PHILOSOPHY: AND OTHER ESSAYS IN
CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT (Henry Holt and Company 1910). Meghan O'Rourke recently alluded
to a strain of "measured pragmatism" in Obama's policies. See Meghan O'Rourke, There's No
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We can see some of this sensibility in The Audacity of Hope. Ob-
ama's premise is that affirming core values and shared understandings
might help us address problems that have become entrenched by increas-
ing partisanship. To be sure, politicians routinely claim to reject ideolog-
ically charged politics, and hold out the hope of building a more unified
electorate. We have heard this many times before-from many quar-
ters-though seem no closer to unity. But the way Obama argues for this
change is significant, for like Dewey, he asks us to guide ourselves not
by positions but values and beliefs, because values have the potential to
surmount problems. As the former puts it, "[v]alues are faithfully ap-
plied to the facts before us, while ideology overrides whatever facts call
theory into question. 27
Obama used this idea in his speech at the Democratic National
Convention in August 2008:
We may not agree on abortion, but surely we can agree on reducing
the number of unwanted pregnancies in this country .... I know
there are differences on same-sex marriage, but surely we can agree
that our gay and lesbian brothers and sisters deserve to visit the per-
son they love in the hospital and to live lives free of discrimination.
Passions fly on immigration, but I don't know anyone who benefits
when a mother is separated from her infant child or an employer un-
dercuts American wages by hiring illegal workers.
28
The idea surfaced again in Obama's Inaugural Address, where he argued
that the question was not "whether our government is too big or too
small, but whether it works. 29 Obama has been criticized in this respect
for being too conciliatory, not firmly grounded enough in an ideology,
and for (naively) believing that politics can be solved through the appeal
to common sense. 30 Indeed, we do not know whether this style of gover-
nance will work, but it does privilege values over positions as a way to
transcend division.
It also grows from Obama's interest-shared by Dewey-in seeing
the individual not apart from the community, but a product of it. For
Dewey, the social world made the individual possible, just as Lincoln
argued that the Union made state rights possible. Similarly, in his speech
on race Obama emphasizes common hopes as the only ground on which
to move forward, and frequently speaks of common progress as the best
measure of individual progress. It also explains his emphasis during the
Place Like Home: The Mood in Hyde Park--and What it Says About Obama, SLATE, Nov. 4, 2008,
at 1. James's idea is taken from William James, THE WILL TO BELIEVE (Longman's Green, 1896).
27. AUDACrrY OF HOPE, supra note 6, at 59.
28. Barack Obama, Remarks of Senator Barack Obama at the Democratic National Conven-
tion (Aug. 28, 2008).
29. Inaugural Address available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/inaugural-address/.
30. See David Leonhardt, Obamanomics, THE N.Y. TIMES MAG., Aug. 20, 2008, at MM30-38
(outlining some of these critiques).
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campaign (and in his keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National
Convention) that what unites us is far more powerful than what divides
us. Ironically, this rhetoric of unity mobilized millions of Americans to
become involved in the campaign even while it became fodder for Ob-
ama's opponents to criticize the campaign as a naive exercise in "happy
talk."
Dewey was similarly criticized as naive and relativistic, for he con-
sidered democracy itself a form of philosophy, a search for what works,
what is valued, and what brings the good.3' Indeed, Dewey has a curious
relationship to twentieth-century liberalism. Hailed by many as its intel-
lectual father, he saw much of it as actually an empty procedural doctrine
that undermined democracy. As one biographer of Dewey wrote, liberals
tended to treat government as something provided for but not by the
people.32 In a society that increasingly treated democracy as simply a
periodic check on the power of elites, Dewey offered the reverse, a vi-
sion that would maximize participation, extending democracy to all as-
pects of social life, where values were forged on the level of communi-
ties. Thus it seems ironic that Dewey was labeled "pragmatic" even as
he fought this "realistic" vision of democracy.
Dewey's decision to move away from ideology and toward a poli-
tics centered on values paved the way for modern liberalism even as the
"values" themselves were left behind. Since the New Deal, Democrats
defined democracy as providing minimal social welfare (admittedly itself
a value) through the mechanisms of corporate capitalism. By contrast,
liberals largely took a neutral approach to cultural questions, and de-
murred when conservatives became increasingly interested in applying
particular values to social problems. Perhaps it is no small victory for
Dewey that Obama's wide appeal was partly due to his willingness to
reassert a moral posture.
Thus, to call Obama-like Dewey-pragmatic misses the degree to
which both have a vision of democracy that is highly idealistic. Obama's
decision to work as a community organizer was ridiculed by Rudy Gi-
uliani and Sarah Palin,33 but it probably grew from a belief-grounded in
Dewey-that change is most effective and authentic if it begins with
agendas and alliances forged by people themselves rather than their lead-
ers. This view of democracy was also apparent in the organization of
31. John Dewey, Philosophy and Democracy, in CHARACTER AND EVENTS: POPULAR ESSAYS
IN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY VOLUME I, at 841-55 (Joseph Ratner, ed., Henry Holt
1929), reprinted in DAVID A. HOLLINGER & CHARLES CAPPER, THE AMERICAN INTELLECrUAL
TRADITION VOLUME 11: 1865 TO THE PRESENT, at 202 (5th ed. 2006).
32. ROBERT WESTBROOK, JOHN DEWEY AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 282 (1991).
33. Rudolph Giuliani, Remarks at Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul, Minnesota (Sept. 3, 2008),
http://www.latimes.con/news/politics/la-na-giulianitranscript4-2008sep04,0,5260395.story; Gover-
nor Sarah Paln, Remarks at Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul, Minnesota (Sept. 3, 2008),
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-na-palintranscript4-2008sepO4,0,3137902.story.
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Obama's campaign. It was a sophisticated operation that masterfully
exploited communication technology, and its enormous coffers were fed
by legions of small donors. But at bottom, both of these things occurred
because Obama-and his representatives---convinced supporters that
victory was their responsibility. This might be dismissed as simply a
political strategy, but it is closer to a grassroots operation than any suc-
cessful campaign in recent memory. It is an exhausting approach to de-
mocracy-perhaps more than Americans bargained for-but one that
Dewey laid the groundwork for a century ago.
As a historian, I have little ability to predict what comes next.
Whether Obama is able to govern probably does not have much to do
with the sophistication or depth of his understanding of history. He is as
untested now as Lincoln was in 1860, someone who upended the party's
expectations and improbably became President. Lincoln was "the second
choice" of enough in the 1860 Republican Convention in Chicago to
secure the nomination; Obama faced long odds within his own party, not
to mention the uphill battle of his lack of electoral experience, strange
"pedigree"-as he put it-and even stranger name. The point is that his
ideas and approach to politics are deeply rooted in the nation's past. In
his conception of the Constitution, Obama leans heavily on Lincoln; in
his approach to reform politics, he echoes the instrumentalism of Dewey.
In terms of American influences, you could do much worse.
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On November 4, 2008, Barack Obama took to the stage in Chica-
go's Grant Park to thank the American people for electing him as the
44th President of the United States. Although he spoke of "dreams" and
of our ability to "get there," '-references to the metaphors of the great
black orator and civil rights leader, the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.,2-Obama did not mention the significance of his race, which
stood in stark contrast to the forty-three Presidents before him.
3
One hundred and forty-three years after the adoption of the Thir-
teenth Amendment abolishing slavery, and forty years after Martin Luth-
er King, Jr.'s assassination, Americans elected a man who is black (and
multiracial) as their next president; yet the most our first president of
African descent offered was a single, direct reference to blacks in a long
string of adjectives describing who Americans are: "young and old, rich
and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white, Hispanic, Asian, Na-
tive American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled.' 4
t Senior Adviser, Southern Poverty Law Center. M.S., Justice and Public Safety, Auburn
University, Montgomery. B.A., Sociology and Anthropology, Davidson College.
tt Associate Professor, University of Denver, Sturm College of Law. J.D./M.P.A., Universi-
ty of South Carolina. This article is dedicated to our daughter, Zoe Jane Smith-Holladay. We thank
Michael Smith and the Denver University Law Review for their editorial assistance, and Meg Satrom
for her research assistance. We also thank Frank Rudy Cooper, co-organizer of the Obama Pheno-
mena: Facets of a Historic Campaign, and the University of Denver Sturm College of Law faculty
and staff and Dean Josd R. (Beto) Judrez for their support and hard work to make the conference a
success.
1. Transcript: 'This is your victory,' says Obama, CNN, Nov. 5, 2008,
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLMTCS/l 1/04/obama.transcript/.
2. Martin Luther King, Jr., I Have a Dream (Aug. 28, 1963), available at
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/lnkihaveadream.htm; Martin Luther King, Jr., rve Been
to the Mountaintop (Apr. 3, 1968), available at http://www.afscme.orglabout/1549.cfm. Obama
often references MLK, but many scholars view him as a drawing much of his political lessons from
Lincoln. See generally Susan Schulten, Barack Obama, Abraham Lincoln, and John Dewey, 86
DENY. U. L. REV. 807 (2009).
3. For a discussion that deconstructs Obama from a race and gender perspective, see Frank
Rudy Cooper, Our First Unisex President?: Black Masculinity and Obama's Feminine Side, 86
DENy. U. L. REv. 633 (2009). For a race and class assessment, see Angela Onwuachi-Willig &
Osamudia James, The Inclining Significance of Presidential Races, J. OF CoNTEMP. PROBLEMS
(forthcoming 2009) (on file with author). See also john a. powell, Post-Racialism or Targeted
Universalism?, 86 DENY. U. L. REv. 785 (2009).
4. Transcript: 'This is your victory,' says Obama, CNN, Nov. 5, 2008,
http:lwww.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/1 1/04/obama.transcriptL.
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His resistance to speaking explicitly to the racial meaning of his as-
cension to the highest office in the land did not stop others from doing
so, however. CNN commentator Roland Martin held back tears on live
television as he poignantly noted how fitting it was that Obama would be
sworn into office in 2009, "in the same year [that] the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People will celebrate its 100th an-
niversary."'5 The next morning, nearly every major newspaper6 joined
Martin in acknowledging the racial milestone that had unfolded, from the
liberal New York Times-"OBAMA: Racial Barrier Falls in Decisive
Victory" 7 -to the conservative Wall Street Journal-"Obama Sweeps to
Historic Victory: Nation Elects Its First African American President.",
8
Obama's omission came as no surprise to some-his campaign had
been marked by what had been called "race neutrality," 9-as demon-
strated by lines such as "There is not a black America and a white Amer-
ica and a Latino America and Asian America; there's the United States
of America."10  These types of statements sparked fear and dismay
among many social justice advocates who view such statements as the
hallmark of a colorblind racial justice philosophy. 1
In this essay we debunk the notion that Barack Obama embraces a
philosophy of colorblindness and suggest an alternative interpretation of
his racial justice philosophy-one rooted not in colorblindness, but in
anti-subordination principles that create space for a multi-faceted ap-
proach to dismantling oppression; one that not only counters racial dis-
crimination, but also addresses injustice on the basis of ethnicity, ability,
class, sexual orientation and other categories.
In the next section, we examine the notion of colorblindness, intro-
duce a framework to understand Obama's anti-subordination approach
and examine one area in which the results of Election Day 2008 fell
short-gay rights. We conclude this essay by dissecting the ways in
which the scapegoating of blacks after the passage of California's anti-
gay Proposition 8 represents the very kind of "us versus them" politick-
ing that can be eliminated as an anti-subordination framework takes hold,
5. Roland S. Martin, Thank You, President-Elect Barack Obama, CREATORS.COM, Nov. 7,
2008, http://www.creators.com/opinion/roland-martin/thank-you-president-elect-barack-obama.html
("[Tihe NAACP was created after a race riot in Springfield, Ill., the same city where Obama served
as a state legislator for eight years and where he launched his presidential campaign.").




9. John Blake, Could an Obama Presidency Hurt Black Americans?, CNN, July 22, 2008,
http://www.cnn.com12008/POLITICS/07/22/obama.hurt.blacks/index.html.
10. Barack Obama, Keynote Address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention (July 27,
2004).
11. Blake, supra note 9; David A. Frank & Mark Lawrence McPhail, Barack Obama's Ad-
dress to the 2004 Democratic National Convention: Trauma, Compromise, Consilience, and the
(Im)possibility of Racial Reconciliation, 8 RHETORIC & PUBLIC AFFAIRS 571, 572 (2005).
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one in which racism and homophobia would no longer be used as tools to
reinforce one another.
I. BARACK OBAMA'S "CHANGE WE CAN BELIEVE IN"
Colorblind racial justice philosophy-the idea that government
should not consider race in any context--dominates our social, political
and legal discourse, as illustrated by the outcome in the most recent
school integration case decided by the United States Supreme Court,
Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No.
1.12
At the turn of the twenty-first century, fifty years after Brown v.
Board of Education, American schools were more segregated than they
were in 1968.13 The data from Harvard's Civil Rights Project (now at
UCLA) and hundreds of social scientists show that these contemporary
segregated schools produce unequal educational opportunities for child-
ren of color who attend them.14  These segregated schools stem from
segregated housing patterns that trace back to not just private housing
choices, but to a history of blatant race discrimination by local, state and
federal governments. 
15
Yet, when Seattle and Louisville sought to rectify their racially-
concentrated schools by diversifying them, five justices of the Roberts
Supreme Court struck down the school districts' race-conscious assign-
ment plans. 16  In finding the plans unconstitutional, the Chief Justice
quipped, "[t]he way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop
discriminating on the basis of race.' 17  Roberts and his conservative
brethren severed race from the history of racism and "characterize[d] the
elimination of race-conscious decisions by government actors as the end
in itself."'
18
The Equal Protection Clause's objective as delineated in Brown-a
mandate to eliminate government practices that 1) "impl[ied] inferiority
12. See 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2768 (2007). See also, e.g., Alan D. Freeman, Legitimizing Racial
Discrimination Through Antidiscrimination Law: A Critical Review of Supreme Court Doctrine, 62
MINN. L. REv. 1049 passim (1978) (challenging the colorblind focus of antidiscrimination law on the
intent of the perpetrator which ignores the victim and the context of societal racial subordination);
Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution Is Colorblind," 44 STAN. L. REv. 1, 2-3 (1991)
(criticizing the way that '[a] color-blind interpretation of the Constitution legitimates, and thereby
maintains, the social, economic, and political advantages that whites hold over other Americans").
13. Anna Shavers, Katrina's Children: Revealing the Broken Promise of Education, 31 T.
MARSHALL L. REv. 499, 513 (2006).
14. See Brief of 553 Social Scientists as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondents at app. 30,
Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Saettle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 127 S. Ct. 2738 (Nos. 05-908 & 05-915)
(2007), available at www.tolerance.orglimages/teach/magazine/3 l/amicus-parentsv seatle.pdf.
15. See Robert Chang & Catherine Smith, John Calmore's America, 86 N.C. L. REV. 739,
744-751 (2008).
16. See Parents Involved in Cmty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2768
(2007).
17. Id.
18. Chang & Smith, supra note 15, at 757.
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in civil society" and 2) denied blacks the same rights exercised by whites
in educational opportunities' 9-- drop out of the discourse as legally cog-
nizable remedies to historical and current-day practices that deny child-
ren of color equal educational options. Over the last thirty years, the
Supreme Court's adherence to colorblind principles has functionally de-
nied the racial injuries affecting African-Americans and has resulted in
major erosions of civil rights protections. 20
This colorblind philosophy-that the government should not con-
sider race in any context-forms and reinforces the status quo in most
areas of law and social policy.21 It also dominates American racial dis-
course, particularly among white Americans, who often proudly proc-
laim, "I don't see race. 22
No one can or should deny the importance of Obama's ascension as
a symbol of racial progress. Yet we must, as the civil rights series tells
us, keep our "eyes on the prize" 3-- a colorblind philosophy espoused by
the first African-American President of the United States would be a step
backward, not forward, for racial progress. Some commentators assert
that Obama purposefully courted white America with a "post-racial,"
colorblind promise.24 As early as 2004, Mark McPhail argued that "Ob-
ama weaves a therapeutic narrative of opportunity for all... [h]e breaks
down binary oppositions when he contends that 'there's not a liberal
America and conservative America-there's the United States of Ameri-
ca. There's not a black America and white America and Latino America
and Asian America; there's the United States of America." '25 McPhail
argues that similar to Dr. King, "Obama's appeal to identification and
unity illustrates the use of consilience, the linking of diverse voices and
values, to achieve coherence, the finding of similarity in difference, of
unum in pluribus. 26 However, McPhail insists that unlike other civil
rights orators like Dr. King, Obama ignores the historical and social real-
ities of American racism. Obama's speech "draws heavily upon the re-
19. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 491 n. 5 (1954) (quoting Strauder v. West Virginia,
100 U.S. 303, 307-08 (1880)).
20. See Jennifer Holladay, BROWN V. BOARD: Timeline of School Integration in the U.S.,
TEACHING TOLERANCE, Spring 2004, at 42, 54-56, available at
http://www.tolerance.org/teach/magazine/features.jsp?ar--487 (presenting the timeline of school
integration decisions post-Brown which shows increasing race neutrality in judicial decisions).
21. Gotanda, supra note 12, at 2.
22. Charles Lawrence ll, The Epidemiology of Color-Blindness: Learning to Think and Talk
about Race, Again, 15 B.C. THIRD WoRLD L.J. 1, 6 (1995) ("Such an assertion [that our constitution
and society are colorblind] can only be believed if we engage in massive denial of what we see and
hear every day."). Clearly race was on the minds of Americans, not only as it related to Barack
Obama, but Michelle Obama as well. See Verna Williams, The First (Black) Lady, 86 DENY. U. L.
REv. 833 (2009).
23. Eyes on the Prize (PBS television broadcast 1987). See also Canille Nelson, Racial
Paradox and Eclipse: Obama as a Balm for What Ails Us, 86 DENv. U. L. REV. 743 (2009).
24. Shelby Steele, Op-Ed., Obama's Post-Racial Promise, L.A. TIMEs, Nov. 5, 2008,
http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-steele5-2008nov05,0,6553798.story.




sources of whiteness and its dominant rhetorical tropes: innocence, race
neutrality, and positive self-presentation. It articulates well with white
racial recovery narratives that silence serious discussions about race in
this country. ' 27
Although we agree with some of McPhail's observations, we interp-
ret Obama's ultimate message differently. Barack Obama often avoided
direct references to his race, yet we believe his racial, or really, social
justice philosophy is not one of race-neutrality, colorblindness or even
post-raciality, but rather is based on anti-subordination principles. 28 So-
ciety must seek to eliminate policies and practices that further marginal-
ize groups who have been historically disadvantaged. 29 This certainly
includes African-Americans, but it also speaks to the marginalization of
other groups who also have stark histories of discrimination. Indeed,
some histories are being written as we speak, such as the granting and
subsequent removal of gays and lesbians' fundamental right to marry in
California. Obama's fundamental message includes racial reconciliation
and also incorporates many forms of oppression that are intertwined to
maintain the status quo.
When Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his last Sunday sermon on
March 31, 1968, he recounted the story of Rip Van Winkle.30  He ex-
plained that when Rip Van Winkle went up the mountain, there was a
picture of King George III of England and, when he woke-up twenty
years later, there was a picture of George Washington. 31 Dr. King pro-
foundly explained that "[o]ne of the great liabilities of life is that all too
many people find themselves living amid a great period of social change
and yet they fail to develop the new attitudes, the new mental res-
ponses-that new situations demand. [Like Rip Van Winkle], [t]hey end
up sleeping through a revolution.,
32
27. Id. at 583. We note that McPhail's observations were made early on, in 2004, before
Obama's actual run for the Presidency. But see Shelby Steele, Obama's Post-Racial promise: Ba-
rack Obama Seduced Whites with a Vision of Their Racial Innocence precisely to Coerce Them into
Acting Out of a Racial Motivation, Los Angeles Times, Nov. 5, 2008, available at
http://www.latimes.comlnews/opinion/commentarylla-oe-steele5-2008nov05,0,6553798.story.
28. For a discussion of performing identities in political campaigns, see Ann McGinley,
Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin, and Michelle Obama: Performing Gender, Race, and Class on the
Campaign Trail, 86 DENV. U. L. REv. 709 (2009).
29. See generally, Ruth Colker, Anti-Subordination Above All: Sex, Race and Equal Protec-
tion, 61 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1003, 1007 (1986); Darren Lenard Hutchinson,"Unexplainable on Grounds
Other than Race": The Inversion of Privilege and Subordination in Equal Protection Jurisprudence,
2003 U. ILL. L. REV. 615, 632 (2003).
30. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., A TESTAMENT OF HOPE: THE ESSENTIAL WRITINGS AND
SPEECHES OF MARTIN LTHER KING, JR. 268 (1986) (James Washington ed. 1990).
31. Id. at 268-278.
32. Id. at 268-269 (identifying three areas in which a revolution was taking place: technology,
weaponry and human rights).
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We are in such a period. Two factors signify its emergence. First,
white Americans are on the cusp of losing their majority status.33
Second, an ever-deepening array of subordinated groups are seeking their
seat at the table, claiming their rightful place for their voices and con-
cerns to be heard and addressed-from newly arrived immigrants to
people with disabilities to gays and lesbians.34 These realities combine
to form a new chorus for social change, one that will include both those
traditionally subjugated as well as previous white power elites35 who will
need to renegotiate their status in a new social context.
Citizens make election decisions based on many things-political
ideology, party-allegiance, and specific issues (such as the economy, the
Iraq War, or the environment). Importantly, some citizens, if not most,
are also influenced consciously and unconsciously by group identities-
by their race, gender, disability, sexual orientation and religion. These
socially constructed categories have meaning in our day-to-day interac-
tions and.evolve depending on situation and context. 36 What was unique
about Barack Obama's presidential campaign was that, in addition to his
political platform, he also consistently and deliberately invoked these
categories. He often spoke of racism against African-Americans, Latinos
and Asians; the class struggles of working and middle class blacks and
whites, Latinos and Asian Americans; homophobia against gays and les-
bians; and profiling of Arab-Americans. However, he did not stop there:
He brought these themes back into larger scale issues like health care,
employment and education, which, generally speaking, are of concern to
almost everyone.
37
Instead of a group-based, us versus them political tactic (i.e. white
vs. black, black vs. brown, gay vs. straight), Obama offered Americans a
33. John Derbyshire, Towards a White Minority, NATIONAL REVIEW ONLINE, May 25, 2007,
http://tinyurl.com/d8tnh7.
34. A PLACE AT THE TABLE: STRUGGLES FOR EQUALITY IN AMERICA (Maria Fleming ed.,
2000).
35. "Power elite" is a term coined by sociologist C. Wright Mills in 1956 to describe the
relatively small, loosely knit group of people who tend to dominate American policymaking. See
generally C. WRIGHT MILLS, THE POWER ELrrE (Oxford Univ. Press) (2000); see also PAUL KIVEL,
You CALL THIS A DEMOCRACY? WHO BENEFITS, WHO PAYS, WHO REALLY DECIDES, 43-47 (Apex
Press) (2004) (discussing race and gender as tools of the power elite in contemporary America).
36. Tristin K. Green, Discrimination in Workplace Dynamics: Toward a Structural Account
of Disparate Treatment Theory, 38 HARV. C. R.-C.L. L. REV. 91, 95-99 (2003); Melissa Hart,
Subjective Decisionmaking and Unconscious Discrimination, 56 ALA. L. REV. 741, 745-49 (2005);
Jerry Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 HARv. L. REV. 1489, 1497-506 (2005); Linda Hamilton
Krieger, Civil Rights Perestroika: Intergroup Relations After Affirmative Action, 86 CAL. L. REV.
1251, 1258-76 (1998); Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias
Approach to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161, 1202.04
(1995); Catherine E. Smith, The Group Dangers of Race-Based Conspiracies, 59 RUTGERS L. REV.
55, 75-79 (2006).
37. See Alan Brinkley, This is Our Moment, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 18, 2009, at 7 ("Obama, of
course, has proposed bolder plans-among them universal access to health care for all citizens");
Barack Obama, A More Perfect Union (Mar. 18, 2008), available at
http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/hisownwords; Barack Obama, Keynote Address at the
2004 Democratic National Convention (July 27, 2004).
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"counter narrative" of how those who view themselves as marginalized
on some axes (and not), including an immense number of white voters,
could combine votes with one another to challenge the status quo. What
Obama built in the course of his campaign, what ultimately catapulted
him to the White House, was a new kind of coalition: one based not in
the assertion of "hear my concerns," but rather in asking, "how are our
concerns related?" In an America with rapidly changing demographics,
Obama's message and the success of that message offers a glimpse of the
coalition-building opportunities that are possible when we focus not sole-
ly on race but on anti-subordination principles.
On November 4, 2008, Obama became the first Democratic nomi-
nee in more than twenty years to win the presidency with support from a
majority of voters,38 and the majority who delivered his victory fulfilled
the promise of the coalition-building rhetoric that had signified his cam-
paign. Voters of nearly every hue and disposition aligned themselves
with him. 39 Obama won 95% of the African-American vote, 67% of the
Latino vote and 62% of the Asian-American vote.4° He appealed to more
white voters than John Kerry did in 2004, drawing 41% of white men
and 46% of white women,4' and the white voters who resisted Obama
lived primarily in the South.42 Obama secured a majority of voters from
every educational bracket and every age group, except those sixty-five
and older.43 He drew more Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and evangelical
voters than Kerry did in 2004; he also swung more independents and
conservatives to the Democratic ticket and thus created a space where,
for the first time in a long time, the poorest among us (those making less
than $15,000 a year) and the richest among us (those making more than
$200,000 a year) chose the same candidate as voting blocks. 44
38. Timothy Noah, What We Didn't Overcome, SLATE, Nov. 10, 2008,
http://www.slate.com/id/2204251/.
39. It is no coincidence that 2008 DNC delegates were the most diverse in history and at all
time highs for African-Americans, Latinos, Asian and Pacific Islanders, Native Americans, persons
with disabilities and gay, lesbian and transgendered delegates. DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
CONVENTION COMMITTEE, DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION DELEGATE DIVERSrrY 1984-
2008 (2008), http://www.demconvention.com/assets/downloads/Delegate-Diversity-1984-2008.pdf.
40. Posting of Nate Silver to Five'MirtyEight.com,
http://www.fivethirtyeight.comv2008/1 1/obama-outperforms-kerry-among-virtually.htm], (Nov. 6,
2008 13:03 EST). For a discussion of what the vote by Asian Americans means, see Keith Aoki &
Robert S. Chang, Half-Full, Half-Empty? Asian American Electoral "Presence" in 2008, 86 DENY.
U. L. REv. 565 (2009).
41. Id.
42. Pew Research Center, Inside Obama's Sweeping Victory, Nov. 5, 2008,
http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1023/exit-poll-analysis-2008. In Alabama, for example, only 10% of
whites voted for Obama. See Equal Justice Initiative, Election Analysis Shows Only 10% of Whites
in Alabama Voted for Obama, Nov. 17, 2008, http://www.eji.org/eji/node/236.
43. Posting of Nate Silver to FiveThirtyEight.com,
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This coalition of voters does not represent colorblindness; it does
not, like Roberts and his conservative brethren on the Supreme Court,
suggest that Americans ignore the history and current-day discrimination
against African-Americans. Instead, Obama's anti-subordination agenda
recognizes the racial harms against African-Americans and at the same
time makes room for other marginalizations as well. He asks simulta-
neously that we recognize the history of genocide against Native Ameri-
cans, that we refuse to deny gays and lesbians equal opportunities in em-
ployment, health care benefits and taxes, and that we recognize the dan-
gers of poverty for people of color and whites. By helping us see our
connectedness, Obama minimized the ability of his opponents to pit
identity groups against one another. More importantly, in an era in
which, as a result of colorblind rhetoric, we see civil rights being severe-
ly scaled back and an increasing gap between "haves" and "have-nots,"
he created a broad coalition of voters, one in numbers large enough to
"change" the status quo.
As Dr. King suggested forty years ago, social justice advocates
must develop new attitudes, new mental processes and new approaches
to erode the historical vestiges of slavery and racial segregation that are
institutional and systemic;45 to counter the powerful changing rhetoric,
such as colorblindness and its many permutations; 46 and to identify and
challenge the ways in which racial discrimination continues to perpetuate
itself in more unconscious and perhaps even more insidious ways.47 Yet,
no minority identity-group can do it alone. Barack Obama's social jus-
tice message affords us an opportunity to adopt "new attitudes [and] the
new mental responses ... that new situations demand" to advance black
45. See John 0. Calmore, Exploring Michael Omi's "Messy" Real World of Race: An Essay
for "Naked People Longing to Swim Free," 15 LAW & INEQ. 25, 28 (1997) (American law rein-
forces "oppressive and exclusionary expressions of racism that are institutional and cultural, struc-
tural and systemic, and harmful.").
46. See Robert S. Chang, Critiquing "Race" and Its Uses: Critical Race Theory's Uncom-
pleted Argument, in CROSSROADS, DIREcrIONS, AND A NEW CRITICAL RACE THEORY 87, 95 (Fran-
cisco Valdes et al eds., 2002) (arguing that "after formal equal treatment has been secured, the ter-
rain shifts ... [so that] [tioday, in the era of colorblind jurisprudence and the new racialism, social
construction must be argued to establish that individuals and institutions have acted in concert to
create differences in the material conditions of racial minorities and that this requires or justifies
remedies that necessarily entail racially different treatment.").
47. See Linda Hamilton Krieger, Civil Rights Perestroika: Intergroup Relations After Affir-
mative Action, 86 CAL. L. REV. 1251, 1258-76 (1998); Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of
Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity,
47 STAN. L. REV. 1161, 1203 (1995); Charles Lawrence, The Id, the Ego, and Equal Protection:
Reckoning with Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L. REV. 317, 322-23 (1987). For additional articles
on unconscious bias, see Tristin K. Green, Discrimination in the Workplace Dynamics: Toward a
StructuralAccount of Disparate Treatment, 38 HARv. C. R.- C.L. L. REV. 91, 95-99 (2003); Melissa
Hart, Subjective Decisionmaking and Unconscious Discrimination, 56 ALA. L. REV. 741, 74549
(2005); Jerry Kang, Trojan Horses of Race, 118 HARV. L. REV. 1489, 1497-1506 (2005); Catherine
Smith, The Group Dangers of Race-Based Conspiracies, 59 RUTGERS L. REV. 55 (2006).
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interests.48 Part of this work is building a coalition base, instead of frac-
turing along lines of race, class, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation.
II. PROP 8 AS A CAUTIONARY TALE
On that special Tuesday in November 2008, one group of Ameri-
cans who had offered 70% of its votes to help elect the first black presi-
dent in U.S history found themselves standing with one foot firmly out-
side the celebration: gays and lesbians.49
For Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered (LGBT) Americans,
that historic day surely was to be celebrated. "For the past eight years,
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue was a dead end for our community," ob-
served Joe Solmonese, president of the Human Rights Campaign, which
had endorsed Obama. ° "Now the LGBT community and the entire so-
cial justice movement will have a voice at the highest level of govern-
ment. Our years in the wilderness are over, and this really is a change
,,51we can all truly believe in.
But November 4 also proved to be an exercise in stigma for LGBT
people. In Arkansas, voters approved a measure prohibiting unmarried
partners from adopting children or serving as foster parents, functionally
deeming LGBTs to be unfit for parenting.52 In Arizona and Florida, a
majority of citizens voted to deny LGBT people access to marriage pro-
tections, limiting them to unions that include one man and one woman.53
All eyes then turned to California, where the state Supreme Court
just months earlier had identified marriage as a fundamental right to
which all Californians were entitled; consequently, thousands of gay
couples had married after the Court's decision.54 Yet anti-gay advocates
had managed to get a measure on the ballot-Proposition 8-that sought
to amend the state's constitution and limit marriage benefits to hetero-
sexual couples.55
Prop 8's vote was too close to call when Obama took to the stage in
Chicago's Grant Park to deliver his victory speech, but ten hours later the
48. Remaining Awake Through a Great Revolution, in A TESTAMENT OF HOPE: THE
ESSENTIAL WRrIINGS OF MARTiN LUTHER KING, JR. (1986) (James Washington ed.).
49. Posting of Nate Silver to FiveThirtyEight.com,
http://www.fivethirtyeight.com/2008/11/obama-outperforms-kerry-among-virtuatly.html, (Nov. 6,
2008 13:03 EST). For a compelling account of the events leading up to Prop. 8, see Melissa Murray,
Marriage Rights and Parental Rights: Parents, the State, and Proposition 8, 5
STAN. J. C.R.-C.L. (forthcoming 2009).
50. Human Rights Campaign, Human Rights Campaign Lauds 2008 Election Results, Nov. 4,
2008, http://www.hrc.org/11517.htm.
51. Id.
52. Emanuella Grinberg, Mixed results on measures banning same-sex marriage, CNN, Nov.
5, 2008, http://edition.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/I 1/04/state.laws/?imw=-Y&iref=-mpstoryemail.
53. Id.
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Associated Press announced that it had passed. 6 California voters had
banned marriage rights for gay couples. It was a stunning triumph for
the conservative right. McCain had won just 37% of Californians'
votes; 57 the anti-gay measure passed thanks to support from Obama's
base.
Commentators quickly jumped to point out the lines upon which "us
and them" had been drawn. On November 6, the San Francisco Chroni-
cle reported, "While Obama publicly backed the 'No on Prop. 8' effort,
African-American voters had no trouble voting overwhelmingly for the
man who will be the nation's first black president and then voting 70
percent in favor of Prop 8, exit polls showed., 58 White, gay commenta-
tor Dan Savage notoriously pointed the finger at blacks, too.
59
African-Americans did not cause Prop 8's passage. Subsequent
analysis of polling data clarified that age, religiosity, and political ideol-
ogy served as stronger indicators of support for the measure. 6° Neverthe-
less, the scapegoating of black voters in the wake of the anti-gay meas-
ure's success serves as a potent reminder that race and homophobia are
intermingled as tools of oppression and often are levied for divide-and-
conquer, us-versus-them purposes. The truth is, LGBT interests and
blacks' interests are far more entangled than most acknowledge.
The LGBT movement is often portrayed by mainstream LGBT ad-
vocates, the far right and the media as serving the interests of white,
middle-class LGBTs, and the majority of the population views it as
such.6 1 Marginalizing the diversity of individuals that make up the
LGBT community by equating gayness with whiteness ignores the fact
that a significant number of African-American, Latino and Asian LGBTs
56. See id.
57. CNN Election Center 2008, California Results, http://edition.cnn.comlELECTION/2008/
results/individual/#mapPCA (last visited Jan. 26, 2009).
58. John Wildermuth, Many Obama Supporters Also Backed Prop. 8, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 6,
2008, at A 18, available at http://tinyurl.com/69drvd.
59. Posting of Dan Savage to SLOG, http://slog.thestranger.comt2008/1 l/black homophobia
(Nov. 5, 2008, 9:55 FST).
60. Patrick J. Egan and Kenneth Sherrill, California's Proposition 8: What Happened, and
What Does the Future Hold? (2009) (on file with author); David Binder, Proposition 8 Poste-
Election California Voter Survey (2008) (on file with Author); Justin Evers, Poll: Black Voters Not
Responsible for Passage of Same-Sex Marriage Ban in California, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT,
Dec. 4, 2008, http://www.usnews.comlarticleslnewslnationall2008/l2O4/pol-black-voters-not-
responsible-for-passage-of-same-sex-marriage-ban-in-california.html.
61. See Kate Kendall, Race, Same-Sex Marriage, and White Privilege: The Problem with
Civil Rights Analogies, 17 YALE J. L. & FEMINISM 133, 135 (2005) ("Gay liberation-including the
right to marry-will remain illusory unless white queers actively challenge and combat the rich,
white stereotype. Given the culture we live in, the image is seductive, but it is inaccurate and ulti-
mately unhelpful."); Darren Lenard Hutchinson, "Gay Rights" for "Gay Whites"?: Race, Sexual
Identity and Equal Protection Discourse, 85 CORNELL L. REV. 1358, 1362-68 (2000).
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are also marginalized by heterosexism, in addition to racism and clas-
SiM62sism.
2
This marginalization and invisibility of LGBTs of color is particu-
larly stark when exploring the demographics of LGBTs with children.
While the typical representation of LGBTs with children are often white
and middle class, the reality is that a significant percentage of LGBTs
with children are people of color.
In the very state in which Prop 8 was passed, a recent study found
that the 26,000 gay and lesbian couples raising an estimated 70,000
children are "more likely to be people of color and that their median
household income is 17% lower than the income of married couples with
children." 63 In Alameda County, California, the demographic breakdown
of the 1,400 same-gender couples with children yielded the following:
29% were Latino parents, 13% African-American, 12% Asian/Pacific
Islander, 1% Native American or other, and 45% white.64 Further, 69%
of the same-sex parents in Alameda County are women. 65 It is important
to note that these numbers do not include individual gays and lesbians of
all demographics raising children, nor does it include white same-gender
couples raising children of color.66
Despite the data, gays and lesbians are often viewed as white (and
affluent). And this representation of gayness as whiteness is the result of
racism and white privilege on the right and the left.67 On the right, the
Traditional Values Coalition's film, Gay Rights, Special Rights: Inside
the Homosexual Agenda-a video that is used specifically to recruit
African-American supporters into the anti-gay movement-accuses gay
and lesbian activists of "highjacking" the Civil Rights Movement. It also
casts LGBTs as economically affluent, showing the alleged disparities
62. Hutchinson, supra note 61, at 1370-1371. As Darren Hutchinson explains in the context
of the predominately white LGBT push for gay marriage:
[Sociological] data demonstrate that heterosexuals of color, particularly blacks and Lati-
nos, exercise their existing right to marry at rates far lower than those of whites. Sociolo-
gists attribute these differences to cultural norms among persons of color that place great-
er importance on extended, rather than nuclear, family arrangements and to economic
hardships that diminish the financial incentives traditionally associated with marriage.
Thus, economic and cultural realities may render marriage less attractive and less finan-
cially advantageous for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered persons of color and the
poor. Furthermore, because women, people of color, and the poor within gay and lesbian
communities experience subordination from gender, racial, and economic hierarchies, in
addition to heterosexism, the achievement of formal sexual equality, including the right
to same-sex marriage, will not completely insulate them from oppression.
Id.
63. Tyche Hendricks, A New Family Portrait; Same-sex Couples Raising Children Less Likely
to be White, Wealthy, Study Finds, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 31, 2007, at Al.
64. Id.; BIANCA D.M. WILSON, PHD, LGBT FAMIILY COLLABORATIVE, OUR FAMILIES:
ArrRiBuTES OF BAY AREA LESBIAN, GAY, BISExUAL, AND TRANSGENDER PARENTS AND THEIR
CHILDREN 7 (2007), available at httpJ/www.sfcenter.org/pdf/OurFamilyReport.pdf.
65. See Hendricks, supra note 63.
66. See WILSON, supra note 64, at 6-7.
67. See Hutchinson, supra note 61, at 1362-68.
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between LGBTs and African-Americans and asserting that LGBTs have
higher incomes and are employed in upper management and frequently
travel.
68
On the left, the limited power that LGBT communities manage to
harness typically replicates the political power of the white majority by
advancing a white image and white interests-it fails to identify and
demonstrate the diversity within the LGBT community. It is a tactical
decision perhaps: the best way to sway the white power elite is to dem-
onstrate how "like them" we are, and being like them means being white.
Still, this form of racism, while seeking to challenge homophobia, ends
up perpetuating it. It deters blacks and other people of color from recog-
nizing their collective interest in gay rights, as it signals to them that,
even an Obama-esque coalition's anti-subordination efforts, "of color"
interests will be subverted to white interests yet again.
The evolving ideals of equality demand a focus on systems of op-
pression in myriad forms. Over the past forty years the landscape of the
black civil rights struggle has shifted as other social change movements
have emerged nationally and globally, including the immigrants' rights
movement and the gay rights movements. These movements are often
portrayed as antagonistic to, or in competition with, black equality-a
"divide-and-conquer tactic" leveraged by the power elite to deflect atten-
tion away from systems of power and privilege, much like what we saw
during the firestorm of Prop 8's passage. To undo oppression, however,
people of color and gays and lesbians (as well as members of other sub-
ordinated groups) must recognize, even anticipate, this divisive technique
and ready ourselves with a new paradigm to attack the concentration of
power, wealth and domination that keeps all of us subjugated on some
axes.
Marginalized groups must strive to see what our interests share in
common. In his historic speech on race, Obama asserted that anger in
the black community over racism, and the resentment of whites over
affirmative action, "distract attention from the real culprits of the middle
class squeeze-a corporate culture rife with inside dealing, questionable
accounting practices, and short-term greed; a Washington dominated by
lobbyists and special interests; economic policies that favor a few over
the many." 69 This reality came home to roost just months after the
speech, as the nation fell into the abyss of a staggering economic crisis:
the Dow losing roughly 40% of its value;70 home prices falling to historic
68. NICOLAS RAY, NAT. GAY AND LESBIAN TASK FORCE POLICY INC., FALSE PROMISES,
How THE RIGHT DEPLOYS HOMOPHOBIA TO WIN SUPPORT FROM ARIcAN AMERICANS, 22-23
(2006), available at http'/www.thetaskforce.org/downloads/reports/reports/FalsePromises.pdf.
69. Barack Obama, A More Perfect Union (Mar. 18, 2008), available at
http-/my.barackobama.com/pagecontenthisownwords.




loWS7 ' and unemployment reaching a fifteen-year high.72 Blacks and
whites share an interest in economic justice, even if they arrive at that
need from different historical and contemporary realities, and we have a
better chance of attaining meaningful change working together rather
than as oppositional groups.
This is not to say that different forms of oppression are the "same"
or that our experiences are parallel. Homophobia and racism surely are
not "the same."'7 3 They are neither rooted in the same histories, nor do
they play out in the same way in day-to-day experiences. Racism as
lived by black people is not "the same" as homophobia lived by lesbians,
gays, bisexuals and transgendered people.74 Yet in the political discourse
individuals often fall into a sameness trap. Instead of exploring the
harms of both racism and homophobia-as we saw in the Prop 8 de-
bate-the conversation often goes point-counterpoint, something like
this:
Person in Opposition to Gay Rights: "Gays were never slaves"
Person in Support of Gay Rights: "While that may be true, gay
people have been persecuted throughout history"
Person in Opposition to Gay Rights: "Gay people are not known as
gay unless they tell someone; black people are immediately identi-
fied as black"
Person in Support of Gay Rights: "Some gay people can be identi-
fied as gay; even if they cannot, being closeted forces gay people to
live a lie"
Person in Opposition to Gay Rights: "Blacks are born black; being
gay is a choice"
Person in Support of Gay Rights: "Being gay is not a choice. Trust
me, I would not choose to be gay to be discriminated against all of
the time" or "Even if it is a choice, I should not be forced to choose




These types of exchanges are the rhetorical sheep that lull us to
sleep during the revolution. They serve as convenient distractions for
those seeking a larger social justice framework. Sameness is not the
measure of equality. Just as Obama explained that the debates over rac-
ism and affirmative action among blacks and poor and middle class
71. Rex Nutting, U.S. Homes Now Undervalued, Economists Say, MARKET WATCH, Dec. 3,
2008, http://tinyurl.com/ccr8ah (last visited Mar. 25, 2009).
72. US Unemployment Rises to 15-year High, IRISH TIMES, Dec. 5, 2008, available at
http:llwww.irishtimes.com/newspaper/breaking/2008/1205/breaking53.htm.
73. Jennifer Holladay, Hesitation and Hope, Spring 2009,
http://www.tolerance.org/teach/magazineeditorsnote.jsp?p=0&is=44.
74. Catherine Smith, Queer as Black Folk?, 2007 Wis. L. REv. 379, 388 (2007).
75. Id. at 388-389.
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whites "distract attention from the real culprits of the middle class
squeeze," the sameness trap distracts us from the difficult work of identi-
fying how racism and homophobia (and sexism) are often linked to
maintain systems of power and privilege. This trap too often prevents us
from offering a counter-narrative, an alternative message that frames
how our subordinations are related.76
CONCLUSION
In his journey to the White House, Barack Obama demonstrated that
he could be, in the words of Dr. King, not merely "a searcher for consen-
sus but a molder of consensus, '77 creating a coalition that called us to
"look after not only ourselves but each other."
78
To be sure, Obama's coalition is an imperfect one.79 Proposition
8's passage reminds us that we still fall too readily into the categories of
"us and them"--categories in which subjugated groups fight against each
other, rather than alongside each other.
Still, Obama has set us on a new path in America's long journey
toward justice and equality for all. A path driven by the "common stake
we all have in one another."80 His work is our work, and it is change we
must build on. We must commit ourselves to a new kind of social justice
movement in which our identities remain intact, but do not obscure our
views of the larger picture where we can see, and unify around, anti-
subordination principles with the power to liberate us all from the firm
grasp of oppression.
76. Id. at 386.
77. Martin Luther King, Jr., Domestic Impact of the War, (Nov. 1967), available at
http://www.aavw.org/specialfeatures/speeches-speech-kingO3.html.
78. Transcript: 'This is your victory,' says Obama, CNN, Nov. 5, 2008,
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLrrICS /11/04/obama.transcript/.
79. Many find Obama imperfect as well. His selection of evangelical minister Rick Warren-
who has compared homosexuality to incest and pedophilia--to deliver the invocation at his inaugu-
ration angered many. See CNN.com, Obama: Choice of Warren Reflects Diversity of Ideas, Dec.
18, 2008, http://www.cnn.com2008/POL1TICS/1218/obama.warren/; see also Jennifer Holladay,
Does Rick Warren Represent Diversity?, Jan. 2009, http://www.tolerance.org/teach/activities/
activity.jsp?ar=1037; see also Darren Hutchinson, The Fallacy of Obama's Diversity Defense: Rick
Warren's Views Already Have a Place at the Table, Dec. 22, 2008,
http://dissentingjustice.blogspot.coml2008/12/fallacy-of-obamas-diversity-defense.html.
80. Barack Obama, A More Perfect Union (Mar. 18, 2008), available at
http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/hisownwords.
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INTRODUCTION
I stand here at the crosscurrents of... history.'
With those words, Michelle Obama claimed two pivotal moments:
the women's struggle for suffrage and the Black civil rights movement.
2
Each of these made it possible for her husband and his former opponent,
Hillary Rodham Clinton, to be considered for the nation's highest office.
But Mrs. Obama referred to herself, not Barack or Hillary. Michelle
Obama was at the crosscurrents of history. Why?
Certainly, as a Black woman opening the Democratic National
Convention, Michelle Obama could claim the moment as a transcendent
break from the nation's troubled past. She is the descendant of slaves,3 a
South Side girl, the daughter of working class parents,4 an alumna of Ivy
League institutions, 5 a former associate with a white shoe law firm,6 and
an executive at one of the nation's top hospitals.7 Mrs. Obama8 has de-
fied constraining racial, gender, and class stereotypes and has excelled.
Yet, during the campaign, a different portrait of this remarkable woman
emerged.
At various times, bloggers and journalists derided her as "Mrs.
Grievance" 9 and Obama's "baby mama."10  A national magazine de-
t Professor of Law, University of Cincinnati College of Law. I attended law school with
Michelle Obama and have been a close friend of hers for over twenty years. I would like to thank
Catherine Smith and Frank Rudy Cooper for inviting me to participate in this symposium. I also am
grateful to Margaret Drew, Kristin Kalsem, Betsy Malloy, and Rachel Smith for their comments and
to Jennifer Koehler for her research assistance.
I. Michelle Obama, Remarks at the Democratic National Convention (Aug. 25, 2008) [he-
reinafter Michelle Obama DNC Remarks] (transcript available at
http://www.barackobama.comi/2008/08/25/remarksof michelleobania _and l.php.).
2. Id.
3. Shailagh Murray, A Family Tree Rooted in American Soil, WASH. POST, Oct. 2, 2008, at
Cl.
4. Michelle Obama DNC Remarks, supra note 1.
5. Mrs. Obama graduated from Harvard Law School and Princeton University. See Liza
Mundy, When Michelle Met Barack, WASH. POST. Oct. 5, 2008, at Wl0.
6. Id.
7. Richard Wolffe, Barack's Rock, NEWSWEEK, Feb. 25, 2008, at 26.
8. Throughout this essay, I will refer to Michelle Obama as "Mrs." I do this for two reasons:
first, while Mrs. Obama does not stand on titles or ceremony, her new status requires more formali-
ty; second, as between "Mrs." or "Ms." she prefers the former.
9. See Nancy Gibbs & Jay Newton-Small, The War Over Michelle Obama, TIME, May 22,
2008, available at http://www.time.com/prntout/0,8816,1808642,00.html (observing that National
Review magazine had depicted Mrs. Obama on its cover as "Mrs. Grievance").
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picted her on its cover as a 1970s Angela Davis, complete with a monu-
mental Afro, semi-automatic weapon, and burning flag." Some of this
rancor responded to Mrs. Obama's remark that the public's embrace of
her husband's candidacy had made her "really proud" of this country for
the first time in her adult life.12 However, her critics also focused on
such benign comments as Mrs. Obama's complaints about her spouse's
failure to pick up his socks or return the butter to the refrigerator-going
so far as to suggest she was "emasculating"
' 13 her man.1 4
As the subject of this discourse, Michelle Obama exemplified life at
the intersections of race and gender. Unlike her husband, whose biracial
background and international upbringing made fitting him into the Black
male trope trickier,15 Mrs. Obama was an authentically and stereotypical-
ly Black woman: angry, sassy,1 6 unpatriotic, and uppity.17 Painting Mrs.
Obama in this light, her critics essentially asked: How can Michelle Ob-
ama be First Lady when she's no lady at all?
This essay suggests that the hostility confronting Mrs. Obama dur-
ing the campaign responded to the perceived threat she posed to the insti-
10. This label appeared on Fox News. See DailyKos, Obama's Baby Mama, Posting of Kos
to Daily Kos, http://www.dailykos.comstoryonly/2008/6/13/02320/2993 (June 12, 2008 9:30 PM
PST).
11. Barry Blitt, The Politics of Fear, THE NEW YORKER, July 21, 2008 (see picture on cover
of the magazine), available at http://www.newyorker.com/magazinelcovers/2008.
12. See Jill Lawrence, Michelle Obama's Comments Under Fire, USA TODAY, Feb. 20, 2008,
at 2A. The Obamas responded by stating that Mrs. Obama was "proud of her country, which is why
she and Barack talk constantly about how their story wouldn't be possible in any other nation on
earth." Id. This remark drew a rebuke from Cindy McCain, wife of Republican candidate Senator
John McCain: "I have always been proud of my country," she said. Arnie Pames, Cindy McCain
Sheds her Shyness, PoLrricO.CoM, Oct. 20, 2008 (available on Lexis). Mrs. McCain's response was
particularly notable because she was not as visible as was Mrs. Obama during the campaign. As a
result, the media coverage of her was neither as voluminous nor hostile. For example, one commen-
tator observed that she spoke with "soft, gentle tones." Id. Other reports described her in terms that
highlighted her fragility and, as a consequence, her traditional, and perhaps extreme, femininity: "In
her size-0 St. John skirt suits, and her lacquered coiffures, [she] appears pampered and brittle. Her
movements are quick and sharp-birdlike." Ariel Levy, The Lonesome Trail: Cindy McCain's Non-
traditional Campaign, NEW YORKER, Sept. 15, 2008, at 53.
13. Maureen Dowd, She's Not Buttering Him Up, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 25, 2007, at A27.
14. MSNBC anchor Tucker Carlson once asked "[w]ill America elect a man whose wife
publicly laments his piggish behavior?... [Us it necessary to publicly humiliate her husband with
tails of dirty socks, unmade beds, butter left out to melt on the dinner table... ?" Tucker (MSNBC
television broadcast May 29, 2007).
15. For example, one journalist noted as follows: "worried that Mr. Obama's far-flung up-
bringing and his lack of deep roots leave some voters unsure and untrusting, the campaign is essen-
tially substituting Mrs. Obama's family background for his own." Jodi Kantor, Michelle Obama,
Reluctant No More, N.Y. TtMEs, Aug. 26, 2008, at A14. The head of the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference even suggested that the media treated Mrs. Obama more harshly than they treated
her husband because "he has no slave blood in him." SCLC Head: Michelle Obama Treated More
Roughly Than Her Husband Because of Her Slave Heritage, ATL. J. CONST., June 22, 2008, availa-
ble at http://tinyurl.com/5t63ym.
16. Michelle Cottle, Why Michelle Obama is no Hillary Clinton, NEW REPUBLIC, Mar. 26,
2008, at 23 (taking note of Mrs. Obama's "sarcasm, candor" and asking "how sassy is too sassy").
17. See, e.g., Stuart Taylor, Jr., Obama's Wife and Their Spiritual Adviser, NAT'L J., Apr. 5,
2008 (critiquing Mrs. Obama for having an unnecessarily "bleak vision of America," particularly in
light of the advantages she has had in life).
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tution of First Lady. The First Lady, an unelected position lacking any
constitutionally-defined job description, 18 carries great social meaning. 19
Women playing this role generally are considered, and expected to be,
the nation's hostesses, notwithstanding the notable public activities of
such First Ladies as Eleanor Roosevelt, Rosalynn Carter, and Hillary
Clinton.20 In this regard, the First Lady personifies domesticity and tra-
ditional womanhood: for example, she must attend to heads of state vi-
siting the executive mansion, care for the home itself, or supervise such
activities as the observance of Christmas or Easter on the White House
grounds.21 Public performance of such duties requires a First Lady who
is supportive and nurturing. A "true woman" in every sense:
[She is] sort of a barometer of the status of women in society and our
shifting views of womanhood. Her roles, political activities, and
treatment by the press and public reflect the status of women and so-
cietal expectations toward women throughout American history.
22
Thus, as a Black female poised to fill that position, Michelle Obama not
only was at the crosscurrents of history, but also was in the crosshairs of
the enduring struggle about what it means to be truly female, indeed,
what it means to be a "woman" in this society.
Specifically, while women remain subordinate in our patriarchal so-
cial order, their status within that hierarchy depends heavily upon other
factors, including their ability to conform to norms of femininity.23 Race
plays a particularly significant role in determining whether those stan-
dards even are accessible.24 Thus, for example, in this system, white
women have privilege based on their race; white femininity is the gold
standard that other women must meet. 25 Therefore, if the First Lady ex-
emplifies femininity and true womanhood, it stands to reason that Black
women would and should be excluded from attaining that status.
The notion that Michelle Obama might become the First Lady di-
rectly challenged that paradigm. As the media discourse suggests, the
prospect of a Black woman in that position inspired curiosity, anxiety,
and in some cases, hostility. Some in the media suggested that, to coun-
ter those images, the campaign "repackaged" Mrs. Obama to highlight
her more appropriately feminine attributes, such as her appearance and
18. See infra notes 31-34 and accompanying text.
19. See, e.g., Gary D. Wekkin, Role Constraints and First Ladies, 37 Soc. Sci. J., 601 (2000);
Robert P. Watson, Source Material: Toward the Study of the First Lady: The State of Scholarship,
33 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 423, 424 (2003).
20. See infra note 32 and accompanying text.
21. For example, First Lady Laura Bush read to children attending the most recent Easter Egg
Roll in the White House grounds.
22. Robert P. Watson, The First Lady Reconsidered: Presidential Partner and Political Insti-
tution, 27 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 805, 808 (1997).
23. See infra notes 64-72 and accompanying text.
24. See infra notes 49-54 and accompanying text.
25. See infra notes 49-54 and accompanying text.
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devotion to her children, rather than her intellect, sharp wit, and ambi-
tion.26 The campaign made her more visible in settings less likely to
generate controversy, such as "The View," a daytime program where
discussion focused on such topics as the off-the-rack Donna Ricco dress
she was wearing.27 That so much attention was focused on Mrs. Obama
and the meaning of her potential First Ladyship demonstrated vividly
how critical this role is to the existing social order.28 Understood in this
way, the resistance to Mrs. Obama was an effort to assert the primacy of
a white patriarchal hierarchy. Specifically, the premise underlying these
critiques was that, as a Black woman, Mrs. Obama was unqualified per
se to serve as First Lady.
In the pages that follow, this essay discusses the source of this no-
tion and its implications for the manner in which Mrs. Obama carries out
her duties as the first African American woman to serve in this role. Part
I examines the role of First Lady, which has been undertheorized in legal
scholarship, 29 and how it promotes privileged white femininity, and in so
doing, upholds patriarchy. Part II builds upon that discussion, explaining
that the gender and racial norms that contribute to the traditional First
Lady trope exemplify the intertwined nature of racism and sexism, which
have been used to justify Black subordination. This section also ex-
amines how African Americans have embraced gender conformance as a
way of attaining acceptance and status within the existing social order,
specifically through the "Black lady" construct, which the campaign in-
voked to lessen opposition to Mrs. Obama, and therefore, the candidate.
In Part 1I, I discuss the transformative potential of Michelle Obama's
First Ladyship. Given the nation's sorry history regarding race and
gender, we cannot underestimate the powerful symbolism of having a
Black woman filling this very prominent role. Moreover, Mrs. Obama
has signaled her intention to be more than an icon by taking on substan-
tive policy issues, such as the work/family balance. Her work in this
regard has the potential to bring about significant change, not only in
terms of the perception of the First Lady, but also with respect to the
26. See Michael Powell and Jodi Kantor, After Attacks, Michelle Obama Looks for a New
Introduction, N.Y. TIMES, June 18, 2008, at Al; Nightline: Michelle Obama (ABC television broad-
cast June 19, 2008) (transcript on file with author) (observing that Michelle Obama was reintroduc-
ing herself to America with the assistance of Senator John Kerry's former press secretary); Tim
Harper, Michelle Obama Softens Her Public Image, TORONTO STAR, June 21, 2008, at A3.
27. See Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan, Michelle Obama: Fashion's New Darling?, wSJ.coM, June 19,
2008, http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121389326494088867.html?mod=googlenews-wsj. See also
Patrick Healy, New to Campaigning, but No Longer a Novice, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 28, 2007 (observing
that the campaign was choosing "politically safe" venues for Mrs. Obama, such as "The Tonight
Show," to help voters become "comfortable with the idea of a black first lady").
28. See infra notes 31-47 and accompanying text.
29. Other disciplines are developing a growing body of literature regarding First Ladies. See,
e.g., Watson, supra note 22, at I; Anthony J. Eksterwicz & Kristen Paynter, The Evolution of the
Role and Office of the First Lady: The Movement Toward Integration with the White House Office,
37 SOC. So. J. 547 (2000).
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raced and gendered expectations that limit opportunities for too many
Americans.
I. THE FIRST LADY: EXEMPLAR OF TRADITIONAL FEMININITY
Lacking a job description, a constitutional designation, or salary,
30
the First Lady is a position that is at once difficult to define with preci-
sion, and yet inspires a relatively uniform image of domesticity. On one
hand, she holds a public office that has grown consistently in terms of
staff, space within the White House, budgetary support, and agendas.3'
The modem First Lady is a bona fide profession; the public expects her
to pursue an agenda of some sort,32 provided it fits within certain gen-
dered limits. Yet, for all the professionalization of the First Lady's of-
fice, much of the job consists of performing an identity: namely, to epi-
tomize "true" American womanhood.
While this concept continues to change over time, the core task of
the nation's most prominent public woman is older than the White House
itself.33 The First Lady is the nation's hostess and housekeeper. 34 Her
day-to-day activities focus largely on welcoming visitors to the executive
mansion and ensuring that the residence is in top shape.35 These "social
and ceremonial 36 duties are essential not only because they are symbols
of the First Lady, but also because they directly reflect upon the Presi-
dent, and in turn, the nation.37
These responsibilities, substantive and stylistic in nature, also carry
the mark of traditional domesticity, and the gendered expectations that
comprise it. Namely, the primary focus of the First Lady's role is on the
30. Melanne Verveer, Foreword, in THE PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION: READINGS ON THE
FIRST LADIES, at xi (Robert P. Watson & Anthony J. Eksterowicz eds., 2006) (hereinafter
PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION).
31. For example, Eleanor Roosevelt, whom some commentators identify as the first modem
First Lady, worked in a bedroom suite and later the East Wing with a small staff of two secretaries;
she sought and received advice from a coterie of friends and relatives. Some sixty years later, Hil-
lary Rodham Clinton had a professional staff funded by a congressionally-authorized budget, and an
office in the West Wing. See PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION, supra note 30, at 549, 557-59. Presently,
the First Lady's office has a website that provides links to the issues of particular concern to the First
Lady and speeches she has given about a wide variety of substantive topics, e.g., assistance to the
people of Burma, and recipes. See http://www.whitehouse.gov/firstlady/ (last visited Jan. 23, 2009).
32. For example, the public and the media criticized Nancy Reagan early in her husband's
term for not having a particular interest outside of her family. In response, she became the spokes-
woman for "Just Say No," an antidrug program. See PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION, supra note 30, at
556.
33. See, e.g., Edith P. Mayo, Party Politics: The Political Impact of the First Ladies' Social
Role, 37 Soc. Se. J. 577, 578 (2000) (observing that President and Martha Washington initiated the
tradition of hosting social events as a means of establishing and caring for political networks and
lived in New York and Philadelphia before construction of the President's House).
34. See id.
35. Id.
36. Id. at 579.
37. See, e.g., id. at 580 (observing that the "by the time of First Lady Sarah Polk ... the
pattern for [serving in a] social and ceremonial role.., both in substance and in style, had been
set").
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private sphere-that is, the home and family. Paramount among her
duties is supporting her spouse at home so that he may succeed in the
public sphere. The First Lady does not strive for public success in her
own right, other than to be regarded as a good wife and mother. 38 Simi-
larly, domesticity determines not only what the First Lady does, but also
how she does it. For example, under this framework, if the First Lady
would like to advise the President on policy matters, she should do so off
the record, to avoid the appearance of going beyond her circumscribed
role. Similarly, domesticity requires that any public cause she pursues
reflect appropriate women's concerns. To deviate is to do so at one's
peril.
When First Ladies depart substantially from these roles, they court
controversy. The most recent39 and vivid example is Hillary Clinton.
Mrs. Clinton entered the First Lady role after substantial professional
success as an attorney; she was the first woman with a graduate degree to
hold that position.4° Her husband pledged that, if elected, there would be
two leaders in the White House, and they would remake the office of
First Lady.41 In this regard, Mrs. Clinton assumed the role suspect, since
she clearly was not a model of domesticity. Mrs. Clinton transgressed
even further and provoked great controversy when she chaired the Presi-
dent's Task Force on National Health Care Reform. Organizations
representing physicians, health care consumers, and the public interest
sued the Task Force, after they sought, and were refused, access to its
meetings.42 These plaintiffs argued that the Federal Advisory Committee
38. See generally JOAN WILLIAMS, UNBENDING GENDER: WHY FAMILY AND WORK
CONFLICT AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT 13-33 (2000) (explaining domesticity and traditional gender
roles).
39. Other First Ladies have encountered public disapproval for acting in ways deemed inap-
propriate for the role. For example, Betty Ford was roundly criticized after an interview on the news
magazine, 60 Minutes, during which she expressed approval for unmarried couples' cohabiting prior
to marriage. See Maryanne Borrelli, Competing Conceptions of the First Ladyship: Public Res-
ponses to Betty Ford's 60 Minutes Interview, 31 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 397 (2001). Borrelli
analyzed the thousands of letters Mrs. Ford received in the wake of the program, most of which were
very critical. Id. at 402. She found that these writers "stipulated that the first lady should be a wife
and mother. Her public sphere role should be an extension of her private sphere responsibilities."
Id. at 407. Conservative commentators bluntly questioned Mr. Ford's capacity to lead the nation
based on his wife's performance. See Mary Linehan, Betty Ford and the Transformation of the Role
of First Lady in PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION, supra note 30, at 60. William F. Buckley "charged that
Betty had abused her husband's power." Id. Rosalynn Carter also was criticized in the media for
traveling to Latin America in connection with her husband's foreign policy agenda because the
Constitution did not authorize her to do so. Gary Wekkin, Role Constraints and First Ladies, 37
Soc. Sci. J. 601, 606-07 (2000). See also Colton C. Campbell and Sean E. McCluskie, Policy Ex-
perts: Congressional Testimony and Influence of First Ladies, in PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION, supra
note 30, at 168, 174-77 (discussing negative reactions from Congress and the press to Eleanor Roo-
sevelt's testifying on matters).
40. Robert P. Watson, A Review Essay: Hillary's Legacy? Recent Literature on the First
Lady, 37 SOc. Sci. J. 653, 657 (2000).
41. See Barbara Kellerman, The Enabler, 28 PRESIDENTIAL STuD. Q. 887, 887-88 (1998).
42. See Association of American Physicians and Surgeons v. Hillary Rodham Clinton, 997
F.2d 898, 900 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (addressing the question whether the Task Force on National Health
Care Reform and its working group were advisory committees and therefore subject to federal laws
regarding open meetings).
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Act ("FACA") required Mrs. Clinton to make the task force's proceed-
ings, among other things, open to public comment.43
In a limited ruling, the court determined that the First Lady was an
adviser to the President. As such, the court held that she should be con-
strued as a "full-time officer or employee of the government," which
meant that FACA's requirements did not apply to the task force.44 Not-
withstanding the legal victory, Mrs. Clinton's "reputation had suffered a
considerable blow" when the health care reform she championed did not
come to fruition. 5 For the remainder of her husband's term as President,
Mrs. Clinton assumed a much lower profile, "attempt[ing] to redefine her
image as [F]irst [L]ady into more traditional terms." 46
The foregoing suggests that, despite the lack of a formal job de-
scription, there are firmly held expectations of First Ladies that fit
squarely within the paradigm of traditional femininity and domesticity.
In some respects, the nature of the position has evolved to reflect the
modem fact of women's participation in the public sphere. However, as
Hillary Clinton's experience suggests, venturing too far from the realm
of traditional femininity that the First Lady represents is risky business.
This gendered framework helps to explain some of the opposition to Mrs.
Obama; however, it is incomplete without looking more deeply into the
racial implications of the status of "lady:" that is, to apply an intersec-
tional lens.
H. WHO IS A LADY?
Intersectionality tells us that racism and sexism are interlocking
forms of oppression"7 that work together to reinforce a white patriarchal
social order. When we consider the First Lady within this context, it
becomes clear that this role is heavily gendered and raced; as such, it was
by definition not open to a Black woman like Michelle Obama. Thus,
the Obama campaign not only had the challenge of heightening the
43. Id. at 901.
44. Id. at 911.
45. Kellerman, supra note 41, at 888.
46. Glenn Hastedt, First Ladies and U.S. Foreign Policy, in PRESIDENTIAL COMPANION 192,
206 (Robert P. Watson & Anthony J. Eksterowicz eds., 2003).
47. See Kimberld Crenshaw Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black
Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics, 1989 U.
Cn. LEGAL F. 139, 145 (1989) (advocating that feminist theorists analyze issues using a multiple
axis in order "to restructure the distribution of opportunity"); Angela P. Harris, Race and Essential-
ism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 STAN. L. REv. 581, 585 (1990) (criticizing feminist legal scholars
for failing to consider how race intersects with sex). See also Dwight A. McBride, Can the Queen
Speak? Racial Essentialism, Sexuality, and the Problem of Authority, in BLACK MEN ON RACE,
GENDER, AND SEXUALITY: A CRITICAL READER 253, 272 (Devon W. Carbado ed., 1999) (noting
that "if I am thinking about race, I should already be thinking about gender, class, and sexuality");
Darren Lenard Hutchinson, Identity Crisis: "Intersectionality, " "Multidimensionality," and the
Development of an Adequate Theory of Subordination, 6 MICH. J. RACE & L. 285, 297 (2001) (advo-
cating an examination of the interactions between the myriad forms of oppression).
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American public's comfort level with a Black commander-in-chief, it
had to do the same with respect to his spouse, who, because of her gend-
er and race, was the antithesis of what the First Lady traditionally has
represented. The following examines why race and gender norms have
helped construct the First Lady as white.
A. Gender Norms, Racial Constructs, and Social Hierarchy
Race and gender norms have been used throughout our nation's his-
tory to justify subordination of African Americans. For, example, in the
context of education, gender and race stereotypes validated limiting op-
portunities in order to prepare Blacks for their subordinate status in the
social hierarchy. The early architects for African American schooling
determined that Black males should focus on the trades, agriculture, and
other fields that develop manual dexterity since they had "little concep-
tion of the meaning of virtue, truth, honor, manhood, integrity.' '48 Higher
education was not a viable option for them or their female counterparts.
For Black women, such policymakers mapped out an educational path
designed to address their "dishonesty, tardiness, drunkenness, immorali-
ty, and irresponsibility."4 9 Coursework in this regard would prepare
them for homemaking, motherhood, and paid domestic service to support
their families. These expectations stood in sharp contrast to those for
white women, whose coursework prepared them to serve as mistresses of
their households.5°
In the present day, patriarchal norms continue to support a raced so-
cial order. Black females are constructed as oversexed and overly fertile;
Black motherhood is abnormal5' and blameworthy for social problems
such as juvenile delinquency and poverty. 52 Black males are deemed
irresponsible, undependable, and dangerous; these stereotypes facilitate
tracking Black boys into special education or low-achievement educa-
tional programming. 53 These gender constructs suggest that the ills con-
fronting African Americans result from Black pathology. The solution is
for Black men to be "men ' 4 and Black women to be "women;" that is, to
48. Verna L. Williams, Reform or Retrenchment? Single-Sex Education and the Construction
of Race and Gender, 2004 Wis. L. REv. 15, 44 (2004) (quoting HOWARD ODUM, SOCIAL AND
MENTAL TRAITS OF THE NEGRO: RESEARCH INTO THE CONDITIONS OF THE NEGRO RACE IN
SOUTHERN TOWNS: A STUDY IN RACE TRAITS, TENDENCIES AND PROSPECTS 38 (1910)).
49. Id. at 49 (quoting BEVERLY GuY-SHEFTALL, DAUGHTERS OF SORROW: ALTITUDES
TOWARD BLACK WOMEN, 1880-1920, 136 (1990)).
50. Id. at 57-59 (discussing coursework at state institutions designed to produce white "young
ladies").
51. See, e.g., Dorothy E. Roberts, Racism and Patriarchy in the Meaning of Motherhood, 1
AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 1, 11 (1993) (arguing that Black motherhood is not valued).
52. See Williams, supra note 48, at 22-23.
53. Id. at 71 (discussing research evaluating California experiment with single sex education
and concluding that such programming had "great potential to create a new low-educational track for
students labeled as at-risk").
54. Indeed, this message has great appeal to many African Americans. For example, Mr.
Obama tapped into this well by urging Black fathers to be more involved in their families' lives. On
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reflect and embody white patriarchal norms. In this respect, gender con-
formance is a strategy for Blacks to gain access to middle class economic
status and, just as significant, respect.55 This strategy also is manifest in
the Black lady imagery the campaign used to counter the stereotypic
vitriol targeting Mrs. Obama.
B. The "Black Lady:" Ticket to Status and Respect?
Patricia Hill Collins argues that Black women pursue traditional
femininity in the guise of the "Black lady" to gain access to the middle
class. This image contrasts sharply and intentionally with prevailing
notions of Black womanhood, as Collins explains:
[I]mages associated with poor and working-class Black women be-
come texts of what not to be. To achieve middle-class status, African
American women must reject this gender-specific version of authen-
ticity in favor of a politics of respectability. They must somehow
figure out a way to become Black "ladies" by avoiding these work-
ing-class traps. Doing so means negotiating the complicated politics
that accompany this triad of bitchiness, promiscuity, and fertility.
56
The "Black lady" embodies some characteristics of traditional feminini-
ty, informed by African-American cultural experiences. The Black lady
is not overly assertive or aggressive; she allows the Black man to be
strong to lead their families and communities.57 She is attractive and
sensual, but does not flaunt her sexuality, confining that part of herself to
heterosexual marriage. 58 The "Black lady" works outside the home, re-
flecting the reality that "middle-class Black women typically need to
work in order to remain middle class., 59 Adopting the "Black lady" sig-
nifies an intentional move away from the deviance white patriarchy as-
cribes to African-American women. It also represents a deliberate claim
on the femininity white patriarchy denies Black women.
Father's Day, 2008, Mr. Obama discussed how fathers are "critical" to families but "too many fa-
thers also are... missing-missing from too many lives and too many homes. They have aban-
doned their responsibilities, acting like boys instead of men. And the foundations of our families are
weaker because of it." See Remarks of Senator Barack Obama: Apostolic Church of God (June 15,
2008), http://www.barackobama.comI2008/06/15/remarks oLsenator-barackobam_78.php. Mr.
Obama's comment no doubt was intended to spark recognition among fathers, Black and those of
other races and backgrounds, who needed to contribute financially and otherwise to their families.
However, it also echoed the critique that young Black males need to learn how to become men in
order to break the cycle of poverty affecting urban African American families. See also Williams,
supra note 48, at 67-73 (observing that single sex education in urban school systems is promoted as
providing this type of "training" and an attendant path toward economic stability).
55. Reliance upon this strategy has its own perils. In the context of single sex education, it
has meant unequal educational offerings for male and female students-for example, an emphasis on
discipline for Black boys and on pregnancy prevention for Black girls, at the expense of providing
the academic offerings that would mean access to higher education. See id. at 69-73.
56. PATRIcIA HILL COLLINs, BLACK SEXUAL POLITICS: AFRICAN AMERICANS, GENDER, AND
THE NEW RACISM 138-39 (2004).
57. Id. at 183.
58. Id. at 139-40.
59. Id. at 139.
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Clearly, Michelle Obama meets the "Black lady" standard. She is
professional, attractive, married to a strong Black man, and committed to
her family. She is strong but ultimately yielding to her husband's ambi-
tion to run for President. Her softness in this sense allows Mr. Obama to
appear to some extent like a traditional father and husband. Moreover,
being married to a Black lady gives Mr. Obama the bona fides to critique
African American men who fail to step up to their proper roles.
6
0
61While some may lament this image of Michelle as retrogressive,
in the face of the prevailing construction of Black women and families, it
is, in its own way, powerful. Mrs. Obama as Black lady resonates with
so many African Americans who have longed for change, change in how
we are depicted in society, the media and popular culture, as well as in
how we perceive ourselves.62 In this regard, the Black lady in the guise
of Michelle Obama says that we not only can survive in this hostile so-
cial order, but we can thrive in ways that our parents or grandparents
could not even imagine.
On the other hand, however, the hostility Mrs. Obama confronted
suggests the limited ability of the Black lady image specifically, and the
notion of gender conformance, more generally, as a strategy for disman-
tling the dominant social order. This is so in large part because the lady
trope, in and of itself, is a tool of white supremacy. The designation of
"lady" allows white women to achieve status and exclude others because
of their race, class, and sexuality. Sociologist Kristen Myers argues that,
just as is the case with traditional masculinity, "the conceptualization and
enactment of femininity" supports an inequitable social order.63 Specifi-
cally, as Myers explains, the foundations for the lady trope are "sexism,
heterosexism, class elitism, and racism."64 In this regard, the lady attains
status in society by appealing to and being passive with men: "[w]ell
groomed" and distinctive for her "poise and grace . . . [the lady] is most
60. Id.
61. For example, one profile of Mrs. Obama observed that "the trajectory of her life can be
read . . . as a depressingly retrograde narrative of stifling gender roles and frustrating trade-offs."
Geraldine Brooks, Michelle Obama: Camelot 2.0?, MORE, Oct. 2008, at 113, 115.
62. As one report in the Washington Post has observed, African American women feel af-
firmed by Michelle Obama:
[Black women] saw their family in hers, or the family they dreamed of having. Saw a
woman whose husband seemed to adore her, giving her hugs and pecks on the lips as if
the whole world were not watching....
'I like the way she carries herself,' says Liz Nolan, 65.
'I like the fact that she walks with him,' says Shenee McRae, 31, 'not behind or in front
of him.'
'For black women, she is visible proof that you can be anything you want to be."'
DeNeen L Brown & Richard Leiby, The Image of Affirmation: In Michelle Obama, Women See
Their Best Selves, WASH. POST., Nov. 21, 2008, at C-I.
63. Kristen Myers, Ladies First: Race, Class, and the Contradictions of a Powerful Feminini-
ty, 24 SOC. SPECrRUM 11, 12 (2004).
64. Id. at 14.
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successful when she is submissive to men." 65 The lady imagery thus is
hyper-gendered, the epitome of traditional femininity.
Consistent with its patriarchal foundations, the social status atten-
dant to being a lady is exclusionary and regressive. As such, it affords
limited power to the women fortunate to be deemed "ladies." Specifical-
ly, even though ladyhood requires subordination to men, those achieving
its status are nominal insiders. Ladies know who is and, importantly,
who is not a lady.66 Accordingly, ladies "actively police their boundaries
in order to keep out those who would pollute the image. Cloaked in gen-
tility and politeness, ladies patrol their hallowed dominion. ' 67 The ex-
clusivity imbedded in the term "lady" makes it desirable to the women
who normatively were never intended to carry its label because of their
race, class, or sexuality.
Thus, some of these attacks on Mrs. Obama may be understood as
challenges to her authenticity as a "lady," reproving her for having the
audacity to suggest she was qualified for that role. These critiques were
meant to remind her and the public that she did not really have the status
the term "lady" connotes; that, in truth, she was more like the Black
women we "know" so well: the "manmies, matriarchs, welfare reci-
pients, and hot mommas [that have been used to] justify U.S. Black
women's oppression., 68 These time-worn images reverberated as Mi-
chelle was depicted as a scantily clad lynching victim,69 a belligerent
waitress, 70 or her husband's "baby mama., 71 The media assaults sought
to recast Mrs. Obama as the face of Black female deviance, and in so
doing, discredit her husband and derail his campaign for the Presidency.
Moreover, the persistence and vehemence of the negative imagery
highlights the limitations of gender conformance as a means for Black
liberation. Strategies that have roots in white male patriarchy will not lift
Blacks from subordination; those with the privilege conferred by the
social order will exert that privilege to maintain subordination. Given
Obama's victory over Senator John McCain, however, it is tempting to
conclude that claiming the traditional gender order, i.e., positioning Mrs.
Obama as a "Black lady," succeeded after all. However, as I suggest in
65. Id. at 13.
66. Id. at 17.
67. Id. at 18-19.
68. PATRICIA HILL COLLINS, BLACK FEMINIST THOUGHT: KNOWLEDGE, CONSCIOUSNESS,
AND THE POLITICS OF EMPOWERMENT 69 (Routledge 2d ed. 2000) (1990).
69. The DailyKos report posted this image, but withdrew it in the face of criticism. See
Posting of Marc Lamont Hill to Down From the Tower, http://blogs.theroot.com/blogs/
downfromthetower/archive/2008/05/23/michelle-obama.aspx (May 23,2008, 10:27 EDT).
70. See Posting of Real King of France to Curmudgeonly & Skeptical,
http://curmudgeonlyskeptical.blogspot.com2 8/06/michelle-obama-weve-met.htm (June 26, 2008,
12:55 EDT).
71. This label appeared on Fox News. The image is available on the DailyKos blog. See
Daily Kos, http://www.dailykos.comlstoryonly/2008/6/13/02320/2993 (June 12, 2008, 21:30:51
PST).
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the section that follows, Mrs. Obama's particular brand of feminism,
rather than mere reliance upon the "Black lady" imagery, may have
played an important role in this regard. Put another way, the notion of
Mrs. Obama serving as a First Lady in her unique manner reflected the
change that so many voters sought.
III. MICHELLE OBAMA AS PRESIDENTIAL SPOUSE: RIDING THE
CROSSCURRENTS TO NEW POSSIBILITIES
As the foregoing suggests, Michelle Obama was right. She does
stand at the crosscurrents of history, as the first Black woman to serve as
the nation's First Lady. The campaign has finally ended; yet, her actions
remain the subject of great scrutiny,72 as we are eager to learn how Mrs.
Obama will put her mark on the role. Will she be the "mom-in-chief?
73
A fashion and beauty icon?74 Or, will she continue to be a lightning rod
for her husband, a "Stokely Carmichael in a designer dress"? 
75
Thus far, Mrs. Obama has approached her new job in a way that re-
flects her policy concerns: with an eye toward balancing work and fami-
ly. And, so far, this balancing act has been well received in the court of
public opinion. 76 As "mom-in-chief," Mrs. Obama focused on daughters
Malia and Sasha and their transition from Chicago to Washington. She
met with Laura Bush and surveyed her future home. There was no talk
of domestic or foreign policy; instead the emphasis was on domesticity,
suggesting that Mrs. Obama would follow the traditional trajectory for
First Lady, to the dismay of some. However, the raced and gendered
dynamics of the job of First Lady, coupled with Mrs. Obama's life expe-
rience, indicate that by the end of this administration, Mrs. Obama will
be remembered, at a minimum, for forging a new template for presiden-
tial spouses to follow.
72. At this writing, the media are focused on Mrs. Obama's athletic physique and her prefe-
rence for sleeveless dresses. See, e.g., Maureen Dowd, Should Michelle Cover Up? N.Y. TIMES,
Mar. 8, 2009, at WK-10 (opining that "[tihe only bracing symbol of American strength right now is
the image of Michelle Obama's sculpted biceps," and ultimately concluding that she should not
cover up).
73. Harriette Cole, The Real Michelle Obama, EBONY, at 73 (Sept. 2008) (quoting Mrs.
Obama as follows: "My first job in all honesty is going to continue to be mom-in-chief... [and]
make sure that in this transition, which will be even more of a transition for the girls, that they are
settled and that they know they will continue to be the center of our universe.").
74. Mrs. Obama appears on the cover of the March, 2009, issue of Vogue magazine; the editor
suggests that she was chosen because of the "politics of fashion.... It's no coincidence that Mi-
chelle Obama favors emerging, independent American designers and mass U.S. brands, because she
accepts the iconicity that has been thrust upon her and has thought carefully about how to use it
responsibly and productively." Anna Wintour, Letter from the Editor, VOGUE, Mar. 2009, at 178.
75. The O'Reilly Factor (Fox News Network television broadcast January 26, 2009) (tran-
script on file with author).
76. With just one month on the job, Mrs. Obama had the highest approval marks for a First
Lady in thirty years. In a recent poll, Mrs. Obama was viewed favorably by forty-nine percent of
Americans; only five percent viewed her unfavorably. Forty-four percent had no opinion. See
Posting of Dalia Sussman to The Caucus: The Politics and Government Blog of The Times,
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com2009/02/23/timescbs-news-poll-michefle-obamas-appeal (Feb.
23, 2009, 6:43 p.m. EST).
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A. Defying Stereotypes about Black Women
We cannot overlook the great significance of having a Black wom-
an as First Lady. Mrs. Obama is a vivid counterpoint to longstanding
stereotypes about Black womanhood, of Black motherhood. She not
only is the most prominent public woman in the nation, but the most
prominent Black woman in the nation, sending a message to the world
that stands in sharp contrast to the images of welfare queens, rump-
shaking, angry, baby-mamas that have dominated the public discourse
for too long.
By choosing to embrace the role of strong mother and supportive
wife as a Black woman, Mrs. Obama strikes a blow at the racial and
gender social order the First Lady position represents. In this sense, Mrs.
Obama's posture with respect to her family is intentionally intersectional.
She is neither wed to traditional notions of motherhood, nor to a brand of
feminism that would prefer that she downplay this part of her identity.77
To achieve balance between work and family, she receives support from
networks familiar to working class parents: family and friends. 78 Addi-
tionally, Mrs. Obama openly acknowledges being shaped by the compli-
cated roots of oppression that are a part of her personal history, as well as
her working class childhood, and the social justice movements that made
the Obama presidency possible. Mrs. Obama shifts the dominant and
subordinating paradigm reinforced by the First Lady role. Indeed, as
many Black women are noting, there is power in seeing their faces re-
flected in that of Michelle Obama.79
B. Pursuing Projects Reflecting Social Justice Values
Beyond being a public symbol, Mrs. Obama has indicated that she
will pursue issues informed by her experiences as a beneficiary of the
civil rights and women's movements. During the campaign, she repeat-
edly voiced concerns about the work/family balance, particularly with
respect to military families. In some respects, the choice of this issue is
not on its face controversial, as it deals with the safe areas of children
and families; however, given Mr. Obama's stated policy goals, Mrs. Ob-
ama's work may go beyond the typical gendered boundary of raising
awareness to making the case for policy initiatives that Mr. Obama plans
77. See, e.g, Rebecca Traister, The Momification ofMichelle Obama, SALON.COM, Nov. 12,
2008, http://www.salon.com/mwt/feature/2008/11/12/michelle_obama.
78. See Patricia J. Williams, Grandma-in-Chief THE DAILY BEAST, Nov. 26, 2008,
http:llthedailybeast.comlblogs-and-stories/2008-11-26/grandma-in-chieflp/ (observing that Mrs.
Obama "remains sane" in part because she "relies on her mother, her brother, her co-workers, her
friends to make things work.").
79. Mrs. Obama's warm and loving relationship with her husband, as well as her style and her
beauty are marked departures from typical images of African American life, as discussed above, that
she already has been celebrated for "accomplish[ing] so much even before moving into the White
House." See, e.g., Allison Samuels, What Michelle Means to Us, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 1, 2008, at 29,
available at http://www.newsweek.com/id/170383.
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to pursue. In this sense, Mrs. Obama may be understood as acting in
tandem with her husband on his policy agenda.
In fact, during the first month of the administration, Mrs. Obama
has taken overt steps that suggest strongly her intention to ensure that her
role is substantive as well as ceremonial. Specifically, Mrs. Obama
quickly hired a staff that is very experienced in domestic politics and
public policy. For example, her chief of staff, Jackie Norris, was a senior
adviser for the Obama and Gore campaigns. Melissa Winter, her deputy
chief of staff, is an eighteen-year veteran of Capitol Hill. Her policy
director, Jocelyn Frye, spent over a decade in combating workplace dis-
crimination in a public interest law firm.80 These seasoned veterans will
help Mrs. Obama make important connections and navigate the national
policy arena. In addition, within her first month at the White House,
Mrs. Obama visited several federal agencies to promote Mr. Obama's
economic stimulus legislation.81 Mrs. Obama also made remarks when
the President signed the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009,82 his first
piece of legislation. Mrs. Obama observed that this measure was
an important step forward, particularly at a time when so many fami-
lies are facing economic insecurity and instability. It's also one cor-
nerstone of a broader commitment to address the needs of working
women who are looking to us to not only ensure that they're treated
fairly, but also to ensure that there are policies in place that help
women and men balance their work and family obligations without
putting their jobs or their economic stability at risk.
8 3
In so describing the Ledbetter Act, Mrs. Obama suggested that pay equi-
ty and civil rights are part of the constellation of work/family issues to be
addressed in the Obama administration. It must be noted, however, that
Mrs. Obama is supporting her husband's policies, rather than taking the
lead on developing any policy initiative, which, given Hillary Clinton's
experience,84 likely would generate controversy.
80. Rachel Swarns, For New First Lady, Hints of Agenda and Tone, N.Y. TIMEs, Jan. 20,
2009, at Al.
81. At the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, for example, Mrs. Obama observed that
the legislation would channel "billions of dollars for the EPA to continue to clean up our communi-
ties and improve the health of our fellow Americans." Michelle Obama, Remarks by the First Lady
to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Feb. 26, 2009), available at
http:lwww.whitehouse.gov/the-press-officeRemarks -by-the-First-Lady-to-the-US-Environmental-
Protection-Agency.
82. The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Play Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 112-1, 123 Stat. 5 (2009). The
Ledbetter Act amends Title VIu of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and other similar laws, to allow
workers to file lawsuits alleging pay discrimination within 180 days of learning about the discrimi-
nation, overturning Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., 127 S. Ct. 2162, 2163 (2007),
which severely limited the ability of litigants to bring such claims.
83. Michelle Obama, First Lady, Remarks by the First Lady and Mrs. Lilly Ledbetter at
Reception after Signing (Jan. 29, 2009) (transcript available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/
blog-post/AWonderfulDay).
84. See supra notes 42-46 and accompanying text.
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Mrs. Obama's activities in this regard are consistent with her ac-
tions during the campaign. Then, as now, she engaged in the substantive
issues of work/family balance, which resonated with her on a personal
level. Mrs. Obama candidly shared her own struggles on this front, ob-
serving that "[w]hat I found myself-and most of my friends-doing...
is, we just cope. We're taught that as women: Just handle it. Just adjust.
We accommodate things that aren't healthy. 85  Mrs. Obama's expe-
rience led her to conclude that women like her "are sort of waking up and
realizing that we potentially may not be able to have it all-not at the
same time. ' 6 Additionally, it led her to talk about the need to change
the nation's approach to these issues during the campaign:
What I'm hearing around the country is that there are women who are
struggling to keep their heads above water. And these issues tran-
scend party and even socioeconomic status .... We need to give
those issues a voice because I think women need a different model, a
template, ensuring that we're creating policies that actually make
87sense.
Among the voices Mrs. Obama highlighted were those of military
families who have a particularly difficult time because of frequent dep-
88loyments, among other things. Her work in this area was not just about
raising awareness of the problems confronting these parents; it also pro-
vided a platform for highlighting how the Obama administration would
do things differently. Specifically, on the campaign trail she gathered
information and narratives that could be used to promote new policies.
At one such roundtable in Norfolk, Virginia, Mrs. Obama highlighted the
85. Geraldine Brooks, Michelle Obama: Camelot 2.0?, MoRE October 2008 at 113, 117.
86. Gwen Ifill, Beside Barack, ESSENCE, Sept. 2007, at 200.
87. Dahleen Glanton, The White House's Working Mom, CHI. TRm., Nov. 6, 2008, at 5,
available at www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/chi-michelle-obama-thunov06,0,3548592.
story.
88. For example, Michelle Obama held a roundtable discussion with military families at Old
Dominion University on August 6, 2008, before which she gave remarks that highlighted some of
their issues:
I've heard from mothers struggling to make ends meet because their salaries aren't keep-
ing up with the cost of groceries. But if they take a second job, they can't afford the ad-
ditional cost of childcare. Moms who are nervous about taking time from their jobs to
care for a sick child. Moms-to-be who are scared of getting fired if the boss finds out
they're pregnant. Women who work hard every day doing the same jobs as men, but
earning less .... And you don't just struggle with the economic downturn like everyone
else; it's often more difficult for you to find jobs. I've heard from military wives who en-
ter the job market with solid resumes, but find themselves fighting for jobs that pay seven
dollars an hour. Employers look at your resume and wonder why you can't keep a steady
job-even though it's only because you're already doing your job as a military spouse by
moving from base to base.
Michelle Obama, Remarks to Military Spouses at Old Dominion Univ. (Aug. 6, 2008) (transcript
available at http://thepage.time.com/michelle-obama-remarks-to-nilitary-spouses/).
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campaign's proposals to assist military families;8 9 she also pledged to
"keep taking your stories to [Mr. Obama]." 90
Thus, Mrs. Obama's work illustrated a need for specific policies-
policies her husband supported, based on and informed by his own expe-
rience. In his second memoir, Mr. Obama openly acknowledged the
difficulty he and Mrs. Obama have had negotiating family and work ob-
ligations.9 1 He cogently reflected on what is at the root of these difficul-
ties for many families: traditional and deeply-ingrained gendered expec-
tations:
[N]o matter how liberated I liked to see myself as-no matter how
much I told myself that Michelle and I were equal partners, and that
her dreams and ambitions were as important as my own-the fact
was that when children showed up, it was Michelle and not I who
was expected to make the necessary adjustments. Sure, I helped, but
it was always on my terms, on my schedule. Meanwhile, she was the
one who had to put her career on hold .... It wasn't just the constant
scrambling between her work and the children that made Michelle's
situation so tough. It was also the fact that from her perspective she
wasn't doing either job well. . . I came to see that in her own mind,
two visions of herself were at war with each other-the desire to be
the woman her mother had been, solid, dependable, making a home
and always there for her kids; and the desire to excel in her profes-
sion, to make her mark on the world and realize all those plans she'd
had on the very first day that we met.
92
Thus, on the campaign trail, Mrs. Obama played the important role of
building a foundation for new workplace policies in an Obama adminis-
tration.
These policies would go beyond the current federal legal framework
which provides for unpaid leave93 and relies on formal equality to protect
workers with family obligations.94 For example, during the campaign,
Mr. Obama recommended amending the Family Medical Leave Act to
89. The campaign published a brochure detailing these plans, which included proposals to
"ensure predictable deployments, so that units have proper time to retrain and re-equip, and families
have time to reconnect... [and] expand the Family and Medical Leave Act so that it covers reserve
families." Id.
90. Id.
91. BARACK OBAMA, THE AUDACITY OF HOPE: THOUGHTS ON RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN
DREAM 340 (2006).
92. Id. at 340-41.
93. For example, the federal Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA") requires employers of
a certain size to provide unpaid leave to workers who need to care for family members' health is-
sues. 29 U.S.C.A. § 2612 (West 2008).
94. See, e.g., Senuta v. Groton, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10792, at *28-29 (D. Conn. 2002)
(finding that the city fire department had discriminated against female applicant in part because
female applicant was asked questions about her family that were not posed to male applicants). Cf
Troupe v. May Dep't Stores, 20 F.3d 734, 738 (7th Cir. 1994) (observing that, under Pregnancy
Discrimination Act, "employers can treat pregnant women as badly as they treat similarly affected
but nonpregnant employees").
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provide paid leave, citing California as a model for developing policies
that do not overburden employers.95 Additionally, he advocated making
quality and affordable child care available to all families, as well as im-
plementing policies that would give workers flexibility to accommodate
96family concerns. In this sense, Mrs. Obama's activities were linkeddirectly to her husband's domestic policy agenda.
As the foregoing suggests, Mrs. Obama's approach to her role as
First Lady has been and will be fueled very much by experience, just as
is true for Mr. Obama.97  It also is significant that, in discussing
work/family balance, Mrs. Obama has focused on families with modest
means; she intentionally focuses on the families with limited financial
resources whom these issues affect particularly acutely. In this regard,
Mrs. Obama takes an approach informed by her own working class
background. More importantly, she intentionally has rejected a "trickle
down" approach to policy that too often has plagued social justice
movements, including the women's movement.98 Mrs. Obama seeks
change from the bottom up.99 Mrs. Obama's choice of staff, issues, and
focus make clear that she has eschewed the pet project approach of tradi-
tional First Ladies. Here is a presidential spouse who seeks not only to
support her husband's agenda for change, but intentionally puts herself at
the forefront of promoting meaningful change.
First Lady Michelle Obama may be said to work from a feminist
perspective. Her agenda is informed by and based upon personal expe-
rience; it is oriented toward action; and, significantly, it focuses on those
most in need of policy change. 1°° While her activities may not go
beyond the boundaries implicit in the First Lady role, in many important
95. OBAMA, supra note 91, at 343. In the campaign, Mr. Obama proposed a plan that would
make the FMLA available to more workers by lowering the threshold for employer coverage from
fifty to twenty-five employees, allowing workers to take such leave to care for relatives other than a
spouse or child, participate in their children's activities at school, or address domestic violence. The
Obama plan also would encourage states to provide paid family leave. See Barack Obama and Joe
Biden Website, http://www.barackobama.comlissues/family (last visited Jan. 16, 2009) [hereinafter
Obama Plan].
96. OBAMA, supra note 91, at 342-43. According the campaign, Mr. Obama's plan would
make the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit available to low income families who earn too little
to take it presently. It would also make the federal government a model of flexible workplace poli-
cies. See Obama Plan, supra note 95.
97. OBAMA, supra note 91, at 340-41.
98. See, e.g., Kristin Kalsem & Verna L. Williams, Social Justice Feminism, UCLA
WoMEN's L.J. (forthcoming 2009) (discussing discord within the women's movement for failure to
address needs of working-class and poor women at the expense of well-to-do women).
99. Mari J. Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom: Critical Legal Studies and Reparations, 22
HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 323, 387-88 (1987) (urging critical theorists to focus on the concerns of
oppressed persons of color, including working with them to develop appropriate law reform strate-
gies).
100. See generally Kalsem & Williams, supra note 98 (observing that feminist practice and
theory are grounded in experience and oriented toward making change, particularly for the most
under-served).
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respects, her activities contribute to reshaping that role, aided, in no
small part by Mrs. Clinton's experience.
CONCLUSION
In filling the role and in carrying out the duties of First Lady, Mrs.
Obama signifies change. Her strong presence in the White House is a
concrete rejoinder to the demeaning stereotypes about Black women.
Similarly, she causes us to question the social meaning of First Lady in
ways that threaten the continued primacy of traditional femininity and
the subordinating paradigm it reifies. In working to shore up her hus-
band's domestic policy agenda, Mrs. Obama's role is more akin to
trusted counsel, than helpmate. In this respect, she may be carving out
the makings of a new paradigm for presidential spouse, built upon the
actions of the many First Ladies that have come before her. Moreover,
Mrs. Obama's race and her interest in social justice mean that she will, at
a minimum, cause the nation to question-perhaps even move us in the
direction of rejecting-constraining stereotypes at the core of the First
Lady role.
Mrs. Obama clearly stands at the crosscurrents of history. Indeed, it
appears that Mrs. Obama intends to take those strands of the past to con-
struct a new image of First Lady that is fitting for the future.
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